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The story of neutrinos began in 1930 when Pauli proposed a hypothesized
particle as a “desperate remedy” to rescue quantum theory. Although Pauli was
pessimistic about the detectability of his new particle, Reins and Cowan first dis-
covered (anti) neutrinos in 1956. Soon after, neutrinos became a puzzle for particle
physicists due to a persistent deficit in observed rates by multiple experiments. This
mystery was partly answered by Pontecorvo who first proposed the idea of neutrino
oscillations in 1957. In 1998, the Super-Kamiokande (SK) collaboration provided
the first definitive evidence of neutrino oscillations, for which both the SK and the
Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO) collaborations were awarded the Nobel Prize
in Physics 2015.
While measuring oscillation parameters has long been a focus for numerous
neutrino experiments, the IceCube Neutrino Observatory with DeepCore provides
a unique window to measure atmospheric oscillation parameters. With an effective
volume ∼ 300 times larger than SK, DeepCore can detect atmospheric neutrinos
between a few and 100 GeV. In addition, IceCube acts as a thick veto shield for
DeepCore to better identify atmospheric muon backgrounds. Given that the ampli-
tude of atmospheric neutrino oscillations is expected to be maximal at ∼ 25 GeV,
IceCube-DeepCore is well suited for studying atmospheric neutrino oscillations by
probing this energy window for the first time.
Using three years of IceCube-DeepCore data from 2012 to 2014, this work
measures atmospheric neutrino oscillation parameters from the disappearance of
muon neutrinos. The standard three neutrino mixing and matter effect due to Earth
are considered. Under the assumption of a unitary mixing matrix, a binned analysis
using a modified χ2 is performed, and sixteen systematics are taken into account.
Preferring a normal neutrino mass ordering, this analysis measures the mass squared
difference, ∆m223 = 2.55
+0.12
−0.11 × 10−3 eV2, and the mixing angle, sin2θ23 = 0.58+0.04−0.13.
The measurement from this work is comparable to the latest measurements from
other long baseline neutrino experiments.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The existence of neutrinos was first proposed by Wolfgang Pauli in his famous
letter [2] on 4th December 1930 as a hypothesis to rescue the law of energy and
momentum conservation in β decay. Naming his new particle neutrons, Pauli was
worried about its detectability, as he commented [3]
“I have done a terrible thing, I have postulated a particle that cannot
be detected.”
Two years later, James Chadwick discovered the neutron we know today with a
mass as heavy as a proton [4]. Clearly too heavy, Pauli’s new particle was renamed
as neutrinos, meaning the little neutral one in Italian, by Enrico Fermi. Fermi
included neutrinos in his theory of β decay published in 1933 [5], which is the
basis of the currently known weak interaction. Fermi’s paper also provided an
experimental method to accurately measure the neutrino mass from a β decay.
Hanna et al. performed the proposed experiment in 1949 and concluded that “our
initial assumption of a zero neutrino mass is correct, within our limits of error” [6].
Back then, it was difficult to detect neutral particles, let alone particles with
(nearly) zero masses and small cross sections. In 1953, Cowan and Reines attempted
to detect neutrinos from reactors located at Hanford, Washington, via inverse β
decay [7]. In this experiment, a tank of liquid scintillator was prepared. When an
anti-neutrino from nuclear fission activities interacts with a target proton, energetic
positrons are produced and annihilate with nearby electrons, giving out photons.
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The liquid scintillator also contained cadmium salts to capture neutrons from the
inverse β decays, producing more light. With only a few hours of data, Cowan
and Reines measured the difference between counts when reactor was on and counts
when reactor was off. They concluded that the observed difference in counts agreed,
within the error bar, with the prediction from the hypothesis of the existence of anti-
neutrinos [7]. To provide a more definitive result, Cowan and Reines re-designed
their experiments to better identify neutrino signal events by moving the detector
underground and introducing veto layers. In a few years, Cowan and Reines re-
confirmed that they detected anti-neutrinos [8, 9].
At around the same time, Bruno Pontecorvo proposed that an incoming neu-
trinos could be detected via the conversion of Chlorine-37 to Argon-37 [10]. This
method was adapted by Ray Davis [11] in 1955 to detect neutrinos from a reactor
at the Brookhaven National Laboratory, but the neutrino flux was too low to draw
a convincing conclusion [12]. By burying the same apparatus underground, Davis
also attempted to detect any potential neutrinos from the Sun [11]. In 1964, John
Bahcall, a theoretical physicist who studied solar nuclear activities, and Davis pro-
posed the theoretical [13] and experimental [14] possibilities to detect solar neutrinos
above 0.97 MeV at the Homestake Gold Mine in South Dakota. In particular, based
on the understanding of the 8B reaction in the Sun, Bahcall predicted that high
energy (∼ MeV) neutrinos from the 8B reaction would have an observed flux on
Earth of 1.4 ± 0.6 × 107 cm−2 s−1 [12] . Closely working with Bahcall, Davis was
optimistic about his proposed experiment, which is now known as the Homestake
experiment.
With the discovery of anti-neutrinos by Cowan and Reines, Pontecorvo pro-
posed a hypothesis of neutrino mixings in 1957 [15] after reading about the discovery
of K-meson mixings [16]. Pontecorvo wondered if such a transition existed between
an electron neutrino and an electron anti-neutrino [17]; only electron neutrinos were
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known at the time. With the discovery of muon neutrinos in 1962 [18], Pontecorvo
strongly believed that neutrinos of one flavor could oscillate into the other flavor [19].
Based on his theory, the probability that a neutrino oscillates depends on the propa-
gation length and the energy of the neutrino [19]. He suggested that if the oscillation
length was longer than 10 km, phenomena due to oscillations of neutrinos could be
seen from the detections of solar neutrinos. In particular, Pontecorvo stated that
“[t]he only effect at the surface of the earth would consist in the fact that the
flux of observable solar neutrinos would be half as large as the total flux of solar
neutrinos.” [19]
Soon after the Homestake experiment became operational in 1967, Davis et al.
noticed a deficiency in the measured solar neutrino flux compared to the prediction
by Bahcall. In 1968, after Pontecorvo’s prediction of a reduced solar neutrino flux
[19], Davis et al. published their first results with an upper limit of solar neutrino
flux set to be 0.5 × 107 cm−2 s−1 [20], roughly one third of the predicted value by
Bahcall [12]. This deficit is known as the solar neutrino problem. In the following 25
years, with more data, improved techniques in the measurements, and more refined
Standard Solar Model (SSM), the one-third deficit remained.
The reduction in event rates was also observed from the next few solar neutrino
flux experiments targeted at different energy ranges. For example, via the use of
gallium, both the SAGE [21] and GALLEX [22] experiments detected solar neutrinos
with energies above 233 keV, probing the energy window of neutrinos produced by
the proton-proton (pp) interactions inside the Sun. Using data between 2002 and
2007, the joint results from both experiments observed a solar neutrino flux from
pp interactions of ∼ 6× 1010 cm−2 s−1, which was 50% below the expected pp solar
neutrino flux on the surface of the Sun [23]. Another solar neutrino experiment,
the Kamiokande II experiment1, made use of Cherenkov radiation from secondary
1The first Kamiokande detector was built to detect proton decay. Later upgrades were designed
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Figure 1.1: Detection of atmospheric neutrinos by the Super-
Kamiokande experiment in Japan. The initial Super-Kamiokande detec-
tor was sensitive to atmospheric neutrinos beyond 1.33 GeV [27]. Atmo-
spheric neutrinos are isotropic. Depending on the zenith angles between
the projectiles of atmospheric neutrinos and the detector, the detected
neutrinos traveled through different propagation distances. This figure
is adapted from the Super-Kamiokande official webpage from University
of Tokyo [28].
leptons produced by neutrino interactions with water molecules. With its effective
volume, the Kamiokande II detector was sensitive to neutrinos with energies between
9.3 and 14 MeV and observed a ∼ 54% deficit in the rate of solar neutrinos [24].
This solar neutrino rate reduction was further confirmed by the Solar Neutrino
Observatory (SNO) and the Super-Kamiokande (SK) experiment. In particular, by
detecting both neutral (NC) and charged (CC) current interactions, SNO confirmed
in 2001 that, while the CC event rate was ∼ 0.35 of the SSM prediction, the total
flux was consistent with the SSM [25]. Not only did multiple experiments observe
deficiencies in event rates, these reductions also seemed to be energy dependent [26],
agreeing with the theory of neutrino oscillations proposed by Pontecorvo [15].
While the solar neutrino problem was observed by multiple independent exper-
to also enhance detections of solar neutrinos.
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iments, the initial SK experiment was also designed to study atmospheric neutrinos
with energies between 100 MeV and 1.33 GeV [27]. Atmospheric neutrinos are decay
products of the secondary particles produced when the cosmic rays interact with the
Earth’s atmosphere. As shown in Figure 1.1 [28], since atmospheric neutrinos are
roughly isotropic, the SK detector, located in Japan, is sensitive to neutrinos above
the energy threshold from all around the globe. For a neutrino detected at the SK
detector, its propagation length is given by the zenith angle between its direction of
travel and the detector; that is, the propagation distances range between the height
of the atmosphere (above the detector) and the diameter of the Earth (below the
detector). By comparing the observed and expected numbers of atmospheric νµ and
νe events in different zenith and energy ranges, the SK experiment in 1998 provided
the first definitive evidence of 6σ to exclude the null hypothesis that there are no
oscillations. With the assumption of neutrino oscillations, SK also presented one of
the early measurements of atmospheric neutrino oscillation parameters. Both the
SNO and SK collaborations were awarded with the Nobel Prize in Physics 2015 [29]
for their discoveries of neutrino oscillations [25,27].
Located at the geographical South Pole, the IceCube Neutrino Observatory
with DeepCore is the newest and largest neutrino detector that allows studies of high
energy atmospheric neutrinos with high statistics. More than 5,000 optical sensors
were deployed deep inside the South Pole ice, covering an instrumented volume of one
cubic-kilometer. Similar to the SK detector, IceCube-DeepCore detects neutrinos
indirectly via Cherenkov radiations induced by fast-going leptons. However, with
an effective volume 300 times larger than SK, IceCube-DeepCore can detect more
atmospheric neutrinos with higher energies than SK can. According to the world
averaged best fit values of neutrino oscillation parameters [1], atmospheric neutrino
oscillations are at maximal for neutrinos with energies of∼ 25 GeV traveling through
the core of the Earth. Sensitive to a neutrino energy as low as 10 GeV, IceCube-
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DeepCore can observe the atmospheric neutrino oscillation pattern at its maximal
amplitude.
Measuring atmospheric neutrino oscillation parameters from the disappear-
ance of muon neutrinos is the goal of this dissertation. When cosmic rays interact
with the Earth’s atmosphere, two types of atmospheric neutrinos are produced:
muon neutrinos νµ and electron neutrinos νe. Based on the current world averaged
best fit values of oscillation parameters [1] and an oscillation length in the order of
the Earth’s diameter, the oscillation pattern of atmospheric muon neutrinos is more
dramatic than that of atmospheric electron neutrinos. Due to neutrino oscillations,
some of the atmospheric νµ oscillate into other neutrino flavors, reducing the number
of νµ events detected by the IceCube-DeepCore detector. Therefore, νµ seems to
“disappear” at the detection site compared to the predicted νµ rate with no neutrino
oscillations. Hence, atmospheric neutrino oscillation parameters can be measured
by comparing the number of νµ events observed and the predicted count. A more
detailed summary of how the measurement is done is presented in the following with
a brief highlight for each chapter of this thesis.
As shown in Figure 1.2, the first three chapters of this thesis present the the-
ory of neutrino oscillations, the production and detection of atmospheric neutrinos,
and a description of the IceCube-DeepCore detector. In Chapter 2, the mathe-
matical expression of the oscillation probability is discussed. It is important to
note that the oscillation probability of a given neutrino flavor is a function of L/E,
where L and E are the propagation length and energy of a neutrino respectively.
While a two-flavor neutrino approximation in vacuum is shown in Figure 1.2, this
analysis assumes three-flavor neutrino oscillations with matter effects. Chapter 3
then discusses how atmospheric neutrino fluxes are predicted and how neutrinos
are detected in the South Pole ice. The production mechanism of atmospheric neu-
trinos is reasonably well understood with decent agreements between predictions
6
A summary of this dissertation
Chapter 2 - Neutrino Oscillations
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Chapter 4 - The IceCube-DeepCore Detector
Figure 1.2: A summary of this analysis - Part I. The first three chap-
ters cover the theory of neutrino oscillations, the prediction of neutrinos
produced in the Earth’s atmosphere and detected at the detection site,
and the description of the IceCube-DeepCore neutrino detector located
at the South Pole. The figure of the Earth is adapted from [30].
and observations. Although the discussion of a one-dimensional flux calculation can
be complex, a final note is presented in Section 3.1.6 to summarize the important
neutrino flux ratios for this analysis. The second half of Chapter 3 discusses the
physics of neutrino detections, including neutrino interactions with the South Pole
ice, propagations and energy losses of secondary leptons, and the optical properties
of the South Pole ice. When an incoming muon neutrino interacts with the ice, the
final lepton is either a muon neutrino from a neutral current (NC) interaction or a
charged muon from a charge current interaction (CC). While νµ NC events cannot
be distinguished from NC interactions by other neutrino flavors, νµ CC events have
the characteristic Cherenkov light induced when out-going muons propagate in the
ice. These photons are then detected by the optical modules, which make up the
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IceCube-DeepCore detector presented in Chapter 4. A thorough understanding on
the physics behind neutrino production, propagation, and detection is crucial for
the measurement of atmospheric neutrino oscillation parameters.
The next two chapters focus on the event rate predictions and event selection
process for this analysis. Chapter 5 presents the technical details on the simulation
tools and the prediction of how often a simulated event occurs in reality. In this anal-
ysis, νµ CC events are considered as signal, and other event types are backgrounds,
which include other neutrino flavors, neutrino NC events, atmospheric muons, and
events that are purely triggered by detector noise. For each event type, simulation
sets are produced by different simulation tools; for each simulated event, a weight is
assigned to determine its contribution to the total event rate for this event type. Due
to neutrino oscillations, a simulated (or detected) neutrino of one flavor interacting
with the ice may not have the same flavor as it was produced in the atmosphere;
this is taken into account in the weighting scheme. In addition, this analysis is
the first in IceCube to measure atmospheric neutrino oscillation parameters using
simulated background muons and noise triggered events, allowing looser selection
cuts and higher statistics. Chapter 6 discusses the event selection procedure using
multiple levels of event requirements. While keeping as many neutrino events as
possible, the event selection procedure rejects atmospheric muons, noise-triggered
events, and events that lead to poor agreements between data and MC simulations.
After the event selection process, over 60,000 events are predicted given three years
of detector lifetime, providing a final sample with the highest statistics currently
available.
The last three chapters are the most important parts of this thesis - the tech-
niques and results of the atmospheric neutrino oscillation parameter measurement
(see Figure 1.3). Because neutrino oscillations depend on the energy, propagation
length, and the flavor of a neutrino, the three observables for this analysis are recon-
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A summary of this dissertation
Chapter 7 - Systematics
sixteen systematics are taken into account 
thirteen systematics have priors applied
Chapter 8 - Analysis Method
three dimensional template 
propagation length (zenith angle): 
energy: 
particle identification by reconstructed track length 
modified         
expected sensitivity
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5.6  energy [GeV]  56
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Figure 1.3: A summary of this analysis - Part II. The last three chapters
cover the techniques and results of the measurements of atmospheric neu-
trino oscillation parameters. Sixteen nuisance parameters are included.
Two two-dimensional templates are used, one for cascade-like and one
for track-like events. Each of the two templates includes events with
energies between 5.6 and 56 GeV from all sky. A binned analysis is
performed by minimizing a modified χ2. The measured values of atmo-
spheric neutrino oscillation parameters are presented along with their
uncertainties.
structed energy, cosine zenith angle, and event particle identification. First, Chapter
7 discusses the potential sources of systematic uncertainties, each of which is rep-
resented by a nuisance parameter. To determine if a nuisance parameter affects
the measurements of atmospheric neutrino oscillation parameters, it is important to
understand the impacts from the nuisance parameter on the energy and zenith dis-
tributions of a given event type. For this analysis, sixteen nuisance parameters are
included, thirteen of which have priors applied with their 1σ penalties determined
from other independent studies. Chapter 8, presents the binned analysis used for
this thesis. Given that oscillation probability depends on the three observables, a
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three-dimensional MC template is built. Because IceCube-DeepCore can only iden-
tify cascade- and track-like events, reconstructed track length is used for particle
identification. Events with track lengths shorter than 50 meters are cascade-like,
while events with track lengths between 50 and 1000 meters are track-like. For each
cascade or track channel, events are binned by their energies and zenith angles, as
shown on the left of Figure 1.3. For this analysis, the zenith angle ranges from
vertically up going to vertically down going (i.e. all sky), and the energy window
is between 5.6 GeV and 56 GeV (i.e. 0.75 to 1.75 in the log10 [GeV] in energy
space). For each bin, a modified χ2 is determined to quantify the statistical differ-
ence between the MC count and the data count, while letting nuisance parameters
float. This method is repeated for a range of oscillation parameters to determine
the best fit values and their 90% confidence levels. Results of this analysis and the
related discussions are presented in Chapter 9. Finally, Chapter 10 concludes this
thesis with a few comments on future atmospheric neutrino oscillation studies with
IceCube-DeepCore.
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Chapter 2: Neutrino Oscillations
This chapter focuses on the theoretical and experimental aspects of neutrino
flavor mixing. According to the theory of neutrino oscillations discussed in Section
2.1, the oscillation probability of a given neutrino flavor is a function of L/E, where L
and E are the propagation distance and energy of the neutrino respectively. Though
multiple literatures have argued the true physics behind neutrino oscillations using
assumptions of plane waves versus wave packets, all approaches conclude with the
same behavior of neutrino oscillation patterns. Interesting phenomena on neutrino
oscillations in matter are also discussed. Since oscillation probability depends on
L/E, experiments are designed for some targeted L/E ranges. As discussed in
Section 2.2, solar and atmospheric neutrino oscillation studies make use of neutrinos
produced by the Sun and by interactions between cosmic rays and the Earth’s
atmosphere respectively. Detectors are also built near reactors to study the output
neutrinos, and accelerators with neutrino beams are also built to study the smallest
mixing angle and improve current measurements.
2.1 Theory of Neutrino Oscillations
The theory of neutrino flavor mixing dated back to 1957 when Pontecorvo
proposed a transition between an electron neutrino and an electron anti-neutrino [15]
after K meson mixing was observed [16]. With the discoveries of muon and tau
neutrinos, a full formalism with three-flavor neutrino oscillations was established.
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As shown in Section 2.1.1, neutrino oscillations are purely because of the beauty of
quantum mechanics. Moreover, with the presence of matter, neutrino mixing leads
to both resonated oscillation effect and adiabatic flavor conversion as explained in
Section 2.1.2. To better understand the effects due to neutrino oscillations, a two-
flavor neutrino mixing is discussed in Section 2.1.3 for both vacuum and matter.
2.1.1 Three Neutrino Flavor Mixing in Vacuum
Neutrino oscillations originate from the fact that neutrino flavor eigenstates
are different from their mass eigenstates; that is, three neutrino types cannot all
have zero masses. Hence, a neutrino with a definite flavor of α is described by a




U∗αi |νi〉 , (2.1)
where α = e, µ, τ , and i = 1, 2, 3.
In Equation 2.1, U is the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS) mixing










where |Uαi|2 corresponds to the fraction of flavor α in a given mass eigenstate νi.
Though the violation of the unitarity of the PMNS mixing matrix interests particle
theorists [31–33] and experimentalists [34,35], no such evidence is found. Thus, this










The assumed unitarity guarantees that, while a neutrino of flavor α from a source
can either survive as α or oscillate into some other flavors, the total neutrino flux
from the source remains unchanged.
Over the past decades, literature has shown mathematical proofs, via differ-
ent approaches, of the να → νβ transition probability in vacuum, from which a
neutrino of flavor α oscillates into a neutrino of flavor β. These derivations come
from simple hand-waving arguments [36], plane-wave approximations [37–39], wave-
packet treatments [40–44], and the use of Quantum Field theory [45, 46]. Despite
some controversial subtleties among different approaches, the mathematical expres-
sion of the oscillation probability is robust. This section follows the derivation by
Giunti et al. [41,42], in which the neutrino propagation in space-time is treated as a
plane-wave, but neutrino production and detection are treated as localized processes
described by wave-packets.
Pion decay in pion’s rest frame
⇡+
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<latexit sha1_base64="swcMov81DXZyWAQipDRMgsYva78=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="swcMov81DXZyWAQipDRMgsYva78=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="swcMov81DXZyWAQipDRMgsYva78=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="swcMov81DXZyWAQipDRMgsYva78=">AAACW3icbZBdSxtBFIYnW1ttqlYrXvVmaAgIhWS3IH5c+XHjpQVXhWyUs7OTZMh8MXNWDcv+Bm/bn+aNv8VJzEWjPXDg5X3OcM68uZXCYxw/NaIPSx8/La98bn5ZXVv/urH57dKb0jGeMiONu87Bcyk0T1Gg5NfWcVC55Ff5+HTKr+6488LoC5xY3lcw1GIgGGCw0kyVNz9vN1pxJ54VfS+SuWiReZ3fbjaOs8KwUnGNTIL3vSS22K/AoWCS182s9NwCG8OQ94LUoLjvV7Nra9oOTkEHxoXWSGfuvy8qUN5PVB4mFeDIv2VT83+sV+Jgv18JbUvkmr0uGpSSoqHTr9NCOM5QToIA5kS4lbIROGAYAlrYYsX0tLpNR4j2sNtlCLpj3LBrx6FnsJlpfs+MUqCLKmMK3LiuskLoYbWb1HV7kT8s8N3AQ+jJ24jfi/RX56CT/I5bRyfz9FfId/KD7JCE7JEjckbOSUoYEeSR/CF/G8/RUtSMVl9Ho8b8zRZZqGj7BY1atrs=</latexit>
pµ = ( Eµ, ~p)
<latexit sha1_base64="Nz1eGQRobhGygd960F4ea1Q320k=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Nz1eGQRobhGygd960F4ea1Q320k=">AAACfHicbZDbalNBFIYnux5qPDRtL70ZjIGKNtlbaKsFoSqClxWMLWSHsPbsSTJkTsysXQ3DfgGfxlt9E59GJ4cL07pgwc//rWGt+Qsrhcc0/d1Itm7dvnN3+17z/oOHj3Zau3tfvKkc431mpHGXBXguheZ9FCj5pXUcVCH5RTF7v+AXV9x5YfRnnFs+VDDRYiwYYLRGrad5YWQZbD0Kuapq+oYeHH5Y6Rc0v+IsomejVjvtpsuiN0W2Fm2yrvPRbuNtXhpWKa6RSfB+kKUWhwEcCiZ53cwrzy2wGUz4IEoNivthWH6npp3olHRsXGyNdOn++yKA8n6uijipAKf+OluY/2ODCsevhkFoWyHXbLVoXEmKhi6yoaVwnKGcRwHMiXgrZVNwwDAmuLHFisVpdYdOEe1pr8cQdNe4Sc/OYi9hM9f8KzNKgS5DzhS4WR3yUuhJOMrqurPJv23wo8hj6Nn1iG+K/svu6272KW2fvVunv00ekyfkgGTkhJyRj+Sc9Akj38kP8pP8avxJOsnz5HA1mjTWb/bJRiXHfwGgPsN4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Nz1eGQRobhGygd960F4ea1Q320k=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Nz1eGQRobhGygd960F4ea1Q320k=">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</latexit>
p⇡ = ( m⇡,~0)
<latexit sha1_base64="+HmOMtQAe8WKuwUVej01c24Kq+s=">AAACfHicbZDbihNBEIY742mNp6xeetMYAyu6yYywnkBY9cbLFYy7kAmhp6eSNOkT3TWroekX8Gm81TfxabRzuDC7FhT8/F81Vf1XVgqPef67lV25eu36jb2b7Vu379y919m//8WbxnEYciONO6uYByk0DFGghDPrgKlKwmm1+LDip+fgvDD6My4tjBWbaTEVnGGyJp3HZWVkHWychNKKSN/Sg0O10c9oeQ485PHJpNPN+/m66GVRbEWXbOtkst96V9aGNwo0csm8HxW5xXFgDgWXENtl48EyvmAzGCWpmQI/DuvvRNpLTk2nxqXWSNfuvy8CU94vVZUmFcO5v8hW5v/YqMHpq3EQ2jYImm8WTRtJ0dBVNrQWDjjKZRKMO5FupXzOHOOYEtzZYsXqtNijc0T7ZjDgyHTfuNnALlKvYbvU8JUbpZiuQ8kVc4sYylroWTgqYuzt8m87/CjxFHpxMeLLYvi8/7pffMq7x++36e+Rh+QROSAFeUmOyUdyQoaEk+/kB/lJfrX+ZL3saXa4Gc1a2zcPyE5lL/4CTzTDTg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+HmOMtQAe8WKuwUVej01c24Kq+s=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+HmOMtQAe8WKuwUVej01c24Kq+s=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+HmOMtQAe8WKuwUVej01c24Kq+s=">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</latexit>
p⌫k = ( E⌫k , ~p)<latexit sha1_base64="+FWV2lVNYqhFIGoAW1vZyEGcffE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+FWV2lVNYqhFIGoAW1vZyEGcffE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+FWV2lVNYqhFIGoAW1vZyEGcffE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+FWV2lVNYqhFIGoAW1vZyEGcffE=">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</latexit>
⌫k
<latexit sha1_base64="GwNqzULV7eWXWg6YDkVedkPyaQc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GwNqzULV7eWXWg6YDkVedkPyaQc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GwNqzULV7eWXWg6YDkVedkPyaQc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GwNqzULV7eWXWg6YDkVedkPyaQc=">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</latexit>
Figure 2.1: Pion two-body decay at pion rest frame. At pion rest frame,
the kinematic properties of the decay daughters are determined. Due to
momentum conservation, the momenta of outgoing neutrino and muon
are equal but opposite in pion rest frame.
Let us first study the kinematics of a neutrino να at the production site. In
the language of quantum mechanics, this neutrino is described by its wavefunction
∣∣ψPα
〉
= |να〉 |pk〉 =
3∑
k=1
U∗αk |νk〉 |pk〉 , (2.4)




is a superposition of mass eigenstates |νk〉, each of which has its
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kinematical property determined by the conservation of four-momentum at the pro-
duction site. A typical neutrino production channel is through a pion decay
π+ → µ+ + νµ. (2.5)
As shown in Figure 2.1, the kinematics of the outgoing neutrinos are well determined
at the pion rest frame. Recalled from the relativistic dispersion relation, the energy
Ek and the momentum ~pk of the k






From the conservation of four-momentum where pπ = pµ + pνµ and the definition
of pion rest frame, in which the two momenta of the out-going daughter particles
are equal but opposite, the neutrino energy at pion rest frame is determined by the




























Therefore, based on the energy-momentum dispersion in Equation 2.6, the momen-
tum squared p2k of the k























Since m2k is much smaller
1 than m2µ and m
2
π, the first terms in Equations 2.9 and













1Based on cosmological data, the sum of all neutrino mass eigenstates is found to be less than
1 eV [38]. Hence, the mass of the kth mass eigenstate is much smaller than the muon and pion
masses which are ∼ 105 and 140 MeV respectively.
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Note that, both p20 and E
2
0 are independent of mk, implying that all neutrino mass
eigenstates of a neutrino produced by a two body pion decay have the same zeroth
order energy and momentum of ∼ 30 MeV at the pion rest frame. Due to a non-
zero mass of the kth mass eigenstate, the first order correction of p20 is obtained by
including the second term in Equation 2.9; that is,




















Therefore, by taking the square root and the limit m2k  E20 , the momentum pk
becomes




where ξ = (1+m2µ/m
2
π)/2. Applying the same logic, the energy Ek to the first order
correction is




As a result, each of the three mass eigenstates from the neutrino να has different
kinematics due to the differences in their masses squared.
Produced at a point in space ~xP at time tP , this neutrino να now propagates
to the detection site at ~xD at tD. Assuming that να is a free particle described by



















i(pkL−EkT ) |νk〉 . (2.13)
Here, L = xD − xP is the propagation length; T = tD − tP is the time traveled by
the neutrino; and Ek and pk are approximated by Equations 2.12 and 2.11. As each
mass eigenstate |νk〉 propagates from the production site, it becomes a superposition
15









i(pkL−EkT ) Uβk |νβ〉 . (2.14)
The amplitude of observing a neutrino of flavor β at the detection site is therefore
obtained by its projection on the flavor state |νβ〉;









i(pkL−EkT ) Uβk. (2.15)
Hence, the oscillation probability of να → νβ is given by


































where the last step comes from Equations 2.11 and 2.12, and ∆m2kj ≡ m2k −m2j is
defined as the mass squared differences.
However, the dependence of oscillation probability in Equation 2.16 on the
neutrino traveling time T is unrealistic; no real experiment measures the neutrino
propagation time. Therefore, many neutrino physicists [40–46] argue that the use of
wave packets is necessary to understand the connection between propagation time T
and length L. As shown in Figure 2.2, a neutrino να produced at a production site
is a superposition of three wave packets, each of which represents a mass eigenstate

























Because the oscillation probability depends on ∆m2kjT/2E, the leading order term
in Equation 2.16 can be obtained without the second term in Equation 2.18. That


















Given that e−iφ = cos φ−i sin φ = 1−2 sin2(φ/2)+i sin φ, the oscillation probability



















































where the last step comes from the assumption of a unitary mixing matrix in Equa-
tion 2.3.
Four points are raised from Equation 2.20. First, the oscillation probability
comes from the interference terms. While one of the three neutrino masses may be
zero, the fact that neutrino oscillations are observed indicates non-zero interference
terms and, hence, non-zero mass squared differences ∆m2kj. This implies that at least
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vk3
<latexit sha1_base64="IrXZD0ox4EZd5p+yCq/xtq8V4mc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IrXZD0ox4EZd5p+yCq/xtq8V4mc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IrXZD0ox4EZd5p+yCq/xtq8V4mc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IrXZD0ox4EZd5p+yCq/xtq8V4mc=">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</latexit>
Detection site
 P = max{ xP , pP }
<latexit sha1_base64="RFm45A5PaUqfzpnhC7eo/IOJUMM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RFm45A5PaUqfzpnhC7eo/IOJUMM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RFm45A5PaUqfzpnhC7eo/IOJUMM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RFm45A5PaUqfzpnhC7eo/IOJUMM=">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</latexit>
 D = max{ xD , pD}
<latexit sha1_base64="ct+SIQ/7RmVzzsBEd6Yp1UuGZlg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ct+SIQ/7RmVzzsBEd6Yp1UuGZlg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ct+SIQ/7RmVzzsBEd6Yp1UuGZlg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ct+SIQ/7RmVzzsBEd6Yp1UuGZlg=">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</latexit>
 xD pD = 1/2
<latexit sha1_base64="bpJ2trbZ1xkCssvDQQajmGR+UGs=">AAACp3icbVHbihNBEO2MtzVeNquPgjSGgPiQzCwsXkBY1AcfI2x2A5lh6OnpmTTpG901uqGZN7/GV/0Z/8aebARn14KCwzlVXaerCiO4gzj+PYhu3b5z997B/eGDh48eH46Onpw73VjKFlQLbZcFcUxwxRbAQbClsYzIQrCLYvOx0y++Muu4VmewNSyTpFa84pRAoPLR89TxWpLcX+af2r/YBIzf42R2nI/G8TTeBb4Jkj0Yo33M86OBTUtNG8kUUEGcWyWxgcwTC5wK1g7TxjFD6IbUbBWgIpK5zO8+0uJJYEpcaRtSAd6x/3Z4Ip3byiJUSgJrd13ryP9pqwaqN5nnyjTAFL0aVDUCg8bdVnDJLaMgtgEQannwiumaWEIh7K43xfDOWjvBawDzbjajQNRU23pmNiF34jBV7BvVUhJV+pRKYjetT0uuan+StO2kr1/29JNO71k/SzLfvdr57jupKyM0uHYYrpRcv8lNsDievp0mX+Lx6Yf9uQ7QM/QCvUQJeo1O0Wc0RwtE0Xf0A/1Ev6JX0Tw6j5ZXpdFg3/MU9SIifwDzQ9Om</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bpJ2trbZ1xkCssvDQQajmGR+UGs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bpJ2trbZ1xkCssvDQQajmGR+UGs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bpJ2trbZ1xkCssvDQQajmGR+UGs=">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</latexit>
 xP  pP = 1/2
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Figure 2.2: eutrinos as wave packets at production and detection sites.
At the production site, a neutrino with a definitive flavor α is a superpo-
sition of three mass eigenstates, each of which is a wave packet created
at slightly different space-time but within the spatial and temporal un-
certainties of neutrino production. These wave packets propagate at
different group velocities. At some distance and time later, ν2 is sep-
arated from the others at a distance larger than the coherence length.
The other two wave packets arrive at the detection site within the spatial
and time uncertainties of the detector. The interference of the two wave
packets leads to a detection of neutrino of flavor β.
probability expression implies that neutrino oscillations are the same even if the
neutrino is produced through decays of heavier mesons. Oscillation probability is
independent of the types of particles involved during the production of a neutrino.
Third, the oscillation probability is Lorentz-invariant. Although the kinematics at
the neutrino production site are discussed in the pion rest frame, the evolution of the
neutrino’s wavefunction includes both time-energy and space-momentum. As long
as the observables are measured at the same frame of inertia, observers from different
frames should obtain the same oscillation probability. Fourth, the argument in the
















































Oscillation Probability from ⌫µ to ⌫µ
Figure 2.3: Atmospheric νµ survival probability in vacuum based on
world averaged best fit oscillation parameters from [1]. Color bar rep-
resents the νµ → νµ survival probability. A neutrino coming from the
horizon without passing through Earth matter has a cos zenith of 0; and
cos zenith of -1 corresponds to a direction from which a neutrino passes
through the Earth’s core with its propagation distance the same as the
Earth’s diameter. A vacuum condition is assumed in which no matter
presence during neutrino propagations. Oscillation pattern for neutri-
nos with energies below 1 GeV is due to the assumption of three-flavor
neutrino mixing.
Note that an oscillation length Losckj between two mass eigenstates is roughly given
by ∆m2kjL
osc





Since atmospheric neutrino flux is roughly isotropic, a detector at a fixed location
on Earth is sensitive to a range of L/E based on the neutrino’s zenith angle and
energy. For a neutrino coming vertically from the other side of the Earth with a cos
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θ of -1.0, its propagation length is the diameter of the Earth, whereas a neutrino
coming from the horizon has a cos θ of 0.0. Given the world averaged best fit
atmospheric oscillation parameters from [1], the survival probability of atmospheric
νµ is shown in Figure 2.3 in the absence of Earth matter. Note that, according to the
current knowledge on the values of neutrino oscillation parameters, νµ disappearance
is expected to be maximal at ∼ 25 GeV for vertically up going neutrinos with cos θ
of -1.0.
Although treating neutrino mass eigenstates as plane-waves eases the mathe-
matical proof of oscillation probability expression, the reason why we see neutrino
oscillations may be understood via a hand-waving argument [40–44] using wave pack-
ets2. As shown in Figure 2.2, when a neutrino of flavor α is produced at a space-time
point (xP , tP ), three wave packets with definitive sizes are also produced. However,
these three mass eigenstates with different momenta may not be produced at exactly
the same space-time but at some slightly different points (xkP , t
k
P ). The three wave
packets overlap with each other if the difference between any two space-time points
is smaller than the uncertainty given by the Heisenberg uncertainty principle given
by σxPσpP ∼ 1/2;
|xkP − xP | ≤ σxP and |pkP − pP | ≤ σpP . (2.23)
The overlaps of three mass eigenstates within the spatial and temporal uncertainties
of the production process leads to an interference of the three states. As the three
wave packets travel in space-time, their momenta and velocities are different due to
their differences in mass squared (see Equations 2.17 and 2.11). Depending on the
neutrino energy and the propagation distance between the production and detection
sites, the three mass eigenstates may not arrive at the detector at the same time.
2A full mathematical proof of Equation 2.20 assuming a two dimensional gaussian wave packet
is presented in Giunti et al. [47], which leads to the same oscillation probability expression.
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Similar to the uncertainties at the production process, the detection process also
has spatial and temporal uncertainties due to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle.
If all three wave packets arrive at similar time within σxDσpD ∼ 1/2, the coherent
superposition from all three mass eigenstates causes an observation of a neutrino
with flavor α. However, if the lagging (or out-pacing) distance from one of the mass
eigenstates is larger than the spatial and temporal uncertainties at the detection
process, then the corresponding eigenstate (ν2 in Figure 2.2) cannot interfere at
the detection site, hence its oscillation effect is suppressed. Therefore, for a given
detection process and a given pair of mass eigenstates, a coherence length3 can be
defined by setting a limit on Equation 2.17 due to the uncertainty principle;








The dependence of coherence length on the spatial uncertainty of the detector implies
that, if one designs an experiment to accurately measure the momentum of a given
mass eigenstate, σxD grows, and so does the coherence length. Eventually, L
coh
kj
is greater than the corresponding oscillation length Losckj . This means that, if one
attempts to measure the mass of a neutrino from, say, a β decay, one would not
see any oscillation effects [47]. Therefore, neutrino oscillations are solely caused by
the nature of quantum mechanics including both superpositions of mass eigenstates,
each of which travels at different speeds, and the Heisenberg uncertainty principle.
Because the effects from three-flavor neutrino oscillations are given by every
two mass eigenstates, the unitary mixing matrix in Equation 2.2 is often broken
down into three terms [38]4, each of which corresponds to the oscillations of neutrinos
3The coherence length was first introduced by Nussinov [44].
4The fourth term related to the Majorana phases is excluded here since those parameters α1,2
are not accessible by oscillation experiments [39].
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where δ is the CP-violating phase, ckj ≡ cos θkj, and skj ≡ sin θkj; θkj are the
mixing angles. Each of these three matrices dominates at a specific range of L/E
and can be treated as two-flavor neutrino oscillations (see Section 2.1.3). Because
the oscillation pattern of each matrix depends on L/E, experiments are designed
accordingly to study neutrino oscillations of a given matrix. To understand the at-
mospheric term in Equation 2.24, large water detectors, such as Super-Kamiokande
in Japan [48] and KM3NeT in the Mediterranean Sea [49], are built to study neu-
trinos produced when cosmic rays interact with the Earth’s atmosphere. From
observations, atmospheric neutrinos have an energy range from sub GeV to ∼ 100
GeV. Given the Earth’s diameter of ∼ 104 km as the oscillation length in Equation
2.22, atmospheric neutrino oscillation studies are sensitive to a ∆m232 > 10
−5eV2.
The second matrix in Equation 2.24 corresponds to the mixing between ν1 and ν3.
The corresponding mixing angle θ13 is measured via the survival probability of elec-
tron anti-neutrinos in the MeV range over an oscillation distance of a few km [50].
The last term in Equation 2.24 is related to solar neutrino oscillations between ν1
and ν2, which is well studied by the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO). Born as
electron neutrinos from nuclear reactions inside the Sun, these solar neutrinos have
energies ranging from above 200 keV to below 20 MeV [51]. Given a propagation
distance of 108 km between the Sun and the Earth, an experiment on Earth is sen-
sitive to ∆m221 above 10
−10 eV2. However, as explained in Section 2.1.2, it turns
out that both solar and atmospheric neutrinos behave slightly differently in matter
than in vacuum, especially in a dense environment such as the cores of the Sun and
the Earth.
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2.1.2 Neutrino Oscillations in Matter
When a neutrino travels through matter, it undergoes coherent forward scat-
terings with the nearby electrons, protons, or neutrons. Modifications on neutrino
oscillation probability due to neutrinos traveling in matter were first formulated
in 1978 by Wolfenstein [52]. A few years later, Mikheyev and Smirnov predicted
that neutrino mixing in matter with a slow changing density enhances neutrino
oscillations [53, 54] and may even cause non-oscillatory adiabatic flavor conver-
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Figure 2.4: Coherent forward scattering with matter during propagations
of neutrinos at small momentum transfers: (left) charge current and
(right) neutral current interactions. A coherent forward scattering by
an electron (anti-)neutrino can occur via an exchange of a W± or Z0
gauge boson, while a coherent forward scattering by a neutrino of other
flavors can only undergo an exchange of Z0.
Figure 2.4 shows the two types of coherent forward scattering. The first type
is a neutral current interaction. According to the Standard Model (SM), the Hamil-
tonian governing the νl + f → νl + f scattering at a limit of small momentum







where GF is the Fermi coupling constant, and Nn is the number density of neu-
trons in the medium. Although the Earth and the Sun mostly consist of electrons,
protons, and neutrons, VZ only depend on the number density of neutrons because
the Z0 coupling of a neutrino to an electron is the same, but with opposite sign,
as that to a proton. In addition, a neutrino of any flavor can undergo a Z0 boson
exchange equally; this common growth in energy among different neutrino flavors
does not alter neutrino oscillation probability. The second type of coherent forward
scattering involves an exchange of W± boson. Because of flavor conservation in
weak interactions, only electron (anti-)neutrinos can undergo this charge current
interaction. Similar to VZ , the interaction potential energy from νe + e
− → νe + e−




where Ne is the electron number density in the medium.
Due to the extra potential energy from charge current νe coherent forward
scattering, neutrino oscillation probability in vacuum is modified. Recall that the
energy dependence in Equation 2.20 comes from solving the Schrödinger equation
with an assumption of a free neutrino. In the presence of VW , an extra phase
term, ∆φmatter = VW t, is added to the argument of the exponential function in the
wavefunction in Equation 2.13. The extra interaction term leads to a resonance
of neutrino oscillation probability [52–55, 58, 59]; Section 2.1.3.2 presents a simpli-
fied calculation for a two-flavor neutrino mixing with matter effect. According to
Mikheyev and Smirnov [53], the interaction potential energy VW can be interpreted







As shown in Section 2.1.3.2, a resonance occurs when
Losckj ∼ 4E/∆m2kj ∼ Lncos 2θkj, (2.28)
where θkj is the mixing angle between a given pair of mass eigenstates.
Two phenomena are predicted when a neutrino propagates in matter. First,
the oscillation probability is enhanced when the oscillation length is roughly the
same as the refractive length. For a small mixing angle, the oscillations between
the corresponding mass eigenstates are maximal due to the presence of matter,
mimicking the behavior of a large mixing angle. This phenomenon is known as a
resonance of oscillation probability [53,54]. The second phenomenon known as flavor
conversion [55–57] arises if the electron number density Ne changes adiabatically,
such as the density from the solar core to the surface of the Sun. As discussed in
Section 2.1.3.2, the effective mixing parameters due to the presence of matter depend
on the electron number density. If the number density changes slowly, the effective
mixing parameters would change as well. Because mixing parameters determine
the flavor content of a given mass eigenstate, a changing density means a changing
flavor content as a neutrino propagates without any interference effects discussed in
Section 2.1.1. In particular, if the mixing angle in vacuum is maximal, the effective
mixing angle in a dense environment is very small (see Equation 2.42). This implies
that a neutrino produced as flavor α is dominated by one mass eigenstate instead
of a mixture of mass eigenstates if it were in vacuum. As this one mass eigenstate
propagates in matter with a slowly changing density, its flavor content changes.
Therefore, without any interference of multiple mass eigenstates, a flavor conversion
due to the presence of matter occurs. In the case where the mixing angle is not
maximal but still large, a combination of neutrino oscillations and flavor conversions
can be observed, such as the case of solar neutrino mixing discussed in Section 2.2.1.
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2.1.3 Two Neutrino Mixing Approximation
In a two-flavor mixing approximation, the flavor and mass eigenstates are
related by a rotational matrix. Therefore, as shown in Section 2.1.3.1, the oscillation
probability in vacuum in Equation 2.20 between two flavor eigenstates depends, not
only on the mass squared differences, but also on the mixing angles. In addition,
when neutrinos pass through matter, their oscillation probabilities are modified due
to the coherent forward scattering of electron (anti-)neutrinos. As discussed in
Section 2.1.3.2, the MSW effect not only enhances the oscillation probability but
also changes the mixing parameters.
2.1.3.1 Two Neutrino Mixing in Vacuum
In a two-flavor approximation, ν1 and ν2 are the mass eigenstates, and νe and
νµ are the flavor eigenstates. These two sets of eigenstates are related by a 2 × 2
rotational mixing matrix with a mixing angle θ21,
U =
(
cos θ21 sin θ21
−sin θ21 cos θ21
)
. (2.29)
Hence, the two flavor eigenstates are given by
|νe〉 = cos θ21 |ν2〉+ sin θ21 |ν3〉
|νµ〉 = −sin θ21 |ν2〉+ cos θ21 |ν3〉 . (2.30)








Assuming a free neutrino has an energy given by the energy-momentum dispersion































−cos 2θ21 sin 2θ21
sin 2θ21 cos 2θ21
)
, (2.33)
where the constant multiplication of an identity matrix,
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dropped. Either by the energy-momentum relation of a free particle or by diagonal-








If a neutrino starts as a flavor eigenstate |νe(0)〉, its time evolution is described












cos θ21 sin θ21





|νe(t)〉 = cos θ21 e+i∆m
2
21/4E |ν1〉+ sin θ21 e−i∆m
2
21/4E |ν2〉 . (2.35)
Therefore, the νe → νµ oscillation probability is given by
Pvac(νe → νµ) =
∣∣ 〈νµ|νe(t)〉
∣∣2








which is the same as the expression in Equation 2.20. Note that the oscillation
probability has a sinusoidal behavior with an amplitude driven by the mixing angle
and a frequency proportional to the mass squared difference.
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2.1.3.2 Two Neutrino Mixing in Matter
If a neutrino travels through matter and is surrounded by electrons, an inter-
action potential is introduced from coherent forward scatterings by electron (anti-)
neutrinos. This potential VW in Equation 2.26 is therefore only added toHee element
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Since HM needs to be diagonalized, it is convenient to re-express the second term
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−(cos 2θ21 − x) sin 2θ21
sin 2θ21 (cos 2θ21 − x)
)
, (2.39)






By defining the effective mixing parameters in matter,
∆m221M ≡ ∆m221
√
sin2 2θ21 + (cos 2θ21 − x)2 (2.41)
sin2 2θ21M ≡
sin2 2θ21
sin2 2θ21 + (cos 2θ21 − x)2
, (2.42)
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Thus, the νe → νµ oscillation probability in matter is given by







As discussed in Section 2.1.2, two behaviors are predicted due to the presence
of matter. First, because of the extra interaction potential from nearby electrons,
the oscillation parameters are modified by the energy dependent x, which essentially
measures the importance of matter effect on neutrino oscillations. Given a very
dense environment, the mass squared difference in matter is scaled by ∼ x, implying
a higher frequency of oscillation probability. On the other hand, the mixing angle
in matter decreases given a large x, suppressing the oscillation probability. When
x ∼ cos 2θ, the effective mixing angle is∼ 1, regardless of the size of the mixing angle
in vacuum. If the mixing angle in vacuum is small, the oscillation is still at maximal
in the presence of matter, leading to a resonance in the oscillation probability [55].
The second behavior is related to a slowly changing density in matter through which
a neutrino propagates. In a given dense environment, the effective mixing angle is
small. Since the mixing angle determine the flavor content of a given eigenstate, a
small mixing angle implies that one of the mass eigenstates dominate. If the density
decreases slowly, the mixing angle slowly increases, changing the flavor content of
a given mass eigenstate. Thus, if a neutrino is produced at a dense environment
and propagates through an adiabatic gradient of density, an observer at a less dense
location observes a flavor conversion [53–55]. This is particularly important in the
observations of solar neutrinos as discussed in Section 2.2.1.
Depending on the size of the mixing parameters, an experiment with a targeted
L/E range may observe non-negligible MSW effects. Given a high electron number
density in the Sun and a neutrino energy range between a few and below 20 MeV [53,
56,61], solar neutrino experiments, such as the Kamioka Observatory and the Solar





































Oscillation Probability from ⌫µ to ⌫µ
Figure 2.5: Atmospheric νµ survival probability in matter based on world
averaged best fit oscillation parameters from [1]. Color bar represents
the νµ → νµ survival probability. A neutrino coming from the horizon
without passing through Earth’s core has a cos zenith of 0; and cos zenith
of -1 corresponds to a direction from which a neutrino passes through the
Earth’s core with its propagation distance equal to the Earth’s diameter.
A matter condition is assumed based on an Earth model from [60]. The
distorted oscillation pattern in the region where cos zenith is between
-0.8 and -1.0 is due to high electron number densities in the Earth’s core.
For atmospheric neutrinos, matter effect cannot be ignored for neutrinos passing
through the Earth’s core and mantle. Figure 2.5 presents the νµ → νµ survival
probabilities assuming neutrinos propagating through Earth’s matter. Compared to
Figure 2.3 without Earth matter, the survival probability is distorted significantly
when neutrinos pass through the Earth’s core, where cos zenith is between -0.8 and
-1.0.
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2.2 Neutrino Oscillation Experiments
From Equation 2.24 in Section 2.1.1, the unitary mixing matrix U can be
decoupled into three 2 × 2 matrices: atmospheric, cross-mixing, and solar terms. To
look for signatures of neutrino oscillations from one of the three terms, an oscillation
experiment is designed to detect neutrinos from a specific L/E window. In 1957,
when no neutrino oscillation pattern was observed in laboratory scales, Pontecorvo
proposed oscillation studies using neutrinos produced in the Sun [19]. Because solar
neutrino oscillations are significantly enhanced due to the dense environment inside
the solar core, solar neutrino experiments are built to study neutrino mixing between
ν1 and ν2, as discussed in Section 2.2.1. The cross-mixing term in Equation 2.24 is
observed via accelerator and reactor neutrino experiments (see Section 2.2.2). The
mixing angle θ31 related to the cross-mixing term was expected to be very close
to 0◦; however, recent studies have found a significantly large θ31 compared to 0◦.
Section 2.2.3 discusses atmospheric neutrino oscillation studies. In particular, the
first definitive evidence from the Super-Kamiokande experiment in 1998 is presented.
A summary on the current knowledge of neutrino oscillation parameters is presented
in Section 2.2.4, followed by unanswered, but exciting, questions in Section 2.2.5.
2.2.1 Solar Neutrino Experiments
Solar neutrino experiments study neutrinos produced by various nuclear re-
action chains inside the Sun. The right plot [62] in Figure 2.6 presents the energy
spectra of solar neutrinos produced by different processes according to the Standard
Solar Model (SSM). While most of the solar neutrinos are produced via proton-
proton interactions, these neutrinos have energies below 0.5 MeV, which are difficult
to detect. On the other hand, the rare boron-8 (8B) and hep reaction processes are
31
expected to produce neutrinos up to ∼ 15 and 18 MeV. These two nuclear reaction
occur at different part of the Sun, as shown on the left plot in Figure 2.6 [61]. The
hep process (dashed yellow line), which has not been observed so far, produce neu-
trinos at a distance away from the solar core, while neutrino flux from 8B (solid
blue) is expected to peak at the extremely dense solar core, which is within the first
10% of the solar radius.2


























Fig. 1.— The electron-neutrino fluxes produced in the vari-
ous nuclear reactions of the PP chains and CNO cycle. The
center of the different neutrino sources Φj(r), ⟨r⟩j (with j =
pep, pp,8 B,7 Be,13 N,15 O,17 F ) are the following ones (in unity of
R⊙): 0.099 (pep), 0.117 (pp),0.125 (Hep), 0.054 (8B), 0.070 (7Be),
0.074 (13N), 0.055(15O), 0.053(17F ). These neutrino fluxes were
calculated for the standard solar model, using the most updated
microscopic physics data. This solar model is in agreement with the
most current helioseismology diagnostic and other solar standard
models published in the literature (see text). For each neutrino
type j, Φj(r) ≡ (1/Fj) dfj(r)/dr is drawn as a function of the
fractional radius r for which fj is the flux in s
−1 and Fj is the
total flux for this neutrino type.
most sensitive to the temperature (Turck-Chièze et al.
2012; Turck-Chièze & Lopes 2012) and (ii) to measure
the radial electronic density of matter of the Sun by de-
termining the amount of electron-neutrinos that are con-
verted into another flavour. This article is a first attempt
to study this second physical information through neu-
trino probes.
The neutrino flavour oscillations by the MSW mech-
anism are particularly significant in the solar interior,
where there is a wide radial variation of the plasma den-
sity. The standard solar model (Turck-Chièze & Lopes
1993) partly validated by helioseismology, predicts that
the density inside the Sun varies from about 150 g cm−3
in the centre of the star, to 1 g cm−3 at half of the solar
radius.
What makes this diagnostic particularly powerful is
the possibility of getting a direct measurement of the
plasma electronic density almost independently of the
solar model. The strong dependence of neutrino oscil-
lations with the local electronic density of matter opens
the possibility of inferring the matter density and chemi-
cal composition in the nuclear region. Since the neutrino
oscillations in matter depend strongly on the matter den-
sity and weakly on the chemical composition, this is at
first, a diagnosis of the radial density profile of matter
in the solar core. The composition diagnostic can come
from precise CNO neutrino detections. Therefore, we can
anticipate that with the expected increased accuracy of
the solar neutrino detections in the future, it will be pos-
sible to extend this analysis to the solar core chemical
composition determination.
2. CURRENT MODEL OF NEUTRINO PHYSICS
OSCILLATIONS
The theory of neutrino oscillations in vacuum and mat-
ter (Hernandez 2010; Schwetz et al. 2008) has success-
fully addressed the problem of the solar neutrino deficit
- the discrepancy between the neutrino flux detected
and the theoretical predictions of the solar standard
model (Turck-Chièze & Lopes 1993; Fogli et al. 2009;
Gonzalez-Garcia & Maltoni 2008). The theory pro-
vides a theoretical solution in full agreement with all
solar neutrino experiments (Bellini et al. 2011b, 2010;
Aharmim et al. 2010) as well as with the data obtained
by the KamLAND reactor experiment (Eguchi et al.
2003). Presently, the theoretical model for neutrino
flavour oscillations is defined by means of six parame-
ters: the difference of the squared characteristic masses
(∆m212, ∆m
2
31), the mixing angles (θ12, θ23, θ31) and
the CP-violation phase. The mass square differences
and mixing angles are known with reasonable accuracy
(Fogli et al. 2009): ∆m231 is obtained from the experi-
ments of atmospheric neutrinos and ∆m212 is obtained
from solar neutrino experiments.
The mixing angles are not uniformly well defined: θ12 is
obtained from solar neutrino experiments with an excel-
lent precision; θ23 is obtained from the atmospheric neu-
trino experiments, this is the mixing angle of the highest
value; θ13 has been first estimated from the Chooz re-
actor (Apollonio & Baldini 1999), its value is very small
and was still very uncertain (Fogli et al. 2009). Nowa-
days with Daya Bay and Reno, the situation is largely
improved (Fogli et al. 2012), as shown in the next para-
graph. However, present experiments cannot fix the
value of the CP-violation phase (Hernandez 2010).
An overall fit to the data obtained from the dif-
ferent neutrino experiments: solar neutrino detectors,
accelerators, atmospheric neutrino detectors and nu-
clear reactor experiments suggests that the param-
eters of neutrino oscillations are the following ones
(Gonzalez-Garcia & Maltoni 2008): ∆m231 ∼ 2.46 ±
0.12 10−3eV 2, ∆m212 ∼ 7.59 ± 0.2010−5eV 2, θ12 =
(34.4 ± 1)o, θ23 = (42.8+4.7−2.9)o and θ13 = (5.6+3.0−2.7)o. The
recent progress leads to θ13 = (8.6
+0.44
−0.46)
o and ∆m232 ∼
−2.43+0.42−0.0610−3eV 2(Gonzalez-Garcia et al. 2012).
In the limiting case where the value of the mass dif-
ferences, ∆m212 or ∆m
2
31 is large, or one of the angles
of mixing (θ12, θ23, θ31) is small, the theory of three neu-
trino flavour oscillations reverts to an effective theory of
two neutrino flavour oscillations (Hernandez 2010). Bal-
antekin and Yuksel have shown that the survival proba-
bility of solar neutrinos calculated in a model with two
neutrino flavour oscillations or three neutrino flavour os-
cillations have very close values (Balantekin & Yuksel
2003).
In the present work, for reasons of convenience and
simplicity, we will restrict our study to the theory of two
neutrino flavour oscillations. The generalization of the
results to a theory of three neutrino flavour oscillations
is obvious (Lisi & Montanino 1997; Gando et al. 2011).
The survival probability of electron-neutrino function
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Figure 1: The solar neutrino spectrum
predicted by the SSM of Bahcall and col-
laborators, as compiled by [9]. The three
grey strips indicate the energy ranges of
operation of the solar neutrino telescopes
able to measure the di↵erential spectrum.
Compare with Tables 1 and 2; see the
text for discussion.
solar neutrino experiments th t are capable to measure the energy of the events and to separate
the various neutrinos.
Let us begin by discussing the high energy solar neutrinos. Those produced in the PP III branch
of the PP chain in Table 1, the o called Bor n neutrin s, have been investigated accurately thanks
to all these experiments. Super-K and SNO contributed mostly, since Borexino is by far smaller.
The latter, however, probed Boron neutrinos till the lowest energies ever achieved and it is planning
to go down till 2.5 MeV.2 The highest energy neutrinos, so called hep belonging to PP IV branch,
are still unobserved to date owing to the small flux; their search is continued by Super-K and will
be continued in future arge detectors as Hyper-K and maybe JUNO.
However, the above neutrinos amount only to 0.02% of the neutrinos emitted by the Sun. All the
o her neutrinos belonging to the PP chain, namely, PP, pep, Beryllium, have been observed directly
only by Borexino. A few remarks on PP neutrinos are in order. As evident from Fig. 1, these
neutrinos are the most abundant among solar neutrinos and those directly related to the principal
nuclear chain of energy generation in the Sun. Thus, it is possible to say that, after the observation
of PP neutrinos, we have sound experimental bases to the basic understanding of how the Sun
functions. It should be mphasized that this measurement is quite recent, having been obtained
just 3 years ago [11]. Note that solar neutrinos flow out immediately after being produced, whereas
the electromagnetic radiation does it several 100 thousands years later. Since this is a small time
in comparison t its lifetime, it is possible (and easy) to relate the flux of PP neutrinos just to the
solar luminosity observed today: this makes very reliable the theoretical expectation. Conversely,
the observation of PP neutri ensures us that the Sun will continue to work as it is currently
doing for several 100 thousand years at least. The SSM (i.e., the theory) predicts that the increased
luminosity of the Sun will vaporize terrestrial oceans after one billion years; then, four billion years
l er or so, its life as a tar ill end.
The CNO cycle The CNO cycle depicted in Fig. 3 is the main cycle of energy generation in
the most massive stars. This is expected to yield ⇠ 1 % of the solar luminosity and it is not
explored yet. Its measurement m y help us to fix the pending issues of SSM and moreover it is a
unique occasion to check the reliability of our understanding of stellar astrophysics. As it is evident
2The name “Borexino” derives from the one of a previously proposed experiment, BOREX, that was supposed
to be loaded with 11B and that was aimed at observing Boron neutrinos [10]. The concept of the experiment was
radically modified but the connection with boron remained in the name and thanks to the results on Boron neutrinos.
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Figure 2.6: Predicti ns of electron solar neutrino productions according
to the Standard Solar Model: (left) electron neutrino fluxes as a func-
tion of solar radius and (right) solar electron neutri o energy spectra.
Different colors represents different nuclea reactions. These reactions
produce electron neutrinos at different radii of th Sun. I particular,
the boron-8 (8B), iron-17, oxygen-15, and nitrogen-13 reactions produce
electron neutrinos at the very core of the Sun (within 10% of th solar
radius). The plot on the right shows the solar neutrino energy spectra
for the different reactions. Proton-proton (pp) reaction produces most
of th solar neutrinos with energies below 0.5 MeV, which are hard t
detect. The most energetic trinos from the Sun are produced by 8B
(u to ∼ 15 MeV) a d the Hep (up to ∼ 18 MeV), both of which are
rare processes compared to pp chain. L ft and right pl ts are adapted
from [61] and [62] respectively.
Given a m an eutrino energy from 8B reaction pro ess of ∼ 8 M V, if the
oscillation length in Equation 2.22 were the distanc between the Sun a d the Earth,
a naive approach using the two flavor approximation in vacuum would imply a
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mass squared difference ∆m221 to be ∼ 10−10 eV2, which is drastically different
from the current world averaged best fit value of 7.50+0.19−0.17 × 10−5 eV2 [1]. The
caveat comes from the MSW matter effects due to a dense environment in the solar
core plus the slowly changing density gradient as the neutrinos propagate from the
core to the surface of the Sun. With a fairly large world averaged best fit mixing
angle θ21 of 33.48
+0.78
−0.75 degrees [1], both the enhancement of neutrino oscillations
and the adiabatic flavor conversion discussed in Sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.3.2 have to be
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Figure 1. Oscillation Parameter CL
for SK-I-IV(2365 days) [green], SNO (3
phases) [blue], SK+SNO combined [red
and dashed lines].
Figure 2. Confidence Levels for
NSI with d-quarks using SK-I-IV(1664
days) recoil electron spectrum fits and
SNO polynomial fit.
parameters to be very close to zero, only the ✏ee, ✏e⌧ , and ✏⌧⌧ parameters of the NSI matter
potential matrix are allowed to be non-zero in this analysis. A 2-flavor potential is considered,
following Friedland, Lunerdini, and Pena-Garay[7], while still incorporating ✓13 e↵ects. The




⌧⌧ sin2(✓23) and ✏
f
12 = -2 ✏
f
e⌧ sin(✓23),
where f is the sum over interactions with u,d, and/or e. This is similar to the parameterization







This analysis considered the following parameter space of standard neutrino oscillations:
sin2(✓13) = 0.02, sin
2(✓12) 2 [0.186, 0.888], and  m221 2 [10 5,2.0⇥10 3]. In addition, a
simplified model of the Earth was used, where the average density along the neutrino’s path
through the Earth is considered: two average matter densities are assumed for neutrinos that
pass through the Earth’s core, or the average mantle density for neutrinos passing only through
the mantle. After the zenith dependent NSI Pee is calculated, the analysis is the same as in [2]
to generate the recoil e  spectrum predictions and SNO polynomial coe cients, as well as to
perform fits to the SK-I-IV(1664 days[2]) data sets. Preliminary results are shown in Figure 2,
where the confidence levels are determined after profiling over  m221 and ✓12. Further work for
this analysis is underway, including more coverage of the (✓12, m
2
21) parameter space, using
the the Preliminary Reference Earth Model (PREM)[9] for modeling the Earth (the same model
used in the SK solar oscillation analysis), and inclusion of KamLAND anti-neutrino data.
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Figure 2.7: Measurements of solar neutrino oscillation parameters from
combined analyses by SK and SNO: (top) ∆χ2 in the space of sin2 θ12,
(right) ∆χ2 in the space of ∆m221, and (bottom left) two dimensional
∆χ2 in the space of both solar mixing parameters. The solid green
lines represents the contours from SK alone, with the 3σ confidence level
shown as the green shaded area. The blue lines and shaded area are
the same for SNO [63]. The red dashed lines and shaded area are the
results from combined SK and SNO results. The contours are adapted
from [64].
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The world averaged best fit mixing parameters measured from solar neutrino
oscillation experiments involve hard works from many collaborations. Two of the
earlier experiments studying solar neutrinos are the Super-Kamiokande (SK) and
the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO), both of which are sensitive to solar neu-
trinos above 3 MeV produced by 8B and hep reaction processes [62]. Located 1 km
underneath the peak of Mount Ikenoyama in Kamioka Town, Japan, SK is a large
cylindrical water Cherenkov detector with 50 megatons of ultra pure water. Also
sensitive to atmospheric neutrino oscillations as discussed in Section 2.2.3, the SK
experiment was designed to determine with high statistics if there is indeed a deficit
in the observed counts of electron neutrinos from the Sun. With upgraded elec-
tronics, improved water system dynamics, and better calibrations, the latest SK-IV
can detect low energy neutrinos down to 3.49 MeV [64]. On the other hand, the
SNO experiment is located 2 km underground in Vale Inco’s Creighton Mine in Sud-
bury, Ontario, Canada. Featuring the use of heavy water D2O, the SNO experiment
can identify different neutrino interactions and, therefore, count the total neutrino
flux [51]. Not only are both detectors located underground to reduce atmospheric
muon backgrounds, both SK and SNO experiments measure the same solar neutrino
source from 8B in a similar energy range but in slightly different ways with different
systematic effects. Therefore, one of the latest published results in 2017 from SK
presented in Figure 2.7 [64] combines constraints on solar neutrino oscillation pa-
rameters from both experiments. Both SK and SNO show strong evidence for the
MSW matter effects when compared to the vacuum assumption.
2.2.2 Accelerator and Reactor Neutrino Experiments
Accurate measurements of θ13 and δCP require good understanding on the
neutrino sources, and hence, multiple accelerators with neutrino beams are built.
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These neutrino accelerators includes the MiniBooNE [65], the MINOS [66], the
NOνA [67], and the MINERνA [68] at Fermilab, as well as the Tokai-to-Kamioka
(T2K) experiment in Japan [69]. Several reactors that produce intense neutrino
beams also made remarkable contributions to θ13 measurement such as the Daya
Bay Reactor Neutrino Experiment [50].
latest T2K neutrino oscillation results Leïla Haegel
results from the reactor experiments is inside the 1s interval. A separate analysis of the ne and n̄e
data has shown that the high value of sin2 q13 is driven by the ne data, while the n̄e data agree better
with the reactor value.
When including the reactor information on sin2 q13, the CP-violating phase dCP is found con-
sistent with maximal CP violation (dCP =  p/2) at 1s . The CP-conserving values of
dCP = { p;0;+p} are excluded at 90% in the credible intervals shown on Figure 3 right, that
includes both neutrino mass orderings.
Figure 3: Left: posterior probability density in the sin2 q13-dCP space, without the reactor information on
sin2 q13 from the reactor experiments. Right: posterior probability density on dCP, including the reactor
information on sin2 q13, where the cross represent the best-fit without marginalisation over sin2 q13, sin2 q23
and Dm232. Both figures includes both neutrino mass orderings.
As shown on Figure 4 left, sin2 q23 is found consistent with maximal (anti-)nµ disappearance,
corresponding to sin2 q23 = 0.5. Assuming the normal mass hierarchy, Dm232 is found lower than the
NOnA value, that excludes maximal (anti-)nµ disappearance at 90% confidence level, and higher
than MINOS. The results are however in agreement in the 90% confidence level between all the
experiments.
The probability that the neutrino mass ordering is normal, i.e. Dm232 > 0, is found to be 0.788,
leading to a Bayes factor of 3.72. Similarly, the Bayes factor that sin2 q23 > 0.5, also refered to as
the higher octant, is found to be 2.41. Both of those values are only indications of a preference of
the T2K data for the normal mass ordering and higher octant, as they are too low to be conclusive.
4. Conclusion and future prospects
T2K has excluded CP-conservation at 90% confidence levels, and measured the neutrino os-
cillation parameters as summarised on Table 2.
In 2016-2017, T2K acquired 7.252 ·1020 additionnal POT in neutrino mode, that are currently
being analysed. The selection of the Super-K samples is being revised in order to increase the
fiducial volume, that is excluding the volume 2 m from the inner detector wall in the analysis
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Abstract
The T2K experiment is a long-baseline neutrino oscillation experiment. Its main goal is to measure the last unknown lepton
sector mixing angle θ13 by observing νe appearance in a νµ beam. It also aims to make a precision measurement of the known
oscillation parameters, ∆m223 and sin2 2θ23, via νµ disappearance studies. Other goals of the experiment include various neutrino
cross section measurements and sterile neutrino searches. The experiment uses an intense proton beam generated by the J-PARC
accelerator in Tokai, Japan, and is composed of a neutrino beamline, a near detector complex (ND280), and a far detector (Super-
Kamiokande) located 295 km away from J-PARC. This paper provides a comprehensive review of the instrumentation aspect of the
T2K experiment and a summary of the vital information for each subsyst m.
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1. Introduction
The T2K (Tokai-to-Kamioka) experiment [1] is a long base-
line neutrino oscillation experiment designed to probe the mix-
ing of the muon neutrino with other species and shed light on
the neutrino mass scale. It is the first long baseline neutrino os-
cillation experiment proposed and approved to look explicitly
for the electron neutrino appearance from the muon neutrino,
thereby measuring θ13, the last unknown mixing angle in the
lepton sector.
T2K’s physics goals include the measurement of the neutrino
oscillation parameters with precision of δ(∆m223) ∼ 10−4eV2
and δ(sin2 2θ23) ∼ 0.01 via νµ disappearance studies, and
achieving a factor of about 20 better sensitivity compared
to the current best limit on θ13 from the CHOOZ experi-
ment [2] through the search for νµ→νe appearance (sin2 2θµe ≃
1
2 sin
2 2θ13 > 0.004 at 90% CL for CP violating phase δ = 0). In
addition to neutrino oscillation studies, the T2K neutrino beam
(with Eν ∼ 1 GeV) will enable a rich fixed-target physics pro-
gram of neutrino interaction studies at energies covering the
transition between the resonance production and deep inelastic
scattering regimes.
T2K uses Super-Kamiokande [3] as the far detector to mea-
sure neutrino rates at a distance of 295 km from the accelerator,
and near detectors to sample the beam just after production.
The experiment includes a neutrino beamline and a near de-
tector complex at 280 m (ND280), both of which were newly
constructed. Super-Kamiokande was upgraded and restored to
40% photocathode coverage (the same as the original Super-
Kamiokande detector) with new photomultiplier tubes in 2005–
06, following the accident of 2001. Fig. 1 shows a schematic
layout of the T2K experiment as a whole.
T2K adopts the off-axis method [4] to generate the narrow-
band neutrino beam using the new MW-class proton syn-
chrotron at J-PARC4. In this method the neutrino beam is pur-
4Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex jointly constructed and oper-
Figure 1: A schematic of a neutrino’s journey from the neu-
trino beamline at J-PARC, through the near detectors (green
dot) which are used to determine the properties of the neutrino
beam, and then 295 km underneath the main island of Japan to
Super-Kamiokande.
posely directed at an angle with respect to the baseline connect-
ing the proton target and the far detector, Super-Kamiokande.
The off-axis angle is set at 2.5◦ so that the narrow-band muon-
neutrino beam generated toward the far detector has a peak
energy at ∼0.6 GeV, which maximizes the effect of the neu-
trino oscillation at 295 km and minimizes the background to
electron-neutrino appearance detection. The angle can be re-
duced to 2.0◦, allowing variation of the peak neutrino energy, if
necessary.
The near detector site at ∼280 m from the production tar-
get houses on-axis and off-axis detectors. The on-axis detec-
tor (INGRID), composed of an array of iron/scintillator sand-
wiches, measures the neutrino beam direction and profile. The
off-axis detector, immersed in a magnetic field, measures the
muon neutrino flux and energy spectrum, and intrinsic electron
neutrino contamination in the beam in the direction of the far
detector, along with measuring rates for exclusive neutrino re-
actions. These measurements are essential in order to charac-
terize signals and backgrounds that are observed in the Super-
Kamiokande far detector.
ated by KEK and JAEA.
3
Figure 2.8: The Tokai-to-Kamioka Experiment: (left) a schematic pic-
ture of the detector set up and (right) the latest measurement of θ13 and
δCP. The left and right plots are adapted from [69] and [70] respectively.
As a long-baseline neutrino oscillation experiment, the Tokai-to-Kamioka (T2K)
experiment aims at measuring δCP, θ13, θ23, and ∆m
2
32. As shown on the left of Fig-
ure 2.8, the T2K experiment consists of two parts: the production site and the
detection site [69]. The J-PARC accelerator located at the production site produces
m on neutrinos via pion decays. The direction of the neutrino beam with a peak
energy at ∼ 600 MeV are monitored by the near detector [69]. After traveling
a distance of 295 km, the neutrino beam arrives at the far detector, the Super-
Kamiokande detector. Given the energy of the beam, the distance between the two
detectors, and the world averaged best fit mixing parameters, the first maximal ap-
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pearance of electron neutrinos is expected. The right plot in Figure 2.8 shows that
the T2K experiments is also capable of measuring θ13 and the CP violating phase
with high precision [70]; their measurements will be improved in the near future
after the upgrades. On the other hand, sharing the same neutrino beam at a peak
energy of ∼ 3 GeV, neutrino accelerator experiments at Fermilab, including the
MINOS [66], the NOνA [67], and the MINERνA [68] detectors, have similar setups
as the T2K detector, in which a neutrino beam is monitored by a near detector and
arrives at a far detector where oscillation effects are observed. Their measurements
of atmospheric oscillation parameters are summarized in Section 2.2.4.
One of the more recent discoveries related to neutrino oscillations is the non-
zero θ13 by the Daya Bay Reactor Neutrino Experiment [50] located at the south
of China. As shown on the left of Figure 2.9 [71], the Daya Bay Reactor Neutrino
Experiment has a near-far arrangement of detectors, labeled as EH, observing os-
cillations of electron anti-neutrinos of a few MeV from the nearby reactors, labeled
as the black dots. The plot on the right shows the ratio of data counts and expected
counts from no oscillation as a function of propagation distance, and a clear deficit
is observed. The χ2 landscape in the sin2 θ13 space is also presented, rejecting the
non-zero θ13 case by more than 5σ [71].
2.2.3 Atmospheric Neutrino Experiments
Atmospheric neutrinos are produced when high energy cosmic rays interact
with the air particle in the Earth’s atmosphere. The existence of cosmic rays was
discovered in 1912, when Hess launched seven balloon flights to perform ionization
measurements at high altitudes. Although the radiation intensity first decreases as
the altitude goes up, Hess found a strong increase in ionization above 1400 meters
[73]. Because experiments were performed during a solar eclipse, at day, and at
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The Daya Bay Reactor Neutrino Experiment has measured a non-zero value for the neutrino mixing angle θ13
with a significance of 5.2 standard deviations. Antineutrinos from six 2.9 GWth reactors were detected in six
antineutrino detectors deployed in two near (flux-weighted baseline 470 m and 576 m) and one far (1648 m)
underground experimental halls. With a 43,000 ton-GWth-day livetime exposure in 55 days, 10416 (80376)
electron antineutrino candidates were detected at the far hall (near halls). The ratio of the observed to expected
number of antineutrinos at the far hall is R = 0.940 ± 0.011(stat) ± 0.004(syst). A rate-only analysis finds
sin2 2θ13 = 0.092 ± 0.016(stat) ± 0.005(syst) in a three-neutrino framework.
PACS numbers: 14.60.Pq, 29.40.Mc, 28.50.Hw, 13.15.+g
Keywords: neutrino oscillation, neutrino mixing, reactor, Daya Bay
It is well established that the flavor of a neutrino oscil-
lates with time. Neutrino oscillations can be described by the
three mixing angles (θ12, θ23, and θ13) and a phase of the
Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata matrix, and two mass-
squared differences (∆m232 and ∆m221) [1, 2]. Of these mix-
ing angles, θ13 is the least known. The CHOOZ experi-
ment obtained a 90%-confidence-level upper limit of 0.17 for
sin22θ13 [3]. Recently, results from T2K [4], MINOS [5] and
Double Chooz [6] have indicated that θ13 could be non-zero.
In this paper, we present the observation of a non-zero value
for θ13.
For reactor-based experiments, an unambiguous determina-
tion of θ13 can be extracted via the survival probability of the
electron antineutrino νe at short distances from the reactors,
Psur ≈ 1 − sin2 2θ13 sin2(1.267∆m231L/E) , (1)
where ∆m231 = ∆m232 ± ∆m221, E is the νe energy in MeV
and L is the distance in meters between the νe source and the
detector (baseline).
The near-far arrangement of antineutrino detectors (ADs),
as illustrated in Fig. 1, allows for a relative measurement by
comparing the observed νe rates at various baselines. With
functionally identical ADs, the relative rate is independent of
correlated uncertainties and uncorrelated reactor uncertainties
are minimized.
A detailed description of the Daya Bay experiment can be
found in [7, 8]. Here, only the apparatus relevant to this anal-
ysis will be highlighted. The six pressurized water reactors
are grouped into three pairs with each pair referred to as a
nuclear power plant (NPP). The maximum thermal power of
each reactor is 2.9 GWth. Three underground experimental
halls (EHs) are connected with horizontal tunnels. Two ADs
are located in EH1 and one in EH2 (the near halls). Three
ADs are positioned near the oscillation maximum in the far
hall, EH3. The vertical overburden in equivalent meters of
water (m.w.e.), the simulated muon rate and average muon
energy, and average distance to the reactor pairs are listed in
Table I.
FIG. 1. Layout of the Daya Bay experiment. The dots represent
reactors, labeled as D1, D2, L1, L2, L3 and L4. Six ADs, AD1–
AD6, are installed in three EHs.
As shown in Fig. 2, the ADs in each EH are shielded with
>2.5 m of high-purity water against ambient radiation in all
directions. Each water pool is segmented into inner and outer
water shields (IWS and OWS) and instrumented with photo-
multiplier tubes (PMTs) to function as Cherenkov-radiation
detectors whose data were used by offline software to remove
spallation neutrons and other cosmogenic backgrounds. The
6
uncertainties were not included in the analysis; the absolute
normalization ε was determined from the fit to the data. The
best-fit value is
sin2 2θ13 = 0.092 ± 0.016(stat) ± 0.005(syst)
with a χ2/NDF of 4.26/4. All best estimates of pull parameters
are within its one standard deviation based on the correspond-
ing systematic uncertainties. The no-oscillation hypothesis is
excluded at 5.2 standard deviations.
The accidental backgrounds were uncorrelated while the
Am-C and (alpha,n) backgrounds were correlated among
ADs. The fast-neutron and 9Li/8He backgrounds were site-
wide correlated. In the worst case where they were correlated
in the same hall and uncorrelated among different halls, we
found the best-fit value unchanged while the systematic un-
certainty increased by 0.001.
Fig. 4 shows the measured numbers of events in each de-
tector, relative to those expected assuming no oscillation. The
6.0% rate deficit is obvious for EH3 in comparison with the
other EHs, providing clear evidence of a non-zero θ13. The
oscillation survival probability at the best-fit values is given
by the smooth curve. The χ2 versus sin22θ13 is shown in the
inset.
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FIG. 4. Ratio of measured versus expected signal in each detector,
assuming no oscillation. The error bar is the uncorrelated uncertainty
of each AD, including statistical, detector-related, and background-
related uncertainties. The expected signal is corrected with the best-
fit normalization parameter. Reactor and survey data were used to
compute the flux-weighted average baselines. The oscillation sur-
vival probability at the best-fit value is given by the smooth curve.
The AD4 and AD6 data points are displaced by -30 and +30 m for
visual clarity. The χ2 versus sin2 2θ13 is shown in the inset.
The observed νe spectrum in the far hall is compared to
a prediction based on the near hall measurements in Fig. 5.
The disagreement of the spectra provides further evidence of
neutrino oscillation. The ratio of the spectra is consistent with
the best-fit oscillation solution of sin2 2θ13 = 0.092 obtained
































FIG. 5. Top: Measured prompt energy spectrum of the far hall (sum
of three ADs) compared with the no-oscillation prediction from the
measurements of the two near halls. Spectra were background sub-
tracted. Uncertainties are statistical only. Bottom: The ratio of mea-
sured and predicted no-oscillation spectra. The red curve is the best-
fit solution with sin2 2θ13 = 0.092 obtained from the rate-only anal-
ysis. The dashed line is the no-oscillation prediction.
In summary, with a 43,000 ton-GWth-day livetime expo-
sure, 10,416 reactor antineutrinos were observed at the far
hall. Comparing with the prediction based on the near-hall
measurements, a deficit of 6.0% was found. A rate-only anal-
ysis yielded sin2 2θ13 = 0.092 ± 0.016(stat) ± 0.005(syst).
The neutrino mixing angle θ13 is non-zero with a significance
of 5.2 standard deviations.
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Figur 2.9: The Daya Bay Experim nt: (left) the configuration of detec-
tors and reactors and (right) the evidence of non-zero θ13. On the left,
black dots wit red labels are t locations of reactors, and the cylin-
drical tanks labeled as EH are the neutrino etec ion cit s. The right
plot shows the ratio of counts between data and predictions from null
hypothe is as a functi of propagation l ngth. The discretenes f data
points is caused by the distances between reactors and detectors. The
χ2 scan in θ13 space is also show on the p right corner, rejecting a
non-zero θ13 by 5.2σ. These plots are adapted from [71].
night [74], Hess believed that these cosmic radiation with a very high penetrating
power cannot be coming from the Sun [73, 74]. Nowadays, many telescopes are
built to study the composition, energy, and the origin of cosmic rays. As shown in
Figure 2.10 [72], cosmic ray primaries consist mostly of protons with other particles,
such as electrons, positrons, and heavier elements. The energy spectra of these
particles are well measured, and the current best model to describe the cosmic ray
energy spectrum is provided by GaisserH4a [75], shown as the black solid line in
Figure 2.10. As explained in Section 3.1, the interactions between these cosmic
ray particles and the air molecules in the Earth’s atmosphere produce secondary
mesons, which decays into leptons, including neutrinos. Depending on the energies
of the primary particles, neutrinos produced are observed to have energies ranging
between ∼ MeV and PeV. Atmospheric neutrino oscillation studies in general are
37
Figure 2.10: Energies and rates of the cosmic-ray particles. Data points
are measured energy spectra of different cosmic ray primaries from dif-
ferent experiments, while black and magenta solid lines are predictions
from theoretical models. This plot is adapted from [72].
interested in atmospheric neutrinos ranging from a few GeV up to 100 GeV.
One of the most well-known atmospheric neutrino oscillation experiments is
the Super-Kamiokande (SK) experiment, which provided the first definitive evidence
of atmospheric neutrino oscillations in 1998. As shown in Figure 2.11, the SK
experiment is a cylindrical water Cherenkov detector of 36.2 meters in height and
16.9 meters in radius. With over 11,000 photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) mounted
along the wall, the cylindrical tank can hold 50 megatons of purified water [48].
When a neutrino interacts with a water molecule in the tank, a charged lepton
may be produced, giving out Cherenkov light as it propagates through water. The
photons are then detected by surrounding PMTs. Given the effective volume, SK
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Super-Kamiokande is a 50 kiloton water Cherenkov detector located at the Kamioka Observatory
of the Institute for Cosmic Ray Research, University of Tokyo. It was designed to study neutrino
oscillations and carry out searches for the decay of the nucleon. The Super-Kamiokande experiment
began in 1996 and in the ensuing decade of running has produced extremely important results in the
fields of atmospheric and solar neutrino oscillations, along with setting stringent limits on the decay
of the nucleon and the existence of dark matter and astrophysical sources of neutrinos. Perhaps
most crucially, Super-Kamiokande for the first time definitively showed that neutrinos have mass
and undergo flavor oscillations. This chapter will summarize the published scientific output of the
experiment with a particular emphasis on the atmospheric neutrino results.
I. INTRODUCTION AND PHYSICS GOALS
The Super-K collaboration is the combination of two
previous successful collaborations. The first was the
Kamiokande [1, 2] experiment which was located in the
same mine as Super-K and had a fiducial mass approxi-
mately 20 times smaller than Super-K. The second was
the IMB experiment [3, 4] which was located in the Mor-
ton Salt mine in Ohio. Grand Unified models such as
SU(5) [5] predicted that the proton would decay at a
rate visible by modest size detectors and both of these
experiments were originally built to search nucleon decay
into the mode favored by SU(5) which is p → e+π0.
Although neither of these experiments observed the de-
cay of the proton, they did measure a statistically signif-
icant anomaly in the expected background to the proton
decay search from neutrino interactions on the water in
the tanks. One explanation for this effect was that some
of the neutrinos were oscillating into an un-observable fla-
vor and thus giving less background than expected. At
the same time two detectors made of iron the NUSEX [6]
and Frejus [7] experiments saw a result which was con-
sistent with the expectation but with much lower statis-
tics. Super-Kamiokande was designed to definitively de-
termine whether or not oscillations were indeed taking
place.
Additionally, by scaling up the size from previous de-
tectors, Super-Kamiokande offered new hope to finally
observe the decay of the nucleon and also to try to answer
the crucial question of whether neutrinos produced in the
nuclear burning in the sun oscillated into non-detectable
flavors on their way to the earth. Previous generations
of experiments had not seen as many neutrinos from the
sun as predicted by solar models. With a large mass,
good energy resolution, and the ability to point neutrinos
∗Prepared for Neutrino Oscillations: Present Status and Future
Plans, J. Thomas and P. Vahle editors, World Scientific Publishing
Company, 2008.
†For the Super-Kamiokande collaboration.
back to the sun in real-time, Super-Kamiokande was de-
signed first of all to confirm the effect with high statistics
and then to determine what the parameters of oscillation
were.
II. THE SUPER-KAMIOKANDE DETECTOR
Super-Kamiokande is a 50 kiloton water Cherenkov de-
tector located at the Kamioka Observatory of the Insti-
tute for Cosmic Ray Research, University of Tokyo. Fig-
ure 1 shows a diagram of the Super-Kamiokande detector.
The detector is in the Mozumi mine of the Kamioka Min-
ing Company in Gifu prefecture, in the Japanese alps.
Super-K consists of two concentric, optically separated
water Cherenkov detectors contained in a stainless steel
tank 42 meters high and 39.3 meters in diameter, holding
a total mass of 50,000 tons of water. The inner detector
is comprised of 11,146 Hamamatsu R3600 50 cm diam-
eter photomultiplier tubes, viewing a cylindrical volume
of pure water 16.9 m in radius and 36.2 m high.
FIG. 1: An overview of the Super-Kamiokande detector site,
under Mt. Ikeno from Ref. [8]. The cutaway shows the inside
lined with photomultiplier tubes comprising a photo-cathode
coverage of about 40%.
Figure 2.11: A schematic diagram of the Super-Kamiokande water
Cherenkov detector. Holding 50 megatons of purified water, the SK
detector is a cylindrical tank with a height of 36.2 meters and a radius
of 16.9 meters. It consists of 11,146 photomultiplier tubes lined along
the inner detectors. This diagram is adapted from [48].
solar and atmospheric neutrino oscillation studies. From 1996 until now, the SK
experiments have gone through multiple upgrades and collected valuable data [48].
The SK collaboration also works closely with other neutrino experiments such as
the SNO, K2K, and T2K experiments.
Sensitive to an energy range between an MeV and tens of GeV, the SK exper-
iment studies atmospheric neutrino oscillations using both fully contained events,
in which all energy of an event is deposited within the inner detector, and partially
contained events, in which part of the event energy is detected at the outer detec-
tor. Neutrino events detected are divided into two energy ranges: the sub-GeV and
the multi-GeV. For events in each of the energy range, the ratio R of νµcountstoνe
counts are expected to be 1.0 assuming no neutrino oscillations. In 1998, the SK
collaboration published two separate papers reporting the values of R to be 0.61 and
0.66 for events in sub- [76] and multi- [77] GeV ranges respectively. These values
are significantly lower than expectation from null hypothesis. Soon after, the SK
collaboration published a more thorough study with a total of 535 days of data [27].
As shown in the bottom row plots in Figure 2.12, all muon-like zenith histograms
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FIG. 2. The 68%, 90%, and 99% confidence intervals are
shown for sin2 2u and Dm2 for nm $ nt two-neutrino oscil-
lations based on 33.0 kton yr of Super-Kamiokande data. The
90% confidence interval obtained by the Kamiokande experi-
ment is also shown.
case overlapped at 1 3 1023 , Dm2 , 4 3 1023 eV2
for sin2 2u ≠ 1.
As a cross-check of the above analyses, we have re-
constructed the best estimate of the ratio LyEn for each
event. The neutrino energy is estimated by applying a
correction to the final state lepton momentum. Typi-
cally, final state leptons with p , 100 MeVyc carry 65%
of the incoming neutrino energy increasing to ,85% at
p ≠ 1 GeVyc. The neutrino flight distance L is esti-
mated following Ref. [18] using the estimated neutrino
energy and the reconstructed lepton direction and flavor.
Figure 4 shows the ratio of FC data to Monte Carlo for
e-like and m-like events with p . 400 MeV as a func-
tion of LyEn , compared to the expectation for nm $ nt
oscillations with our best-fit parameters. The e-like data
show no significant variation in LyEn , while the m-like
events show a significant deficit at large LyEn . At large
LyEn , the nm have presumably undergone numerous os-
cillations and have averaged out to roughly half the
initial rate.
The asymmetry A of the e-like events in the present data
is consistent with expectations without neutrino oscilla-
tions and two-flavor ne $ nm oscillations are not favored.
This is in agreement with recent results from the CHOOZ
experiment [22]. The LSND experiment has reported the
appearance of ne in a beam of nm produced by stopped
pions [23]. The LSND results do not contradict the
present results if they are observing small mixing angles.
With the best-fit parameters for nm $ nt oscillations, we
expect a total of only 15–20 events from nt charged-
current interactions in the data sample. Using the current
sample, oscillations between nm and nt are indistinguish-
able from oscillations between nm and a noninteracting
sterile neutrino.
Figure 2 shows the Super-Kamiokande results overlaid
with the allowed region obtained by the Kamiokande
FIG. 3. Zenith angle distributions of m-like and e-like events for sub-GeV and multi-GeV data sets. Upward-going particles
have cosQ , 0 and downward-going particles have cosQ . 0. Sub-GeV data are shown separately for p , 400 MeVyc and
p . 400 MeVyc. Multi-GeV e-like distributions are shown for p , 2.5 and p . 2.5 GeVyc and the multi-GeV m-like are shown
separately for FC and PC events. The hatched region shows the Monte Carlo expectation for no oscillations normalized to the data
live time with statistical errors. The bold line is the best-fit expectation for nm $ nt oscillations with the overall flux normalization
fitted as a free parameter.
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Figure 2.12: Hist grams from the Super-Kamiok nde experiment in
1998: (left four) events in the sub-GeV energy range and (right four)
events in the multi-GeV range. For the four left plots, the top two plots
are the electron-like events, while the bottom two are the muon-like
events. Sub-GeV events of each flavor type are then divided based on
their observed momenta: events with momenta below 0.4 GeV are on the
left, while events with momenta above 0.4 GeV are on the right. Events
that fall into each neutrino flavor and momentum bin are then further
binned by the zenith angle. For each sub plots, black dots represent data
histogram, and the hatched region shows the MC expected histograms
with no oscillation hypothesis. The best fit expectations from νµ → ντ
hypothesis are also shown as the black solid lines. The same plotting
scheme is applied to the multi-GeV events on the four right plots. For
the multi-GeV range, electron-like events are divided based on their ob-
served momenta, but the muon-like events are separated into fully or
partially contained. For all muon-like histogram, a significant deficit in
the up going region (cos θ ¡ 0) compared to predictions from the null hy-
pothesis is observed. The SK experiment rejected no neutrino oscillation
hypotheses by more than 6σ. These plots are adapted from [27].
showed significant deficits in event counts in the up going region, where neutrinos
passing through the Earth have longer propagation distances. Since the theory of
neutrino oscillations predicts that neutrinos oscillate as a function of L/E, the same
published paper also provided the ratio of L/E between data and MC from no os-
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cillation hypothesis, as shown on the right of Figure 2.13 [27]. While no obvious
deviations in number of νe events between data and null hypothesis, the number of
νµ events observed is 6σ [27] less than the expectation from no oscillations. With an
assumption that neutrinos oscillate, the SK collaboration presented, on the left of
Figure 2.13 [27], their measurement of atmospheric neutrino oscillation parameters,
including the mass squared difference ∆m232 and the mixing angle sin
2 2θ23. The
measured mixing angle agrees with the previous result from Kamiokande experi-
ment, suggesting a very large θ23, while the measured ∆m
2
32 from SK has a slightly
lower value than that from previous measurement.VOLUME 81, NUMBER 8 PHY S I CA L REV I EW LE T T ER S 24 AUGUST 1998
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lations based on 33.0 kton yr of Super-Kamiokande data. The
90% confidence interval obtained by the Kamiokande experi-
ment is also shown.
case overlapped at 1 3 1023 , Dm2 , 4 3 1023 eV2
for sin2 2u ≠ 1.
As a cross-check of the above analyses, we have re-
constructed the best estimate of the ratio LyEn for each
event. The neutrino energy is estimated by applying a
correction to the final state lepton momentum. Typi-
cally, final state leptons with p , 100 MeVyc carry 65%
of the incoming neutrino energy increasing to ,85% at
p ≠ 1 GeVyc. The neutrino flight distance L is esti-
mated following Ref. [18] using the estimated neutrino
energy and the reconstructed lepton direction and flavor.
Figure 4 shows the ratio of FC data to Monte Carlo for
e-like and m-like events with p . 400 MeV as a func-
tion of LyEn , compared to the expectation for nm $ nt
oscillations with our best-fit parameters. The e-like data
show no significant variation in LyEn , while the m-like
events show a significant deficit at large LyEn . At large
LyEn , the nm have presumably undergone numerous os-
cillations and have averaged out to roughly half the
initial rate.
The asymmetry A of the e-like events in the present data
is consistent with expectations without neutrino oscilla-
tions and two-flavor ne $ nm oscillations are not favored.
This is in agreement with recent results from the CHOOZ
experiment [22]. The LSND experiment has reported the
appearance of ne in a beam of nm produced by stopped
pions [23]. The LSND results do not contradict the
present results if they are observing small mixing angles.
With the best-fit parameters for nm $ nt oscillations, we
expect a total of only 15–20 events from nt charged-
current interactions in the data sample. Using the current
sample, oscillations between nm and nt are indistinguish-
able from oscillations between nm and a noninteracting
sterile neutrino.
Figure 2 shows the Super-Kamiokande results overlaid
with the allowed region obtained by the Kamiokande
FIG. 3. Zenith angle distributions of m-like and e-like events for sub-GeV and multi-GeV data sets. Upward-going particles
have cosQ , 0 and downward-going particles have cosQ . 0. Sub-GeV data are shown separately for p , 400 MeVyc and
p . 400 MeVyc. Multi-GeV e-like distributions are shown for p , 2.5 and p . 2.5 GeVyc and the multi-GeV m-like are shown
separately for FC and PC events. The hatched region shows the Monte Carlo expectation for no oscillations normalized to the data
live time with statistical errors. The bold line is the best-fit expectation for nm $ nt oscillations with the overall flux normalization
fitted as a free parameter.
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FIG. 4. The ratio of the number of FC data events to FC
Monte Carlo events versus reconstructed LyEn . The points
show the ratio of observed data to MC expectation in the
absence of oscillations. The dashed lines show the expected
shape for nm $ nt at Dm2 ≠ 2.2 3 1023 eV2 and sin2 2u ≠
1. The sligh LyEn dependence for e-like events is due to
contamination (2–7%) of nm CC interactions.
experiment [4]. The Sup r-Kamioka de region favors
lower values of Dm2 than allowed by the Kamiokande
experiment; however the 90% contours from both ex-
periments have a region of overlap. Preliminary stud-
ies of upward-going stopping and through-going muons
in Super-Kamiokande [24] give allowed regions consis-
tent with the FC and PC event analysis reported in this
paper.
Both the zenith angle distribution of m-like events
and the value of R observed in this experiment signifi-
cantly differ from the best predictions in the absence
of neutrino oscillations. While uncertainties in the flux
prediction, cross sections, and experimental biases are
ruled out as explanations of the observations, the present
data are in good agreement with two-flavor nm $ nt
oscillations with sin2 2u . 0.82 and 5 3 1024 , Dm2 ,
6 3 1023 eV2 at a 90% confidence level. We con-
clude that the present data give evidence for neutrino
oscillations.
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Figur 2.13: The first definitive evidence of atmospheric neutrino os-
cillation from the Super-Kamiokande (SK) experiment: (left) contour
of atmospheric neutrino oscillation para eters a d (right) ratio of L/E
histogram b tween data and prediction from ull hypothesis. The plot
on the left show the 68, 90, and 99% co fidenc l vels of the me ured
values of atmospheric neutrino oscillation parameters; previous contour
from Kamiokande experiment is also shown for comparison. The right
plot shows a clear deficit in νµ events as a function of L/E, as predicted
by the theory of neutrino oscillations, while no clear νe disappearance is
seen. These plots are adapted from [27].
One of the goals of the IceCube Neutri o Observatory with DeepCore is to
improve atmospheric neutrino oscillation par m t rs using tmosphe ic neutrinos.
While the SK d tectors have gone through multiple upgra s o i prove the ac-
41
curacy and precision of oscillation measurements, it does not have a large enough
volume to study neutrinos with energies beyond multi-GeV. As discussed in Section
2.1, based on current knowledge of atmospheric neutrino oscillation parameters, the
oscillations νµ → ντ are expected to be maximal at 25 GeV. Given an effective
volume ∼ 300 times larger than SK, IceCube-DeepCore can investigate atmospheric
neutrino oscillations at this energy scale for the first time with much higher statis-
tics than SK. While the latest published measurements of atmospheric oscillation
parameters is shown in Section 2.2.4, the goal of this dissertation is to improve
measurements of these parameters using IceCube-DeepCore.
2.2.4 Summary of Oscillation Parameter Measurements
Since the discovery of neutrino oscillations, many neutrino oscillation exper-
iments have been built to measure the neutrino mixing parameters. As shown in
Figure 2.14 [78], uncertainties of neutrino oscillation parameters have shrunk by
orders of magnitudes over the past decades. Today, we have a decent knowledge on
the numerical values of the mixing parameters in the unitary mixing matrix. Recall
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where δ is the CP-violating phase, ckj ≡ cos θkj, and skj ≡ sin θkj; θkj are the mixing
angles. Each of the PMNS matrix elements determines the flavor content of the given
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Figure 14.16: The regions of squared-mass splitting and mixing angle favored or
excluded by various neutrino oscillation experiments. The figure was contributed by
H. Murayama (University of California, Berkeley, and Kavli IPMU, University of
Tokyo). References to the data used in the figure and the description of how the
figure was obtained can be found at http://hitoshi.berkeley.edu/neutrino.
October 6, 2016 11:02
Figure 2.14: The evolution of neutrino oscillation parameter measure-
ments. Both solar (solid lines) and atmospheric (dotted lines) oscillation
parameters have shrunk by orders of magnitudes. Note that 90% con-
tours in Figure 2.16 are located at ∆m2 ∼ 10−3 eV2 and tan2 θ ∼ 1.
This plot is adapted from [78].
mass eigenstate νk. For example, the νe fraction of ν1 is given by amplitude of |Ue1|2,
which is cos2θ12 cos
2θ13. Besides mixing angles, neutrino oscillations also depend on
the mass squared splittings: ∆m221 and ∆m
2
23. Figure 2.15 [38] presents a summary
of neutrino oscillation parameters assuming normal mass hierarchy where ν3 is the
heaviest. For each mass eigenstate, its flavor contents, shown as colored patches, are
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obtained from the measured values of mixing angles. The world averaged best fit
values of mixing angles and mass squared differences are summarized in Table 2.1
obtained from νFit 2016 [209]. Although the world averaged best fit prefers normal
mass ordering, inverted mass hierarchy in which ν3 is the lightest has not been ruled
out. Based on the world averaged best fit values, the 3σ ranges of PMNS mixing
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Figure 3: A three-neutrino (mass)2 spectrum that accounts for all the neutrino oscillation data except those from LSND.
The νe fraction of each mass eigenstate is shown by green right-leaning hatching, the νµ fraction is shown by red left-leaning
hatching, and the ντ fraction by blue vertical hatching.
lepton, the probability that this charged lepton is, in particular, an electron, is the νe fraction of νi, |Uei|2. The
probability that the charged lepton is a muon is the νµ fraction of νi, |Uµi|2, and the probability that it is a tau is
the ντ fraction, |Uτ i|2.
Fig. 3 summarizes how we learned the flavor content of the various mass eigenstates, and the squared-mass splittings
between them. With reference to this figure, let us explain how these features of the neutrino spectrum were found,
starting with ν3.
The νe fraction of ν3 is not known, but is bounded by reactor experiments that had a detector at a distance L ∼ 1
km from the reactor. Since the (anti)neutrinos emitted by a reactor have an energy E ∼ 3 GeV, this detector distance
made these experiments sensitive to oscillation involving the larger (mass)2 gap, ∆m2atm ≃ 2.4 × 10−3 eV2, but not
to oscillation involving the smaller gap, ∆m2sol ≃ 8.0 × 10−5 eV2 [cf. Eq. (16) and surrounding text]. As a result,
these experiments probed the properties of ν3, the isolated neutrino at one end of the ∆m
2
atm gap [9]. In particular,
they probed the νe fraction of ν3, since the particles emitted by a reactor are νe. The experiments saw no oscillation
of these νe, whose disappearance they sought, and thereby set a 3σ upper bound of |Ue3|2 < 0.045 on the νe fraction
of ν3 [10].
One hears a lot of discussion of a leptonic mixing angle called θ13. This angle is so defined that |Ue3|2 = sin2 θ13.
Thus, θ13 is a measure of the smallness of the νe part of ν3.
Apart from this small νe piece, ν3 is of νµ and ντ flavor. Now, the oscillation of atmospheric muon neutrinos is
observed to be dominated by νµ → ντ , with a νµ − ντ mixing angle that is very large. The best fit for this angle
is maximal mixing: 45◦. This atmospheric mixing angle will be reflected in the flavor content of ν3, since ν3 is at
one end of the splitting ∆m2atm that drives atmospheric neutrino oscillation. If the angle is truly maximal, then,
apart from its small νe component, ν3 is simply (νµ + ντ )/
√
2. This mimics the behavior of the neutral K meson





Figure 2.15: A summary of current knowledge on neutrino oscillations.
In a given mass eigenstate, ere are three flavors, the fraction of which
are represented as colored patches. The flavor content is obtained from
the measured values of mixing angles. Although the actual neutrino
masses are still unknown, the mass squared differences can be measured
by observing the oscillation patterns of neutrinos and are shown here
as the splitting differences of different mass eigenstates. This plot is
ad pted from [38].
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Table 2.1: World averaged best fit values of neutrino mixing parameters from νFit
2016 [209]. The world averaged best fit prefers a normal mass ordering (NO); the
best fit points assuming inverted mass ordering (IO) has a ∆χ2 = 0.56 compared
to the best fit points assuming NO. Below shows the world averaged best fit values
for each mixing parameter in the PMNS matrix. Depending on the mass ordering,
∆m23l is ∆m
2





















∆m221 × 10−5 eV2 7.49+0.19−0.17 7.49+0.19−0.17





The goal of this analysis is to measure ∆m223 and sin
2 θ23 using atmospheric
neutrinos. Figure 2.16 [79] shows the latest published results of the atmospheric
neutrino oscillation parameter measurements from different experiments. The 90%
contours are from both atmospheric oscillation experiments, including SK [80] and
IceCube [79], and long baseline accelerator experiments from T2K [70], MINOS [81],
NOνA [82]. While most experiments agree to a certain extent, NoνA result excludes
maximal mixing. This exclusion was found to be because of an inaccurate energy
proxy and is recently corrected during one of the Joint Experimental Theoretical
Physics Seminar at Fermilab [83]. The latest NOνA, along with the results from
this analysis, can be found in Section 9.2.
2.2.5 Open Questions on Neutrino Oscillations
After the measurement of non-zero θ13, the next open question in neutrino
oscillations is the size of the CP violating phase. By comparing neutrino oscillation
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FIG. 3. The 90% allowed region from this work (solid line)
compared to other experiments [12–14,16] (dashed lines). The
cross marks our best-fit point. The outer plots show the results of
the 1D projections after profiling over the other variables along
with the 68% C.L. Δχ2c threshold estimated using the Feldman-
Cousins method [48].
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Figure 2.16: A summary on the current status of atmospheric neutrino
oscillation parameter measurements: (top) a scan of ∆χ2 in sin2θ23 from
the IceCube publication [79], (right) a scan of ∆χ2 in ∆m223 from Ice-
Cube publication [79], and (bottom left) the 90% contours from different
atmospheric neutrino oscillation experiments. IC2017 (this work) in the
legend refers to the latest publication [79] from the IceCube collaboration
and does not correspond to the work presented in this dissertation. The
experiments included in the contour plot are SK [80] and IceCube [79]
and long baseline accelerator neutrino experiments by T2K [70], MI-
NOS [81], NOνA [82]. This plot is adapted from [79] published on 13th
Feb 2018.
patterns between a neutrino and an anti-neutrino beams, long baseline experiments
are now sensitive to δCP, as shown in Section 2.2.2. While the latest result from T2K
has rejected δCP = 0 by 1σ (see Figure 2.8 [70]), more data and reduced systematic
uncertainties are needed to exclude zero δCP. If δCP is indeed non-zero, the unitary





a non-zero CP-violating phase implies that oscillation patterns of neutrinos are
different from that of anti-neutrinos. Hence, CP invariance would be violated in
the leptonic sector in the Standard Model [38]. This violation in the leptonic sector
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may also explain the observed matter-antimatter asymmetry.
As mentioned earlier, the ordering of neutrino mass eigenstates is also not
clear. The mass hierarchy in Figure 2.15 assumes that ν3 is the heaviest; this
assumed ordering is called normal ordering. However, this ordering can also be in-
verted, in which ν3 is the lightest. Knowing the neutrino mass ordering is important
for neutrinoless double beta decay experiments and for discriminating unification
and neutrino mass models [84]. To measure mass hierarchy in vacuum, a precise
knowledge on the two mass squared splittings is required so that an experiment can
measure a very small difference between ∆m232 and ∆m
2
31. Neutrino mass hierarchy
can also be measured via difference in oscillations in matter of νe versus that of ν̄e.
Many up-coming accelerator and atmospheric neutrino experiments are expected to
provide hints on the limits of neutrino masses in the next few years and may be able
to have a definitive answer by 2035 [84].
One of the ultimate quantities to be measured is the neutrino masses. While
a limit on the total neutrino mass from all neutrino flavors is set from observations
to be less than 1 eV [38], measurements of absolute neutrino masses cannot be car-
ried out by experiments that observe neutrino oscillations for reasons discussed in
Section 2.1.1. A direct way to measure the absolute neutrino masses is based on
kinematic determination of β decays. Current projects including the Karlsruhe Tri-
tium Neutrino (KATRIN) and Project-8 experiments are able to reach a sensitivity
of 200 meV [85].
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Chapter 3: Neutrino Production and Detection
While the previous chapter focuses on the physics of neutrino oscillations dur-
ing their propagations, this chapter discusses the neutrino production and detection
for atmospheric neutrino oscillation studies using IceCube-DeepCore. For this anal-
ysis, neutrino sources originate from the decays of mesons produced in the Earth’s
atmosphere; this production mechanism is fairly well understood. Although many
advanced simulation tools are available to predict atmospheric neutrino fluxes, a
one dimensional calculation is helpful to better understand the physics behind the
production of atmospheric neutrinos. Therefore, a simple, naive analytical approach
is presented in Section 3.1, concluded with a final note in Section 3.1.6 on the four
atmospheric neutrino flux ratios that play a role in this thesis.
The second half of this chapter, Section 3.2, explains the detection of neutrino
interactions at IceCube-DeepCore. After its interaction with the ice, a neutrino
with energies above 10 GeV can be detected indirectly through Cherenkov radiation
produced when the secondary leptons travels through the ice. Based on the optical
properties of the ice, these photons may be scattered, absorbed, or detected by the
optical modules deployed in the South Pole ice.
3.1 Atmospheric Neutrino Production
Although neutrino oscillation probabilities do not depend on the production
details of neutrinos, measurements of neutrino oscillation parameters require a pre-
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cise and accurate prediction on the number of neutrinos at the detection site as
a function of neutrino energy. This analysis studies atmospheric neutrinos which
are produced through decays of mesons produced when cosmic rays interact with
air particles in the Earth’s atmosphere. Over the past century, numerous experi-
ments using different techniques were built to study energy spectra of cosmic ray
primaries and atmospheric neutrinos. Current knowledge on atmospheric neutrino
fluxes is well established [86–95], and predictions from atmospheric neutrino flux
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Figure 3.1: A schematic picture of a simplified atmospheric νµ flux cal-
culation. Four steps are required to estimate muon neutrino flux. First
is to determine the nucleon spectra from their interaction probabilities.
Some of those interactions produce mesons such as pions and kaons,
leading to the meson spectra. These mesons decay, giving out muons
and muon neutrinos. Since muon decays also give out to muon neutri-
nos, the spectrum of atmospheric muons are also determined. Finally,
muon neutrino flux is obtained from both meson and muon spectra. This
picture is not drawn in scale.
Although this thesis uses the latest atmospheric neutrino flux tables from
Honda et al. [86] (see Section 5.1.4), a simplified one dimensional calculation of
atmospheric neutrino fluxes is presented in this section. Following Gaisser et al. [98],
this calculation is performed in four steps as summarized in Figure 3.1. First,
discussed in Section 3.1.2, the nucleon fluxes are determined based on some assumed
hadronic interaction properties. Second, these nucleons may interact and gives out
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mesons, which can either decay or interact with other nucleons; these probabilities
determine meson spectra explained in Section 3.1.3. A pion or a kaon can decay
into a muon and a muon neutrino. The daughter muon then decays, giving out
another muon neutrino and an electron neutrino. Therefore, in Section 3.1.4, the
third step is to obtain a muon spectrum from the meson decays. Finally, neutrino
fluxes can be determined from both meson and muon contributions as shown in
Section 3.1.5. While the calculation may sound a bit complex, the development of
each particle can generally be described by the cascade equations (see Chapter 5 in
Gaisser et al. [98]), which is explained in Section 3.1.1. Once the cascade equations
is understood, the spectra of the above particles can be estimated individually with
their corresponding assumptions and boundary conditions. At the end, a final note
related to the four most important neutrino flux ratios is discussed in Section 3.1.6.
3.1.1 General Cascade Equation
To describe a development of a cascade from an interaction of particles in the
atmosphere, a few important variables are typically used in cosmic rays physics, as
shown in Figure 3.2. As a particle travels through air, it may interact or decay at a
point along its propagation. This point can be identified via three variables. First is
the production height h vertically above ground. This height is used to estimate the
atmospheric density at the point of interactions and decays. Second is the direction
of propagation θ from an observer. Since the Earth is roughly a sphere, this θ may
be different from the actual zenith angle θ∗ of propagation by the particle. The third
variable is the distance l of the interaction or decay point away from the observer.
By simple geometry, h can be approximated by l cos θ for small θ < 60◦; otherwise, a
full expression is required and complicates the calculations [98,99]. The last variable
is the slant depth X in a unit of [g cm−2] measured from the top of the atmosphere
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along the direction of particle’s propagation. Given a density of the atmosphere at





X is important to estimate the decay probability of particles, and its vertical pro-
jection Xv is also shown in Figure 3.2.
top of atmosphere
groundIceCube
  ⌘ slant depth [g/cm2]
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Figure 3.2: A schematic picture of the set-up for cascade equations. The
star presents the location at which an interaction or a decay occurs.
Four variables are used to define this point. First is the production
height h measured vertically from the ground. Second is the direction
θ∗ from the observer; because of the Earth’s curvature, θ∗ at the point
of interaction/decay is not the same as θ at the point of observation.
Third is the distance l of the interaction or decay point away from the
observer. Forth is the slant depth X in a unit of [g/cm2] measured from
the top of the atmosphere down along the direction of the propagation
of the particle. Its vertical projection Xv is also a convenient variable.
X depends on the density and is related to interaction and decay lengths
of the particle of interest. This picture is not drawn in scale.
For a particle of type i with an energy Ei, the question of interest is how
the number of this particle type at slant depth X, i.e. Ni(Ei, X), changes given an
infinitesimal variation in slant depth δX; hence, at a given X, the flux of this particle
type with an energy between E and E + dE is given by Ni(E,X) dE. In general,
Ni(Ei, X) decreases through its decays and interactions with other particles
1. The
1Particles can also be stopped by energy loss during propagations. But this term is insignificant
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probabilities of decays and interactions are typically described by the decay di and
interaction λi depths, both of which have units of [g cm
−2]. In particular, the number
of particle lost due to decays δNdi and that due to interactions δN
int
i over a small
slant depth are
δNdi = −Ni(Ei, X)×
δX
di




where δX/di and δX/λi are the probabilities of decays and interactions by particles
of type i respectively, and the negative sign indicates a loss of Ni(Ei, X). While
particles of type i can be lost via those two processes, the number Ni(Ei, X) also
increases because of decays and interactions by other particles of type j. Since we
are interested in Ni(Ei, X) with a specific energy Ei, the probability in which a decay
or interaction by a particle j would produce a particle i with Ei is included. That
is, in addition to the probability in which decays and/or interactions by a particle

















where dni(Ei, Ej)/dEi is the normalized energy distribution of the corresponding
decay or interaction process. Given the above ways to gain and lose particles of type





























assuming high energy particles
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This equation is known as the cascade equation [98]. Note that the integrals start
from Ei, which is the minimum energy needed to produce a particle i with an energy
of Ei, up to Emax →∞.
Let us first take a closer look at the decay depth di [g cm
−2]. By definition,
assuming the particle travels close to the speed of light c [98],
di ≡ decay length [cm]× density [g / cm3] = γcτiρ(h), (3.3)
where τiγ is the dilated lifetime, and ρ(h) is the atmospheric density at the produc-
tion height. Because ρ is a differential gradient of the vertical slant depth Xv over
production height, or ρ = −dXv/dh, it is useful to express ρ in terms of X and θ.
For a column of atmosphere above and below the point of decay, the pressure P at
Xv is given by P = gXv, where g is the gravitational constant. With θ < 60
◦, some
approximations of composition of the atmosphere, and Equation 3.1, the air density
is roughly given by [98],
ρ ≈ X cos θ
h0
where h0 is a scale height at which the vertical slant depth Xv decreases by 1/e.
Obviously, this scale height, hence the decay depth, depends on the altitude at which
a decay occurs; in the lower stratosphere, a typical altitude value of h0 ∼ 6.4 km is







Ec τiX cos θ
≡ εi
E X cos θ
, (3.4)
where εi is an important characteristic energy of particles of type i. From Equation
3.2, whether a particle decays or interacts depends on the relative sizes of 1/di and
1/λi of the particle. Assuming that an interaction depth is as long as the slant
depth λi ∼ X, the decay rate and the interaction rate is roughly the same when
εi/cos θ ∼ E. Therefore, εi is the critical energy at which interactions start to
dominate over decays for a vertically down going particle. Given a fixed E, as
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the zenith angle θ increases, the interaction probability for particles from a more
horizontal direction increases due to longer flight paths. In the lower stratosphere,
typical values of εi are 115 and 850 GeV for charged pions and charged kaons [91].
⇡+
In a proton + air interaction,
~pN
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Figure 3.3: A schematic picture of a proton and air interaction. One
of the quarks in a high energy proton interacts with the nucleus of an
air molecule and gives out a pion. In cosmic rays physics, a dimension-
less particle yield Fp+,air is defined to summarize the contributions from
both integrated cross section over nucleon momentum and the energy
distribution of the out-going pion.
On the other hand, describing interactions between particles i and j (the last
term in Equation 3.2) is slightly more complicated. For example, Figure 3.3 illus-
trates the proton-air interaction, which gives out pions plus other particles. Since
we are interested in the probabilities from which the interaction gives out a particle
of type i with a specific energy Ei, cosmic rays physicists define a dimensionless
particle yield Fji(Ei, Ej) [91] for every interaction process [98].









where σairj is the total cross section of an interaction between a particle j and air, and
σj+air→i relates to the probability that the interaction gives out a particle of i. The
last equality in Equation 3.5 assumes a multiplicity condition of dσj+air→i = σairj dni.
Although the energy distribution in Equation 3.5 cannot be calculated, a reasonably
good approximation for a high energy interaction is given by the Feynman scaling
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In summary, Ni(Ei, X) can either lose or gain particles of type i as they
propagate through a slant depth in the atmosphere. This development is described




























In general, to obtain an energy spectrum of a given type of particles, approximations
are made to drop insignificant terms in Equation 3.7. The corresponding differential
spectrum can then be obtained by integrating the leftover terms over a range of slant
depths and applying appropriate boundary conditions.
3.1.2 Nucleon Fluxes
The first step in the neutrino flux calculation is to determine the total nu-
cleon spectrum from both proton and neutron. Since their interaction rates are
much higher than their decay rates, all decay terms in Equation 3.7 are dropped.
Therefore, the variation in the number of nucleons NN(EN , X) is governed by
dNN(EN , X)
dX












where FjN is the dimensionless particle yield of nucleons due to nucleon-nucleon
interactions2.
To solve for NN(EN , X), a typical ansatz is considered by assuming separate
functions for EN and X. Based on data from cosmic rays experiments, the primary
cosmic rays follow a power-law spectrum; thus, a convenient energy dependent func-
tion is E
−(γ+1)
N . By substituting
NN(EN , X) = g(X)E
−(γ+1)
N , (3.8)



















































NN is the spectrum-weighted moment (discussed in the next few paragraphs)
for nucleon productions in nucleon-air interactions. By canceling common terms in









where ΛN , known as the nucleon attenuation depth, is essentially the effective inter-
action depth weighted by the Z-moment. By integrating both sides independently,
the total nucleon spectrum from both protons and neutrons is therefore
NN(EN , X) = g0e
−X/ΛNE−(γ+1), (3.11)
Note that, the attenuation depth ΛN acts as a scaling depth at which nucleon flux
decreases by 1/e, while preserving the X-independent energy spectrum from the
observed spectral power law.
2Here, j also happens to be a nucleon, but it should be separated from the subscript N to avoid
confusion.
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After repeating the above procedure but for the difference, instead of the sum,
between proton and neutron fluxes, ∆N ≡ p(E,X) − n(E,X), separate solutions
for proton and neutron fluxes can be obtained by (NN ±∆N)/2 respectively. With
















−X/Λ+N − f0 e−X/Λ−N
)
E−(γ+1),
where g0 and f0 are the X-only dependent function in NN and ∆N , respectively,
evaluated X = 0; and Λ+N ≡ λN/[1− (Zpp +Zpn)] and Λ−N ≡ λN/[1− (Zpp−Zpn)].
Note that the relative excess of proton over neutron at the top of the atmosphere





where p0 and n0 are p(E, 0) and n(E, 0) at the top of the atmosphere. This value is
roughly 0.76 at 10 GeV/nucleon when primary cosmic rays mostly consist of protons
[101]3, implying a neutron-to-proton ratio of ∼ 0.11 at the top of the atmosphere.
This ratio increases towards 1 over a very large slant depth during which the excess














e−X/Λ+N − δ0 e−X/Λ−N
)
E−(γ+1) ≡ nXE−(γ+1), (3.13)
where pX and nX are the X-only dependent functions of the proton and neutron
fluxes. Since these nucleons produce mesons, hence neutrinos, an excess in pro-
3The proton excess ratio δ0 depends on nucleon energy. As the nucleon energy increases, δ0
decreases to less than 0.62 at 100 TeV/nucleon [101].
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ton over neutron eventually leads to an excess of muon neutrinos over muon anti-
neutrinos.








F Fji(xF ). (3.14)
In general, a Zji-moment characterizes the physics of the production of i from a
j+ air interaction [98]. If γ = 1, the Zji is simply an integral over the dimensionless
particle yield in Equation 3.5, which returns the expectation value of the fraction
of energy that goes into particle i during the j + air interaction. In reality, γ is
observed to be greater than 1. With a positive exponent in xF , the integral from
0 to 1 in Equation 3.14 has much larger contributions from the forward region
where xF → 1 than that from xF → 0. This implies that proton and neutron
fluxes depend dominantly on the particle projectiles, especially contributions from
those traveling the same direction as the primary proton. A steep (γ > 1) primary
spectrum also means that Z-moments for positive charged particles is larger than
the ones for negative charged particles due to the excess protons at the top of the
atmosphere [100]. As shown in Section 3.1.3, while Z-moments for π+ and π− can
still be approximated to be the same, the Z-moment for K+ is significantly larger
than that for K−. Last, the above definition of Z-moment is energy independent due
to the assumed Feynman scaling4. Active searches have been conducted to study
the energy and spectral index γ dependence in spectrum-weighted moments. Tables
of Z-moments for different processes can be found in [90,91,98,105]. Over the past
decades, particle theorists have gone from numerically calculating Z’s for different
hadronic interactions [90, 91, 106] to building simulation models, such as SIBYLL
[107], DPMJET [108], JAM [109], GEANT4 [110], and FLUKA [111], for different
4Such assumption is found to be broken at ∼ TeV [102–104]; however, this assumption is still
valid here due to the insignificant contribution to Z-moments from non forward region xF → 0.
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energy ranges. Not only do these hadronic models help understand any deviations
between predicted and measured cross sections in particle collider experiments, they
are also incorporated into air shower simulations to predict lepton fluxes for cosmic
rays and atmospheric neutrino detectors.
3.1.3 Meson Fluxes
From the above expressions for proton and nucleon fluxes, the next step is to
determine meson fluxes. For simplicity, charged pion fluxes is derived without taking
into account couplings among pions, kaons, and other particles. While numbers of
pions decreases via decays and interactions, pions can also be produced by pion-air


























Based on NN(EN , X) in Section 3.1.2, an ansatz





where Λi ≡ λi/(1 − Zii), is considered. Using the same strategy for solving the
























Although this integration cannot be solved analytically, Π(Eπ,X) can still be under-
stood by taking high and low energy limits.
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In the high energy limit Eπcosθ  επ, where επ ∼ 115 GeV [91] as discussed
in Section 3.1.1, pion decays can be ignored, and the total pion flux becomes









Two characteristics of pion flux arise from this high energy limit. First, the energy
dependence in the pion flux is the same as the one in the nucleon flux in Equation
3.11; that is, ΠHE(Eπ, X) ∝ E−(γ+1)π . The second characteristic is the slant depth
dependence. At the top of the atmosphere, there are no pions. As X increases, pion
flux rises untilX reaches a critical value of∼ 140 g/cm2 [98]. Then, pion flux declines
exponentially, reaching an asymptote given by the effective interaction depth Λπ.
Similar to the case in nucleon fluxes, separate solutions for Π+ and Π− fluxes can be
obtained by repeating the same calculation for ∆π ≡ Π+(Eπ, X)−Π−(Eπ, X) with
the isospin relations Zπ+π+ = Zπ−π− , Zπ+π− = Zπ−π+ , and Zpπ+ ≈ Znπ− . According
to Lipari [105], the high energy limit of Π and ∆π are

















and Λ±π ≡ λπ/[1− (Zπ+π+ ±Zπ+π−)]. Hence, the positively and negatively charged




(Π + ∆π) = A
+(X)± δ0A−(X). (3.21)
This implies that the developments of the two fluxes are slightly different because
of the proton-neutron asymmetry at the top of the atmosphere. In particular, Π+
reaches a maximum at a higher slant depth in the upper atmosphere than Π− [105].
On the other hand, in the low energy limit Eπcosθ  επ, pion decays dominate























where proton and neutron fluxes are given by Equation 3.13. Note that, because
of the linear energy dependence from the decay term, pion energy spectrum at low
energy is flatter than the cosmic ray spectrum by one power of energy.
Although the above calculations give us an intuition of how pion fluxes develop
in the atmosphere, the meson fluxes in reality are more complicated.
• Given that επ ∼ 115 GeV [91], this analysis studying neutrinos with energies
between 5 and 56 GeV requires a combination of pion fluxes from both low





which provides the correct behaviors at the two limits.
• Pion contribution from kaon fluxes cannot be ignored. Similar to pions, kaons
are produced from nucleon-nucleon interaction. Since kaons can decay into
charged pions, extra terms due to kaon decays are needed in the pion cascade
equation in Equation 3.15. Such calculation is presented in [105,112].
• Although the cascade equation for kaon fluxes is similar to that for pions, kaon
fluxes are complicated. Because kaons with energies above εK ∼ 850 GeV [91]
interacts with air and regenerate K± and KL, extra interaction terms due to
KL are needed [105, 112]. In addition, all these kaons can experience three-
body decays, in which the kinematics are more complex than a two-body pion
decays as discussed in Section 3.1.4.
• The inclusive cross sections of charged kaon productions are different from
that of pions. In particular, one cannot assume ZpK+ ≈ ZnK− because of an
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extra non-negligible K+ production channel p+ +air→ Λ0 +K+ +others [98].
Given that cosmic rays are mostly protons and that there is no analogous
K− production from neutrons, the inclusive cross section of K+ production
is larger than that of K−. Most importantly, the particle yield in Equation
3.5 due to the extra K+ production channel contributes at high Feynman
scaling xF . As discussed in Section 3.1.2, Z-moments depend largely on the
contributions from large xF ; this implies ZpK+  ZnK− . Such an asymmetry
leads to a large K+/K− ratio, which affects muon charge ratio as well as ratio
between neutrino and anti-neutrino fluxes at high energy when contribution
from kaons dominates.
• Often, a π-to-K ratio is used for analyses studying atmospheric muon and
neutrino fluxes within an energy range where contributions from both pions





Among the four Z-moments in Equation 3.24, ZpK+ has the largest uncer-
tainty. Because a pion or kaon decays into a muon and a muon neutrino,
Rπ/K affect both νµ/ν̄µ and µ
+/µ− ratios. And, because atmospheric electron
(anti-)neutrinos are produced from muon decays, µ+/µ− ratio is important
for νe/ν̄e flux ratio. A simplified calculation of µ
+/µ− from only charged pions
is presented in Section 3.1.4, and a full prediction from both pion and kaon
contributions is performed by Gaisser [101].
3.1.4 Atmospheric Muon Fluxes
Similar to the case in nucleon and pion fluxes, we start with the cascade
equation for atmospheric muons produced mostly by the decays of charged pions
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and kaons via
π± → µ± + νµ(ν̄µ) branching ratio = 100%
K± → µ± + νµ(ν̄µ) branching ratio = 63.5%. (3.25)
Because the kinematics in pion and kaon decays are well studied, the cascade equa-
tion for atmospheric muons M(Eµ, X) from both µ+ + µ− can be written directly
















Here, BR is the branching ratio of the corresponding decay; Nj and dj are the meson
flux and the corresponding decay depth. Each energy integral covers the allowed
energy range based on the kinematics of the corresponding decay.
Let us first consider the muon production term only from pion decays. The
kinematics at pion rest frame are discussed in Section 2.1.1. The energies and
momenta of the parent pion and daughter muon at rest frame are then Lorentz-
transformed to an observer frame. Since the angular distribution of pion decays
in the rest frame is isotropic, the normalized energy distribution of the daughter










where all energies are measured at the observer frame, and r ≡ m2µ/m2π ∼ 0.56 given
the pion and muon masses of ∼ 140 and 105 MeV respectively. In addition, due to
energy conservation, a muon from a pion decay can have an energy between rπEπ
and Eπ. Thus, to produce a specific muon energy Eµ, the parent pion is required
to have an energy between Eµ and Eµ/rπ. Therefore, the muon production term in
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where the X cosθ comes from the pion decay depth dπ defined in Equation 3.4.
Since the pion fluxes are broken down into two energy limits, two muon fluxes
are determined for the two energy limits. First, in the low energy limit, ΠLE in
Equation 3.22 is used, together with nucleon flux from Equation 3.11. The muon



























(1− rπ)(γ + 1)
NN(Eµ, 0) e
−X/ΛN . (3.29)
Unlike the total pion flux at low energy limit, atmospheric muon spectrum has the
same spectral index as the nucleon spectrum because the terms related to pion decay
cancel out; a pion loss from its decay contributes to a muon. Atmospheric muon
contribution due to charged kaon decays is the same as Equation 3.29 but with a
branching ratio of 0.635 instead of 1.
Similar procedure is performed to obtain the high energy limit of atmospheric
















When Eπcosθ  επ, pion interactions dominate over decays, and less muons are
produced. Hence, the total muon spectrum at high energy is steeper than that at
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lower energy. Moreover, the high energy muon spectrum is inversely proportional
to Xcos θ. This implies that, for the same energy, atmospheric muon contribution
from pion decays increases from vertical direction to the horizon; a high energy
muon from the horizon has a longer flight path and a higher chance to decay than
a muon with the same energy from a vertical direction.
As mentioned in Section 3.1.3, an approximate expression that covers both
low and high muon energy limits is given by M =MLE/(1 +MLE/MHE). After
taking into account both muon decay via
µ± → e± + νµ(ν̄µ) + ν̄e(νe) (3.31)
and muon energy loss during propagation, the differential atmospheric muon spec-
trum observed on the ground is given by integrating dM(Eµ, X)/dX from the top
of the atmosphere X = 0 to the detection site. From Gaisser et al. [98], the total








1 + Bπµcos θEµ/επ
+
0.635AKµ
1 + BKµcos θEµ/εK
]
. (3.32)
Here, Sµ(Eµ) is a suppression factor due to muon energy loss and decay, which
becomes significant when Eµ < 100 GeV. Note that, for a given meson M ,
AMµ =
ZNπ(1− rγ+1M )









where AMµ and BMµ are related to the coefficients from low and high energy limit
respectively. The dependence of differential muon spectrum on Eµ cos θ comes from
the interaction dominated MHE at high energy.
Since one meson typically decays into one muon, the muon charge ratio µ+/µ−
reflects any asymmetry in the productions of charged mesons. Same as before,
the individual positively and negatively muon fluxes can be obtained from both
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Figure 3.4: Comparison between measured and predicted charged muon
ratio as a function of Eµcos θ. Data points represent data from accelera-
tor experiments, and lines represent three model predictions. Solid blue
line assumes an energy independent composition parameter δ0 = 0.76
and a nominal value of ZpK+ = 0.0090. Due to the energy dependence
on δ0, multiple fixed values of δ0 are considered for the two low and high
energy ranges. The two dotted black lines in the low energy region rep-
resent predictions with δ0 fixed at 0.71 and 0.69, and those dotted lines
in the high energy region are calculated using δ0 of 0.64 and 0.62. The
continuous solid black line assumes a δ0 of 0.665. All black lines have a
ZpK+ value of 0.0079, which agree with data better than the solid blue
line. This plot is taken from [101].
total muon flux M = M+ +M− and their difference ∆µ = M+ −M−. After
charged kaon decays are considered, the predicted muon charge ratio is presented
in [101]. This analytical solution is compared to data in Figure 3.4 [101]. At the
low energy region where Eµcosθ  επ ∼ 115 GeV, muon charge ratio is relatively
flat at ∼ 1.26, which is above 1.0 due to proton excess from the primary cosmic
rays. As Eµcosθ increases to above εK , kaon decay dominates. The importance
of kaon contribution is also enhanced by the falling contribution from pion decay
since Eµcosθ above επ. Due to the large asymmetry between the Z-moments for
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K+ and K− (discussed in Section 3.1.3), the muon charge ratio increases drastically
in a Eµcos range between επ and εK . From [101], Gaisser [101] concluded that a
nominal value of ZpK+ = 0.0090 assumed in the solid blue curve of Figure 3.4 does
not agree with data from accelerator experiments. The agreement between data and
prediction improves with a lower ZpK+ = 0.0079, suggesting a higher π-to-K ratio
than previously expected. As discussed in Section 3.1.5, not only does the π-toK
ratio affect µ+/µ− and, thus, νe/ν̄e, it also affects νµ/ν̄µ flux ratio. Therefore, a
precise value of ZpK+ measured from accelerator experiments is important.
3.1.5 Atmospheric Neutrino Fluxes
The derivation of atmospheric muon neutrino fluxes is very similar to the muon
fluxes presented in Section 3.1.4 but differs by the allowed neutrino energy range due
to the kinematics from meson decays. For a pion with an energy Eπ, the allowed
energy of the daughter neutrino ranges from 0 to (1 − r)Eπ, where r ≡ m2µ/m2π.
Therefore, a neutrino with an energy Eν can be a decay product from a pion with
an energy ranging between Eν/(1 − r) and infinity. The pion-contributed neutrino
spectrum Nπ(Eν , X) is therefore the same as the muon spectrum in Equation 3.28
but with a different energy range for the integral. Therefore, the differential energy


















To solve Equation 3.34 over both low and high neutrino energies, a procedure
similar to the calculation of muon and meson fluxes is performed. By integrating
pion flux at low energy limit (Equation 3.22) over both meson energy and slant








NN(Eν , 0). (3.35)
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Similar to the differential muon energy spectrum in Equation 3.29, this low energy
limit follows the primary energy spectral index. However, the dependence on the rπ
in the case of neutrinos is slightly different compared to that of muons due to the
different energy distributions during the decay process. Similarly, from Equation




















where the natural log comes from integrating the exponential terms in Equation
3.18 over slant depth. Together with the neutrino contribution from charged kaon








1 + Bπνcos θEν/επ
+
0.635AKν
1 + BKµcos θEν/εK
]
, (3.37)
where, for a given meson M ,
AMν =
ZNπ(1− rM)γ+1









Compared to the differential energy spectrum for atmospheric muons in Equa-
tion 3.32, atmospheric muon neutrino energy spectrum is differed by the suppression
factor5 and the dependence on rM , which is related to the energy distribution dur-
ing the decay process (see Equation 3.27). This implies that the difference between
muon and muon neutrino contributions from the same parent is due to the dif-
ferences in how the parent meson distributes its energy to its daughter particles.
5The suppression factor Sµ in the case of muons does not apply to neutrinos. Neutrinos do not
decay, and its energy loss through propagation is negligible.
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energy and what regions of phase space in particle production are important for



















Figure 4: Fractional contribution of pions and kaons to the flux of muons and
neutrinos. For pions the bottom curve of each pair is for the vertical and the top
curve for zenith angle of 60◦. The reverse is true for the kaon fractions.
The analytic approximations apply at high energy (Eν ≫ 1 GeV) and hold for
a power-law primary spectrum and inclusive cross sections that obey Feynman
scaling in the fragmentation region. With these assumptions, the differential flux





(1 − ZNN )(γ + 1)
!"
ZNπ(1 − rπ)γ













= A × E−(γ+1)0 (7)
is the differential primary spectrum of nucleons of energy E0. The neutrino
flux in Eq. 6 is proportional to the primary spectrum evaluated at the energy




i for i = (π,K), and the constants
Figure 3.5: Fractional con ribution to atmospheric muons and muon
neutrinos from pions and kaons. Solid lines represent the fraction from
particles traveling vertically with cos θ = 1; dashed lines are from θ =
60◦. Differences between contributions from pion and kaon at a given
direction originate from the differences in the kinematics of the meson
decays. This plot is adapted from [89].
Figure 3.5 [89] summarizes the fractional contributions to atmospheric muons and
muon neutrinos from pion and kaon decays given θ = 0◦ and 60◦. As neutrino
energy increases from ∼ 10 GeV to επ ≈ 115 GeV, the importance of pion decay
decreases, reducing both muon and muon neutrino fractions. Since muon mass is
∼ 0.75 of pion mass, a daughter muon from a pion decay carries most of the pion
energy, causing a steeper fall in the neutrino fraction from pion compared to that in
muon fraction from pion. Because of this falling contribution from pions, neutrino
contribution from kaon decay becomes relatively more important until the neutrino
energy reaches εK/cosθ ∼ εK ≈ 850 GeV. In a kaon decay, a kaon with a mass of ∼
500 MeV distributes, on average, half of its energy to the daughter muon, leading a
steeper growth of neutrino contribution from kaon decay compared to that of muon
from the same parent [98]. Beyond ∼ 1 TeV, the contributions flatten out because
kaon interaction takes over kaon decay.
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⌫/⌫ ratios (⌫e left; ⌫µ right)
Figure 3.6: Comparison between 1D analytical and 3D simulated νµ/ν̄µ
flux ratio: (top) cos θ = 0.6, (middle) cos θ = 0.8, and (bottom) cos
θ = 1.0. Red solid lines represent the νµ/ν̄µ flux ratios from a three
dimensional simulation by Honda et al. [86]. Blue lines are the one
dimensional analytical results discussed in this section; the blue band
represents the uncertainties on the flux ratios due to uncertainties of
Z-moments from [93]. The spikes at log10 Eν ∼ 0.75 are because of the
natural log of effective interaction length ratios in Equation 3.38.
neutrino fluxes N and their difference ∆ν . The resulting flux ratio, νµ/ν̄µ, due
to both pion and kaon decays is very similar to the muon charge ratio given by
[101] and is presented as the blue solid lines in Figure 3.6 at three different values
of cos θ. With the uncertainties on the relevant Z-moments given by [93], the
uncertainties on the νµ/ν̄µ flux ratios are shown as the blue shaded areas. Overall,
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νµ/ν̄µ flux ratios increase with neutrino energy. As discussed in Section 3.1.3, due
to proton excess at the top of the atmosphere, more K+ are produced than K−.
With the extra K+ production channel, ZpK+ is much larger thanZpK− , leading
to an asymmetry in the production of νµ and ν̄µ. This asymmetry becomes more
dramatic as neutrino energy increases due to the growing importance of kaon decays
relative to the falling contributions from pion decay. These predictions from the one
dimensional analytical approach are compared to the solid red lines predicted by
Honda et al. [86] via a three dimensional simulation6. For vertically down going
neutrinos, the two predictions agree fairly well. A slight deviation at high energy
comes from neutrino contributions from particles other than pions and kaons. The
agreement between two methods gets worse as cos θ decreases because of the ignored
neutrino contribution from muon decay.
For atmospheric electron neutrino fluxes, because one muon decays into one
electron neutrino (Equation 3.31), νe/ν̄e flux ratio could be approximated by µ
+/µ−.
However, the analytical solutions for atmospheric electron neutrino fluxes are more
complicated when one includes the contribution from the three-body decay by long
kaon. Figure 3.7 shows the comparison between the analytical results (with charged
pion and charged kaon) and simulated predictions by Honda et al. [86]. While
the overall orders of magnitude agree between calculations and simulations, the
simulated flux ratios seem to be higher at low energy and lower at high energy
than the analytical results, which is potentially due to the ignorance of long kaon
decay. Moreover, the analytical approach gives smoother flux ratios compared to
the simulations by Honda et al. These differences between the two predictions are
likely caused by naive assumptions made during the one dimensional approach.
6By taking into account Earth’s magnetic field, better atmospheric density profile, and bet-
ter hadronic interaction models, Honda et al. [86] provides tables of atmospheric neutrino flux
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⌫/⌫ ratios (⌫e left; ⌫µ right)
Figure 3.7: Comparison between 1D analytical and 3D simulated νe/ν̄e
flux ratio: (top) cos θ = 0.6, (middle) cos θ = 0.8, and (bottom) cos
θ = 1.0. Red solid lines represent the νe/ν̄e flux ratios from a three
dimensional simulation by Honda et al. [86]. Blue lines are the one
dimensional analytical results discussed in this section; the blue band
represents the uncertainties on the flux ratios due to uncertainties of
Z-moments from [93]. The spikes at log10 Eν ∼ 0.75 are because of the
natural log of effective interaction length ratios in Equation 3.38.
3.1.6 Final Notes on Atmospheric Neutrino Fluxes
In general, analyses using atmospheric neutrinos as neutrino sources care about
four neutrino flux ratios: νµ/ν̄µ, νe/ν̄e, (νµ + ν̄µ)/(νe + ν̄e), and vertical / horizontal.
As discussed in the previous subsection, the former two flux ratios directly depend
on the π to K ratio, which depends on the ZpK+ . In particular, flux ratios with
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neutrino energies between επ/cosθ and εK/cosθ are the most sensitive to π to K
ratio due to the growing importance of kaon decay and steep falling spectrum from
pion.
The calculations for the latter two flux ratios are discussed by Barr et al. [92],
in which multiple analytical approaches are performed to predict neutrino fluxes
assuming that the detector site is located at Kamioka in Japan. In the following
plots from [92], a 1D approach corresponds to the calculations discussed in the
previous subsection; a 3D approach takes into account bending of particles due to
Earth’s magnetic field; a NM approach is the same as the 3D approach but without
bending of particles; and a pseudo 1D approach uses the 3D code but assumes 1D
conditions for verification purposes.
The ratio between νµ + ν̄µ and νe + ν̄e fluxes is well known. Because a pion
or kaon decays into a muon neutrino and a muon, which then decays and produces
another muon neutrino and an electron neutrino, the νµ to νe flux ratio is roughly
2 [86,87,92,98]. This is a fairly good estimate for atmospheric neutrinos with energies
below 2 GeV [98]. As neutrino energy increases, high energy muons produced reach
the ground before they get a change to decay and produce νe. As shown in the solid
lines on the left plot of Figure 3.8 [92], the νe energy spectrum falls faster than the
νµ spectrum. Thus, the νµ to νe flux ratio increases with neutrino energy as shown
on the right of Figure 3.8 [92].
While most of the discussions above are zenith-integrated, the last interesting
ratio is the ratio of vertical to horizontal total νµ fluxes. Given that fluxes are
usually expressed as Ecosθ (see Equation 3.37), it is useful to investigate a vertical
to horizontal flux ratio for a given energy range. The left of Figure 3.9 [92] presents
the predicted angular distributions of νµ fluxes for three different energy ranges.
Note that cosθ = 0 corresponds to horizontal flux. As neutrino energy increases,






























Figure 3: Zenith angle distributions of νµ at Kamioka for six different energy ranges. The
full-line histograms are the 3D calculation and the dashed histograms are the pseudo-
1D calculation. The energy ranges in the left hand panel are: 1) 100–158 MeV, 2)
250–400 MeV, and 3) 630 MeV–1 GeV. In the right hand panel we show the angular
distribution for 4) 2.50–4.0 GeV, 5) 4.0–6.3 GeV, and 6) 6.3–10 GeV. The right panel also































































Figure 4: Ratio of muon-like to electron-like neutrinos as a function of (a) Eν and (b)
zenith angle (for Eν > 315 MeV), comparing 1D, NM and 3D distributions. The error













angle averaged neutrino+antineutrino fluxes
solid hist: Kamioka, dashed: Soudan
νµ
νe
Figure 2: Comparison of 3D to 1D calculation of the angle averaged fluxes at Kamioka
and Soudan. The (νµ +νµ) and (νe +νe) fluxes are plotted for th 3D calculation (points)
and the 1D calculation (lines).
decreases as the neutrino energy increases. At higher energies, the two distributions be-
come more similar. The broad peak in the high-energy flux is common to 3D and 1D
calculations. It is caused by a combination of two effects: decay of charged pions is en-
hanced at large angles relative to hadronic interaction (sec θ effect), and higher-energy
muons at larger zenith angle can still decay before reaching the ground.
At neutrino energies exceeding 5 GeV the two zenith angle distributions become iden-
tical. There are, however, still some differences in the azimuthal distributions, which will
be discussed below.
3.1 Ratios of fluxes
Figure 4 shows the ratio R of muon-type to electron-type neutrino fluxes as a function of
neutrino energy for the 1D, NM and 3D calculations. The ratio is calculated using ν + 1
2
ν̄
as an approximate way to account for the difference in interaction cross-section between
neutrinos and antineutrinos. The main features of the ratio may be understood simply by
counting the three neutrinos (two muon-type and one electron-type) associated with each
muon in the atmosphere and noting that the kinematics works so that each neutrino has
about the same energy. This gives R = 2. At higher energies R increases as muons begin
to reach the ground before decaying. There are no changes in the flavor ratio between
1D and 3D calculations. The fluctuation seen in the zenith angle distribution near the
horizon for the NM case is within statistics.
Figure 5 shows the ratio of neutrinos to antineutrinos as a function of energy and
zenith angle. At low energy, the simple neutrino counting argument from above gives an
expected ratio of 1. At higher energies where muons hit the ground, the ratios increase
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Figure 2: Comparison of 3D to 1D calculati n of the angle averaged fluxes at Kamioka
and Soudan. The (νµ +νµ) and (νe +νe) fluxes are plotted for the 3D calculation (points)
and the 1D calculation (lines).
decreases as the neutrino energy increases. At higher en rgies, the two d stributions be-
co e more similar. The broad peak in the high-energy flux is common to 3D and 1D
calculations. It is caused by a combination of two effects: decay of charged pions is en-
hanced t large angl s relative to hadronic interaction (sec θ effect), and higher-energy
muons at larg r zenith angle can still decay b fore reaching the ground.
At neutri o en rgies exceeding 5 GeV he two zenith angle distributions becom iden-
tical. The are, however, still some differences in the azimuthal distributions, which will
be di cussed below.
3.1 Rati s of fluxes
Figure 4 shows the ratio R of muon-type to electron-type neutrino fluxes as a functi n of
neutri o energy for the 1D, NM and 3D calculations. The ratio is calculated using ν + 1
2
ν̄
as an approximate way to account for the difference in interaction cross-section b tween
neutrinos and antineutrinos. The main features of the ratio may be understood simpl by
counting e thr e neutrinos (two muon-type and on electron-type) associated with each
muon in the atmosphere and oting that the kinematics works so h t each neutrino has
about the sam energy. This gives R = 2. At higher en rgies R increases as muons begin
to reach the ground b fore decaying. There are no changes in the flavor ratio b tween
1D and 3D calculations. The fluctuation seen in the zenith angle distribution near the
h riz n for the NM case s within stati tics.
Figure 5 shows the ratio of neutrin s to antineutrinos as a functi n of energy and
zenith angle. At low energy, the simple neutrino countin argument from above gives an
expected ratio of 1. At higher en rgies where muons hit the ground, the rat os increase
a little to reflect the +/µ− ratio of about 1.25 from hadron production. Kaons play
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Figure 3.8: Comparison between 1D and 3D analytic νµ and νe fluxes.:
(left) differential energy spectra and (right) ratio of total νµ to νe fluxes.
The left plot shows the differential energy spectra for both total νµ and
νe fluxes. The circle data poi ts and solid lines represent the predicted
fluxes from the three- and one- dimensional approach at Kamioka, while
the square data points and dashed lines are predicted for a detector
located at Soudan. The right plot presents the (νµ + ν̄µ)/(νe + ν̄e) flux
ratios at Kamioka from three different analytical approaches. These
plots are adapted from [92].
1/Eνcos θ, a larger zenith angle and smaller cos θ generally increases the neutrino
fluxes. This effect is enhanced for muons of a higher energy from large zenith angle,
which have higher chance to decay before hitting the ground compared to those of
same energy but from vertically down going. The ratio of vertical to horizontal νµ
fluxes is sh wn n the right of Figu e 3.9 [92]. The th e different approaches deviate
significan ly fo neutrino nergie b low 1 GeV. In he 1D approach, all secondary
particles are assumed to follow the same direction as the primary cosmic ray, which
is a valid assumption for down going particles with an averaged projectile the same
as the incident primary. This assumption, however, underestimate fluxes from the
horizon, because secondaries from slightly below the horizon can be scattered above
the horizon. Since low energy particles are more easily scattered compared to high
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Figure 2: Comparison of 3D to 1D calculation of the angle averaged fluxes at Kamioka
and Soudan. The (νµ +νµ) and (νe +νe) fluxes are plotted for the 3D calculation (points)
and the 1D calculation (lines).
decreases as the neutrino energy increases. At higher energies, the two distributions be-
come more similar. The broad peak in the high-energy flux is common to 3D and 1D
calculations. It is caused by a combination of two effects: decay of charged pions is en-
hanced at large angles relative to hadronic interaction (sec θ effect), and higher-energy
muons at larger zenith angle can still decay before reaching the ground.
At neutrino energies exceeding 5 GeV the two zenith angle distributions become iden-
tical. There are, however, still some differences in the azimuthal distributions, which will
be discussed below.
3.1 Ratios of fluxes
Figure 4 shows the ratio R of muon-type to electron-type neutrino fluxes as a function of
neutrino energy for the 1D, NM and 3D calculations. The ratio is calculated using ν + 1
2
ν̄
as an approximate way to account for the difference in interaction cross-section between
neutrinos and antineutrinos. The main features of the ratio may be understood simply by
counting the three neutrinos (two muon-type and one electron-type) associated with each
muon in the atmosphere and noting that the kinematics works so that each neutrino has
about the same energy. This gives R = 2. At higher energies R increases as muons begin
to reach the ground before decaying. There are no changes in the flavor ratio between
1D and 3D calculations. The fluctuation seen in the zenith angle distribution near the
horizon for the NM case is within statistics.
Figure 5 shows the ratio of neutrinos to antineutrinos as a function of energy and
zenith angle. At low energy, the simple neutrino counting argument from above gives an
expected ratio of 1. At higher energies where muons hit the ground, the ratios increase






























Figure 3: Zenith angle distributions of νµ at Kamioka for six different energy ranges. The
full-line histograms are the 3D calculation nd he dashed histograms are the pseudo-
1D calculation. The energy ranges in the left hand panel are: 1) 100–158 MeV, 2)
250–400 MeV, and 3) 630 MeV–1 GeV. In the right hand panel we show the angular
distribution for 4) 2.50–4.0 GeV, 5) 4.0–6.3 GeV, and 6) 6.3–10 GeV. The right panel also































































Figure 4: Ratio of muon-like to electron-like neutrinos as a function of (a) Eν and (b)
zenith angle (for Eν > 315 MeV), comparing 1D, NM and 3D distributions. The error

























































Figure 6: Ratio of dow ward to horizontal neutrino fluxes (a) muon neutrino type and
(b) electron neutrino type.
an increasing role in the production at higher energies. There are no changes in these
ratios between the 1D and 3D methods except for a possible slight excess in the 3D above
statisti s near the horizon in the electron neutrino ratio. This is inconsistent with the
much larger effect shown by Wentz et. al [11]. Figures 6 and 7 show the down to horizontal
(RDH) and up to down (RUD) ratios respectively (each of down, horizontal and up fluxes
are taken in an interval of 0.4 in cos(θz)). RDH deviates significantly between 1D and
3D at low energy due to the geometric effect, as seen earlier on figure 3. A conservative
limit above which 3D effects can safely ignored in calculating this ratio is 5 GeV. The NM
agrees with the 3D. The up-down ratios are consistent between 1D, NM and 3D at all
energies. The change in the ratio with energy is governed by the difference in geomagnetic
cutoff, which is locally very high at the Kamioka site and low at northern sites such as
Soudan.
3.2 Azimuthal distributions
The azimuthal distributio s of neutrinos are distorted by the curvature of their charged
ancestors in the geomagnetic field. Effects are most important for primary cosmic rays
and for the long-lived protons and muons in the atmosphere. As a consequence, the East-
West asymmetry is different in the results of a 3D calculation as compared to the 1D
results.
The ratio of neutrino to anti-neutrino fluxes is shown as a function of the azimuthal
direction ϕ in figure 8 for electron-like neutrinos (left) and muon-like neutrinos (right),
for the 1D, 3D and NM calculations. We have defined ϕ such that 0◦ is for neutrinos
arriving from the North, 90◦ for neutrinos from the East and so on. The plots were made
for neutrino energies above 315 MeV. We divide neutrino by anti-neutrino fluxes so that
anisotropies resulting from the primary cutoffs should largely cancel. This plot therefore
displays anisotropies primarily due to particle transport through the atmosphere. The
1D and 3D calculations differ strongly in these residual azimuthal anisotropies. The NM
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Figure 3.9: Comparison between 1D and 3D analytic νµ fluxes.: (left)
angular distributions from three different energy ranges and (right) ratio
of vertical to horizontal νµ flux s. The lef plot shows the predicted
angular distributions at Kamioka given three different energy ranges:
2.5 - 4.0 GeV for (4), 4.0 - 6.3 GeV for (5), and 6.3 - 10 GeV for (6). For
each nergy range, three predictions a e pre ented: ata points for 1D,
solid lines for 3D, and dashed lines for pseudo 1D. The right plot shows
the vertical to horizontal flux ratio as a function of n utrino energy.
Results from three approaches are shown: data points for 3D, a dashed
line for 1D, and a dotted line for NM. These plots are adapted from [92].
Above ∼ 5 GeV, he ree appro ches lead to similar ve tical / horizontal flux ratio.
3.2 Neutrino Detection
IceCube-DeepCore detects neutrinos indirectly via Cherenkov radiation. Sec-
tion 3.2.1 explains the hree possible neut ino interactions with the ice given an
energy range between a few GeV and up to 100 GeV. In particular, a charge current
interaction produces a charged lepton, whose propagation through ice (see Section
3.2.2) emits Cherenkov light while experiencing energy loss due to ionization. Pho-
tons from Cherenkov radiation then travel through the ice and may be scattered
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and/or absorbed based on the ice properties described in Section 3.2.3. Eventually,
photons that do not get absorbed or scattered out of the instrumented volume then
arrive at the optical sensors and are detected as explained in Chapter 4.
3.2.1 Neutrino Interactions
According to the Standard Model (SM), neutrinos can only weakly interact
with matter through W± and Z0 force carriers. Thus, a neutrino interaction can
either be charge current (CC) or neutral current (NC). As shown in Figure 3.10, a
CC interaction involves an exchange of a W± gauge boson. An incoming neutrino
emits a W
+
and interacts with the down quark of a neutron in a nucleus. This
interaction produces a charged lepton of the same flavor and converts the neutron
into a proton. On the other hand, a NC interaction, defined as an interaction via
a neutral Z0 boson, does not give out charged leptons but transfers energy and
momentum between a neutrino and the target. Over the past decades, observations
[?,113,114] have found that weak couplings between gauge bosons and neutrinos are
flavor independent. Therefore, such lepton universality is assumed in this analysis;
CC and NC interactions with neutrinos of the same energy but different flavors all
have the same cross sections. Since IceCube-DeepCore can only identify cascade-
and track- like events, lepton universality implies that all NC interactions have the
same event topology and, thus, their flavors cannot be identified.
Nevertheless, cross sections between neutrinos of any flavor and the targets
do depend on the neutrino energy. Figure 3.11 shows the cross sections of νµ CC
interactions over a range of neutrino energies [115]. For energy below ∼ 1 GeV, quasi
elastic scattering (QE) is the dominant interaction (see Section 3.2.1.1) whereas deep
inelastic scattering (DIS) discussed in Section 3.2.1.3 dominates when the neutrino
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Figure 3.10: Feynman Diagrams of Charge and Neutral Neutrino Inter-
actions: (left) Charge Current (CC) and (right) Neutrino Current (NC)
Interactions. A CC neutrino interaction involves an exchange of a W±
vector gauge boson, whereas a NC interaction involves an exchange of a
Z0.
an energy between ∼ 1 and 100 GeV due to resonance production (RES) explained
in Section 3.2.1.2. Thus, this analysis requires understandings of all three non
negligible interaction processes. For more detailed information, a summary in both
theories and experiments of neutrino cross section over an energy range from eV to
EeV is given by [116].
3.2.1.1 Quasi Elastic Scattering
Being the most important interaction of neutrinos with energies below 1 GeV,
quasi elastic (QE) scattering between neutrinos and nucleons has long been an active
research topic for many long baseline neutrino experiments. In general, an elastic
scattering is defined as a scattering in which the four-momentum of an incident
particle is the same as that of the outgoing particle; that is, the point-like target
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Figure 4-8. Existing muon neutrino (left) and antineutrino (right) charged-current cross section measure-
ments [51] and predictions [109] as a function of neutrino energy. The contributing processes in this energy
region include quasi-elastic (QE) scattering, resonance production (RES), and deep inelastic scattering (DIS).
The error bars in the intermediate energy range reflect the uncertainties in these cross sections (typically
10   40%, depending on the channel).
Neutrino cross section uncertainties are already becoming a limiting factor in the determination of neutrino
oscillation parameters in many experiments. Understanding the underlying neutrino processes directly a↵ects
how well one can separate signal from background. Furthermore, experiments using heavier nuclear targets
to increase their signal yields have to deal with the presence of significant nuclear e↵ects impacting both
the interaction cross sections and final state topologies. Such nuclear e↵ects also impact one’s ability to
reconstruct the incoming neutrino energy, a key parameter in the determination of neutrino oscillation
parameters. Uncertainties in both the neutrino interaction cross sections and associated nuclear e↵ects must
be understood to maximize the sensitivity of an experiment to neutrino oscillations. Of course, depending on
the detector, the scientific question being asked, and the oscillation parameters, di↵erent cross section uncer-
tainties can have di↵erent levels of importance. For example, careful control of neutrino/antineutrino cross
section di↵erences will be particularly important in establishing CP violation in the neutrino sector [110].
In fact, if |Ue3| is large, such systematic uncertainties become even more important because the expected
neutrino/antineutrino asymmetry becomes increasingly smaller for larger |Ue3|.
Interest in neutrino interaction physics has recently surged due, in large part, to the demand for accurately
predicting signal and background rates in such neutrino oscillation searches. Despite the presence of existing
measurements from past experiments (which were pioneering at the time), these data sets are decades old,
were not collected on the type of targets relevant for modern oscillation experiments, and generally are not of
the precision needed for neutrino oscillation physics. Taking advantage of new intense sources of neutrinos,
modern experiments have begun to remeasure these neutrino interaction cross sections, most importantly on
nuclear targets relevant to the neutrino oscillation program. This includes programs at the ArgoNeuT [111],
K2K [112, 113, 114, 115, 116], MINER⌫A [117], MiniBooNE [118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127],
MINOS [128, 129, 130, 131], NOMAD [132, 133, 134, 135], and SciBooNE [136, 137, 138, 139] experiments.
One of several intriguing results from these new data comes from recent measurements of quasi-elastic (QE)
scattering. QE scattering is a simple reaction historically thought to have a well-known cross section; this
is one reason why it is chosen as the signal channel in many neutrino oscillation experiments. Interestingly,
the QE cross section recently measured on carbon at low energy is about 30% higher than the most widely
used predictions [140] and is even larger than the free nucleon scattering cross section in some energy
regions [123]. This is surprising because nuclear e↵ects have always been expected to reduce the cross
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Figure 3.11: Current Understanding of νµ CC Cross Section As a Func-
tion of Energy: (left) νµ CC and (right) νµ CC. This figure is adapted
from [115]. Since our interested neutrino energy ranges from a few GeV
to below 100 GeV, the dominant processes are quasi-elastic scattering,
resonance production, and deep inelastic scattering.
does not receive any energy or momentum transfer (Q2). In a neutrino-nucleon
sca tering, however, up a d down quarks are bou ded wi hin a nucleon; plus, the
oupl ng between a comp ex nucleon and a gauge boson is not provided by the SM.
These leads to a non-zeroQ2 between a neutrino and a nucleon, adding complications
to the cross section calculation. Fortunately, given a neutrino with an energy below
1 GeV, the target nucleon remains as a single nucle after scattering. Moreover,
the Q2 of the sc ttering proces is small enough su h that its cross sec ion ca be
calculated using the formalism of an elastic scattering with nucleon corrections and a
perturbation around small Q2. This approximation is, therefore, called quasi elastic
scattering.
While many theoretical models have been proposed to provide a mathematical
expression for the differential cross section of QE neutrino-nucleon scattering [117],
one of the earliest mathematical expressions for the differential cross section of QE
neutrino-nucleon scattering was presented by C.H. Llewellyn Smith in 1972 [118].
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Because a nucleon is assumed to be point-like with four correction terms called


















Here, Gf is the well measured Fermi coupling constant; M is the mass of the tar-
geted nucleon; θc is the Cabibbo mixing angle in the quark sector; s and u are the
Lorentz invariant Mandelstam variables. Most importantly, the three coefficients
A(Q2), B(Q2), and C(Q2), depend on the nucleon form factors F1, F2, Fp, and FA,
which cannot be determined theoretically and have to be measured from accelerator
experiments. To today’s knowledge, the Dirac and Pauli electromagnetic isovec-
tor form factors, F1 and F2, are well measured independently from experiments that
study electron elastic scattering. The pseudoscalar form factor FP is proportional to
the ratio squared between the mass of the incident neutrino and that of the nucleon
(mν/M)
2, which is a small contribution to the differential cross section. However,
the numerical values of the axial form factor FA is not as well known compared to
the other three form factors. Throughout many years of observations by various
reactor and accelerator experiments [120–122], data seems to suggest that FA has a






where gA is the axial coupling constant that is well measured by neutron β decay
[123–126], and MA is an axial mass for the QE neutrino-nucleon scattering, whose
numerical value is not well understood.
A review of MA measurements is given by [116], which includes results from
traditional bubble chambers with light targets such as hydrogen and deuterium
as well as measurements from modern experiments using heavier targets. While
early data suggests a world averaged value for MA of ∼ 1 GeV, recently measured
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distributions are more difficult to compare between experiments but are much less
model-dependent and provide more stringent tests of the theory than cross sections as a
function of neutrino energy (Eν) or 4-momentum transfer (Q
2).
 (GeV)νE






































Figure 49.2: Measurements of νµ (black) and νµ (red) QE scattering cross sections
(per nucleon) as a function of neutrino energy. Data on a variety of nuclear
targets are shown, including measurements from ANL [49], BEBC [50], BNL [51],
FNAL [52], LSND [53], T2K [39], MINERvA [12], MiniBooNE [17,18], GGM [54],
NOMAD [31], Serpukhov [55], and SKAT [56]. Shown is the QE free nucleon
scattering prediction from NUANCE [46] assuming MA = 1.0 GeV. This prediction
is significantly altered by nuclear effects in the case of neutrino-nucleus scattering.
Although plotted together, care should be taken in interpreting measurements
performed on targets heavier than D2 due to possible differences in QE identification
and kinematics.
In many of these initial measurements of the neutrino QE cross section, bubble
chamber experiments employed light targets (H2 or D2) and required both the detection
of the final state muon and single nucleon‡; thus the final state was clear and elastic
kinematic conditions could be verified. The situation is more complicated, of course, for
heavier nuclear targets. In this case, nuclear effects can impact the size and shape of
the cross section as well as the final state kinematics and topology. Due to intranuclear
hadron rescattering and the possible effects of correlations between target nucleons,
additional nucleons may be ejected in the final state; hence, a QE interaction on a nuclear
target does not always imply the ejection of a single nucleon. One therefore needs to
take some care in defining what one means by neutrino QE scattering when scattering
‡ In the case of D2, many experiments additionally observed the spectator proton.
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Figure 3.12: νµ and νµ QE scattering differential cross sections from
various experiments. Plot is adapted from [127]. Black and gray curves
represen the redicted QE differential cross section with an assumed
MA = 1.0 GeV for νµ and νµ respectively. Data points are obtained
from experiments using light and heavy targets.
cross sections with modern experiments challenge the previous understanding of
axial mass MA for QE neutrino-nucleon scattering at neutrino energy ∼ 1 GeV
[128–130]. As shown in Figure 3.12 [127], the MiniBooNE exp ime t usi g carbon
as the scattered target measures a slightly larger cross section [131,132] at neutrino
energy of ∼ 1 GeV. While similar observations in the cross section of QE electron-
nucleon scattering is believed to be related to correlations among target nucleons in
a nucleus [133], such an enhancement in QE neutrino-nucleon scattering leads to a
large uncertainty of its differential cross section.
3.2.1.2 Resonance Production
When an incident neutrino has an energy between ∼0.5 and 10 GeV, it can
lead to an inelastic scattering with the targeted nucleon. In this case, the energy
and momentum transfer between the neutrino and the targeted nucleon is large
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enough to produce a nucleon at its excited state such as a ∆. The resonance then
immediately decays into a nucleon, often giving out a single pion. Figure 3.13
shows a Feynman diagram of a possible resonance production, in which a ∆+ is
produced and quickly decays back to a neutron while giving out a charged pion.
Although the cross section of one Feynman diagram is not impossible to compute,
complication comes when there are at least six final states for each neutrino flavor
by a CC interaction. Moreover, the final states can also include multiple pions,
kaons, and heavier mesons, which can re interact with the nearby nucleons. All
these possibilities add complexities to accurately determine the total cross section
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Resonance Production
possible single pion final 
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Figure 3.13: Single Pion Resonance Production; (left) a Feynman di-
agram of one possible interaction and (right) all possible single pion
resonance production interactions.
The most common theoretical model on RES is given by Rein and Sehgal (RS)
[134]. Using the relativistic quark model of Feynman, Kislinger, and Ravndal [135],
the RS model provides the first order approximation to cross section calculations
for single pion resonance productions below 2 GeV. Later, Rein modified his model
by taking into account contributions to the amplitude from helicity and interference
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[136]. In the past decades, further improvements to the model have been made to
include the effect from the mass of the outgoing lepton [137], contributions from
heavier resonances [138], and other non resonant pion productions [139]. Most
importantly, the forms of form factors have been deduced using both ∆ excitation
predictions and data [140]. Similar to the axial mass in the QE neutrino-nucleon
scattering, the axial form factor for RES with a dipole form agrees with available
data the best. Adapted to many neutrino simulation tools, this dipole assumption is
similar to Equation 3.40, which depends on a well measured axial coupling constant
for RES and its less known axial mass.
Most of the on-going experiments nowadays study single pion RES indepen-
dent of specific models. A detailed summary of these measurements by three major
neutrino long base line experiments is presented in [141]. While using different simu-
lation software, targeted materials, and analysis techniques, results from K2K [142],
MiniBooNE [143], and SciBooNE [144] are consistent at ∼ 1 GeV. Cross section
Measurements at higher neutrino energy of a few GeV are also performed recently
by MINERνA [145, 146]. Despite successful agreements on RES cross section mea-
surements in the long baseline neutrino community, more data is still needed to fully
understand resonance production, including not only single pion production but also
contributions from multi-meson productions and re-interactions of final states, as
well as the effects of heavier targets such as carbon.
3.2.1.3 Deep Inelastic Scattering
Well described by the quark parton model in the theory of quantum chro-
modynamics (QCD), a deep inelastic scattering (DIS) involves a neutrino above a
few GeV, which has a small enough wavelength to prob deep inside the targeted
nucleon. At such a high energy and momentum transfer Q2, a constituent quark
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inside the nucleon is knocked out. Since quarks cannot be observed individually due
to color confinement, they reform themselves into baryons and/or mesons during the
hadronization process, which absorbs part of the kinetic energy from the incoming
neutrino. Hence, such a high energy scattering between a neutrino and a nucleon is
deep and inelastic.
Unlike QE and RES where the targeted nucleon can be treated as a point-like
scatter whose coupling with the weak force carriers is modified by some form factors,
DIS requires an understanding of the internal structure of the nucleon. This internal
structure is measured by two structure functions W1,2(Q2,Eν−El) [147], which depend,
not only on Q2, but also on the energy of the incoming and outgoing leptons due to
the inelastic nature in DIS. The actual dependence of W1,2’s on Q
2 and the lepton
energies was unclear until Bjorken suggested in 1969 the existence of point-like
constituents inside the nucleon [148]. If the neutrino targets at a point like parton
inside the nucleon, the structure functions should depend only on a dimensionless
Bjorken xB variable, which is proportional to the ratio of Q
2 to the kinetic energy








where MN is the nucleon mass, whereas Eν − El is the energy difference between
the incident neutrino and outgoing lepton. Nowadays, with a slightly better under-
standing on the internal structure of nucleons, corrections and improvements have
been made to better predict cross sections of DIS between neutrinos and nucle-
ons [150–156].
Within the past decade, long baseline experiments using neutrinos above 30
GeV have measured the structure functions as a function of modified Bjorken x
variable and Q2 [158]. Within a neutrino energy range between 30 and 380 GeV,
Figure 3.14 [158] shows that data from various long baseline experiments indicates
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Experiment Target E⌫ (GeV) Statistics Year Results
CHORUS Pb 10-200 8.7 ⇥ 105 ⌫, 1.5 ⇥ 105 ⌫ 1995-1998 F2(x, Q2), xF3(x, Q2)
MINOS Fe 3-50 19.4 ⇥ 105 ⌫, 1.6 ⇥ 105 ⌫ 2005–present  (E⌫)
NOMAD C 3-300 10.4 ⇥ 105 ⌫ 1995-1998  (E⌫)




TABLE XIV Attributes of neutrino experiments that have recently studied DIS, including CHORUS (Kayis-Topaksu et al.,
2008a; Onegut et al., 2006), MINOS (Adamson et al., 2010), NOMAD (Wu et al., 2008), and NuTeV (Mason et al., 2007a;
Tzanov et al., 2006a; Zeller et al., 2002).
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FIG. 28 Measurements of the inclusive neutrino and antineutrino CC cross sections (⌫µ N ! µ  X and ⌫µ N ! µ+ X) divided
by neutrino energy plotted as a function of neutrino energy. Here, N refers to an isoscalar nucleon within the target. The dotted
lines indicate the world-averaged cross sections,  ⌫/E⌫ = (0.677±0.014)⇥10 38 cm2/GeV and  ⌫/E⌫ = (0.334±0.008)⇥10 38
cm2/GeV, for neutrinos and antineutrinos, respectively (Nakamura et al., 2010a). For an extension to lower neutrino energies,
see the complete compilation in Figure 9.
Figure 3.14: DIS cross section measurements. Data points tak n from
various long baseline neutrino experiments, which study νµ and νµ CC
interactions with targeted nucleon from 30 to 380 GeV. Dotted lines
represent the world averaged cross sections from [157]. Horizontal lines
suggest that the cross sections for DIS CC interactions between νµ/ νµ
and nucleons are linearly proportional to the neutrino energy. This plot
is taken from [158].
a linear relation between neutrino energy and the cross sections for DIS CC inter-
actions between νµ/νµ and nucleons
7. Furthermore, with the use of heavier targets
such as lead and iron, recent experiments study the effect on neutrino-nucleon DIS
cross sections due to heavier quarks in the nucleon [159–161].
3.2.2 Propagation of Leptons
After a CC interaction between a neutrino and a nucleon, a secondary lepton is
produced and propagates through the ice. During its propagation, it encounters the
hydrogen and oxygen atoms along its path, from which radiation may be emitted.
7This linear dependence breaks down as neutrino energy goes up ∼ 10 TeV due to the heavy
mass of the W boson. As the neutrino energy further reaches the W resonance, the neutrino DIS
cross section is expected to increase drastically. However, for the purpose of this analysis, a linear
proportionality is sufficient.
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The secondary lepton loses energy and may eventually be stopped by the ice. How a
lepton interacts with the ice depends on its energy and flavor. In general, the mean





= a(E) + b(E)× E, (3.42)
where E is the energy of the lepton, and dx is the amount of material traversed
in [g/cm2]. a(E) and b(E) are the electronic stopping power due to ionization
and the energy loss parameter due to radiative processes respectively. The radia-
tive processes include Bremsstrahlung, pair production, and photo nuclear interac-
tions. For this analysis, interested in an energy range between 5 GeV and 56 GeV,
Bremsstrahlung is the dominate source of energy loss for relativistic electrons. In
contrast, for secondary muons which are much heavier than electrons, the energy
loss by a secondary muon is dominated by ionization, as shown in Figure 3.15. Be-
cause the signal event type for this analysis is νµ CC, which gives out a secondary
muon after the neutrino interaction, the mechanism of how a muon loses energy via
ionization is discussed in Section 3.2.2.1. Most importantly, for any charged parti-
cle traveling above a critical speed, Cherenkov radiation is emitted as discussed in
Section 3.2.2.2. While the lepton’s energy loss via Cherenkov radiation is less than
1% of that by ionization, the ultraviolet photons emitted by Cherenkov radiation
are the particles actually detected by the IceCube optical sensors.
3.2.2.1 Muon Energy Loss by Ionization
A classical derivation of energy transfer from a moving charged particle can
be estimated using the first-order Born approximation. Figure 3.16 presents the
statement of problem. Consider a particle of mass M and of charge Ze8 moving at
a velocity ~v along a cylindrical barrel with an impact parameter b and a height of
8Z is in unit of electron charge, whereas e is the electron charge.
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Fig. 20. Pair production (upper solid curve for high energies, black), bremsstrahlung
(dashed–dotted, green), photonuclear interaction (dotted, blue), ionization (central
solid curve for high energies, red) and decay (lower solid curve for high energies,






































become quite high, reaching up to 100% right below the cutoff,
where the interpolation routines give non-zero values, whereas
the exact values are zero.
But since the energy losses due to either bremsstrahlung,
photonuclear process or pair production are very small near the
cutoff in comparison to the sum of all losses (mostly ionization
energy loss), this large relative error results in a much smaller
increase of the relative error of the total energy losses (Fig. 21).
Because of that, parametrization errors rarely exceed 10 3, for the
most part being even much smaller (10 6   10 5), as one can
estimate from the figure. These errors are much smaller than the
uncertainties in the formulae for the cross sections.
Now the question arises whether this precision is sufficient
to propagate muons with hundreds of interactions along their
way. Fig. 22 is one of the examples that demonstrate the perfor-
mance; the final energy distribution did not change after enabling
parametrizations.
Moreover, different orders of the interpolation algorithm (g,
corresponding to the number of the grid points over which
interpolation is done) were tested (Fig. 23), and results of
propagation with different g were compared with each other
(Fig. 24). The default value of g was chosen to be 5 but can be














Fig. 22. Comparison of parametrized with exact (non-parametrized) versions for
vcut = 0.01. Also shown is the relative difference of the curves.
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Fig. 23. Interpolation precision for different orders g of the interpolation algorithm.
MMC/PROPOSAL employs a low energy cutoff elow belowwhich
the muon is considered to be lost. By default, it is equal to the
mass of the muon but can be changed to any higher value. This
cutoff enters the calculation in several places, most notably in the
initial evaluation of the energy integral. To determine the random
number ⇠0 below which the particle is considered stopped, the
energy integral is first evaluated from Ei to elow . It is also used in
the parametrization of the energy and tracking integrals, since they
are evaluated from this value to Ei and Ef , and then the interpolated
value for Ef is subtracted from that for Ei. Fig. 25 demonstrates the
independence of MMC from the value of elow . For the curve with
elow = mµ, integrals are evaluated in the range 105.7 MeV   100
TeV i.e., over six orders of magnitude, and they are as precise as
those calculated for the curve with elow = 10 TeV, with integrals
being evaluated over only one order of magnitude.
Fig. 26 demonstrates the spectra of secondaries produced by
themuon (delta electrons, bremsstrahlung photons, excited nuclei
and electron pairs), which was given a constant energy of 10 TeV.
The thin lines superimposed on the histograms are the probability
functions (cross sections) used in the calculation. They have been
corrected to fit the logarithmically binned histograms (multiplied
by the size of the bin which is proportional to the abscissa, i.e., the
energy). While the agreement is trivial from the Monte Carlo
Figure 3.15: Ene gy losse for ice due to diffe ent mechani ms. Be-
low 1 TeV, stopping power for ice due to radiative processes, including
Bremsstrahlung (dash-dotted green), pair production (solid black), and
photo nuclear interactions (dotted blue), are negligible compared to ion-
ization (solid red). This plot is taken from [162].
dx, a momentum ~p is asserted on an electron on the surface of the barrel. Since
the parallel component of ~p will cancel out when the charged particle travels to the
other side after some time, only the perpendicular component p⊥ matters. This
∆p⊥ is caused by a force asserting on the electron during dt, which is related to the
























where the second p rt f the eq ation comes from Gauss’s Law, which states that
the integral of an electric field over an enclosed surface is equal to 1/ε0 times the
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⇢e ⌘ electron number density on the surface
Ne ⌘ total number of electrons on the surface
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db
<latexit sha1_base64="Tu02JdnuawUAPhUFAJbzMO4HX5c=">AAAB+3icbVDLTsMwENyUVymvAkcuFhUSpyrhAtwquHAsiNBKbVQ5jtNatZ3IdpCiqHwBV/gCTogrH8MH8B+4bQ60MNJKo5ld7e6EKWfauO6XU1lZXVvfqG7WtrZ3dvfq+wcPOskUoT5JeKK6IdaUM0l9wwyn3VRRLEJOO+H4eup3HqnSLJH3Jk9pIPBQspgRbKx0F4WDesNtujOgv8QrSQNKtAf1736UkExQaQjHWvc8NzVBgZVhhNNJrZ9pmmIyxkPas1RiQXVQzC6doBOrRChOlC1p0Ez9PVFgoXUuQtspsBnpZW8q/uf1MhNfBAWTaWaoJPNFccaRSdD0bRQxRYnhuSWYKGZvRWSEFSbGhrOwJaa5FOnE5uItp/CX+GfNy6Z36zZaV2VAVTiCYzgFD86hBTfQBh8IxPAML/DqPDlvzrvzMW+tOOXMISzA+fwBg3OVkg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Tu02JdnuawUAPhUFAJbzMO4HX5c=">AAAB+3icbVDLTsMwENyUVymvAkcuFhUSpyrhAtwquHAsiNBKbVQ5jtNatZ3IdpCiqHwBV/gCTogrH8MH8B+4bQ60MNJKo5ld7e6EKWfauO6XU1lZXVvfqG7WtrZ3dvfq+wcPOskUoT5JeKK6IdaUM0l9wwyn3VRRLEJOO+H4eup3HqnSLJH3Jk9pIPBQspgRbKx0F4WDesNtujOgv8QrSQNKtAf1736UkExQaQjHWvc8NzVBgZVhhNNJrZ9pmmIyxkPas1RiQXVQzC6doBOrRChOlC1p0Ez9PVFgoXUuQtspsBnpZW8q/uf1MhNfBAWTaWaoJPNFccaRSdD0bRQxRYnhuSWYKGZvRWSEFSbGhrOwJaa5FOnE5uItp/CX+GfNy6Z36zZaV2VAVTiCYzgFD86hBTfQBh8IxPAML/DqPDlvzrvzMW+tOOXMISzA+fwBg3OVkg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Tu02JdnuawUAPhUFAJbzMO4HX5c=">AAAB+3icbVDLTsMwENyUVymvAkcuFhUSpyrhAtwquHAsiNBKbVQ5jtNatZ3IdpCiqHwBV/gCTogrH8MH8B+4bQ60MNJKo5ld7e6EKWfauO6XU1lZXVvfqG7WtrZ3dvfq+wcPOskUoT5JeKK6IdaUM0l9wwyn3VRRLEJOO+H4eup3HqnSLJH3Jk9pIPBQspgRbKx0F4WDesNtujOgv8QrSQNKtAf1736UkExQaQjHWvc8NzVBgZVhhNNJrZ9pmmIyxkPas1RiQXVQzC6doBOrRChOlC1p0Ez9PVFgoXUuQtspsBnpZW8q/uf1MhNfBAWTaWaoJPNFccaRSdD0bRQxRYnhuSWYKGZvRWSEFSbGhrOwJaa5FOnE5uItp/CX+GfNy6Z36zZaV2VAVTiCYzgFD86hBTfQBh8IxPAML/DqPDlvzrvzMW+tOOXMISzA+fwBg3OVkg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Tu02JdnuawUAPhUFAJbzMO4HX5c=">AAAB+3icbVDLTsMwENyUVymvAkcuFhUSpyrhAtwquHAsiNBKbVQ5jtNatZ3IdpCiqHwBV/gCTogrH8MH8B+4bQ60MNJKo5ld7e6EKWfauO6XU1lZXVvfqG7WtrZ3dvfq+wcPOskUoT5JeKK6IdaUM0l9wwyn3VRRLEJOO+H4eup3HqnSLJH3Jk9pIPBQspgRbKx0F4WDesNtujOgv8QrSQNKtAf1736UkExQaQjHWvc8NzVBgZVhhNNJrZ9pmmIyxkPas1RiQXVQzC6doBOrRChOlC1p0Ez9PVFgoXUuQtspsBnpZW8q/uf1MhNfBAWTaWaoJPNFccaRSdD0bRQxRYnhuSWYKGZvRWSEFSbGhrOwJaa5FOnE5uItp/CX+GfNy6Z36zZaV2VAVTiCYzgFD86hBTfQBh8IxPAML/DqPDlvzrvzMW+tOOXMISzA+fwBg3OVkg==</latexit>
e 
<latexit sha1_base64="5V0lYdSbMNgnf6VyHE+q3vtNy+E=">AAAB/HicbVDLTsMwEHR4lvIqcORiUSFxoUq4ALcKLhyLILRSGyrH3bRWbSeyHaQoqvgCrvAFnBBX/oUP4D9w2xxoy0grjWZ2tbsTJpxp47rfztLyyuraemmjvLm1vbNb2dt/0HGqKPg05rFqhUQDZxJ8wwyHVqKAiJBDMxxej/3mEyjNYnlvsgQCQfqSRYwSY6U7eDztVqpuzZ0ALxKvIFVUoNGt/HR6MU0FSEM50brtuYkJcqIMoxxG5U6qISF0SPrQtlQSATrIJ6eO8LFVejiKlS1p8ET9O5EToXUmQtspiBnoeW8s/ue1UxNdBDmTSWpA0umiKOXYxHj8N+4xBdTwzBJCFbO3YjogilBj05nZEkEmRTKyuXjzKSwS/6x2WfNu3Wr9qgiohA7RETpBHjpHdXSDGshHFPXRC3pFb86z8+58OJ/T1iWnmDlAM3C+fgHry5XG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5V0lYdSbMNgnf6VyHE+q3vtNy+E=">AAAB/HicbVDLTsMwEHR4lvIqcORiUSFxoUq4ALcKLhyLILRSGyrH3bRWbSeyHaQoqvgCrvAFnBBX/oUP4D9w2xxoy0grjWZ2tbsTJpxp47rfztLyyuraemmjvLm1vbNb2dt/0HGqKPg05rFqhUQDZxJ8wwyHVqKAiJBDMxxej/3mEyjNYnlvsgQCQfqSRYwSY6U7eDztVqpuzZ0ALxKvIFVUoNGt/HR6MU0FSEM50brtuYkJcqIMoxxG5U6qISF0SPrQtlQSATrIJ6eO8LFVejiKlS1p8ET9O5EToXUmQtspiBnoeW8s/ue1UxNdBDmTSWpA0umiKOXYxHj8N+4xBdTwzBJCFbO3YjogilBj05nZEkEmRTKyuXjzKSwS/6x2WfNu3Wr9qgiohA7RETpBHjpHdXSDGshHFPXRC3pFb86z8+58OJ/T1iWnmDlAM3C+fgHry5XG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5V0lYdSbMNgnf6VyHE+q3vtNy+E=">AAAB/HicbVDLTsMwEHR4lvIqcORiUSFxoUq4ALcKLhyLILRSGyrH3bRWbSeyHaQoqvgCrvAFnBBX/oUP4D9w2xxoy0grjWZ2tbsTJpxp47rfztLyyuraemmjvLm1vbNb2dt/0HGqKPg05rFqhUQDZxJ8wwyHVqKAiJBDMxxej/3mEyjNYnlvsgQCQfqSRYwSY6U7eDztVqpuzZ0ALxKvIFVUoNGt/HR6MU0FSEM50brtuYkJcqIMoxxG5U6qISF0SPrQtlQSATrIJ6eO8LFVejiKlS1p8ET9O5EToXUmQtspiBnoeW8s/ue1UxNdBDmTSWpA0umiKOXYxHj8N+4xBdTwzBJCFbO3YjogilBj05nZEkEmRTKyuXjzKSwS/6x2WfNu3Wr9qgiohA7RETpBHjpHdXSDGshHFPXRC3pFb86z8+58OJ/T1iWnmDlAM3C+fgHry5XG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5V0lYdSbMNgnf6VyHE+q3vtNy+E=">AAAB/HicbVDLTsMwEHR4lvIqcORiUSFxoUq4ALcKLhyLILRSGyrH3bRWbSeyHaQoqvgCrvAFnBBX/oUP4D9w2xxoy0grjWZ2tbsTJpxp47rfztLyyuraemmjvLm1vbNb2dt/0HGqKPg05rFqhUQDZxJ8wwyHVqKAiJBDMxxej/3mEyjNYnlvsgQCQfqSRYwSY6U7eDztVqpuzZ0ALxKvIFVUoNGt/HR6MU0FSEM50brtuYkJcqIMoxxG5U6qISF0SPrQtlQSATrIJ6eO8LFVejiKlS1p8ET9O5EToXUmQtspiBnoeW8s/ue1UxNdBDmTSWpA0umiKOXYxHj8N+4xBdTwzBJCFbO3YjogilBj05nZEkEmRTKyuXjzKSwS/6x2WfNu3Wr9qgiohA7RETpBHjpHdXSDGshHFPXRC3pFb86z8+58OJ/T1iWnmDlAM3C+fgHry5XG</latexit>
dx
<latexit sha1_base64="TZSKBTqFaF32zjIiSSnTjKhog9w=">AAAB+3icbVDLTsMwEHTKq5RXgSMXiwqJU5VwAW4VXDgWRGilNqocZ9NatZ3IdhBVVL6AK3wBJ8SVj+ED+A/cNgfaMtJKo5ld7e6EKWfauO63U1pZXVvfKG9WtrZ3dveq+wcPOskUBZ8mPFHtkGjgTIJvmOHQThUQEXJohcPrid96BKVZIu/NKIVAkL5kMaPEWOkueupVa27dnQIvE68gNVSg2av+dKOEZgKkoZxo3fHc1AQ5UYZRDuNKN9OQEjokfehYKokAHeTTS8f4xCoRjhNlSxo8Vf9O5ERoPRKh7RTEDPSiNxH/8zqZiS+CnMk0MyDpbFGccWwSPHkbR0wBNXxkCaGK2VsxHRBFqLHhzG2JYSRFOra5eIspLBP/rH5Z927dWuOqCKiMjtAxOkUeOkcNdIOayEcUxegFvaI359l5dz6cz1lrySlmDtEcnK9fpleVqA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TZSKBTqFaF32zjIiSSnTjKhog9w=">AAAB+3icbVDLTsMwEHTKq5RXgSMXiwqJU5VwAW4VXDgWRGilNqocZ9NatZ3IdhBVVL6AK3wBJ8SVj+ED+A/cNgfaMtJKo5ld7e6EKWfauO63U1pZXVvfKG9WtrZ3dveq+wcPOskUBZ8mPFHtkGjgTIJvmOHQThUQEXJohcPrid96BKVZIu/NKIVAkL5kMaPEWOkueupVa27dnQIvE68gNVSg2av+dKOEZgKkoZxo3fHc1AQ5UYZRDuNKN9OQEjokfehYKokAHeTTS8f4xCoRjhNlSxo8Vf9O5ERoPRKh7RTEDPSiNxH/8zqZiS+CnMk0MyDpbFGccWwSPHkbR0wBNXxkCaGK2VsxHRBFqLHhzG2JYSRFOra5eIspLBP/rH5Z927dWuOqCKiMjtAxOkUeOkcNdIOayEcUxegFvaI359l5dz6cz1lrySlmDtEcnK9fpleVqA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TZSKBTqFaF32zjIiSSnTjKhog9w=">AAAB+3icbVDLTsMwEHTKq5RXgSMXiwqJU5VwAW4VXDgWRGilNqocZ9NatZ3IdhBVVL6AK3wBJ8SVj+ED+A/cNgfaMtJKo5ld7e6EKWfauO63U1pZXVvfKG9WtrZ3dveq+wcPOskUBZ8mPFHtkGjgTIJvmOHQThUQEXJohcPrid96BKVZIu/NKIVAkL5kMaPEWOkueupVa27dnQIvE68gNVSg2av+dKOEZgKkoZxo3fHc1AQ5UYZRDuNKN9OQEjokfehYKokAHeTTS8f4xCoRjhNlSxo8Vf9O5ERoPRKh7RTEDPSiNxH/8zqZiS+CnMk0MyDpbFGccWwSPHkbR0wBNXxkCaGK2VsxHRBFqLHhzG2JYSRFOra5eIspLBP/rH5Z927dWuOqCKiMjtAxOkUeOkcNdIOayEcUxegFvaI359l5dz6cz1lrySlmDtEcnK9fpleVqA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TZSKBTqFaF32zjIiSSnTjKhog9w=">AAAB+3icbVDLTsMwEHTKq5RXgSMXiwqJU5VwAW4VXDgWRGilNqocZ9NatZ3IdhBVVL6AK3wBJ8SVj+ED+A/cNgfaMtJKo5ld7e6EKWfauO63U1pZXVvfKG9WtrZ3dveq+wcPOskUBZ8mPFHtkGjgTIJvmOHQThUQEXJohcPrid96BKVZIu/NKIVAkL5kMaPEWOkueupVa27dnQIvE68gNVSg2av+dKOEZgKkoZxo3fHc1AQ5UYZRDuNKN9OQEjokfehYKokAHeTTS8f4xCoRjhNlSxo8Vf9O5ERoPRKh7RTEDPSiNxH/8zqZiS+CnMk0MyDpbFGccWwSPHkbR0wBNXxkCaGK2VsxHRBFqLHhzG2JYSRFOra5eIspLBP/rH5Z927dWuOqCKiMjtAxOkUeOkcNdIOayEcUxegFvaI359l5dz6cz1lrySlmDtEcnK9fpleVqA==</latexit>
~p
<latexit sha1_base64="M9jvBSC9HfzhLRFCwlMpjf4u/wA=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVRI36q7oxmUFY4U2lMn0ph06Mwkzk0IIXfkFbvULXIlb/8QP8D+cplnY1gMXDufcy733hAln2rjut1NZW9/Y3Kpu13Z29/YP6odHjzpOFQWfxjxWTyHRwJkE3zDD4SlRQETIoROOb2d+ZwJKs1g+mCyBQJChZBGjxFip05sAzZNpv95wm24BvEq8kjRQiXa//tMbxDQVIA3lROuu5yYmyIkyjHKY1nqphoTQMRlC11JJBOggL86d4jOrDHAUK1vS4EL9O5EToXUmQtspiBnpZW8m/ud1UxNdBTmTSWpA0vmiKOXYxHj2Ox4wBdTwzBJCFbO3YjoiilBjE1rYEkEmRZGLt5zCKvEvmtdN795ttG7KgKroBJ2ic+ShS9RCd6iNfETRGL2gV/TmPDvvzofzOW+tOOXMMVqA8/ULz/iYAA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M9jvBSC9HfzhLRFCwlMpjf4u/wA=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVRI36q7oxmUFY4U2lMn0ph06Mwkzk0IIXfkFbvULXIlb/8QP8D+cplnY1gMXDufcy733hAln2rjut1NZW9/Y3Kpu13Z29/YP6odHjzpOFQWfxjxWTyHRwJkE3zDD4SlRQETIoROOb2d+ZwJKs1g+mCyBQJChZBGjxFip05sAzZNpv95wm24BvEq8kjRQiXa//tMbxDQVIA3lROuu5yYmyIkyjHKY1nqphoTQMRlC11JJBOggL86d4jOrDHAUK1vS4EL9O5EToXUmQtspiBnpZW8m/ud1UxNdBTmTSWpA0vmiKOXYxHj2Ox4wBdTwzBJCFbO3YjoiilBjE1rYEkEmRZGLt5zCKvEvmtdN795ttG7KgKroBJ2ic+ShS9RCd6iNfETRGL2gV/TmPDvvzofzOW+tOOXMMVqA8/ULz/iYAA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M9jvBSC9HfzhLRFCwlMpjf4u/wA=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVRI36q7oxmUFY4U2lMn0ph06Mwkzk0IIXfkFbvULXIlb/8QP8D+cplnY1gMXDufcy733hAln2rjut1NZW9/Y3Kpu13Z29/YP6odHjzpOFQWfxjxWTyHRwJkE3zDD4SlRQETIoROOb2d+ZwJKs1g+mCyBQJChZBGjxFip05sAzZNpv95wm24BvEq8kjRQiXa//tMbxDQVIA3lROuu5yYmyIkyjHKY1nqphoTQMRlC11JJBOggL86d4jOrDHAUK1vS4EL9O5EToXUmQtspiBnpZW8m/ud1UxNdBTmTSWpA0vmiKOXYxHj2Ox4wBdTwzBJCFbO3YjoiilBjE1rYEkEmRZGLt5zCKvEvmtdN795ttG7KgKroBJ2ic+ShS9RCd6iNfETRGL2gV/TmPDvvzofzOW+tOOXMMVqA8/ULz/iYAA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M9jvBSC9HfzhLRFCwlMpjf4u/wA=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVRI36q7oxmUFY4U2lMn0ph06Mwkzk0IIXfkFbvULXIlb/8QP8D+cplnY1gMXDufcy733hAln2rjut1NZW9/Y3Kpu13Z29/YP6odHjzpOFQWfxjxWTyHRwJkE3zDD4SlRQETIoROOb2d+ZwJKs1g+mCyBQJChZBGjxFip05sAzZNpv95wm24BvEq8kjRQiXa//tMbxDQVIA3lROuu5yYmyIkyjHKY1nqphoTQMRlC11JJBOggL86d4jOrDHAUK1vS4EL9O5EToXUmQtspiBnpZW8m/ud1UxNdBTmTSWpA0vmiKOXYxHj2Ox4wBdTwzBJCFbO3YjoiilBjE1rYEkEmRZGLt5zCKvEvmtdN795ttG7KgKroBJ2ic+ShS9RCd6iNfETRGL2gV/TmPDvvzofzOW+tOOXMMVqA8/ULz/iYAA==</latexit>
~v
<latexit sha1_base64="mbfMN0xBoxg1bRM8SrMq4R7KIgU=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVRI36q7oxmUFY4U2lMn0ph06Mwkzk0IIXfkFbvULXIlb/8QP8D+ctFnY1gMXDufcy733hAln2rjut1NZW9/Y3Kpu13Z29/YP6odHjzpOFQWfxjxWTyHRwJkE3zDD4SlRQETIoROObwu/MwGlWSwfTJZAIMhQsohRYqzU6U2A5pNpv95wm+4MeJV4JWmgEu1+/ac3iGkqQBrKidZdz01MkBNlGOUwrfVSDQmhYzKErqWSCNBBPjt3is+sMsBRrGxJg2fq34mcCK0zEdpOQcxIL3uF+J/XTU10FeRMJqkBSeeLopRjE+PidzxgCqjhmSWEKmZvxXREFKHGJrSwJYJMiqTIxVtOYZX4F83rpnfvNlo3ZUBVdIJO0Tny0CVqoTvURj6iaIxe0Ct6c56dd+fD+Zy3Vpxy5hgtwPn6BdmCmAY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mbfMN0xBoxg1bRM8SrMq4R7KIgU=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVRI36q7oxmUFY4U2lMn0ph06Mwkzk0IIXfkFbvULXIlb/8QP8D+ctFnY1gMXDufcy733hAln2rjut1NZW9/Y3Kpu13Z29/YP6odHjzpOFQWfxjxWTyHRwJkE3zDD4SlRQETIoROObwu/MwGlWSwfTJZAIMhQsohRYqzU6U2A5pNpv95wm+4MeJV4JWmgEu1+/ac3iGkqQBrKidZdz01MkBNlGOUwrfVSDQmhYzKErqWSCNBBPjt3is+sMsBRrGxJg2fq34mcCK0zEdpOQcxIL3uF+J/XTU10FeRMJqkBSeeLopRjE+PidzxgCqjhmSWEKmZvxXREFKHGJrSwJYJMiqTIxVtOYZX4F83rpnfvNlo3ZUBVdIJO0Tny0CVqoTvURj6iaIxe0Ct6c56dd+fD+Zy3Vpxy5hgtwPn6BdmCmAY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mbfMN0xBoxg1bRM8SrMq4R7KIgU=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVRI36q7oxmUFY4U2lMn0ph06Mwkzk0IIXfkFbvULXIlb/8QP8D+ctFnY1gMXDufcy733hAln2rjut1NZW9/Y3Kpu13Z29/YP6odHjzpOFQWfxjxWTyHRwJkE3zDD4SlRQETIoROObwu/MwGlWSwfTJZAIMhQsohRYqzU6U2A5pNpv95wm+4MeJV4JWmgEu1+/ac3iGkqQBrKidZdz01MkBNlGOUwrfVSDQmhYzKErqWSCNBBPjt3is+sMsBRrGxJg2fq34mcCK0zEdpOQcxIL3uF+J/XTU10FeRMJqkBSeeLopRjE+PidzxgCqjhmSWEKmZvxXREFKHGJrSwJYJMiqTIxVtOYZX4F83rpnfvNlo3ZUBVdIJO0Tny0CVqoTvURj6iaIxe0Ct6c56dd+fD+Zy3Vpxy5hgtwPn6BdmCmAY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mbfMN0xBoxg1bRM8SrMq4R7KIgU=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVRI36q7oxmUFY4U2lMn0ph06Mwkzk0IIXfkFbvULXIlb/8QP8D+ctFnY1gMXDufcy733hAln2rjut1NZW9/Y3Kpu13Z29/YP6odHjzpOFQWfxjxWTyHRwJkE3zDD4SlRQETIoROObwu/MwGlWSwfTJZAIMhQsohRYqzU6U2A5pNpv95wm+4MeJV4JWmgEu1+/ac3iGkqQBrKidZdz01MkBNlGOUwrfVSDQmhYzKErqWSCNBBPjt3is+sMsBRrGxJg2fq34mcCK0zEdpOQcxIL3uF+J/XTU10FeRMJqkBSeeLopRjE+PidzxgCqjhmSWEKmZvxXREFKHGJrSwJYJMiqTIxVtOYZX4F83rpnfvNlo3ZUBVdIJO0Tny0CVqoTvURj6iaIxe0Ct6c56dd+fD+Zy3Vpxy5hgtwPn6BdmCmAY=</latexit>
Ze
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Figure 3.16: A Schematic Diagram for the Energy Loss Due to Ioniza-
tion. A particle with a charge of Ze and a mass of M travels across a
cylindrical barrel of a radius b and a height of dx at a velocity of ~v . It
asserts a force on an electron, with a mass of me on the surface with a
perpendicular momentum p⊥. Ne electrons are equally distributed, with
a number density of ρe, on the surface of the barrel with a thickness of
db. A statement of the problem is to derive a classical expression for the
energy loss −dE/dx of the moving particle as it propagates through the
medium.



















where β = v/c, and re is the classical electron radius given by e
2/4πε0mec
2. However,
∆E is the energy transferred to only one electron on the cylinder; to get the energy
















where ρe is the electron number density. Last but not least, the total energy loss














where the boundaries, bmin and bmax, are determined by two considerations. First,
the minimum b happens when the moving charged particle collides with the electron



















1− β2. On the other hand, at the upper bound of b, no excitation
occurs during the collision time, and the electron remains at its energy level with






By plugging the minimum and maximum b , the energy loss by the moving charged










The classical approach is of course inadequate. Bethe took into account the rel-
ativistic effect and formulated the Bethe-Bloch equation [164,165], which describes
the energy loss of a charged particle moving through a medium. While many correc-
tions have been made, including effects from atomic physics by Bloch and charged
particles with different spins [166], the ln (β2γ2) dependence in energy loss remains.
Figure 3.17 shows the modified energy loss by Bethe-Bloch equation as a function of
βγ [163]. The energy loss by a muon propagating through water due to ionization
is at minimum at βγ ∼ 4 GeV. Through simulations, the energy loss by a muon
through ice due to ionization is presented as the solid red line in Figure 3.15. Within
a muon energy range from 1 to 10 GeV, the energy loss due to ionization is between
88
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Figure 27.2: Mean energy loss rate in liquid (bubble chamber) hydrogen,
gaseous helium, carbon, aluminum, iron, tin, and lead. Radiative effects,
relevant for muons and pions, are not included. These become significant for
muons in iron for βγ >∼ 1000, and at lower momenta for muons in higher-Z
absorbers. See Fig. 27.21.
as a function of βγ = p/Mc is shown for a variety of materials in Fig. 27.4.
The mass scaling of dE/dx and range is valid for the electronic losses described
by the Bethe-Bloch equation, but not for radiative losses, relevant only for muons
and pions.




1 + 2γme/M + (me/M)2
. (27.4)
In older references [2,7] the “low-energy” approximation
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Figure 3.17: Energy Loss as a Function of β2γ2 and Muon Momentum.
As a muon with βγ ∼ 3 travels through water, its energy loss due to ion-
ization is at a minimum value f ∼ 4MeV/(g cm−2), which is equivalent
to an energy loss of 0.4 GeV per meter in water. This plot is adapted
from [163].
0.002 and 0.003 GeV/(g cm−2). Given that water density is 1 g / cm3, a minimum
ionizing muon on average loses ∼ 1 GeV every 5 meters.
3.2.2.2 Cherenkov Radiation
First detected by Pavel Cherenkov in 1937 [167], Cherenkov radiation is a char-
acteristic bluish light emitted when an energetic charged particle passes through a
dielectric medium at a speed greater than the speed of light in that medium. When
a charged particle passes by an atom, the particle disturbs the electromagnetic field
of the atom, which is then raised to some excited states. As the excited atom returns
to its ground state, some photons are emitted. As illustrated in Figure 3.18, this
perturbation to the medium usually dies out as the particle travels through. How-
89
ever, if the particle travels fast enough, the perturbations from all excitations add
up coherently, giving out a cone-shaped electromagnetic shock wave at a Cherenkov
angle with respect to the propagation direction of the incoming particle.
v < c/n 
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Figure 3.18: Cherenkov Radiation. When an incoming particle travels
through a medium, it excites the nearby atoms. As they return to their
ground states, radiation is induced. If the incoming particle has a fast
enough speed, disturbances from all excitations add up coherently at an
angle θc with respect to the particle direction. This Cherenkov radiation
produces a shock wave in a cone shape.
The number of photons of a certain wavelength λ emitted depends on the
Cherenkov angle θc of the same λ, which depends on the index of refraction of that
wavelength nλ in a given medium. Given the speed of light of λ as vλ = c/nλ, and








In particular, the Cherenkov angle in ice for an ultraviolet photon with a wavelength
of ∼ 400 nm is ' 41◦. From the above equation, Frank-Tamm derives an expression








where Ze is the electric charge of the fast moving particle. These photons, therefore,
continue to travel through the ice and may be detected by the IceCube detectors.
3.2.3 Optical Properties of South Pole Ice
Since most IceCube analyses are based on Cherenkov radiation detected by the
optical modules, the detector’s properties of photon propagation has to be under-
stood. Similar to the secondary leptons produced by a CC neutrino interaction, once
photons are produced, they interact with the nearby particles as they travel. At this
stage, however, tracing individual interaction process becomes difficult. Thus, in-
teractions between photons and ice molecules are generally described by the optical
properties of the ice. As discussed in Section 3.2.3.2, two general optical proper-
ties, absorption and scattering, are studied by comparing simulation and flasher
data. Another ice property, explained in Section 3.2.3.1, is found to affect photon
propagation locally at deployment sites.
3.2.3.1 Local Properties
Since the deployment of AMANDA, a predecessor of IceCube, we have known
of the existence of air bubbles in the South Pole ice. Earlier analyses studying ice
properties at depths between 800 and 1000 m found that, while scattering lengths are
wavelength independent for photons at wavelengths between 410 and 610 nm, the
absorption lengths for light at the same wavelength range are strongly wavelength
dependent and significantly too long compared to the test results from laboratories
[169, 170]. This suggests a high concentration of air bubbles within the studied
depth range. Later studies found that, as pressure increases with depth, air bubbles
become air hydrate crystal, which has a very similar refractive index as normal
ice [169, 171]. At depths below ∼ 1500 m, all air bubbles are transformed into the
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hydrate crystal state, and optical properties within the visible frequencies depend
solely on the concentration of dust in the ice [171–173].
However, new air bubbles are created as hot water refreezes whenever a string
is deployed. In December 2010, a pair of optical cameras was included in String 80
to observe the refreezing process. Figure 3.19 shows a schematic diagram of the set
up and an image captured by one of the camera systems. The two camera systems
are five meters apart, each of which has a camera and an LED. The two cameras
face each other, while the LEDs face away. When one camera emits light, the other
camera takes a picture to capture any scattered photons. The image on the right of
Figure 3.19 was taken 10 months after the deployment [174]. Given a little to no dust
condition at the bottom of IceCube, photons emitted away from the camera should
not be scattered back. However, the white area of the image suggests that there is
more scattering than expected due to air bubbles introduced during deployment. In
addition, the distinct border line between black and white areas hints that these air
bubbles may form a column at the central core of the original hole with a radius of
∼ 50 cm. This is most likely because the pressure from water refreezing starts from
the wall of the hole towards the center, pushing air particles towards the central
core.
Using simulation, the effect of air bubble columns is found to be decoupled
from the global ice properties discussed in Section 3.2.3.2. Given a light source
near the bubble column of a given string, there are two possible effects on the
DOMs along the string. First, with the presence of air bubbles, less photons reach
the DOMs on the side facing the source compared to the absence of air bubbles,
whereas more photons arrive at the DOMs away from the source. Second, if the
light source is inside the bubble column, more photons are received by the DOMs
on the same string. Both effects are much smaller on the DOMs of a neighboring















































Figure 3.19: Evidence of Air Bubbles in Ice: (left) a schematic diagram
showing how bubble columns can be formed and (right) an image cap-
tured by one of the deployed cameras. A pair of cameras is deployed at
the bottom of String 80 in December 2010. The white area of the image
comes from scatted photons within the bubble column, while the black
area is believed to have less air bubbles. Image is taken from [174].
column independently.
With the above scattering characteristics due to bubble columns, angular ac-
ceptance curves are introduced to simulation software based on which photons ar-
riving at a DOM are distributed. Given N photons arriving at a DOM from cos η
defined on the left plot of Figure 3.20, the angular acceptance at cos η is defined
to be the ratio of the number of photons actually accepted by the DOM from that
direction to N . The right plot in Figure 3.20 shows the angular acceptance curve
assuming a bubble column with a radius of 50 cm [174]. However, the 50 cm bub-
ble column model does not fit to the data well. A new unfolding approach is then
developed to fit a polynomial function for the angular acceptance curves over many
iterations to best match data [175]. Figure 3.21 shows the latest bubble column
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Figure 3.20: Angular Acceptance Curve assuming a bubble column with
a radius of 50 cm: (left) orientation of coordinates and (right) angular
acceptance assuming a bubble column with a radius of 50 cm. cos η is
defined to be the angle between a DOM and an incoming photon. Black
and blue curves are the acceptance curves when the air bubble columns
have radii of 0 and 50 cm respectively. The plot is taken from [174]. Due
to the presence of air bubble, some photons from head on direction are
scattered away; hence, less head on photons are accepted compared to
no air bubbles.
model. Along with the coefficients of the fitted polynomial, two parameters are
actually physics related. They are the hole ice parameter p, which can adjust the
overall shape of the acceptance curve (solid lines in Figure 3.21), and the forward
parameter p2, which controls the acceptance of normally incident photons (dashed
lines in Figure 3.21).
3.2.3.2 General Properties
Over the past 20 years, numerous studies have been performed to study the
absorption and scattering parameters of the South Pole glacial ice [169–173,176–181].
In particular, [180] explains in detail how absorption and scattering coefficients are
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Figure 3.21: Angular Acceptance of Different Coefficients. When fitting
to data, two coefficients are allowed to vary: the hole ice parameter,
p, and the forward parameters, p2. Solid magenta line represents the
change in acceptance with different values of p, while dashed lines rep-
resent the acceptance curves by varying p2.
measured, based on which [178] provides currently the best ice models for IceCube
analyses.
First described mathematically by Mie in 1908 [176], a scattering in ice of a
photon at a certain frequency from Cherenkov radiation is not isotropic. After n
scatterings, averaged scattering angle 〈cos θ〉n is non-zero. According to Kirk [182],
this 〈cos θ〉n is equivalent to the averaged scattering angle for one single scatter
multiplied n times; that is, 〈cos θ〉n = 〈cos θ〉n. Due to the anisotropy, the effective
scattering length λe is not the same as the scattering mean free path λs. At the i
th
successive step of length λs, its effective length is weighted by 〈cos θ〉i. Therefore,
















scattering coefficient instead of its concentration. The
lognormal size distributions had means ranging from
!12 nm for soot to !400 nm for sea salt, and geometric
standard deviations around 2. The calculations showed that
for light between 300 and 600 nm scattering off dust has a
wavelength dependence that can be described by a power law
be / l"a ð4Þ
with an exponent a close to 1 which depends strongly on
grain size and thus on dust composition. For comparison, in
the case of Rayleigh scattering (l % r) the wavelength
dependence is l"4 (and scattering is forward-backward
symmetric), while geometric scattering (l & r) is
independent of wavelength (provided absorption is so weak
that r & absorption length). Below we present measure-
ments of a made in ice at depths greater than 1500 m, and
we discuss results from a search for a possible dependence
of a on depth.
[9] Figure 1 shows the wavelength dependence of hcos qi
from our Mie scattering calculations. For a four-component
sample with the estimated South Pole component mixture
the average hcos qi was 0.94, with only a weak dependence
on wavelength. We used 0.94 as a canonical value in our
measurements of optical parameters and investigated the
sensitivity of our results to the value of hcos qi as part of the
study of systematics (see discussion in section 6). For
scattering off air bubbles, which exist in the shallower
glacial ice with sizes down to a few tens of micrometers
[Barkov and Lipenkov, 1984; Lipenkov, 2000], the value of
hcos qi is close to 0.75 [Askebjer et al., 1995].
[10] The Mie scattering calculations were also used to
study the scattering probability density function p(q) (called
the phase function in radiative transfer theory). For a single
particle size, the scattering angle distribution exhibited
wavelength-dependent spectral structure, and for some sizes
had a considerable back-scattering component. However,
summing over realistic lognormal size distributions
smoothed the distribution (Figure 2). Since in our case
scattering was strongly forward peaked with hcos qi close
to 1, we chose as scattering function the Henyey-Greenstein
approximation [Henyey and Greenstein, 1941], first intro-
duced to describe the observed diffuse intensity pattern of
stellar radiation caused by forward peaked scattering off
interstellar dust clouds:
p cos qð Þ ¼1
2
1" hcos qi2
1þhcos qi2 " 2hcos qi cos q
! "3=2
: ð5Þ
For our purposes, the advantages of this function were that
it was characterized by only one parameter, the average
cosine of the scattering angle q, and that it was easily
integrated and inverted for use in our Monte Carlo
simulations of photon propagation which we used to
measure the optical properties of ice with data from pulsed
light sources. In Figure 2, the normalized Henyey-
Greenstein function, expressed both as p(cos q) and as
p(q) = p(cos q)sin q, is compared with the scattering angle
distribution from our modeling of dust with hcos qi = 0.94. In
our experimental setup, distances between emitter-receiver
pairs were greater than a few scattering lengths, which
prevented us from measuring the scattering function in situ.
Figure 1. Wavelength dependence of hcos qi, where q is
the scattering angle, from Mie scattering calculations for a
realistic mixture of four dust components: mineral grains,
sea salt, acids, and soot. We used a canonical value of 0.94
for our photon propagation simulations, representing an
average over relevant wavelengths.
Figure 2. Scattering probability density function. Mie
scattering calculations for dust yield a strongly forward
peaked scattering angle distribution which can be approxi-
mated with the single-parameter Henyey-Greenstein (HG)
function. The scattering function for hcos qi = 0.75 is valid
for bubbles in ice [Price and Bergström, 1997b].
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scattering coefficient instead of its concentration. The
lognormal size distributions had means ranging from
!12 nm for soot to !400 nm for sea salt, and geometric
standard deviations around 2. The calculations showed that
for light between 300 and 600 nm scattering off dust has a
wavelength dependence that can be described by a power law
be / l"a ð4Þ
with an exponent a close to 1 which depends strongly on
grain size and thus on dust composition. For comparison, in
the case of Rayleigh scattering (l % r) the wavelength
dependence is l"4 (and scattering is forward-backward
symmetric), while geometric scattering (l & r) is
independent of wavelength (provided absorption is so weak
that r & absorption length). Below we present measure-
ments of a made in ice at depths greater than 1500 m, and
we discuss results from a search for a possible dependence
of a on depth.
[9] Figure 1 shows the wavelength dependence of hcos qi
from our Mie scattering calculations. For a four-component
sample with the estimated South Pole component mixture
the average hcos qi was 0.94, with only a weak dependence
on wavelength. We used 0.94 as a canonical value in our
measurements of optical parameters and investigated the
sensitivity of our results to the value of hcos qi as part of the
study of systematics (see discussion in section 6). For
scattering off air bubbles, which exist in the shallower
glacial ice with sizes down to a few tens of micrometers
[Barkov and Lipenkov, 1984; Lipenkov, 2000], the value of
hcos qi is close to 0.75 [Askebjer et al., 1995].
[10] The Mie scattering calculations were also used to
study the scattering probability density function p(q) (called
the phase function in radiative transfer theory). For a single
particle size, the scattering angle distribution exhibited
wavelength-dependent spectral structure, and for some sizes
had a considerable back-scattering component. However,
summing over realistic lognormal size distributions
smoothed the distribution (Figure 2). Since in our case
scattering was strongly forward peaked with hcos qi close
to 1, we chose as scattering function the Henyey-Greenstein
approximation [Henyey and Greenstein, 1941], first intro-
duced to describe the observed diffuse intensity pattern of
stellar radiation caused by forward peaked scattering off
interstellar dust clouds:
p cos qð Þ ¼1
2
1" hcos qi2
1þhcos qi2 " 2hcos qi cos q
! "3=2
: ð5Þ
For our purposes, the advantages of this function were that
it was characterized by only one parameter, the average
cosine of the scattering angle q, and that it was easily
integrated and inverted for use in our Monte Carlo
simulations of photon propagation which we used to
measure the optical properties of ice with data from pulsed
light sources. In Figure 2, the normalized Henyey-
Greenstein function, expressed both as p(cos q) and as
p(q) = p(cos q)sin q, is compared with the scattering angle
distribution from our modeling of dust with hcos qi = 0.94. In
our experimental setup, distances between emitter-receiver
pairs were greater than a few scattering lengths, which
prevented us from measuring the scattering function in situ.
Figure 1. Wavelength dependence of hcos qi, where q is
the scattering angle, from Mie scattering calculations for a
realistic mixture of four dust components: mineral grains,
sea salt, acids, and soot. We used a canonical value of 0.94
for our photon propagation simulations, representing an
average over relevant wavelengths.
Figure 2. Scattering probability density function. Mie
scattering calculations for dust yield a strongly forward
peaked scattering angle distribution which can be approxi-
mated with the single-parameter Henyey-Greenstein (HG)
function. The scattering function for hcos qi = 0.75 is valid
for bubbles in ice [Price and Bergström, 1997b].
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Figur 3.22: Pr dictions of scattering properties in the ice: (left) av-
eraged scatteri angle as a function of wavelength and (right) predic-
tions of scattering probability density funct n. On the eft, calculations
based on Mie theory [183] predicts an averaged 〈cos θ〉 of 0.94. Right
plots show the predicted scattering robability den ity fun io rom
Mie theory, whic c n be approximated by the Henyey-Greenstein (HG)
function with just one parameter. Both plots are taken from [180].
To obtai more realistic pred ctio s on the wavelength dependent effective
scattering coefficient and the averaged scattering angle 〈cos θ〉, [180] performs nu-
merical calculations based on Mie theory in [183]. As shown on the left plot of
Figure 3.22, assuming four different dust components in the ice, the effective scat-
tering coefficients for light between 300 and 600 nm can be described by a power law
with an exponent α; be(λ) ∝ λ−α, where λ is now the photon wavelength. Therefore,
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where one would only need to figure out be at 400 nm. Since be(λ) only weakly de-
pends on wavelength, an averaged 〈cos θ〉 of 0.94 is used for generating a scattering
probability density function (PDF) as shown on the right of Figure 3.22. While Mie
theory [183] provides a prediction for the scattering PDF, Mie calculation is approx-
imated in [180] using the Henyey-Greensten (HG) function [184], which conveniently
describes all possible scatterings via one single variable 〈cos θ〉.
On the other hand, wavelength dependent absorption coefficients a(λ) are de-
scribed by the absorption lengths λa’s. A λa is defined to be the distance at which the
survival probability of photons of a particular wavelength drops to 1/e. In [180], Mie
calculation [183] shows that absorption coefficients due to dust depend on photon
wavelengths via a power law, similar to the case in scattering coefficients. In addition
to dust, absorption also have an exponential contribution from the pure ice [170],
which depends mildly on the ice temperature and, thus, depth [171]. Therefore, the







where the second term is the absorption due to the intrinsic ice, and the first term is
the absorption due to dust with κ being the exponent of the power law dependence,
similar to the α in the case of scattering.
With the above set up, an early ice study was performed using data from
AMANDA [170]. A fit is performed for an individual pair of emitter and receiver by
letting all coefficients and the exponents float. The resultant ice model is described
by two tables of parameters, be(400) and adust(400), as a function of photon wave-
length and depth. The absorption and scattering maps are shown in Figure 3.23.
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correlation between Cdust and the contribution from dust to
be(400), were used to derive the dust profile for absorption
(Figure 21, right) from the dust profile for scattering
(Figure 21, left). The third parameter in our model, a, is
used to calculate scattering at any wavelength from be(400)
via a power law:
be l nm½ "ð Þ ¼ l=400ð Þ& abe 400ð Þ: ð25Þ
The remaining three parameters (k, AIR, and l0) are used to
calculate absorptivity from adust(400) through the two-
component model:
a l nm½ "ð Þ ¼ l=400ð Þ& kadust 400ð Þ þ AIRe& l0=l: ð26Þ
Maps of effective scattering coefficient and absorptivity,
generated from our model and summarizing our knowledge
of optical properties of South Pole ice, are shown in
Figure 22 for depths between 1100 and 2300 m.
[79] Our measurements of depth dependences of the
optical properties had a resolution of on the order of ten
meters, and our methods probed up to two hundred meters
of ice between emitter and receiver. The techniques used in
this work could not resolve individual dust layers much
thinner than ten meters, such as highly absorbing layers of
ash deposited by volcanic eruptions. Such thin ash layers
may affect the performance of AMANDA and IceCube as
neutrino telescopes. Building on the remote sensing techni-
ques presented here, a dust logger [Miočinović et al., 2001;
Bay et al., 2001] was developed and used in both Antarctic
and Greenland boreholes, where it was able to resolve
centimeter-thick layers of volcanic ash. Analysis of data
from a dust logger operated in the first hot-water-drilled
IceCube hole confirmed that ash layers are also present in
South Pole ice and can be detected with the logger tech-
nique [Bramall et al., 2005]. However, the South Pole ash
layers are weaker and less numerous than those detected at
Siple Dome (West Antarctica) [Bay et al., 2004], which is
partly explained by the higher altitude of the South Pole and
greater distance from Antarctic volcanoes. Highly absorbing
ash layers will affect light propagation, mainly by localized
depletion of photons traveling at an acute angle relative to a
layer, which modifies the angular dependence of the photon
yield. Scattering in thin ash layers should be similar to
scattering by dust and the effect on timing should be small.
Furthermore, unambiguous identification of ash layers in
the depth profiles at boreholes up to one kilometer apart in
the IceCube array would make it possible to measure
deviations of optical properties from the horizontal. In the
present analysis, we assumed that the dust structure is
horizontal over the length scale probed and within the
sensitivity of the measurements. However, isochronal maps
made with deeply penetrating radar at the South Pole
[Blankenship and the Instrument Definition Team for a
Europa Radar Sounder, 2001] show that dust layers can
tilt by up to 50 m over a square kilometer. Given the strong
fluctuations in optical properties over such a depth scale,
tilting dust layers would strongly affect IceCube perfor-
mance and must be fully mapped. This could be achieved
by using dust loggers in several widely spaced boreholes
along the perimeter of the array and matching up features in
Figure 22. Maps of optical scattering and absorption for deep South Pole ice. The depth dependence
between 1100 and 2300 m and the wavelength dependence between 300 and 600 nm (left) for the
effective scattering coefficient and (right) for absorptivity are shown as shaded surfaces, with the bubble
contribution to scattering and the pure ice contribution to absorption superimposed as (partially obscured)
steeply sloping surfaces. The dashed lines at 2300 m show the wavelength dependences: a power law due
to dust for scattering and a sum of two components (a power law due to dust and an exponential due to
ice) for absorption. The dashed line for scattering at 1100 m shows how scattering on bubbles is
independent of wavelength. The slope in the solid line for absorptivity at 600 nm is caused by the
temperature dependence of intrinsic ice absorption.
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Figure 3.23: An ice model from AMANDA data: (left) effective scat-
tering coefficients as a fu ction of ice depth and photon wavele gth and
(right) absorption coefficients as a function of ice depth and photon wave-
length. The blue dashed lines at depth of 2300 m show the power law
wavelength dependence for scattering coefficient and a sum of power law
and exponential wavelength de endence for absorption c effi ient. The
four peaks between 1500 and 2200 m correspond to stadials in the last
glacial p iod 65,000 years ago.This plo is tak n from [180].
In the scattering plot, the blue dashed line at a depth of 2300 m shows the power
law wavelength dependence. Similarly, the blue dashed line at the same depth in
the absorption coefficient plot shows a combination of power law and exponential
wavelength dependence due to dust and intrinsic ice. While the large scattering
coefficients above 1300 m are likely due to air bubbles, the four peaks between 1500
and 2200 m in b th maps are c used by the last glacial period about 65,000 years
ago. These two maps are stored into two coefficient tables.
An upd ted ice study [178] with flasher data from one of the IceCube string
is performed. Each of the 60 DOMs has a flasher board, which consists of six
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horizontal and six tilted LEDs; each LED can emit pulses of photons at 405 nm.
During flasher runs, each DOM on String 63 flashes in a sequence; in each sequence,
all six horizontal LEDs are turned on simultaneously at the same settings. Photons
emitted by the LEDs then propagate through the ice and are detected after some



























































Figure 11: Left: values of be(400) and a(400) vs. depth after 20 steps of the minimizer. The black curve
shows fitted values after the last step of the minimizer. Right: global χ2q values achieved after each step of
the minimizer. The starting “homogeneous ice” value is 1.34 ·105. Regularization terms Rr,u use the scale on
the right. Also shown are the Poisson terms for simulation and data (llhs,d) and the full likelihood including
all terms (llhtot). The χ2 changes sudd nly when the numb r of simulated flasher events is increased, but
ultimately decreases as the minimizer steps through the iterations. Note that for iteration steps 1-10, only
1 flasher event is simulated. For steps 11-15 and steps 16-20, 4 events and 10 events, respectively, are
simulated.
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Figure 12: Likelihood functions in the vicinity of their minima constructed using only charge information
(left), and using full timing information (right). The values are shown on a log scale (with colors and
contours). The ranges of values shown are: χ2q = 1.43 · 104 to 1.51 · 105 (left) and χ2t = 1.05 · 105 to
4.01 · 105 (right).
The entire procedure described above is also outlined in Table 1.
The best fit is achieved for py = 2.40 ± 0.07. Since the best value of py is also calculated
by the method above, the resulting table of be(400) and adust(400) values is independent of a
possible constant scaling factor in the charge estimate or the absolute sensitivity of a DOM. The
best fit values of the other parameters are toff = 13±2 ns and fSL = 0.45±0.05 (see Fig. 13). The
typical agreement of data and simulation based on these parameters is demonstrated in Fig. 2b.
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8 Dust logger data
Several dust loggers [3] were used during the deployment of 7 of the IceCube strings to result in a survey of the structure
of ice dust layers with extreme detail (with the effective resolution of ∼ 2 millimeters). These were then matched up across
the detector to result in a tilt map of the South Pole ice, as well as a high-detail average dust log, a record of a quantity
proportional to the dust concentration vs. depth. Additionally, the EDML7 ice core data was used to extend the dust record
to below the lowest dust-logger-acquired point.
The table of dust layer elevation (the tilt map) provides the layer shift (relief) from its position at the location of a
reference string at distance r from this string along the average gradient direction (225 degrees SW), see Figure 11. Thus,
the z-coordinate of a given layer at r is given by zr = z0 + relief(z0, r). Between the grid points zr was calculated by linear
interpolation in z0 and r. The equation was solved by simple iteration resulting in a table of z0(zr) − zr vs. zr given at
several points along the gradient direction. Combined with the dust depth record at the location of the reference string (at
r = 0) this yields a complete description of the dust profile in and around the detector (assuming that the concentration of
dust is maintained along the layers).
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Figure 11: Left: extension of ice layers along the average gradient direction. Relief is amplified by a factor
of 3 to enhance the clarity of the layer structure. Right: comparison of the average dust log with the effective
scattering coefficient be(400) measured with the flasher data.
The correlation between the effective scattering coefficient measured with the IceCube flasher data and the average dust
log (scaled to the location of string 63) is excellent, as shown in Figure 11. All major features match, have the right rise and
falloff behavior, and are of the same magnitude. Some minor features are washed out in the flasher measurement.
Having established the correlation with the average dust log, the EDML-extended version of the log was used to build an
initial approximation to the fitting algorithm described in the previous section. This resulted in a recovery and enhancement
of several features in the scattering and absorption vs. depth that were previously washed out. Additionally, the solution
is now biased towards the scaled values of the extended log (instead of to the somewhat arbitrary values of the initial
homogeneous ice approximation) in the regions where the flasher fitting method has no resolving power, i.e., above and
below the detector.
9 Uncertainties of the measurement
To study the precision of the reconstruction method a set of flasher data was simulated with PPC (250 events for each of
the 60 flashing DOMs on single string). The agreement between the simulated and reconstructed ice properties is to within
∼ 5%, see Figure 12. Due to the dramatically lower number of recorded photon hits in the layer of dirtiest ice at ∼ 2000 m
(the dust peak), more simulation was necessary to reconstruct its ice properties: 250 events per flasher were used within
the dust peak, whereas only 10 events per flasher were used everywhere else. The proper amount of simulation was used to
achieve the best possible precision of the final result of section 10.
7East Dronning Maud Land, see [3].
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Figure 3.24: Updated ice mode: (left) agreement between results and
data from dust logger and (right) likelihood scan in the space of absorp-
tion and scattering factor. Both plots are copied from [178]. Left plot
shows that the black curve from the updated ice model agrees with the
r curve obtained from d st logger. The right plot is the χ2 scan with
respect to the absorption and scattering scaling coefficient factors. Color
axis represents log likelihood when fitting to flasher data and ranges from
1.05×105 t 4.01×105. The smallest co tour around the dark blue region
is the 1σ C.L.
With IceCube flasher data, the recent ice study [178] presents a direct fit ap-
proach to obtain a scattering and an absorption coefficients for every 10 m depth
interval. Improvements are added to the updated ice study: modifications are added
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to better approximate the PDF of 〈cosθ〉; a depth and temperature dependent cor-
rection term according to [181] is applied to the pure ice contribution in the absorp-
tion modeling (the second term in Equation 3.57); local properties due to air bubble
columns discussed in Section 3.2.3.1 are taken into account. For every depth inter-
val, a global fit is performed in two steps. First, a rough best fit values are found for
be(400) and adust(400). To save computational time, coefficient tables from previous
study [180] are used, and both be(400) and adust(400) are scaled by the same relative
amount during the first minimization. With the rough best fit values, the second
step involves another minimizer to fit five parameters to the flasher data. These pa-
rameters include photon yield from a flasher board, overall offset time from flasher
start time, a shape parameter related to the scattering PDF, and two scaling factors
αsca and αabs with respect to the coefficient tables from [180]. Therefore, the best fit
absorption and scattering coefficients for a certain depth interval are given in terms
of the absorption and scattering coefficients tables.
Figure 3.24 shows the results of the updated ice study. Good agreement be-
tween best fit scattering coefficients and data from dust logger [185] between 1500
and 2400 m supports the validity of this updated ice model. Air bubbles above 1400
m are not taken into account because IceCube DOMs are deployed below 1450 m.
The χ2 scan in the space of absorption and scattering scaling factors is presented
on the right of Figure 3.24. The resultant best fit absorption and scattering scal-
ing factors are stored in two separate tables and are used for both simulation and
reconstruction for the majority of IceCube analyses.
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Chapter 4: The IceCube Neutrino Observatory with DeepCore
The IceCube Neutrino Observatory is a cubic kilometer neutrino detector,
which consists of an array of optical sensor, called Digital Optical Modules (DOMs),
deep under the glacial ice at the Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station. DeepCore,
a subset of IceCube with a denser configuration of DOMs with higher efficiency,
is embedded at the very bottom near bedrock, where ice is expected to be ex-
ceptionally clear. After seven consecutive austral summers, the construction of
IceCube-DeepCore was completed in December 2010 after the deployment of Deep-
Core strings. During the deployment of each string, a 2450 m-deep and 60 cm-wide
borehole was drilled using a hot water drill [186–188]1. A string with 60 DOMs was
gradually and carefully lowered down before water refroze.
Figure 4.1 shows the vertical scale of IceCube. Between 1450 and 2450 m
below the ice surface, a total of 5160 DOMs on 86 vertical strings, each of which has
60 DOMs, is deployed in a hexagonal array. With an inter string distance of 125 m,
79 out of 86 strings are the IceCube strings, on which DOMs are 17 m apart. Such
sparse spacings between DOMs and strings allows detection of neutrinos between
O(TeV) and O(PeV), such as the event observed in 2015 (see the left of Figure
4.2 [190]).
As a subset of in-ice DOMs, the remaining eight strings constitute the Deep-
1I cannot express my appreciation to the drillers through words. The extreme weather makes
everything more difficult and time consuming. The fact that IceCube-DeepCore is successfully and











 86 strings including DeepCore
5160 optical sensors
DeepCore 
8 strings optimized for lower energies +
480 + 420 optical sensors
IceTop
81 stations / 162 tanks
324 optical sensors
7 standard central strings
Figure 1: The IceCube Neutrino Observatory with the in-ice array, its sub-array DeepCore, and
the cosmic-ray air shower array IceTop. The di↵erent string/station colors represent di↵erent de-
ployment seasons.
energy by radiative processes that exhibit a stochastic behavior with large fluctuations. This results
in large variability in the amount of energy deposited for di↵erent muons of the same energy. A
second class of events are electromagnetic or hadronic showers from interactions of all neutrino
flavors, resulting in a more spherical light generation in the detector. Since the total light output
of such a shower is directly proportional to its energy, and the showers are often well-contained
in the detector, the neutrino energy reconstruction for such events is much more precise than for
track-like events. The average deposited energy resolution for both event types is about 15% [21].
1.1.2 DeepCore
A subset of in-ice DOMs is deployed deeper than 1750 m with a denser instrumented volume
and correspondingly lower energy threshold. This sub-array, DeepCore [22], consists of eight
specialized and closely-spaced strings of sensors in the center of the array, along with the seven
central standard IceCube strings. The inter-string spacing in DeepCore varies from 41 m to 105 m,
with an average spacing of 72 m.
– 4 –



















10 DOMs with a
DOM-to-DOM spacing
of 10 meters
50 HQE DOMs with a
DOM-to-DOM spacing
of 7 meters
21 Normal DOMs with a
DOM-to-DOM spacing
of 17 meters
Fig. 1. The diagram shows the layout of DeepCore. The red dotted outline is the 79 string (IC79)
DeepCore configuration, where strings 79 and 80 (triangles) were not yet deployed. The blue outline
in the “Top View” reflects the full IceCube 86-string DeepCore region for the 2011-2012 run, which
includes strings 79 and 80.
tracks, instrumentation is deployed with a horizontal spacing of 125 m and a vertical
spacing along each string of 17 m. The onboard electronics for the DOMs have two
readout chains for the signal from the PMT: Analog Transient Waveform Digitizer
(ATWD) which is a fine grained sampler over a large dynamic range with a sampling
time of 3.3 ns and fast analog to digital conversion (FADC) which has a time of
25 ns. The ATWD chip provides high precision waveform information over the initial
400 ns of a triggered event, while the FADC records continuous data for 6.4 µs. In
order o limit d adtime from the   30µs digitization period, the ATWD chip is read-
out only in hard local coincidence (HLC) mode, which requires that a neighbor or
ext-near st-neighbor DOM also record a hit within 1 µs.
Augmenting the 78 standard strings in IceCube are 8 additional strings which
Figure 1: Schematic layout of DeepCore within IceCube. The shaded
region indicates the fiducal volume of DeepCore, at the bottom cen-
ter of IceCube, plus the extra veto cap of DOMs deployed at shal-
lower depths to reinforce the veto against vertically-downgoing atmo-
spheric muons. This schematic depicts both the DeepCore configura-
tion used in 2010, when 79 IceCube strings were o erational, and the
final DeepCore layout and fiducial region used in the 2011 run.
string (two above and two below) als registers a hit
within ±1 µs. Most of the resulting 185 Hz of trig-
gers re due to stray light from mu s which simulta-
neously satisfy the main IceCube trigger condition of
8 DOMs hit in local coincidence within 5 µs, but the
DeepCore trigger contributes an additional (exclusive)
rate of around 10 Hz.
The vast majority of the events which trigger Deep-
Core, irrespective of whether they also trigger IceCube,
are due to either penetrating atmospheric muons or ran-
dom coincidences of dark noise. Immediately after data
acquisition, events triggering DeepCore are subjected
to an online data rejection algorithm which calculates a
characteristic time and location for the activity observed
in the DeepCore fiducial region, as an initial estimate
of the putative neutrino vertex. The estimated location
is the average position of the hit DOMs, and the time
particle speed [m/ns]
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Figure 2: Distribution of probabilities of observing hits leading to
a given inferred particle speed, for simulated atmospheric muons
(dashed line) and atmospheric neutrinos (solid). Positive speeds indi-
cate activity in the veto region prior to that in the DeepCore volume,
and a peak around c = 0.3 m/ns is visible for penetrating muons. The
integral of each distribution corresponds to the mean number of hits
observed in the veto region for the given class of events.
is determined by subtracting the time of flight dn/c of
an unscattered photon emitted from that location from
the observed arrival time of the first photon to hit each
DOM. After outliers due to dark noise or scattered light
are removed, the average inferred emission time is used
as the estimated time of the underlying physics event.
Based on this estimated time and location, every lo-
cally coincident hit recorded in the veto region prior to
the vertex time is examined to determine whether it lies
on the light cone connecting it with the estimated event
vertex. The distributions of the inferred speed required
to connect hits in the veto region to the DeepCore ver-
tex, for both simulated atmospheric muons and simu-
lated neutrinos, is shown in Fig. 2; positive speeds indi-
cate hits occuring in the veto region prior to the Deep-
Core vertex time. If any hits are found with inferred
speeds between +0.25 and +0.4 m/ns, the event is re-
jected as being most likely due to an atmospheric muon.
This algorithm reduces the event rate by more than two
orders of magnitude, to 18 Hz, while retaining over 99%
of simulated triggered events due to neutrinos interact-
ing within the fiducial volume. Additional background
rejection criteria are applied o✏ine, depending on the
goals of each physics analysis making use of these data.
The e↵ective volume of the DeepCore detector for
detection low energy muon neutrinos, accounting for
this online data filter, is shown in Fig. 3. It should be
stressed that this e↵ective volume curve does not in-
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Figure 4.1: The IceCube Neutrino Obs rvat ry: (left) vertic l scale of
IceCub and (ri ht) schematic layout of De pC re with Ic Cube. Left
and right figures are taken from [188] and [189] respectively.
Core detector. Shown as the shaded areas on the right side of Figure 4.1, the
DeepCore volume is divided into two sections. The top part a ove the dust layer
between 2000 and 2100 m consists of 10 DOMs, each of which is 10 m apart, per
DeepCore string. The bottom part below the dust layer con ists of 50 high quantum
efficiency (HQE) DOMs per string with a DOM-to-DOM distance of 7 m. Such a
dense spacing among DOMs, together with the nearby IceC be strings, pushes the
energy threshold down to ∼ 10 GeV, allowing detection of dark matter, searches
beyond the Standard Model, and studies of atmospheric neutrino oscillations. At ∼
25 GeV, where the amplitude of atmospheric neutrino oscillations is expected to be
maximal, the event display is presented on the right of Figure 4.2. Compared to the
glorious PeV event on the left, not only do low energy events look less interesting,
but their reconstructions can also be more challenging with information from fewer
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2.6 PeV 26 GeV
Figure 4.2: A PeV high energy and a GeV low energy events detected
by IceCube: (left) a 2.6 PeV event observed in 2015 [190] and (right) a
26 GeV event observed in 2012.
DOMs.
Besides its configuration, DeepCore is also at an ideal location for low energy
studies. First, ice below 2100 m is exceptionally clear. Below the dust layer, the
average effective scattering length and absorption length are estimated to be ∼ 50
and ∼ 190 m respectively at a photon wavelength ∼ 400 nm, which means DeepCore
ice is ∼ 45% clearer than the ice between 1500 and 2000 m [189]. Moreover, embed-
ded inside IceCube, DeepCore is thickly shielded by the rest of the IceCube volume,
which acts as a highly efficient veto for better identifying down going atmospheric
background events. Lastly, with 30 megatons of ice inside the main DeepCore vol-
ume, IceCube-DeepCore can collect data with high statistics compared to other
atmospheric neutrino oscillation experiments given the same detector exposure.
As mentioned above, the IceCube-DeepCore detector consists of strings of
DOMs, each of which detects Cherenkov photons deep in the ice induced by relativis-
tic charged particles. The structure of an individual DOM and its signal digitization
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are discussed in Section 4.1. In general, every two neighboring DOMs on a string
are connected by twisted copper wire pairs, which supply power and communication
to the DOM. All twisted pairs then form a wire bundle that runs to the IceCube
Laboratory (ICL) at the surface in the center of the IceCube array, where power
supplies, communications, and data are centralized. Section 4.2 then discusses the
calibration tasks performed regularly. In particular, since each DOM independently
processes signals detected locally, a standard time base for all DOMs is critical for
accurate reconstructions. The timing calibration calibrates all DOM 20 MHz clocks
to a reference IceCube Time (ICT) defined by the GPS-disciplined rubidium clock
in the ICL. To provide accurate reconstructions of events, a time resolution within
an order of nanosecond is required. Finally, global data acquisition and quick pro-
cessing and filtering, explained in Section 4.3, are performed to immediately identify
potentially interesting events.
4.1 Digital Optical Modules
Being the fundamental unit of IceCube-DeepCore, a digital optical module
(DOM) is an optical sensor with a mounted photomultiplier tube to detect photons.
Section 4.1.1 discusses the different components of an individual DOM. While some
parts of a DOM are dedicated to calibration tasks, the main purpose of a DOM is to
analyze the PMT waveform, from which the number of photons detected and their
arrival time are obtained. This procedure is discussed in Section 4.1.2.
4.1.1 Structure of a Digital Optical Module
Designed to deal with high pressure environment due to water-refreezing, a 33
cm-wide glass sphere protects the DOM from a continuous pressure of 25 MPa and
from a short term pressure up to 68 MPa. The structure inside the glass sphere is
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Figure 31: Mean and standard deviation of the supernova scaler distribution for the entire detector
over the course of the first three years of the completed IceCube [46]. Spikes are due to calibration
runs which injected light into the detector, and to fluctuations in individual DOMs.














































Figure 32: Mean and standard deviation of the supernova scaler rate of strings deployed in the last
deployment season (austral summer of 2010/2011) [46], where changes in the mean rate are still
dominated by the decay component. Spikes are due to calibration runs which injected light into the
detector, and to fluctuations in individual DOMs.
Figure 33: Mean and standard deviation of the local coincidence hit rate distribution [46]. Changes
in dark noise rate do not contribute significantly to changes in the local coincidence hit rate, which
is dominated by seasonal and weather-related changes in the atmospheric muon flux.
4 Cable Systems
The IceCube detector may be viewed as a digital network of optical sensors. The IceCube cable
systems form the physical backbone of this network, simultaneously supplying power to the DOMs
and bi-directional digital communications between the DOMs and the readout hardware at the
– 38 –
Deployment of DeepCore strings
Figure 4.3: Noise rate from strings deployed in the last deployment
season. Left axis represents the mean noise scaler rate, which is the
summed dark noise rate from the selected strings; right axis shows the
standard deviations of the rates. An obvious exponential decay in noise
rate suggests that the newly deployed DOMs are quite noisy. Plot is
taken from [188].
illustrated on the left of Figure 4.4. The top hemisphere of a DOM consists of elec-
tronic boards that performs data acquisition, control, calibration, communication,
and low-voltage power conversion. Mounted below the electronic boards, the half
spherical PMT is responsible to detect photons arriving at the bottom hemisphere
of the DOM.
The outer glass sphere is made of glass with very little radioactive trace ele-
ments to reduce dark noise to ∼ 300 Hz at a temperature range between -40◦C and
-20◦C [191]. However, a contribution from detector dark noise is still found from
the HQE DOMs in DeepCore strings deployed during the last deployment season in
2011. As shown in Figure 4.3 [188], the mean noise rate, which is the summed dark
noise rate from the selected strings, experiences an exponential decay since their
deployment. Thermal emission from PMTs and radioactive decays from limited ra-
dioactive material in the glass are found to be the sources of dark noise. As the
system reaches equilibrium, the dark noise rate reduces by ∼ 25% over the course



















































Figure 3: Components of the DOM, showing mechanical layout (left) and functional connections
(right).
DOMs transmit their data to computers in the ICL over a twisted wire pair that also provides
power (section 4). Wire pairs are bundled to form the vertical in-ice cables and the horizontal
surface cables. Each wire pair is shared between two DOMs, with data transfers initiated by a
surface computer. Separately, dedicated local coincidence (LC) wiring to neighbor DOMs above
and below allows quick recognition of neighboring coincident hits, where nearest or next-to-nearest
neighbors are hit within a common time window. The time window is configurable and is set to
±1 µs for both in-ice and IceTop DOMs. The signals are forwarded from one DOM to the next
through the dedicated wiring. The span of the forwarding is software-configurable and is currently
set to two for in-ice DOMs, i.e. a DOM signals its neighbor and next-to-nearest neighbor DOMs
in both up and down directions along the string. The local coincidence connections for IceTop,
which allow coincidences between the two tanks in a station, are described in ref. [24]. Local
coincidence hits (“HLC” hits) often have complex PMT waveforms indicating multiple photons
detected in each DOM and are therefore saved in full detail; otherwise, the DOM saves abbreviated
information appropriate to single photon detection (section 6.3.4).
The DOM is capable of interpreting commands from the surface that specify tasks for con-
figuration, data-taking and transmission, monitoring or self-calibration. Self-calibration functions
establish PMT and amplifier gains as well as sampling speed (section 3.1). The RAPCal system
(section 3.3) is implemented for tracking each local DOM clock’s o↵set from universal time, al-
lowing PMT pulses that were independently recorded in many DOMs to be built into events by
surface computers.
– 7 –
Figure 4.4: A Digital Optical Module: (left) the mechanical structure
and components of a DOM and (right) a schematic diagram of the circuit
board. Figures are taken from [188].
noise, this analysis excludes IC86-I data taken during the first year after the last
deployment. Since noise hits do not show space-time correlations, noise triggered
events are usually reject d at final level in most analyses. The event selection pro-
cess in this analysis, discussed in Chapter 6, shows that, while the contribution from
noise-triggered events is non negligible at lower selection levels, noise contamination
in the final sample is les than 0.2%.
To capture photons from relativistic charged particles, the PMT is one of the
most important ingredients in a DOM. Two types of PMTs are instrumented; every
DOM on all IceCube strings contains a standard 25.4 cm-wide Hamamatsu R7081-
02 PMT, whereas PMTs in DeepCore DOMs are the high quantum efficiency (HQE)
Hamamatsu R7081-02MOD [191]. Both PMT versions are sensitive to photons with
wavelengths ranging from 300 to 650 nm but at different optical efficiency. At a
photon wavelength of 405 nm and a temperature of -45◦, a HQE and a standard
PMTs have quantum efficiencies of 29% and 21% respectively [189], implying a
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better performance from DeepCore DOMs than IceCube DOMs by 1.39. For both
DeepCore and IceCube DOMs, the half spherical PMT, with its bulb faces down-
wards (see Figure 4.4), is surrounded by a mu-metal cage to reduce the effect from
the geomagnetic field at the South Pole. Each PMT is also safely secured onto the
bottom glass hemisphere using a high-strength optically matched silicone gel, which
is tested to have minimum light reflection and long time reliability at -45◦C [188].
Power is supplied to the PMT via the PMT high voltage subsystem, which
consists of a high voltage (HV) Control Board (top middle of the right plot in Figure
4.4) and a PMT Base Board. The Control Board consists of a HV generator, an
analog-to-digital converter (ADC), and a digital-to-analog converter (DAC). DAC
and ADC sets and reads out the PMT high voltage respectively, whereas the HV
generator provides a maximum high voltage supply of ∼ 2000 V and a power sup-
ply of less than 300 mW [191]. The PMT Base Board divides input voltages to
ten dynodes. With the PMT cathode set at ground potential, a special toroidal
transformer is used to AC couple the front-end amplifier and the high voltage anode
due to cascades of accelerated electrons [191]. A voltage of ∼ 1300 V between the
photocathode and the last anode leads to a nominal gain of 107 and, thus, a single
photon pulse at ∼ 8 mV [188]. The PMT Base Board then transmits the signal to
the Main Board.
The Main Board is the brain of the DOM. Not only does it control all devices
inside the DOM, it also checks if the PMT signal reaches 0.25 times the typical
single photoelectron (SPE) peak amplitude; if so, the Main Board digitizes the
PMT waveforms. As discussed in Section 4.1.2, the Main Board also includes a
delay board, which allows time for the Main Board to make a decision whether a
signal is digitized and stored for transmission to the data acquisition (DAQ) system
in ICL. The Main Board also exchanges local coincident (LC) information with
nearby DOM. When asked by central system on the surface, the Main Board also
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performs calibration tasks for the internal DOM clock and PMT gain and timing.
Section 4.2 focuses on calibration in IceCube.
Finally, every DOM has a Flasher Board, most of which have six evenly spaced
pairs of LEDs. One LED from each pair can emit light at 405 nm horizontally into
the ice, while the other can emit photons of the same wavelength at 48◦ above the
horizon [188]. In addition to standard LEDs, eight DOMs on String 79 and eight
DOMs on String 14 have LEDs with multiple wavelengths. For ice studies and
calibration purposes, flasher runs are performed, and LEDs from a DOM are turned
on. LEDs from one DOM can generate 106 to 1011 photons, which is equivalent to
a deposited energy range from 7 GeV to 1 PeV [188]. These LEDs are crucial to
study absorption and scattering properties of the ice.
4.1.2 Waveform Digitization
Controlled by a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) on the Main Board,
waveform digitization refers to extracting charge and time information from the
amplified PMT waveforms and storing the data. In general, a PMT waveform, if
passing the 0.25 PE threshold, is digitized by two different systems. First, a Fast
Analog-to-Digital converter (FADC) continuously samples the waveform at 10-bit
40 Msps for 6.4 µs [188] with a 25 ns sampling period [192]. Such low time resolution
but long exposure sampling captures longer signals with lower amplitudes and longer
photon traveling time. The second system, called an Analog Transient Waveform
Digitizer (ATWD), provides a more detailed time sampling. An ATWD has four
gain channels, each of which has a 128 sampling capacitors [188] with a typical 3.3
ns sampling period [192]. Prior to arriving at an ATWD chip, the PMT waveform
is amplified at three different gains: ×16, ×2, ×0.25. The ATWD chip then first
attempts to digitize the waveform amplified by ×16 and stores information in one
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of the channels; if it gets saturated (∼ 7.5 mV), the ATWD chip then works on the
waveform amplified by ×2; if the second channel is saturated, the ATWD digitizes
the ×0.25 waveform. The last channel of each ATWD chip is used for calibration.
The total recording time for an ATWD chip is 427 ns. Because an ATWD chip
cannot record any signals during waveform digitization, two ATWD chips are used
in a ping-pong configuration to minimize DOM dead-time.
Individual waveforms have different amplitudes but their shapes are simi-
lar to within a few percent. The waveform is dominated by a peak of Gaussian
shape (σ = 3.2 ns) which accounts for 83% of the area. A tail on the late
side of the pe k accounts for t e r maining area and exhibits a sm ll amount
of ringing. About 90% of the charge is collected before 10 ns after the peak.
A substantial part of the observed pulse width is attributed to the damping











Figure 3: Average of 10,000 SPE waveforms for one PMT at gain 1 × 107, as seen at
the secondary of the AC coupling transformer. Results for other PMT samples are very
similar. The solid and dashed curves correspond to new and old transformer designs
discussed in Section 5.
To study the total charge in SPE events, a computer-controlled integrat-
ing ADC module (LeCroy 2249A) was used to integrate charge in a 70 ns
window, triggered by the synchronization signal of the LED pulse genera-
tor. Figure 4 shows a typical charge histogram, which exhibits a clear SPE
peak to the right of the pedestal peak. The Gaussian part of the SPE peak
corresponds to a charge resolution of approximately 30%.
The non-Gaussian component rising below 0.3 times the SPE charge in
Fig. 4 has been studied to verify that such small pulses actually reflect in-
time detection of photons, and not accidental coincidences of noise pulses
such as from thermionic emission at the dynodes. The check for a noise
contribution was done with the LED light output disabled (but not the syn-
chronization signal that triggers acquisitions); all counts outside the narrow
pedestal region were greatly suppressed compared to Fig. 4.
The low-charge component has been described in the past for many
PMTs [21], and has been attributed to a sizable probability for backscat-
14
Figure 4.5: An average of 10,000 SPE waveform from the PMT wave-
form. The solid and dashed lines are measurements in laboratory from
PMTs with new and old transformer designs; the new design was the one
deployed. Tests performed in laboratory shows that DOMs behave pretty
much the same, thus one template can be generalized for all DOMs [191].
Figure is taken from [191].
The two most important pieces of information to be extracted from a PMT
waveform are the number of photons arrived and their arrival times, based on which
the energy and direction f an ev t a e reconstructed. To get these two pieces of
information, tests are performed on a sample of DOMs in laboratories to understand
DOM responses due to a single photoelectron (SPE). The charge and arrival time
distributions are the used as templates for extracting number of photons a d heir
arrival times in waveform digitization during data taking.
Studies in laboratories have found that all sampled PMTs return a pretty
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Figure 12: Sample SPE charge spectrum at a gain of 107.5 as recorded by DOMCal and fit in situ
with the sum of an exponential and a Gaussian function.
Figure 13: Distribution of PMT high voltages at 107 gain for in-ice DOMs.
additional pedestal pattern, but for the ATWD, it is important to distinguish between the pedestals
of individual samples and the common baseline of the entire waveform. In order to remove the
sample-dependent o↵set, the DOM subtracts the pedestal pattern from the ATWD waveform before
sending it to the surface. Thereafter, both ATWD and fADC waveforms can be calibrated by
first subtracting the common baseline from each sample, then multiplying by the gain. Correct
charge measurement and energy reconstruction depends on correct measurement of the baseline,
as discussed in section 3.5.
The pedestal pattern is computed by the DAQ software at the beginning of each run by averag-
ing 200 forced-readout waveforms. Accidental single photoelectrons in the individual waveforms
are averaged out, but a single coincident bright event can result in an o↵set in the pedestal average.
In order to avoid such light contamination, a second average is computed, and the autocorrelation
coe cient of the di↵erence between the two pedestal averages is computed at two di↵erent lags.
This autocorrelation test detects averages in which a single waveform contains at least a 15 PE
– 22 –
Figure 4.6: A charge distribution due to one single photoelectron.
Charge measurements due to one photoelectron are performed on a sam-
ple of DOMs. The charge distribution is fitted to a combined exponential
and Gaussian function to estimate its shape (red dashed line). The nor-
malized PDF is then used as a SPE template for reconstructions and
calibrations in cases of multiple photons. Figure is taken from [188].
consistent Gaussian shape in single photoelectron (SPE) waveform with width of
3.2 ns [191]. The solid line in Figure 4.5 [191] is an averaged waveform from 10,000
PMTs. The measured charge distribution from a sample of test DOMs is shown
in Figure 4.6. In general, the peak of the Gaussian component determines the
amplification of the PMT with an averaged charge resolution of ∼ 30% [188, 191].
The first narrow peak is due to the backscattering of primary photoelectrons at
the PMT’s first dynode [193], resulting in low charge pulses from fewer secondaries.
For data collected before 2015, the shape of the charge distribution is fitted to a
combination of an exponential and a Gaussian functions [194]; after 2015, an extra
exponential decay term is added to the fitted function [195]. The normalized fitted
function is, therefore, the charge probability density function (PDF) which is used
as a SPE template [191,194]. S milarly, th arriv l time d stribution shown in Figure
4.7 [196]. The width of the first peak is ∼ 2 ns, followed by some delayed hits. These
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Figure 6: Typical distribution of SPE hit times for an IceCube PMT, when illuminated
by narrow pulses from a diode laser. Counts are shown for 1 ns time bins, referenced to
a laser synchronization pulse. A small fraction of late pulses (dashed line) are due to
laser afterglow plus the random background count rate; hit fractions described in the text
are corrected accordingly. The random background also explains the counts before the
synchronization pulse.
and then eventually arrives back at the first dynode to initiate the pulse [23,
24, 25].
Because of strong photon scattering in the ice, the dispersion of hit times
by the PMT at the 2 ns scale is not a limiting factor for reconstruction in
IceCube; likewise for the tail at late times. Considering the spacing between
DOMs, photons must typically travel tens of meters before detection, which is
comparable to the scattering length of around 25 m [7]. A detailed simulation
of photon scattering [26] showed that at 10 m distance, about 40% of photons
are delayed by more than 5 ns, and 10% of photons were delayed between
20 ns and 80 ns. This is larger than the corresponding effects from the PMT
itself. On the other hand, DOMs close to a high energy track can be expected
to detect at least one photon with negligible delay, and then the very small
1.2 ns dispersion on the early side of the time resolution peak may be relevant
when reconstructing arrival time of the earliest photon or the pulse rise time.
The time resolution study also reveals DOM-to-DOM differences in the
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Figure 4.7: A arrival time distribution due to one single photoelectron.
Time measurements due to one photoelectron are performed on a sample
of DOMs; the widt of a time bin is 1 ns. The arrival time distribution
has a peak ∼ 2 ns after the l ser turns on, followed by some after pulses.
The dashed line following the falling of the first peak corresponds to
contributions from random backgrounds. Later pulses, excess above the
dashed line, is due to scattering of secondary electrons back to the pho-
tocathode, initiating another pulse. The normalized PDF is then used
as a template for reconstructions and calibrations in cases of multiple
photons. Figure is taken from [196].
later pulses potentially come from scattering of few electrons from the first dynode
back to the photocathode, which may initiate another pulse [193,196].
Although the PMT response from a single PE is well studied, many photons
can arrive at a PMT at the same time, triggering many cascades of accelerated
electrons. Therefore, waveform digitization on IceCube raw data uses the above
time and charge templates to analytically fit the number of photons arrived and
their arrival times. The Main Board first assumes that the PMT waveform is caused
by one photoelectron, fits one time and charge template to the digitized waveform,
and calculates the χ2. Next, two photoelectrons are assumed and their time and
charge templates are added accordingly, and the analytical fit is repeated. This
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process is re-iterated until the χ2 no longer improves for the last few iterations.
As a summary, once a PMT waveform is sent to the Main Board, it is split into
two paths. One is passed to a discriminator to check if the PMT signal exceeds 0.25
PE, and the other is passed to the delay board, which delays the signal for 75 ns [196]
while waiting for the decision from the discriminator. If the signal does pass the
threshold, the PMT waveform is passed to the FPGA, while the Main Board asks if
its nearby DOMs receive any triggered signals. If one of the four neighboring DOMs
on the same string records a triggered signal within 1 µs, a condition known as a hard
local coincidence (HLC), then ATWD digitizes the PMT waveform, and the outputs
from all triggered DOMs are sent to the centralized computers at ICL. If HLC is
not met, digitized waveforms from FADC are sent to the surface instead. Each of
these digitized waveforms, with DOM locations, charge, and time information, is
then called a DOM hit; a series of these pulses within a certain time window is
called a pulse series.
4.2 Calibration
Pulse series with their charges and their arrival times from hit DOMs are the
basis of all IceCube analyses. To ensure recorded data are accurate and precise,
calibrations have to be performed regularly. Other than the few calibration tasks
briefly summarized in this section, calibrations on the optical properties in ice have
long been a major concern, and a summary of studies is presented in Section 3.2.3.
First, waveform digitization, providing the most crucial information for ev-
ery energy reconstruction algorithm, is calibrated DOM-by-DOM once every year.
Every DOM Main Board has a variable-voltage electronic pulser controlled by a soft-
ware called DOMCal. The Main Board first finds the smallest voltage that barely
triggers the discriminator. This voltage is then used to map from the input volt-
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age to the output voltage for each of the four 128 sampling capacitors on a ATWD
chip [188]. The gain of each ATWD channel can also be measured precisely to deter-
mine any biases from the corresponding ×16, ×2, or ×0.25 nominal amplification.
Lastly, with a known photon arrival time from the internal light pulser, the sampling
offset time due to the PMT transit time is also corrected.
Figure 17: Distribution of one-way cable delays from multiple RAPCal measurements on DOM
22-60 (bottom of String 22), shown with a Gaussian fit.
the first photons at the DOM above the flashing DOM are recorded. Given the vertical spacing of
17 m on a standard IceCube string and the group index of refraction of 1.356 in ice at 400 nm [34],
the expected light travel time from the flashing DOM to the DOM above is 77 ns. In DeepCore, the
DOM vertical spacings are 10 m and 7 m, corresponding to light travel times of 45 ns and 32 ns
respectively. The mean light travel time to the DOM above for all flashing DOMs in ice is shown
in figure 18. The mean arrival time agrees with the expectation for the DeepCore DOMs. For the
standard DOMs, the observed light travel time is about 3 ns longer than the expected light travel
time, due to the e↵ects of scattering in the ice over the longer distance. The accuracy of the photon
arrival time with respect to the arrival time of any other photon is measured using the di↵erence
between arrival times at the two DOMs above the flasher, which eliminates any uncertainty in the
flasher source time. Figure 18 shows the distribution of the di↵erence in arrival times at the two
DOMs above the flasher for the DOMs with 7 m spacing, as the DOMs with larger spacing are
more a↵ected by scattering in ice. The width of the distribution is 1.7 ns, so the measured timing
accuracy is 1.7/
p
2 ns = 1.2 ns. Muons are also used to verify the time calibration [27], including
the absolute time di↵erence between the IceTop surface stations and the in-ice DOMs [35].
3.4 DOM Optical E ciency
A baseline value for the photon detection e ciency has been established by combining PMT mea-
surements at 337 nm and a separate model of wavelength- and angle-dependent e↵ects. Absolute
sensitivity measurements were performed on 13 IceCube PMTs, using single photons from a pri-
mary 337 nm laser beam of calibrated intensity [26]. The results agree well with independent
Hamamatsu measurements of sensitivity in the range 270–730 nm, which were then normalized to
the 337 nm measurement. The resulting quantum e ciency at the center of the PMT at 390 nm
is 25%. A full simulation model of the DOM includes the wavelength dependence of the PMT
response, optical absorption in the DOM glass and gel, discriminator threshold e↵ects, and photo-
cathode non-uniformity. The angular dependence is dominated by the shape of the photocathode
and its response variation away from the center, which was measured for 135 bare PMTs [26]. The
e ciency was also measured for 16 fully integrated DOMs, including glass and gel; the response
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Figure 18: Left: Time from flasher emission to detection at the DOM above for 17 m vertical
spacing (red), 10 m vertical spacing (blue) and 7 m vertical spacing (green). The expected light
trav l t mes in ice for each distance are marked with vertical lines. Right: arrival time di↵erence
(blue) between the two DOMs above the flasher for DOMs with 7 m vertical spacing. The vertical
red line denotes expected light travel time in ice, and the mean of a Gaussian fit to the distribution
(dashed blue line) is 33 ns, due to the e↵ects of scattering in ice. The width of the distribution is
1.7 ns.
of an example DOM is shown in figure 19. The e ciency measurement used the 337 nm nitrogen
laser, as well as LEDs at 365 nm, 470 nm, 520 nm, and 572 nm due to the low transparency of the
glass at short wavelengths.
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Figure 19: Position dependence of the response of a DOM, normalized to the absolute e ciency
at 365 nm. The x-y coordinates measure distance from the center of the DOM.
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Figure 4.8: RAPCal measurements and performance: (left) a distri-
bution of delay time from one DOM and (right) a distribution of the
difference between measured and expected photon arrival time. On the
left, multiple RAPCal measu ements are done on one of the deployed
DOMs with eight hours of data. Red line represents the distribution of
delay time, nd black dashed line represents the Gaussian fit with a time
resolutio of 0.6 ns. On the rig t is a distribution, from flasher data,
of the difference between expected and recorded arrival time of the first
photon at a DeepCore DOM above a flashing DeepCore DOM. Given a 7
meter vertical spacing, the expected arrival time is the red vertical line,
which is slightly different from the mean value of the distribution by 1
ns due o opti al rop rties of e i e. Both figures are taken from [188].
Second, because every DOM is a data acquisition unit, timestamps recorded
by all 5160 DOMs must hav a st ndard tim base within O(ns) accuracy. This tim-
i g calibratio is one through the continuously-running Reciprocal Active Pulsing
calibration (RAPcal) procedure [197]. When there is no data transmission between
a DOM and the ICL, a bipolar 5 ns pulse is transmitted from the ICL to the DOM.
When the DOM receives the bipolar pulse, it measures the digitized waveform using
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its local clock and, after a fixed time delay δ, transmits back to the ICL both the
measured waveform and a reciprocated pulse. This process is repeated once every
second [188]. For each round trip, four timestamps are recorded. T ICTtx is the time
at the ICL when a bipolar pulse is transmitted; TDOMrx is the time at the DOM
when the pulse is received; TDOMtx is the time at the DOM when the reciprocated
pulse and measured waveform are sent to the ICL; and T ICTrx is the time at the
ICL when the data from the DOM is received. The midpoint of T ICT is given by
(T ICTtx + T
ICT
rx − δ)/2, and a similar midpoint is defined to TDOM. Then, using the
midpoints of time information from every two consecutive pulses, a linear relation-





(T ICTrx − T ICTtx )− (1 + ε)(TDOMtx − TDOMrx )
]
,
where ε is a small offset of the DOM clock [188]. Given an eight hour data-taking
run, multiple RAPCal measurements are done on one of the deployed DOMs, and
the delay time distribution is shown on the left of Figure 4.8 with a time resolution
of 0.6 ns. This time measurement runs continuously for all DOMs. The mean
values of the distributions are stored at the ICL and are applied to the data during
processing and filtering (see Section 4.3.2) at the ICL. During commissioning for
each string, the RAPCal procedure is verified using flasher data, in which all LEDs
on each DOM along the string flash simultaneously at maximum brightness. For
each of the flashing DOM, the arrival time of the first photon at the DOM above the
flashing DOM is recorded. Given the bottom of a DeepCore string, where DOMs
are 7 meters apart, the expected photon arrival time is 32 ns. A distribution of
the difference between expected and recorded arrival time is shown on the right of
Figure 4.8. With a Gaussian fit, the distribution has a mean value of 33 ns and a
width of 1.7 ns. While the 1 ns difference between expected and recorded arrival
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times is due to the optical properties of the ice, the nanosecond accuracy among all
DOMs is achieved.
Overall optical efficiency of DOMs is also calibrated based on studies done in
laboratory and in situ. An earlier laboratory measurement uses a pulsed 337 nm
laser to shine photon beams to thirteen IceCube DOMs, one at a time, at different
angles [188,196] and measured efficiency at the center of the PMT to be ∼ 25%. A
later study, also performed in a laboratory, improves the measurements by testing
more DOMs, applying new technologies to monitor the light beam, using multiple
wavelengths, and putting the test DOMs into a water tank [198]. However, these
tests taken in laboratory do not truly replicate the environment deep in the ice,
such as tilted DOMs, bubble columns, and thick wire bundles around DOMs which
blocks light from certain angles. Therefore, an in situ measurement using down
going minimum ionizing muons of ∼ 82 GeV is performed [188,199]. By comparing
the averaged charges between data and simulations over a range of DOM efficiency,
an uncertainty of 3% is derived. After taking into account other uncertainties, such
as the single photoelectron (SPE) templates used to determine photon acceptance
and propagation of the simulated photons, the central value of DOM efficiency is
10% higher than the baseline value [199]. This result is adapted to the simulation.
4.3 Data Acquisition
The data flow in the data acquisition system (DAQ) is shown in Figure 4.9.
Digitized information from DOMs is continuously sent to the central System, which
consists of 19 racks of computing and network hardware at the ICL. The DAQ
at the ICL then checks for trigger conditions (see Section 4.3.1) and combines all
DOM hits within a time window around the trigger to form an event. As discussed
in Section 4.3.2, triggered events are then quickly processed and filtered to keep
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all potentially interesting events. Events are then sent to the data warehouse in
Madison, Wisconsin, for various analyses.
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"  Photon hits semi-autonomously time-stamped and 
digitized by DOMs (there is a local coincidence signal 
shared by near DOMs which determines how much 
information digitized). 
"  Readout via 3.5 km copper cable @ 1 Mbit ! 250 MB/sec 
"  Low-latency triggering (< 3s) and event assembly writes 3.5 
kHz events/s (10 MB/s).  Basic trigger condition is 8 hits in 
5 µs but multiple triggers now running. 
"  Online cluster at Pole reconstructs and filters 100 GB/day 
and sends over TDRS link. 
"  Fast triggers can be sent to optical follow-up instruments. 
Figure 4.9: Data Acquisition in Ic Cube. Data from a DOM is tr nsmit-
ted to a DOMHub. Together with StringHubs, timing calibrations are
performed. The calibrated data is then transmitted to the trigger sys-
tem, which f rms events if certain criteria are met. Events are then sent
to the processing and filtering (PnF) syst m for quick analyses. This
figure is tak n from [20 ].
4.3.1 Trigger
In the ICL, several machines, known as DOMHub, are dedicated to process
digitized data from all DOMs. Responsible for controlling DOMs of a single string,
each DOMHub has eight DOM readout (DOR) cards to supply high voltage power,
manage calibration tasks, and receive data from all 60 DOMs. Data from individual
DOMHub are then transmitted to the corresponding StringHub, which is responsible
for mapping hits from DOM clock units to the clock domain of the ICL, for applying
timing calibration by the RAPcal procedure discussed in Section 4.2 to the DOM
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data, and for arranging the DOM hits on the string in chronological order.
An event is triggered if DOM data satisfy certain conditions. For this analysis,
a trigger condition is defined to be a simple multiplicity trigger (SMT) with at least
three HLC hit DOMs in the DeepCore volume within a time window of ±2.5 µs;
this trigger condition is called SMT3. An event then includes hits detected from
all IceCube DOMs 4 µs before and 6 µs after the trigger window. If other trigger
conditions are met within the event time window, then two events are combined
into one. This resultant event is then bundled into a data frame and is passed to
the Processing and Filtering (PnF) system.
4.3.2 Processing and Filtering
At this stage, the SMT3 trigger rate is ∼ 250 Hz [188], which must be reduced
to a level that can be handled by the limited satellite bandwidth allocation. Thus, an
online processing and filtering (PnF) system is designed. Not only does it clean the
pulse series of an event, the PnF system also performs quick, simple reconstructions
to apply calibrations, extract pulses, and remove noise triggered events. Based on
those reconstructions, events that are not interesting are rejected.
For analyses interested in the low GeV energy range, hit cleaning is essential
to identify hits by low energy neutrinos from random noise hits and hits due to
obvious down going atmospheric muon background. The first step is to clean the
pulse series; HLC hits are kept, and non HLC hits are removed if it does not satisfy
a distance and time correlation consistent with an event. The cleaned hits, with
less contributions from dark noise, are then divided into DeepCore hits and IceCube
veto hits. The averages of locations and times from all DeepCore hits are calculated;
if any of the veto hits satisfy a causality condition with the averaged DeepCore time
and location, then this event is most likely a background muon event. This simple
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cut drops the data rate to ∼ 20 Hz, about ten times less than the SMT3 trigger
rate.
All events are grouped together as runs, each of which consists of data typically
from eight hours of detector lifetime. All events passing the veto criteria are sent to
the data centers in the North over satellites. Events passing at least one filter contain
detailed information such as compressed waveforms and reconstruction, whereas only
basic information is sent for events that do not satisfy any filters. Further offline
processing is performed with more complex algorithms, as discussed in Section 6, to
further remove noise triggered and atmospheric background events.
4.3.3 Monitoring
Figure 49: Detector uptime each month since the start of full-detector operation. “Clean uptime”
indicates periods of analysis-ready, 86-string data.
for analyses that have less strict requirements on the active detector volume or in the case of an
exceptional astrophysical transient event. There is approximately a 1% loss of clean uptime due to
maintenance, commissioning, and verification runs, and short runs that are less than 10 minutes in
duration. A breakdown of total detector time by run period is shown in figure 50.
Figure 50: Detector performance breakdown by run period. Clean uptime indicates pristine, full-
detector data; “good uptime” includes partial-detector runs that are otherwise healthy; and “ex-
cluded uptime” indicates runs that are declared unusable for analysis.
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Figure 4.10: Detector Uptime from 2011 to 2016. Shown as the solid
blue line, the detector uptime is the fraction of time when the detector
is taking data over total time and reaches an averaged of 99% between
2011 and 2016. The clean uptime (green solid line) is the uptime for
physics analyses, which often require that the full detector is operating
and periods of runs long r han a certain number of hours. This figure
is taken from [188].
Being thoroughly and closely monitored, the status of the detector is very
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stable with an average detector uptime greater than 99% since the last deployment
in 2011 (see Figure 4.10 [188]). IceCube Live is an internal database, which visibly
displays detector status live through a web interface, allowing quick responses from
experts whenever disruptions in trigger and filter rates are spotted. Information
related to runs can also be found in IceCube Live, including run status, duration,
event rate, and a launch rate map from all DOMs.
As of 2016, 87 out of 5484 (∼ 1.6%) DOMs are dead due to freeze-in damage,
water, cable failures, or loss of communications after power outages [188]. More-
over, 177 operating DOMs have developed issues mostly related to exchanging local
coincidence with a neighboring bad DOM. Based on the currently known status, a
survival fraction in 2030 is estimated to be ∼ 97% [188]. All dead and malfunction-
ing DOMs are recorded and often removed from event reconstructions in physics
analyses.
Besides the down time of each individual DOM, data taking is occasionally
interrupted due to various reasons, such as calibration runs, updates of software,
power outage, hardware failure, and software crushes. These runs are usually shorter
than the normal time period of eight hours. The clean uptime (see the green solid
line in Figure 4.10 [188]) is the fraction of time period during which data is taken
with full detector operating without interruption. With the upgraded back-up power
supplies, which recovers the detector from a power outage to full operation within
15 minutes [188], the clean uptime had been improving since 2011. Every year, a
standard list of good runs is provided to all analyzers, who can then select data for
their analyses accordingly.
This analysis uses three years of IceCube-DeepCore data from IC86-II (2012)
to IC86-VI (2014). DeepCore strings were deployed in December, 2010, and IC86-I
(2011) data is excluded from this analysis due to high dark noise rate. A run of














































































Figure 4.11: Data stability from IC86-II to IC86-VI: (top) bimonthly
counts for IC86-II (2012), IC86-III (2013), and IC86-VI (2014) data and
(bottom) their ratios compared to data counts from IC86-II (2012). Data
taking usually starts in the beginning of May; fluctuations in data event
counts in May are due to the variations of which exact day data taking
starts. In December and January, upgrades are performed during the
summer time at the South Pole, leading to small fluctuations in the
data event counts.
with all the good DOMs functioning normally, and dead DOMs are excluded from
events reconstructions. Figure 4.11 shows the data stability after the event selection
process presented in Chapter 6. The fluctuation in May is because data taking of
the year usually starts in the beginning of May. Fluctuations in December and
January are potentially due to active upgrades during the summers at the South
Pole. Because the change in the fitted function of the SPE template (see Section
4.1.2) does not matching MC, this analysis does not include data taken from 2015
and after.
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Chapter 5: Simulations and Expected Rate Predictions
As a counting experiment, measuring atmospheric neutrino oscillation param-
eters requires accurate and precise predictions of expected number of events for
all flavors, including atmospheric backgrounds. Therefore, this chapter discusses
calculation of predicted rates in this analysis.
As explained in Section 5.1, neutrino rate prediction consists of neutrino gener-
ation at the detector (see Section 5.1.1), oscillation probabilities (see Section 5.1.3),
and atmospheric neutrino fluxes (see Section 5.1.4). Prediction of atmospheric muon
rates is explained in Section 5.2, and Section 5.3 briefly discusses simulation of noise
triggered events. In addition to the absolute rates, their uncertainties are also im-
portant to the analysis. While sources of uncertainties depend on the event types,
their common uncertainties are related to the detector. Thus, Section 5.4 presents a
way to estimate variations in predicted rates due to properties of ice and efficiency
of DOMs.
5.1 Neutrino Rates
This section discusses the method to predict neutrino rates at IceCube Deep-
Core. Recalled from Section 3.1, when cosmic rays interact with air particles in the
Earth’s atmosphere, pions and kaons are produced. As these mesons decay, muon
neutrinos and electron neutrinos are produced. These atmospheric neutrinos travel
through the Earth and may transform into other flavors based on their energies and
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propagation distances. Neutrinos that arrive at DeepCore may interact depending
on their energy and flavor dependent cross sections. For those that interact in the
ice, secondary leptons are produced, emitting Cherenkov light. These photons arrive
at the photomultiplier tubes of the DOMs, and an neutrino detection is triggered if
at least three DOMs inside the DeepCore receive a gain of 0.25 PE within ±2.5 µs
(SMT3).
Based on the above picture, the prediction of neutrino rates consists of three
main components. First is the atmospheric neutrino flux; Section 5.1.4 explains
the latest atmospheric neutrino flux calculations used in this dissertation. Second
is the oscillation probability, which is calculated by the Prob 3 software [201] as
discussed in Section 5.1.3. The last component is related to neutrino interactions
in the ice and detector responses; these are predicted using simulation and photon
propagation software packages (see Section 5.1.1). While it makes sense to think of
neutrino rates from production to detector responses, prediction of neutrino rates is
performed in the reverse order for practical reasons, and the three components are
put together as explained in Section 5.1.5.
5.1.1 Neutrino Generation in Ice
In IceCube DeepCore, neutrinos between 1 GeV and 1 TeV are generated by
a software tool called the GENIE Neutrino Monte Carlo generator [202]. Targeted
at producing neutrinos between MeV and PeV energy range, GENIE is a com-
monly used neutrino generator for the experimental neutrino physics community.
This common package is adapted into the standard IceCube simulation software for
analyses studying GeV neutrinos.
For each simulated neutrino event, a quantity called OneWeight with a unit
of [GeV cm2 sr] is calculated [203]. Without specifying any flux model, OneWeight
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is associated with various cross sections of possible interactions of a given neutrino











Here, Ω and A are the generation solid angle and area, and γ is the energy spectral
index of the neutrino energy generation spectrum between Emin and Emax. Ngen,
on the other hand, is the total number of neutrinos generated in a given data set1.
Finally, given by the GENIE software, Pint is the total interaction probability, which
takes into account all possible cross sections for the generated neutrino energy E.
One of the main advantages to use GENIE is its extensive archives of neutrino
scattering data. For multi-GeV neutrinos, three major interaction processes are non
negligible, including quasi elastic scattering (QE), resonance production (RES), and
deep inelastic scattering. With a set of comprehensive physics models, GENIE can
produce neutrino interactions weighted according to various energy dependent cross
sections and kinematic constraints. In addition, GENIE conveniently provides a re-
weighting mechanism that propagates cross section uncertainties due to QE and RES
to uncertainties in the total interaction probability of a charged current event. Recall
from Chapter 3.2 that these two cross sections depend on their axial masses, whose
default values in GENIE are 0.99 and 1.12 GeV for QE and RES respectively [202].
In addition to the interaction probability using those default values, GENIE also
calculates probabilities for the same event when these axial masses are ±1 and ±2
standard deviations away. As discussed in Section 7.3, this built-in feature in GENIE
provides a handle to deal with cross section systematics for this analysis.
Despite the advantages, the current neutrino sets produced by GENIE assume
that the Earth is made entirely out of ice. This assumption is not expected to af-
1Ngen takes into account the factor of neutrinos and antineutrinos in the same data set. For
example, given a muon neutrino set, 70% of the set are muon neutrinos, while 30% are muon anti
neutrinos. Such fractions are included in Ngen for the corresponding generated neutrino event.
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fect the total interaction probability of events interacting inside IceCube-DeepCore.
However, for neutrino interactions happening at the very bottom of the ice, their
interaction probability may not reflect the reality due to the existence of bed rock
underneath the ice. In addition, the GENIE software can only simulate single neu-
trino events, ignoring possible coincident background muons interacting during the
neutrino interaction. Finally, the generating energy from GENIE only goes up to
1000 GeV. Contamination from high energy neutrinos sneaking into this analysis is
tested using a different neutrino generator called NuGen which can generate neu-
trinos from 100 GeV up to ∼ EeV [204]. It is found that GENIE itself is sufficient
for this oscillation parameter measurement.
5.1.2 Particle Propagations in Ice
Once a neutrino interaction in the ice is generated, many particles are produced
and propagated through the ice. At the end, each individual photon is propagated
and may reach a simulated DOM. While propagations of particles do not affect
OneWeight, the number of photons reaching a DOM is affected by variations in, for
instance, optical properties of the ice and the efficiency of DOMs. For this reason,
this section explains briefly how particles, photons in particular, are propagated in
simulations.
Propagations of particles are simulated using various software packages. Muon
propagation is done by PROPOSAL [162], whereas hadrons and other leptons are
propagated by GEANT4 [110]. As these leptons and hadrons travel through the ice,
they lose their energies and emit photons as discussed in Section 3.2.2. A software
package called CLsim [205] converts the energy losses into number of Cherenkov
photons, each of which is then propagated through the ice. Recalled from Section
3.2.3, the current best ice study [179] provides a table of absorption and scattering
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coefficients as a function of depth, and this table is spline-interpolated to obtain a
continuous function. For each photon, CLsim looks up its absorption and scattering
lengths from the coefficient tables mentioned in Section 3.2.3.2 based on the depth
at which the photon is created. CLsim then calculates the distance at which the
photon is scattered, moves it to that point, and assigns a new direction to the
photon based on the scattering probability density function such as the right plot
of Figure 3.22. This random walk algorithm repeats until either the photon reaches
a simulated DOM or is absorbed distance.
Once a photon reaches a DOM, a software package called PMTResponseSimu-
lator [206] simulates the behavior of the photomultiplier tube (PMT) in the DOM.
This simulation package determines whether this photon is accepted and, if so, how
many electrons at the PMT anode should be assigned to it. The acceptance of
a photon depends on the efficiency of the DOM as well as an angular dependent
probability (see Figure 3.21). Because the half spherical PMT faces down, a photon
arriving from the top of the DOM is less likely to be accepted than a photon from
the bottom. If this photon is accepted, a photoelectron of 1 PE is emitted at the
PMT cathode. Then, the second step of the PMTResponseSimulator is to deter-
mine the number of electrons at the anode of the PMT, or the voltage drop, due to
the photoelectron. This number is randomly drawn based on a single photoelectron
(SPE) charge distribution (see Figure 4.6) discussed in Section 4.1.2. This charge
response probability distribution function is obtained from a separate study [194], in
which an exponential and a Gaussian functions are fitted to the observed charges in
laboratories. However, recent studies indicate that this fitted SPE charge distribu-
tion, especially the first narrow peak, used in simulation cannot accurately describe
charges observed in multi-GeV events. Given only a few hit DOMs in an event,
this bias is more important for simulations and reconstructions in low energy events
than that in high energy events. Because of this observed disagreement, a special
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charge-independent reconstruction algorithm discussed in Section 6.5 is adapted to
minimize the impact due to low charge pulses during event reconstruction. At the
end, for each pulse at the anode, a time is randomly stamped from a Gaussian PDF.
A waveform and a SPE pulse are, therefore, simulated.
Finally, two other software packages called DOMLauncher [207] and trigger-
sim [208] are used to simulate the behavior of the DOM main board and to check
for trigger conditions. In general, the DOM electronics apply a threshold of 0.25 PE
to the SPE pulses. The DOMLauncher then digitizes the pulses passing the thresh-
old, discussed in Section 4.1.2, while simulating physics effects, such as electronic
noise, clock phase of the fast analog-to-digital converter (FADC), and uncertainty of
relative timing among the DOMs. After the DOMLauncher checks for and records
any local coincidence conditions, the trigger-sim package looks for detector trigger
conditions. For an event that passes a trigger condition, trigger-sim forms a pulse
series within a certain trigger window. From that point, simulated events are pro-
cessed through the standard software used for the online processing and filtering
system as described in Section 4.3.2.
5.1.3 Oscillation Probabilities
Assuming three flavor mixing through the Earth, the oscillation probabilities
for this analysis are calculated using the Prob3++ software [201] which is based on
the calculation in Barger et al. [59]. For this analysis, detector depth and neutrino
production height are set to 2 and 20 km respectively. Unless otherwise specified,
oscillation probabilities are calculated with normal mass hierarchy ordering and
best fit values from 2016 νFit global fits [209]. The assumed Earth model is the
Preliminary Reference Earth Model (PREM) with 60 layers [60]. The density as a
function of the Earth’s radius is shown in Figure 5.1 with clear segments between
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the inner core, outer core, mantle, and crust as the radius increases. In addition, due
to lepton universality, the flavors of generated neutrinos undergoing NC interaction
cannot be identified. Therefore, their oscillation probabilities are not calculated.






















Preliminary Reference Earth Model 60 layers
Figure 5.1: Preliminary Reference Earth Model with 60 Layers. Data
points are taken from [60]. From left to right, the different segments
correspond to the inner core, outer core, mantle, and crust of the Earth.
Since a neutrino event generated by GENIE is simulated at a fixed flavor,
which is the flavor of an oscillated neutrino after passing through the Earth, this
generated neutrino νGENIE is transformed either from an atmospheric νe or from an
atmospheric νµ. Therefore, two probabilities are calculated for every generated neu-
trino event; one is P (νeatm → νGENIE), while the other one is P (νµatm → νGENIE).
The energy and direction of the generated event are used to calculate both probabil-
ities due to energy conservation and the fact that neutrinos are expected to travel
in straight lines from the atmosphere to the detector. Because we do not know
the original flavor of the neutrinos detected, both νeatm and νµatm are considered for
every simulated neutrino event.
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5.1.4 Atmospheric Neutrino Fluxes
For this analysis, the one dimensional calculation of atmospheric neutrino
production described in Section 3.1 is inadequate. Not only does the simplified
calculation ignore the Earth’s magnetic field, it also assumes that directions of sec-
ondary particles produced from air showers are the same as the primary cosmic ray
particles. This assumption leads to disagreements between predictions and obser-
vations near the horizon. Therefore, a three dimensional calculation is required for
this analysis.
Using cosmic ray simulators, the latest three dimensional calculation available
is performed by Honda et al [86]. Assuming an E−2.66 neutrino energy spectrum, sev-
eral improvements are made in this calculation compared to their earlier work [87].
First, a new interaction model for neutrino production below 32 GeV is adapted
because of its better agreements between predictions and data obtained by acceler-
ator experiments in a previous study [88]. Second, a more complete model for the
Earth’s atmosphere [210] is used; this new model includes data of air density profile
at the polar region, which is expected to have large seasonal variation due to the ex-
treme weather. Third, effects due to the geomagnetic field on atmospheric neutrino
fluxes at the polar region is studied using a standard mathematical model of the
Earth’s magnetic field [211]. With the above modifications, atmospheric neutrino
fluxes at the polar region are calculated. The neutrino fluxes averaged all directions
are shown in Figure 5.2 [86].
In units of [GeV−1 cm−2 s−1 sr−1], the calculated atmospheric neutrino fluxes
at the Pole are stored in a form of tables. For each neutrino and anti neutrino flavor,
the fluxes are tabulated at discrete values of energies between 0.1 GeV and 10 TeV
from all zenith and azimuthal angles. These data points are spline-interpolated,
from which the flux is determined for a given neutrino flavor based on its energy,
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zenith, and azimuthal angles.
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FIG. 3 (color online). All-direction averaged atmospheric neutrino flux for four sites averaged over one year. KAM stands for the SK
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FIG. 4 (color online). Ratios of the all-direction averaged flux in June–August and in December–February to that of the yearly
average. For the SK site, we also plot the ratio for the calculation with the U.S.-standard 1976 atmospheric model to the yearly average in
a dashed-dotted line below 1 TeV.
ATMOSPHERIC NEUTRINO FLUX CALCULATION USING … PHYSICAL REVIEW D 92, 023004 (2015)
023004-5
Figure 5.2: Calculated atmospheric neutrino fluxes at the polar region
by Honda et al ; plot taken from [86]. Three dimensional calculations are
performed.
Despite the new modifications on the flux calculation, Honda et al. mentions
that error estimations in earlier work are still valid. In his previous work [87], the
uncertainties on νµ/νµ and νe/νe below 100 GeV are ∼ 5%, whereas the uncertainty
on (νµ + νµ)/(νe + νe) for the same energy range is ∼ 2%. Such small percentage
uncertainties in flux ratios are due to pion decay being the dominant production
channel for atmospheric neutrinos below 100 GeV. Moreover, the zenith dependent
uncertainties are calculated with different hadronic models and found to be ∼ 3%
because of the growing contribution from kaon production.
5.1.5 Neutrino Rate Prediction
Expected neutrino rates at IceCube DeepCore are calculated by putting to-
gether atmospheric fluxes by Honda et. al. [86], oscillation probabilities with prob3++,
and OneWeight ’s which are related to the total interaction probabilities calculated
by the GENIE generator. If a neutrino generated comes from an atmospheric νe,
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then the weight assigned to this event is given by
watm νe = νe Flux× P (νe → νGENIE)×OneWeight, (5.2)
where all values are evaluated at the generated energy, zenith, and azimuthal angles.
As mentioned in Section 5.1.3, every neutrino event generated or detected can
either come from atmospheric νe or atmospheric νµ. Two weights are calculated
independently, and the total weight of the ith neutrino event is given by the sum of
two weights;
wi = watm νe + watm νµ . (5.3)
Note that wi has a unit of [s
−1]. Neutrino rate of a given flavor is therefore given
by the sum of all weights in the dataset, which is
∑
iwi, with its corresponding MC





5.2 Atmospheric Muon Rates
Similar to neutrino rate prediction, atmospheric muon rate is calculated us-
ing simulation weighted by the expected flux. In IceCube, two simulation software
packages are available. Discussed in Section 5.2.1, CORSIKA provides a more ac-
curate prediction of rate, while MuonGun in Section 5.2.2 simulates muons more
efficiently. As concluded in Section 5.2.3, both simulation tools are needed to predict
atmospheric muon rate for this analysis.
5.2.1 CORSIKA
COsmic RaySImulations for KAscade, or CORSIKA, is an open source pro-
gram for simulating extensive air showers induced by high energy cosmic rays [212].
It allows users to select the types of primaries from protons, the lightest, to iron,
the heaviest. These primaries then enter the atmosphere and either interact with
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air particles or decay. Several hadronic interaction models are built in to simulate
the interaction. Secondary particles are then tracked and either interact or decay.
The process repeats until all particles reach the ground. This simulation package is
adapted to the IceCube simulation software.
For the purpose of this analysis, five types of primaries are included in the
simulated muon sets; they are protons, helium, nitrogen, aluminum, and iron at a
ratio of 10:5:3:2:1. These primaries then interact with the air particles according
to the SIBYLL 2.1 hadronic interaction model [107]. Their secondaries continue
to decay or interact until a stopping requirement is reached. For an energy range
between 600 GeV and 100 TeV, more than 500,000 air shower events are generated
to, hopefully, provide enough statistics. For those muons that reach the detector,
their propagations are simulated using PROPOSAL [162], and detector response
simulation is the same as described in Section 5.1.2. At the end, CORSIKA events
are weighted to the GaisserH4a flux model [75].
Simulating muons using CORSIKA has its pros and cons. Because it simulates
all the details of an air shower, prediction of atmospheric muon rate is accurate and
precise. In addition, multiple air showers can be randomly combined to simulate
events with multiple muons from different showers, which are also known as muon
bundles. However, if the user wants to change an initial input, such as the hadronic
interaction model or the atmospheric density profile, the entire simulation chain
would have to be repeated from scratch. Moreover, despite more than 500,000
available simulated muon events, CORSIKA muon statistics at final level in the event
selection is ∼ 1 month worth of lifetime, which is clearly not enough for analyzing
multiple years of data. Furthermore, only ∼ 3% of muons from the generated
air showers actually reach the detector; thus, substantial amount of computational




Due to the inefficiency in CORSIKA, MuonGun [213] is designed to separate
air shower simulations from the generation of muons interacting with the ice. Based
on the concept of [214], MuonGun requires an injection surface, which is defined as
the black cylinder in Figure 5.3. Aiming at the targeted volume, MuonGun then
shoots muons from the injection surface, and their propagations through the ice are
simulated by PROPOSAL [162]. Compared to CORSIKA events, muons generated
by MuonGun have higher chances to interact with the detector; thus, more useful
muon events are available at the end.
black cylinder = MuonGun Injection Surface
blue cylinder = Targeted Volumeµ








Figure 5.3: MuonGun injection surface and targeted volume. MuonGun
simulates muons from the Injected surface, which is slightly larger than
IceCube. The targeted volume is very close to the size of DeepCore.
Atmospheric muon flux at the injection surface is parameterized from
the flux of CORSIKA muons at the injection surface.
Although MuonGun can generate muons in a timely manner, it suffers from
two issues. First, MuonGun itself does not have any information directly related
to the physical atmospheric muon flux. Instead, the energy and zenith angle of
generated events are randomly picked from a probability distribution function (PDF)
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given by a flux model. This PDF cannot be determined by MuonGun, and thus it
cannot provide proper weights for the generated events by itself. Second, the current
version of MuonGun used can only generate single muons. Muon bundles have been
observed from data before any selection cuts. While work is under way to produce
multiple muon events using MuonGun, the currently available simulated data set
cannot provide a realistic muon rate for this analysis.
5.2.3 Atmospheric Muon Rate Prediction
To predict the atmospheric muon rate for this analysis, both CORSIKA and
MuonGun are used. All muons produced by CORSIKA are weighted by the Gais-
serH4a flux model [75] and are propagated to the injection surface defined in Figure
5.3. This flux at the injection surface is then parameterized and used as a PDF to
weight events simulated by MuonGun according to their generated energies, zenith
and azimuthal angles, and its position on the injection surface.
As shown in Chapter 6, during the event selection, muon background rates at
looser cut levels are calculated using CORSIKA events since they provide a more
realistic modeling with muon bundles and still have enough statistics. However, as
more and more atmospheric muon backgrounds are rejected, CORSIKA events run
out of statistics. Since most remaining muons are single muons, events produced by
MuonGun are then used at final level instead of CORSIKA muons.
5.3 Detector Noise
In addition to neutrinos and background muons, noise triggered events are
found to be significant at looser levels of the selection chain. Extensive studies have
been performed to investigate the causes of dark noise [188]. Currently, detector
noise in IceCube can be explained by Poissonian (time uncorrelated) and non Pois-
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sonian (time correlated) behavior [215]. Mentioned in Section 4.1, Poissonian noise
is caused by random thermionic emissions at the photocathode inside the PMT,
whereas time correlated noise are bursts of hits due to radioactive decays from ma-
terials in the DOM glass pressure housing.
For this analysis, a software package called Vuvuzela simulates random noise
triggered events [215]. Despite their significant contribution before the event se-
lection process, most noise events are rejected by tight cuts with high efficiency.
However, due to the radioactive decays, IC86-I data is considered to be noisy (see
Figure 4.3). As DeepCore DOMs were deployed during the last deployment season
in December, 2010, these radioactive processes are expected to take some time to
reach equilibrium, as explained in Chapter 4.
5.4 Variations in Flux Predictions Due to Detector Effect
While variations in predicted rates depend on uncertainties of the correspond-
ing flux models, neutrino and background muon event rates can also be biased due
to any uncertainties in the modeling of the detector. As explained in Section 5.1.2,
particle propagations are simulated based on the number of photons accepted by a
DOM and detector response to the accepted photons. If the actual ice properties
or efficiencies of DOMs are different from the base assumptions in the simulation
packages, the predicted rates would be affected.
To take this into account, multiple simulation sets are produced by varying
parameters related to the ice properties and DOM efficiency. Ranges of these de-
tector parameters are determined from previous calibration studies. As discussed
in Section 4.2, studies have shown that uncertainty on optical efficiency of DOMs
is less than 20% [196, 198, 199]. Ice studies using flasher data [178, 180] suggest an
anti-correlation between photon absorption and scattering in the ice, each of which
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has a ∼ 10% uncertainty (see the right plot in Figure 3.24). Effects from bubble
column are not as well understood; therefore, systematic sets are produced for wider
ranges of the two hole ice related parameters.
To simulate sets with a range of DOM efficiencies, previously generated neu-
trino interactions are reused. For example, to generate seven neutrino simulation
sets with DOM efficiency ranging from 0.88 and 1.12, one could first generate a set
of neutrino events at a DOM efficiency of 1.75. This leads to N number of photons
arriving at the surface of a given DOM in a given event. Since the effect of DOM
efficiency is reflected on the number of photons accepted by the DOM, one can scale
the number of accepted photons down to the desired DOM efficiency. If a DOM
efficiency is set to 1.12, then, for a DOM in an event, the number of accepted photon
is now 1.12/1.75 = 64% of N , randomly throwing away 36% of photons that arrive
at the DOM. DOM efficiency sets for muon events are generated in a similar way
but with only three sets ranging from 0.69 to 0.99 due to limited computational
resources.
A similar approach is used for simulating sets for varying parameters associated
with bubble columns in the ice. As discussed in Section 3.2.3.1, effects from bubble
columns are expected to be local. The presence of bubble columns does not change
the overall DOM efficiency, but it does change the directions of the arrived photons.
Such angular dependent acceptance is shown in Figure 3.21, in which two parameters
are needed to describe its shape variation. The hole ice parameter p changes the
overall shapes, while the hole ice forward parameter p2 affects the forward region
where photons arrive at the PMT head on. For neutrinos, systematic sets are
produced for five hole ice parameters p, from 15 to 35, and six hole ice forward
parameters p2, from -5 to +2. For muons, only three sets are generated for both p,
from 0.15 to 0.35, and p2, from -2 to 0.
While reusing generated sets is time saving, re-generation of neutrino interac-
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tions is unavoidable to produce simulation sets for varying absorption and scattering
coefficients. It is because variations in those coefficients change the overall number
of photons reaching the simulated DOMs. Figure 3.24 shows that the 1σ uncertain-
ties on the both coefficient scaling factors, αabs and αsca, are ∼10%; the two scaling
factors are with respect to the coefficient table mentioned in Section 3.2.3.2. Hence,
to save computational resources, only two neutrino systematic sets at 1 and 1.1 are
produced for each absorption and scattering. In addition, Figure 3.24 also indicates
that photon absorption and scattering are not independent of each other. Thus, an
additional set, where both α’s are 7.1% away from 1, is produced. For muon, three
systematic sets at 0.8, 1, and 1.1 are produced for each scaling factor, and two off
axis sets at 7.1% and 1.142% are also generated.
Simulated sets at different values for different detector parameters are pro-
duced for all three neutrino flavors and background muons. All sets are brought
to final event selection level (see Section 6). Their rates are calculated the same
way as described in this chapter, and their variations in percentage with respect to
the baseline rate, calculated using nominal values for all detector parameters, are
shown in Table 5.1. Overall, variations in predicted rates are less than 4% for all
neutrino systematic sets related to ice properties; these variations are up to 15%
due to optical efficiency of DOMs. Variations in muon rate predictions are more
dramatic for all systematic parameters because of limited MC statistics, which is ∼
one year worth of detector lifetime even with the use of MuonGun. A general idea
of uncertainties due to detector systematics can be given by comparing total rates;
however, better understandings in their effects on different energy and direction
slices, discussed in Section 7.4, are also important.
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Table 5.1: Variations in total rate due to detector systematics. For each flavor
and for each parameter value, a rate Rs from the systematic set is calculated and
compared to the baseline rate Rb. Their variations in percentage, defined as (Rs −
Rb)/Rb [%], are presented. Highlighted rows correspond to the baseline sets, where
the value of a parameter is equal to the base assumption of the modeling of the
detector in simulations.
Variations in Parameter Values νe CC νµ CC ντ CC ν NC µ
DOM Efficiency
EDOM 0.693 - - - - 1042
EDOM 0.792 - - - - 401
EDOM 0.88 -15.0 -10.2 -13.0 -10.5 -
EDOM 0.94 -7.47 -5.17 -6.57 -5.38 -
EDOM 0.97 -3.11 -2.59 -4.07 -2.73 -
EDOM 1.0 0 0 0 0 0
EDOM 1.03 2.90 1.73 3.00 2.78 -
EDOM 1.06 7.28 4.50 4.80 5.48 -
EDOM 1.12 14.8 9.86 10.2 10.2 -
Bulk Ice
αabs 0.8 - - - - -82.7
αabs 1 0 0 0 0 0
αabs 1.1 -3.27 -1.57 -3.78 -1.79 107
αsca 0.8 - - - - 8.47
αsca 1 0 0 0 0 0
αsca 1.1 0.39 -0.59 -1.77 -0.60 -6.22
αabs and αsca 0.929 1.42 -0.04 2.34 0.10 -39.4
αabs and αsca 1.142 - - - - 178
Air Bubbles
p 15 0.03 -0.42 -0.29 -0.55 2.61
p 20 0.24 -0.15 -0.49 0.17 -
p 25 0 0 0 0 0
p 30 -0.50 0.07 -1.03 0.55 -5.06
p 35 -0.36 -0.03 -1.60 -0.50 -
p2 -5 -0.70 -0.65 -2.71 -1.96 -
p2 -4 - - - - -16.6
p2 -3 -0.20 -0.37 -1.31 -0.67 -
p2 -2 - - - - -6.14
p2 0 0 0 0 0 0
p2 1 0.55 -0.25 -0.33 0.54 -
p2 2 0.33 -0.39 -0.74 0.67 -
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Chapter 6: The GRECO Event Selection
The GeV Reconstructed Events with Containment for Oscillations, GRECO,
is an event selection procedure searching for signatures of atmospheric neutrino os-
cillations using IceCube-DeepCore. Developed by Michael Larson [216], the GRECO
selection is used to look for a statistical excess of ντ events oscillated from atmo-
spheric neutrinos. Since νµ disappearance is closely coupled to ντ appearance, the
same selection can be used for identifying neutrinos with energies between 5.6 and 56
GeV and for measuring atmospheric neutrino oscillation parameters. At final level,
the purity of νµ CC signal events is ∼ 57%, while other neutrino flavors contribute ∼
35% with an ∼ 8% contamination from noise triggered events and atmospheric muon
backgrounds. The GRECO sample currently has the highest efficiency compared to
previous samples with roughly the same percentage of background contamination.
This selection procedure is done via successive levels of cuts; lower level cuts
remove obvious backgrounds using quick, simple algorithms, while cuts at higher
levels better identify signal events and improve agreements between data and MC.
At each level, a rate of each event type is calculated. Neutrino rates assume neutrino
oscillations based on the world averaged best fit oscillation parameters [209]. Muon
rates for lower levels are calculated from CORSIKA events, while muon rates at
higher levels are obtained from MuonGun events. The total rate from all event
types are compared to the data rate at each level. A summary of rates at each level
is presented in Table 6.1.
As mentioned in Section 4.3.2, during the standard data processing and filter-
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ing procedures, the DeepCore filter is applied to only keep events passing the SMT 3
trigger with a threshold of three hard coincident (HLC) hits in the DeepCore fiducial
volume; this simple filtering is called Level 2. With a data rate of ∼ 20 Hz at Level
2 filtering, the GRECO selection starts with a basic filtering called Level 3, which
efficiently vetoes obvious noise triggered and atmospheric muon events (see Section
6.1). To further remove atmospheric muons backgrounds, two boosted decision trees
(BDTs) are trained to improve sample purity. As explained in Section 6.2, the first
BDT at Level 4 uses variables from simple calculations, whereas the second BDT
at Level 5 involves slightly more complicated reconstruction algorithms detailed in
Section 6.3. Section 6.4 discusses a set of straight cuts at Level 6 which further
reduces the rates of pure noise and atmospheric muon backgrounds. At this point,
neutrino events contribute a majority of the sample; therefore, a computational ex-
pensive reconstruction algorithm with improved resolutions is run at Level 7 (see
Section 6.5). Last but not least, additional cuts explained in Section 6.6 are applied
to further remove background muons and to improve agreements between data and
MC.
6.1 Level 3 - Basic Filtering
The goal of Level 3 event filtering is to remove obvious background atmospheric
muons and noise triggered events with quick, simple veto and reconstruction algo-
rithms. Using basic information such as times, charges, and positions of hit DOMs,
Level 3 selection is able to reduce data rate by a factor of ∼ 20 (see Table 6.1).
Based on the estimations from simulations, more than 90% of background atmo-
spheric muon and noise triggered events are removed, while neutrinos are mostly
kept after Level 3.
After passing the SMT3 trigger, an event is handed to an algorithm called
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Noise Engine, which determines if this event is triggered by random dark noise from
the photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) as explained in Section 4.1. Noise Engine begins
by selecting hits that occur within a certain time window and distance from the three
HLC core hits. For each of the selected hits, the algorithm pairs it up with all other
selected hits. For the two hits in every hit pair, a direction of line segment between
the two hits is drawn, from which their angular separation is determined. All hit
pairs are then binned in a two dimensional histogram of the angular separations. A
simplified Noise Engine in one dimensional schematic diagram is shown in Figure
6.1. Since hits in a noise triggered event are randomly distributed, if one of the bins
has more than three hit pairs, then the event is less likely to be noise triggered and,
therefore, is kept.














of a hit pair= cleaned hits
Figure 6.1: NoiseEngine. For each event, every two cleaned hits are
paired up. The angular separation of each hit pair is binned. An events
is kept if at least one of the angular separation bins has three or more
entries. The schematic diagram is not drawn in scale.
Noise events are further reduced by placing minimum requirements on the
total charges and number of hits in all DeepCore related DOMs. Shown as the
yellow shaded area around the red dotted hexagon in Figure 4.1, the DeepCore
fiducial volume is defined to be the bottom 50 DOMs for the eight DeepCore strings
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(Strings 79 - 86), as well as the bottom 22 DOMs for the seven IceCube strings
within and around DeepCore (Strings 26, 27, 35, 36, 37, 45, 46). Hits within the
DeepCore fiducial volume are selected, and their charges and number of hits within
a certain time window are accumulated. A minimum of 2 PE and two hits are
required for an event to be kept.
Vertex Guess Z
= DC Fiducial







Figure 6.2: Vertex Guess Z. An events is kept if its first cleaned hits has
a vertical depth below -120 m. The schematic diagram is not drawn in
scale.
Next, assuming a vertex of an event is simply given by the earliest hit of a
cleaned pulse series, a quick way to identify DeepCore events is by requiring the
first cleaned hit of the event below a depth threshold. As shown in Figure 6.2, this
variable is called VertexGuessZ. In the IceCube coordinate, a depth of 0 m is defined
at the middle of the detector. Because DeepCore DOMs are located between -500
and -150 m, a loose cut is applied such that only events with vertical positions of
their first cleaned hits below -120 m are kept.
In addition, a simple veto algorithm, called NAbove200, is applied to identify
down going muon events. This simple approach involves accumulating all charges
deposited above the DeepCore region; that is, charges from all cleaned hits located
between -150 and +500 m are summed. However, dust layer is located between -210
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and -135 m. To be more conservative, the very top part of the DeepCore region is
also included in the total charge calculation. As a result, an event is kept if it has a
total charge less than or equal to 12 PE from all cleaned hits located above -200 m.
NAbove200
= DC Fiducial
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Figure 6.3: NAbove200. An events is kept if the total charge from all
cleaned hits are less than or equal to 12 PE. The schematic diagram is
not drawn in scale.
Another charge variable used at Level 3 filtering is C2QR6, which is defined
as the ratio between charges collected in the first 600 ns and the total accumulated
charge. A typical background muon event has a low charge ratio because charges
are deposited over a longer timescale. In this calculation, the first two hits, which
are likely to be random dark noise, are excluded. An event with this charge ratio
greater than 0.4 is kept.
The next quick veto algorithm involves taking the ratio of charges outside
the DeepCore fiducial volume to that inside the fiducial volume. Since background
atmospheric muon events tend to deposit more charges in the veto region than in
DeepCore, an event with a charge ratio less than 1.5 is kept.
To further reject obvious down going atmospheric muon backgrounds, another
veto algorithm is applied using time and distance correlation between hits in the
DeepCore region and hits in the veto region. As shown in Figure 6.4, hits in an event
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= cleaned veto hits not satisfying time and distance correlations with 
= cleaned hits inside DC Fiducial volume
= charge-weighted average from all
)
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Figure 6.4: Identifying atmospheric muon background via time and dis-
tance correlations. An event is kept if number of veto hits (checked red
DOMs) that satisfy time and distance correlations with the averaged
DeepCore hit (yellow star) is less than 1 and the total charge from those
veto hits are less than or equal to 7 PE. The schematic diagram is not
drawn in scale.
are classified into two groups; one are hits inside the DeepCore fiducial volume
(dark blue DOMs), and the remaining hits are the in IceCube veto regions (red
DOMs). Among all hits inside DeepCore, an averaged time is determined, as well
as the charge-weighted averaged position (the yellow star). This averaged time and
position from DeepCore hits are then used to check for correlation with hits in the
veto region. Hits in the veto region are selected (checked red DOMs) if they are
consistent with speed of light from the averaged time and position of the DeepCore
hits, and the charges of selected veto hits are summed. An atmospheric muon event
is expected to have more than one veto hit, and the total charge calculated by this
veto algorithm is large. Hence, an event is kept if one or less veto hit is found and
if their total charge calculated is less than 7 PE.
To identify obvious down-going atmospheric muon backgrounds, the total
charges between DeepCore hits and causally related veto hits are compared. First,
143
hits in the IceCube veto region occurring 5 µs before the SMT3 trigger are collected.
Then, based on their differences in times and distances, causally correlated hits are
identified, and their charges are summed. This total veto charge is then compared to
the total charge from the cleaned hits inside the DeepCore fiducial volume. Figure
6.5 shows the four conditions from which an event is kept.
= cleaned veto hits occurring 5 microseconds before SMT3 and 
satisfy time and distance correlations with other
= cleaned hits inside DC Fiducial volume
)
<latexit sha1_base64="oSSo4WP+kgYwonXV90ny0br08R4=">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</latexit> <latexit sha1_base64="oSSo4WP+kgYwonXV90ny0br08R4=">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</latexit> <latexit sha1_base64="oSSo4WP+kgYwonXV90ny0br08R4=">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</latexit> <latexit sha1_base64="oSSo4WP+kgYwonXV90ny0br08R4=">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</latexit>
OR
To remove atmospheric muon backgrounds 
with clustering hits in veto region…
100 PE  Qtot < 150 PE & Qtot < 6 PE
<latexit sha1_base64="v0GC5mXu8ubFcKiqt6opYiUiYLE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v0GC5mXu8ubFcKiqt6opYiUiYLE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v0GC5mXu8ubFcKiqt6opYiUiYLE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v0GC5mXu8ubFcKiqt6opYiUiYLE=">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</latexit>
Qtot < 100 PE & Qtot < 4 PE
<latexit sha1_base64="LbBWz0pVfSS3TmU6RKgTMH5yl5s=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LbBWz0pVfSS3TmU6RKgTMH5yl5s=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LbBWz0pVfSS3TmU6RKgTMH5yl5s=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LbBWz0pVfSS3TmU6RKgTMH5yl5s=">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</latexit>
150 PE  Qtot < 200 PE & Qtot < 10 PE
<latexit sha1_base64="UUuFmuBu4OGlTAQKkfLOrDHeETY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UUuFmuBu4OGlTAQKkfLOrDHeETY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UUuFmuBu4OGlTAQKkfLOrDHeETY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UUuFmuBu4OGlTAQKkfLOrDHeETY=">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</latexit>
Qtot > 200 PE
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Figure 6.5: Identifying atmospheric muon background via charge com-
parison between DeepCore hits and causally correlated veto hits. In the
IceCube veto regions, hits that occur 5µs before the SMT3 triggers are
collected. Among the collected hits, causally related hits are identified.
Their charges are summed and compared to the total charge from all
cleaned hits in the DeepCore area. An event is kept if any of the four
requirements on the right are met. The schematic diagram is not drawn
in scale.
After all the above cuts, reduction in rates for all event types from Level 2
DeepCore filter to Level 3 filtering are summarized in Table 6.1. Data rate decreases
from ∼ 20 Hz at Level 2 to ∼ 1 Hz after Level 3. From simulations, more than 70% of
each νµ, νe, and ντ are kept. Despite the ∼ 25% loss in νµ signal events, background
atmospheric muon and noise triggered events are significantly reduced by ∼ 90%
and 96% respectively. As a side note, total MC rate does not agree well with data
rate by ∼ 13%. This can be resolved by applying more sophisticated selection cuts
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at higher levels to remove data events that are not well modeled by simulations.
Also note that muon rates at Level 3 filtering are calculated from CORSIKA events
instead of events from MuonGun, which does not simulate all possible channels for
the production of atmospheric muons, as discussed in Section 5.2.
6.2 Level 4 - First Boosted Decision Tree
With a straight cut and a boosted decision tree (BDT), the next step in the
GRECO selection further reduces the contributions from background atmospheric
muons and noise triggered events by a factor of ∼ 10. Using simple event variables
related to charges, vertex locations, and event topologies, the Level 4 BDT is trained
to identify neutrino events of all three flavors from background atmospheric muons.
A BDT is a common machine learning algorithm and is well described in [217].
In general, a decision tree consists of layers of nodes. To train a single tree, a set
of signal sample, a set of background sample, and a list of training variables are
required. During training, the first node of the tree randomly selects a variable
out of the given variable list. Then, a signal and a background histograms of that
variable are built from the given samples. By scanning through each possible cut
value of the chosen variable, an optimized cut is placed at which signal-background
separation is maximized. Events passing the cut are handed to one of the nodes in
the next layer, while events failing the cut are handed to a different node. Those
nodes, again, randomly pick some variables out of the list, and this process repeats
until a stopping criterion is reached. For each of the end leaves, a purity is defined
based on the ratio of signal rate to total rate of events fallen into this leaf; based
on the purity of this end leaf, a score is assigned to this subset of events. Boosting
comes into play when many decision trees are considered. After a score is assigned
to an event from a decision tree, one can determine whether the tree misidentifies
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the event. This error is turned into a boost factor for the tree. When training starts
in the next tree, the weights of events which were badly misidentified by the previous
tree are now increased by the boost factor. The final BDT score of an event after
training all trees is the averaged score of the event from all trees weighted by the
boost factor.
For the Level 4 BDT, a ROOT-based software package called the Toolkit for
Multivariate Analysis (TMVA) [218] is used for training. 400 trees are used, each of
which has a maximum depth of three layers and 10000 total number of nodes. Level
4 BDT is then trained to identify neutrinos of all three flavors from atmospheric
muon background. To avoid over training, a different set of simulations is used for
training than for testing.
Six variables are used for training the Level 4 BDT, three of which are already
discussed at Level 3 filtering: VertexGuessZ, C2QR6, and NAbove200. Similar to
C2QR6, one of the remaining three variables is QR6, which is the ratio of charges
collected in the first 600 ns to the total accumulated charge. The last two variables
are based on slightly more complicated reconstruction algorithms. One of them is
the reconstructed speed from the Improved LineFit algorithm [219] which performs
a modified least-square minimization on the time and space of hits in a cleaned pulse
series assuming an infinite muon track. In general, atmospheric muons tend to be
more energetic and have speeds closer to the speed of light compared to secondary
muons from neutrino interactions.
The last variable considered is based on the topology of an event [220]. From
basic mechanics, in a Cartesian coordinate (x, y, z), the elements in the moment of
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Figure 6.6: Distribution of NAbove200 at GRECO Level 4 (pre-cut).
NAbove200 is the total charge from all hit DOMs located above Deep-
Core volume. Each shaded region represents the distribution of each fla-
vor. The MC histograms are stacked and summed to the red solid line,
which is the total MC distribution. The black line represents the data
distribution. Concentration of signal and background events in different
regions of PEs helps BDT to identify signal events from background.
distance between the origin and ith particle. This concept is adapted to describe the

































where xi, yi, zi are the distance of the i
th hit from String 36 at Z = 0 m. For a ball-
shaped cascade-like event, the numerical values of these three Is are similar, while
an elongated track-like event has one of the three Is being very small. Therefore,
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three ratios are defined
Ra =
Ia
Ix + Iy + Iz
(6.3)
where a can either be x, y, or z. The minimum ratio out of the three is used as a
variable to train the Level 4 BDT.
As an example to show how a node in the BDT identifies signal events from
backgrounds, Figure 6.6 shows the distribution of NAbove200, which is the total
charge from all cleaned hits located above -200 m. Given that a typical down going
muon deposits its energy outside the DeepCore region as it passes the detector, muon
events are mostly concentrated at high charge region on the right. On the other
hand, neutrino events tend to have less charges in the veto region. This difference
between signal and background distributions helps the BDT to identify signal from
background events.
At Level 4, two cuts are applied. The first one is a BDT score cut to remove
a majority of background muon events. The BDT score distribution is shown in
Figure 6.7. As expected, signal neutrino events are separated from muon background
events, most of which have very low BDT scores. A cut is, therefore, applied to keep
events with a score above 0.04. The second cut applied is to further remove noise
events. As shown in Figure 6.7, a ∼ 40% disagreement between data and MC at
high BDT score region where noise triggered events dominate. Thus, an additional
cut on total number of hits in the DeepCore fiducial volume is applied; only events
with more than three hits inside DeepCore are kept.
After the two straight cuts at Level 4, rates from all event types are summa-
rized in Table 6.1. With respect to rates after Level 3 filtering, more than 50%
neutrino events are kept after Level 4 cuts, while ∼ 95% muons and noise triggered





































Figure 6.7: Distribution of BDT score at GRECO Level 4 (pre-cut).
Each shaded region represents the distribution of each flavor. The MC
histograms are stacked and summed to the red solid line, which is the
total MC distribution. The black line represents the data distribution.
Most atmospheric muon events have low scores, while most neutrinos
and noise triggered events have high score. The blue vertical line at
BDT score of 0.04 is the cut value applied to Level 4 selection. Events
with a score above 0.04 are kept.
6.3 Level 5 - Second Boosted Decision Tree
The second BDT at Level 5 is trained with variables obtained from more
complicated, time consuming calculations. This helps reduce the atmospheric muon
background rate by an additional factor of ∼ 10. The Level 5 BDT uses six variables
and has the the same settings and simulations used for training Level 4 BDT.
The first two variables in the list are the simplest. The first variable is the
amount of time for an event to accumulate 75% of the total charges. Only hits
inside the DeepCore fiducial volume within a certain time window are taken into
account. The second variable is the radial position of the earliest HLC hit DOM; the
center of IceCube is defined to be String 36, which is the central string of DeepCore
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fiducial volume. Both of these variables help identify atmospheric muon events,
which usually start away from the DeepCore volume and take longer time to collect
charges.





Step 1. Sort cleaned hits in chronological order 
Step 2. Divide sorted hits into four quartiles 
Step 3. Calculate charge-weighted positions and 
hit times for each quartile
Figure 6.8: Center of Gravity algorithm. Colors (from red to blue)
represent hit times (from earliest to latest). All cleaned hits are sorted
by hit times and divided into four quartiles. Two variables are used in
training the Level 5 BDT. They are the spatial separation between the
first and forth quartiles and the vertical distance between the averaged
vertical position of hits in the first quartile and the averaged vertical
position of all cleaned hits. The schematic diagram is not drawn in
scale.
The next two variables are related to distances between clusters of hits cal-
culated by the Center of Gravity algorithm [221]. As shown in Figure 6.8, this
algorithm first sorts all hits in a cleaned pulse series based on their hit times and
then divides them into four quartiles, each of which has a corresponding averaged
time and location weighted by charges. A useful variable for BDT training is the spa-
tial separation between the first and the last quartiles because atmospheric muons
usually travel long distances across the detector, having a large separation between
the early hits and the later hits. For the same reason, the vertical distance between
the averaged vertical position of the first quartile and that of all cleaned hits is also
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Figure 6.9: Distribution of Two Variables Used in GRECO Level 5 BDT
(pre-cut): (left) cosine reconstructed zenith from SPEFit11 and (right)
veto identified causal hits (VICH). Each shaded region represents the
distribution of each flavor. The MC histograms are stacked and summed
to the red solid line, which is the total MC distribution. The black line
represents the data distribution. Most atmospheric muon events are
down going and deposits hits in the veto region defined by causality;
hence, background muon distributions have different features in the two
histograms than the distributions of neutrino events.
Because most background muons are down going, a reconstructed zenith by
the SPEFit11 algorithm is added to the list of variables for training the Level 5
BDT. Similar to Improved LineFit, SPEFit11 assumes a muon traveling across the
detector, leaving a long track. However, instead of a least-square fit, SPEFit11
maximizes the likelihood based on the probability that pulses in a cleaned pulse
series are causally related to the incoming muon track [219]. As shown in the left
plot in Figure 6.9, background muons contribute a large fraction of down going
events, whereas neutrinos have relatively flat distributions across all sky.
The last variable on the list is the accumulated charge from veto hits, which
are defined by the veto identified causal hits, or VICH, algorithm [222]. For every
event, a veto region is defined based on the position of the triggered DOM. For
a typical background muon entering the IceCube detector from the top, it may
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trigger the SMT3 trigger in DeepCore region and then leaves the detector. The veto
region for this event is therefore defined in region where locations of DOMs satisfy
causality with the triggered DOM within an averaged 2 µs muon decay time. Any
hits that fall inside the veto region are considered as veto hits, and their charges
are accumulated. The distribution of the summed veto charge is shown on the right
plot in Figure 6.9. As expected, most atmospheric muon backgrounds have large


































Figure 6.10: Distribution of BDT score at GRECO Level 5 (pre-cut).
Each shaded region represents the distribution of each flavor. The MC
histograms are stacked and summed to the red solid line, which is the
total MC distribution. The black line represents the data distribution.
Most atmospheric muon events have low scores, while most neutrinos
and noise triggered events have high score. The blue vertical line at
BDT score of 0.04 is the cut value applied to Level 5 selection. Events
with a score above 0.04 are kept.
Similar to the Level 4 BDT cut, a score cut is applied at 0.04 to remove
atmospheric muon events. Figure 6.10 shows the BDT score distribution. Again,
background muon events have low scores compared to neutrino events. Table 6.1
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summaries the rates for each event type after Level 5 cut is applied relative to Level
4. More than 65% of neutrino events are kept, whereas over 90% background muon
events are removed. Noise triggered rates are also significantly reduced by ∼ 85%.
6.4 Level 6 - Straight Cuts
Straight cuts are applied at Level 6 to further remove atmospheric muon and
noise triggered backgrounds by factors of ∼ 13 and 18 respectively. Two cuts are
applied to remove persistent noise triggered events, and two more cuts are dedicated

































































Figure 6.11: Distribution of Two Variables Used in GRECO Level 6 (pre-
cut): (left) number of hits from a cleaned pulse series and (right) Fill
ratio. Each shaded region represents the distribution of each flavor. The
MC histograms are stacked and summed to the red solid line, which is the
total MC distribution. The black line represents the data distribution.
With less hits compared to other flavors and hits scattering randomly
across the detector, noise triggered events often have lower values of
number of channels and fill ratio. Thus, as show in the vertical blue
lines, two cuts are applied to remove events with less than eight hits and
a fill ratio less than 0.05.
The first noise-related cut is to keep events with at least eight cleaned hits
inside the DeepCore fiducial volume. Because noise events have fewer hits in gen-
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Fill Ratio
Step 1. Given a vertex, calculate the mean 
distance from all cleaned hits 
Step 2. Define a sphere with radius of the mean 
distance 
Step 3. Calculate Fill Ratio
= a given vertex
Fill Ratio =
number of hit DOMs in sphere
number of total DOMs in sphere
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= a cleaned hit
Figure 6.12: Fill Ratio algorithm. Colored DOMs are cleaned hit DOMs,
and yellow star represents a given vertex. With the given vertex, the Fill
Ratio algorithm determines the mean charge weighted distance between
all hit DOMs and the vertex. A sphere is defined using a radius of the
mean distance calculated. The fill-ratio is then defined to be the ratio
between number of hit DOMs within the sphere and the number of total
DOMs outside the sphere. The schematic diagram is not drawn in scale.
eral, previous cuts have already required events to have more than three hits. An
additional requirement on number of hits at Level 6 is to prepare for the final re-
construction at Level 7. As discussed in the next section, PegLeg reconstruction
algorithm fits eight parameters to an event; at least eight degrees of freedom per
event are required for a reasonable fit. Therefore, only events with eight or more
cleaned hits are kept. As shown on the left plot in Figure 6.11, most noise events
have less than eight hits. This cut alone reduces the noise rate by a factor of ∼ 17.
In addition to a cut on numbers of hits, a more sophisticated algorithm called
Fill Ratio can effectively identify noise triggered events. Fill Ratio looks for the
topology of hits in an event around a given vertex. A sphere is defined around the
vertex with a radius proportional to the mean distance from all cleaned hits. The
pattern of hits in an event can be estimated by the ratio of number of hit DOMs
inside the sphere to the total number of DOMs inside the sphere. The distribution
of this ratio is shown on the right of Figure 6.11. Since hits in a pure noise event
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are randomly scattered across the detector, most noise triggered events tend to have
longer mean distances away from their vertices and less hit DOMs inside the sphere;
hence, these events have very low values of fill ratio. A straight cut is therefore
applied at 0.05, below which noise triggered events cluster.
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Fraction of ⌫µ (left) and atmospheric µ (right) in FiniteReco Z and ⇢
Figure 6.13: Two Dimensional Fraction of radial and vertical positions
of FiniteReco vertices in GRECO Level 6 (pre-cut): (left) fraction of νµ
contribution to total MC (right) fraction of atmospheric µ contribution
to total MC. Color bar represents the fraction of contribution from a
flavor to total number of events. Most background muon events have
reconstructed vertices away from DeepCore fiducial volume; therefore, a
hard cut is applied to keep events with vertices inside the box defined
by the three red lines.
On the other hand, atmospheric muon events can be further removed by a
containment cut using the FiniteReco algorithm [222]. This algorithm assumes
a muon track passing through the detector. Four different track hypotheses are
considered: a starting track, a stopping track, a fully contained track, and an infinite
track that does not stop or start in IceCube. For each track hypothesis, probabilities
of DOMs seeing a hit or not are calculated. Using a log likelihood algorithm, the
best fit hypothesis returns the vertex information of the interaction. From the
reconstructed vertex position, the vertical and radial position from String 36 are
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calculated. The right plot in Figure 6.13 shows the contribution from atmospheric
muon events to total MC as a function of vertical position Z and radial position
ρ. Clearly, most of the background muon events have vertices away from DeepCore
region which has a radius of 125 m and a vertical position below -150 m. To remove
those background muons, a hard cut is applied to keep events with reconstructed
vertices inside the red box in Figure 6.13. Therefore, an event is kept if its FiniteReco
vertex has a vertical position less than -225 m, a radial distance from String 36 less
than 125 m, and the vertical position is less than -3 times the radial distance.
5
The corridors in IC
Take string 86 as a reference: it has a discrete numb r of “corridors”
Figure 6.14: Definition of Corridors in GRECO Level 6 (pre-cut). This
plot is from [223]. A background muon may travel through IceCube such
that it does not hit any IceCube strings; these paths are called corridors.
For a vertex near String 36, corridors are shown as red solid lines. Hits
in the nearby IceCube strings along all corridors are accumulated. Only
events with less than two corridor hits are kept.
The last straight cut at Level 6 is a corridor cut [223]. Despite previous efforts
to identify background muons using hits in the veto region, some sneaky muons may
not hit enough DOMs in the veto region to be spotted. For example, as shown in
Figure 6.14, given a vertex near String 36, the particle interacting can come from
a finite number of paths that do not hit any DOMs on any IceCube strings; these
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paths are called corridors. Corridors are defined for all DeepCore strings based
on IceCube string configuration. For every event, given a reconstructed vertex, the
closest DeepCore string to the vertex is found, as well as a set of corridors associated
with that DeepCore string. For each corridor, the algorithm looks through the
closest IceCube strings along the path and counts the number of hits on these
strings that satisfy time and distance correlations with the vertex. An event with
two or more corridor hits is removed.
As shown in Table 6.1, four straight cuts at Level 6 reduce background rates by
> 92% relative to Level 5, and νµ events are now the most significant contribution of
the sample. Total MC rate also agrees with data with a Data / MC ratio ∼ 1. Note
that atmospheric muon rates from Level 6 onwards are calculated from MuonGun
events instead of CORSIKA shower events, which no longer have enough statistics.
With most obvious atmospheric muons rejected at lower levels, the remaining muon
backgrounds beyond Level 6 are mostly single muon events, which can be efficiently
generated by MuonGun.
6.5 Level 7 - PegLeg Reconstruction
With ∼ 78% of the sample are neutrino events, a more accurate but CPU-
intensive reconstruction called PegLeg is run at Level 7. Developed by Martin
Leuermann, PegLeg is targeted at reconstructing particles with energies between
5 and 100 GeV [224]. It assumes that an event is caused by a minimum ionizing
particle which gives a cascade plus a track event topology. Based on this hypothesis,
minimizations are performed to obtain eight best fit parameters, including energy
and direction of the incoming particle. Detail on how PegLeg works is fully ex-
plained in [224]; this section presents a brief description and discusses resolutions
of important observables. While no selection cut is made at Level 7, events that
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cannot converge during PegLeg reconstruction are rejected.
PegLeg is based on a general reconstruction tool in IceCube called Millipede
[225]. In general, given either a track or a cascade hypothesis, Millipede calculates
the total poisson log likelihood from all DOMs; each log likelihood compares the
observed number of photons at a DOM to its expected number of photons. The
total number of photons expected from a given event is related to the Frank-Tamm
relation (see Equation 3.52) in Section 3.2.2.2. The expected number of photons
received by a given DOM takes into account the relative position between the DOM
and the event vertex as well as the propagation time during which photons travel
from the source to the DOM. The effects due to optical properties of the ice are also
included with the use of absorption and scattering coefficient tables explained in
Section 3.2.3.2. These photons arriving at a DOM are then converted into charges
recorded by the PMT based on the single photoelectron (SPE) template discussed
in Section 4.1.2; from all charges collected by all hit DOMs, the energy of the event
can be estimated. In the reconstruction of an event, Millipede allows the vertex
position (x, y, z), interaction time (t), lepton directions (θ, φ), and the energy (E)
of the event to float.
For a cascade hypothesis with only one light source, Millipede performs a two
layer minimization. In the outer layer, the log likelihood is minimized with respect
to the vertex positions, lepton directions, and time of interaction. At each iteration
of likelihood minimization, the deposit energy is internally minimized using a second
minimizer. This two layer method helps save computational resources since reading
coefficient tables is memory intensive. On the other hand, with a track hypothesis,
Millipede divides a muon track into segments and places a light source at every 10 ∼
15 m. Therefore, the expected number of photons at each DOM is a superposition of
light produced by multiple cascade-like light sources along the track. Since each light
source has a set of parameters contributing to the total log likelihood, minimizing
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the log likelihood with a track hypothesis is time consuming and computationally
heavy. At the end, Millipede returns seven best fit parameters that describe the
energy and direction of the in-coming particle as well as the position and time of
interaction.
PegLeg: cascade + track hypothesis
Outer minimization: 
vertex positions (x, y, z) 
lepton directions (zenith, azimuth) 
interaction time (time) 
Middle minimization: 
track length 0.2 GeV / m 
Inner minimization: 
deposited cascade energy
Figure 6.15: PegLeg reconstruction. Colors (from red to purple) repre-
sent DOM hit times (from earliest to latest), and the yellow star rep-
resents a vertex to be fitted. With a cascade (green circle) and a track
(multiple green lines) hypothesis, PegLeg first minimizes the vertex po-
sitions, lepton propagation directions, and time of interaction. During
each of the iteration, track length is internally minimized assuming the
event is caused by a minimum ionizing muon. Within the track length
minimization, the cascade energy is again internally minimized. The
schematic diagram is not drawn in scale.
While Millipede is designed for reconstructing high energy events, PegLeg mod-
ifies the standard algorithm to work for low energy reconstruction. As its name sug-
gests, PegLeg starts with a cascade at a vertex position and increments finite track
segments along a specific direction. Since a minimum ionizing particle deposits ∼
0.2 GeV every meter, the segments are set to be 5 m long. Similar to Millipede,
PegLeg reconstructs an event in three layers. First, the same poisson log likelihood
function is minimized with respect to six parameters: three for vertex positions,
two for lepton directions, and one for interaction time. Here, the MultiNest mini-
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mizer [226] is used to ensure global minimum is found1. The second layer happens
within each iteration during the MultiNest minimization. At each step with the
six parameters fixed, PegLeg performs a likelihood scan in the track length space.
By adding and/or removing segments of tracks, a new likelihood value is calculated
until this value converges. Within this track length scan, the third layer in the re-
construction is to optimize the cascade deposit energy at the vertex while all other
parameters are fixed. At the end, the total energy of the event is the sum of cascade
energy at the vertex and the track energy, which is linearly proportional to the track
length.
In addition to track length minimization, the PegLeg algorithm also features a
charge-independent reconstruction. As discussed in Section 5.1.2, the SPE template
measured in laboratories and used in simulations is recently found to model the
charge per DOM slightly incorrectly, introducing biases to the estimated charges in
hit DOMs. Because observed charges is the basis of energy reconstruction, this bias
in SPE template leads to a disagreement between data and MC in the reconstructed
energy distribution; this is particular important for low energy events due to the
limited information with fewer hit DOMs per event. To reduce the dependence
and bias on observed charge during an event reconstruction, an observed charge by
a hit DOM is replaced by a fixed charge of 1 PE for the next 45 ns during the
third layer of minimization of optimizing cascade deposit energy. This modification
shows minimal impact on angular and energy resolutions but improves agreements
in histogram shapes between data and MC.
Angular and energy resolutions of PegLeg reconstruction for νµ events are
shown in Figure 6.16. On the left, PegLeg performs reasonably well for events
1The MultiNest minimizer throws random points in the given parameter space, finds the log
likelihood values, and builds a log likelihood space as more new points are thrown in. It is different
from other common minimizers which find the local minimum around a seeded point.
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Figure 6.16: PegLeg resolution for νµ in GRECO Level 7: (left) normal-
ized histogram of true and reconstructed log10 energies and (right) nor-
malized histogram of cos zenith resolution and reconstructed cos zenith.
Color bar represents the normalized rates. Thin red solid lines represent
the median values from slices of true values, while the dashed lines are
the 1σ deviations. Gray solid line represents the ideal case when recon-
structed values are exactly the same as the truth. PegLeg performs well
for events between 5 and 100 GeV.
with energies between ∼ 5 and 100 GeV with a narrow 1σ deviation. Above 100
GeV, PegLeg underestimates the true energy because muons at high energy are no
longer minimum ionizing. The right side of Figure 6.16 shows that cos zenith has a
relatively poor resolution with a much wider spread. Given that low energy events
only hit a handful of DOMs, the directionality of a given event is hard to determine.
However, events between 5 and 100 GeV still have reasonably good resolution.
The rate information is shown in Table 6.1. While no explicit cut is applied
at Level 7, event rates are slightly dropped compared to Level 6. It is because
events, in which PegLeg fails to converge, are rejected. In particular, noise triggered
event rate is dropped by > 95% since no physical event is available for PegLeg to
reconstruct.
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6.6 Level 8 - Additional Cuts
After the PegLeg reconstruction, four additional cuts are applied. Two cuts
are dedicated to further remove atmospheric muons, while the other two aims at
improving agreement between data and MC.
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Fraction of ⌫µ (left) and atmospheric µ (right) in PegLeg Z and ⇢
Figure 6.17: Two Dimensional Fraction of radial and vertical positions
of PegLeg vertices in GRECO Level 8 (pre-cut): (left) fraction of νµ
contribution to total MC (right) fraction of atmospheric µ contribution
to total MC. Color bar represents the fraction of contribution from a
flavor to total number of events. Most background muon events have
reconstructed vertices away from DeepCore fiducial volume; therefore, a
hard cut is applied to keep events with vertices inside the box defined
by the three red lines.
More background muons are rejected using similar techniques as before. The
first cut uses the vertical and radial position of the PegLeg reconstructed vertex.
As shown in Figure 6.17, this containment cut is very similar to the one using
FiniteReco. Because PegLeg is a more sophisticated reconstruction than FiniteReco,
it is able to more accurately and precisely reconstruct where an interaction occurs.
Events confined in the red box in Figure 6.17 are kept. The second cut also looks
for correlations between two variables: the RMS of hit times and the averaged
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Rates of ⌫µ (left) and atmospheric µ (right) in PegLeg Z and ⇢
Figure 6.18: Two Dimensional Event Rates from in GRECO Level 8
(pre-cut): (left) rate of νµ (right) rate of atmospheric µ. Color bar
represents the rate per bin of the corresponding flavor in µHz. The two
variables are RMS of hit times in an event and the averaged PegLeg
energy per hit. Only events with less than fourteen hits are taken into
account. Compared to the distribution of µ, most νµ events cluster in
the region with low averaged energy per hit and smaller RMS of hit time.
Therefore, a cut is applied to keep events inside the box defined by the
three red lines.
reconstructed energy by PegLeg per hit. For events with less than fourteen hits,
νµ events are found to have a clearer clustering compared to background muons in
the two dimensional histograms in Figure 6.18. Therefore, for events with less than
fourteen hits, a cut is applied to keep events inside the region defined by the three
red lines. Although this cut does not have a great separation power between signal
and background events, it helps enhance the sample’s purity.
Two final cuts are applied in order to improve agreement between data and
MC. First, from the left plot in Figure 6.19, MC clearly disagrees with data at
high normalized RMS of total charges, which corresponds to high energy events.
While events with normalized RMS of total charges greater than 0.85 are removed
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Figure 6.19: One Dimensional Distribution of Two Variables in GRECO
Level 8 (pre-cut): (left) distribution of normalized RMS of total charges
and (right) distribution of PegLeg reconstructed vertical position of ver-
tex. Each shaded region represents the distribution of each flavor. The
MC histograms are stacked and summed to the red solid lines, which
are the total MC distributions. The black lines represent the data dis-
tributions. Based on the left plot, events with normalized RMSs of total
charges beyond 0.85 PE are removed from the final sample. On the
right plot, despite no apparent disagreement at the bottom of the de-
tector, it was believed that not including bed rock in simulation chains
worsens the goodness of fit when oscillation parameter measurement is
performed. Therefore, events with reconstructed vertical position below
-500 m are rejected.
contribute only a few percent of the total events. The second cut related to the vertex
vertical position is less obvious. As discussed in Section 5.1.1, GENIE simulation
assumes the entire Earth is made out of ice. This assumption is expected to mainly
affect neutrino simulation at the bottom of the detector; however, it is hard to
quantify the associated uncertainty without proper simulations. Therefore, despite
no obvious disagreement at the bottom of the detector as shown on the right plot
in Figure 6.19, events with reconstructed vertex vertical position below -500 m are
rejected.
The rates from all flavors at final level are tabulated in Table 6.1. While the
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containment cut using the vertex vertical and radial positions from PegLeg helps
lower the background muon rates by > 70%, the harsh cut on the vertical position
unfortunately throws away ∼ 25% of νµ signal events.
Table 6.1: Rates at Level 8 in mHz. Neutrino rates are calculated with the assump-
tion that neutrinos oscillate according to the world averaged best fit oscillation
parameters [209]. Muon rates calculated before Level 6 cuts are from CORSIKA
events; after Level 6 cuts, muon rates are obtained from MuonGun events because
MuonGun has more statistics.
Levels Data νµ νe ντ µ Noise Data / MC
Level 2 (DeepCore Filtered)19092 6.360 1.721 0.270 9178 8117 1.103
Level 3 1092 4.758 1.262 0.210 970 284 0.867
Level 4 68.592 2.503 0.783 0.134 52.251 11.963 1.014
Level 5 7.422 1.628 0.544 0.103 4.100 1.800 0.908
Level 6 1.841 1.011 0.362 0.073 0.315 0.102 0.988
Level 7 1.370 0.905 0.285 0.063 0.300 0.004 0.880
Level 8 0.871 0.680 0.233 0.051 0.080 0.002 0.834
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Chapter 7: Systematic Uncertainties
This chapter focuses on systematic uncertainties that can affect the measure-
ments of atmospheric neutrino oscillation parameters. Systematics discussed include
atmospheric neutrino and muon fluxes in Section 7.1, parameters involved in the
calculation of oscillation probability in Section 7.2, cross sections when neutrinos
interact with the ice in Section 7.3, biases due to ice properties and optical sensors
in Section 7.4, and overall normalization terms in Section 7.5. For each systematic,
a brief description on the implementation is presented, as well as its effects on the
energy and zenith distributions of signal νµ CC and/or background atmospheric
muons. Some of the systematics are important to the measurements, while others
are found to have negligible impacts on the sensitivity. Section 7.6 summarizes the
systematic parameters included in this analysis along with their 1σ uncertainties.
7.1 Fluxes
As discussed in Chapter 2, when cosmic rays interact with the Earth’s atmo-
sphere, pions and kaons are produced and decay, giving out atmospheric neutrinos
and muons. For muons, the GaisserH4a model [97] is used to determine the at-
mospheric muon flux. A shape uncertainty due to variations in atmospheric muon
energy spectral index is implemented and discussed in Section 7.1.6. For every neu-
trino flavor, an atmospheric neutrino flux table is provided by Honda et al. [86].
Recalled from Section 5.1.4, the flux of a given simulated neutrino event is obtained
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from the spline-interpolated flux table based on the energy and zenith angle of the
given event. While neutrino flux uncertainties due to νe to νµ ratio (see Section
7.1.3) and atmospheric neutrino energy spectral index (see Section 7.1.4) are easy
to implement, these neutrino flux tables do not provide a convenient way to imple-
ment neutrino flux uncertainties due to hadron production.
Instead, Barr et al. [227] discusses in great details neutrino flux uncertain-
ties caused by variations in hadron production and primary flux. For determining
neutrino flux uncertainties due to hadron production, Barr et al. considers a two di-
mensional parameter space given by the incident primary energy and the secondary
meson energy. Since sources of variations in hadron production are different for dif-
ferent regions in the energies of primary and secondary particles, Barr et al. divides
the two dimensional parameter space into regions, each of which corresponds to a
dominate source of uncertainty. For a given region, an uncertainty is determined
either from available data or by extrapolation of existing data. On the other hand,
Barr et al. incorporates neutrino flux uncertainties due to primary flux via four
parameters in the Gaisser, Stanev, Honda, and Lipari (GSHL) parameterization.
Based on existing cosmic ray data, uncertainties are assigned to the four param-
eters. With the assigned uncertainties on hadron production and primary fluxes
due to various sources, Barr et al. runs simulations many times; at each time,
one of the uncertainty source is increased or decreased by the assigned uncertainty.
Then, a total neutrino flux uncertainty is determined by summing up differences in
quadrature between the rate obtained from one simulation to that without devia-
tion. Most importantly, Barr et al. presents the uncertainties on νµ/ν̄µ, νe/ν̄e, and
ratio of vertical to horizontal fluxes as functions of energy and zenith angle. These
plots are adapted for this analysis to implement the ν/ν̄ and up / hor neutrino flux
uncertainties as discussed in Sections 7.1.1 and 7.1.2 respectively.
Last but not least, observed in data at final level, coincidence events are consid-
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ered as a systematic source. Since the GENIE software does not simulate coincident
muon events during a neutrino interaction, a coincident fraction nuisance parameter
is introduced and discussed in Section 7.1.5.





















FIG. 7: (color online) Uncertainties in neutrino-type ratios as
a function of neutrino energy. νµ/νµ is shown with (black)
lines with squares, νe/νe with (red) lines with circles and
(νµ + νµ)/(νe + νe) with (green) lines with triangles.
Figure 6 uses the muon neutrino to antineutrino flux
ratio averaged over all zenith angles as an example to
illustrate the level to which the cancellation in ratios oc-
curs. The uncertainties on the fluxes are presented in
two ways, firstly the fluxes are shown with error bars
representing the uncertainties. Note how the neutrino
flux falls steeply with energy in the same way that the
primary fluxes do. This paper will concentrate on the un-
certainties, for a more detailed description of the features
of the fluxes themselves, see e.g. [20].
Figure 6 also shows the uncertainties plotted on their
own (using the left scale), which is how they will be plot-
ted in the later figures in this paper. They are around
15% at energies corresponding to contained neutrino
events which is consistent with previous studies[11, 13].
In constructing the ratio of muon-neutrinos to muon-
antineutrinos, the computation takes account of the can-
cellation which occurs in the uncertainties, in this case
because each muon in the atmosphere is associated with
one neutrino and one antineutrino (all from the same
parent pion) and so e.g. any overproduction of pions will
tend to push both the numerator and denominator in
the ratio upwards. The ratio of muon neutrino to an-
tineutrino is shown on figure 6 (in blue) with downward
triangle markers with error bars representing the uncer-
tainty in the ratio. The uncertainty is also shown sep-
arately (as later plots in the paper will be shown). A
large cancellation is seen at low energies and the error on
the ratio is well below 1% around Eν = 200 MeV while
the errors on the individual fluxes at this energy region
is well above 10%, a cancellation of a factor of around
50. At higher energies, this cancellation becomes rapidly
less powerful as some of the muons hit the ground and
so the pions only produce one neutrino. Above 100 GeV
there is hardly any cancellation at all.
Figure 7 presents the uncertainties on all three neu-
trino type ratios averaged over all directions. The νµ/νµ
ratio is as shown on figure 6. The νe/νe ratio does not
show the same level of cancellation, since only a max-
imum of one electron neutrino is produced from each
pion. The uncertainty on (νµ + νµ)/(νe + νe) shows sim-
ilar cancellation characteristics to νµ/νµ since a single
muon contributes to both the numerator and denomina-
tor; the cancellation is large at low energies (where no
muons hit the ground) because muons always produce
neutrinos with both flavours (in the ratio 2:1). At higher
energies, the ratio increases, but not as fast as νµ/νµ.
Figure 8 gives the variation of the neutrino type un-
certainties as a function of zenith angle for three dif-
ferent neutrino energy ranges. At low energy, below
Eν = 3 GeV, where the muons do not hit the sur-
face, the uncertainty cancellation is good in all directions
(figure 8(a)). As shown in figure 8(b), at intermediate
energies, the uncertainty cancellation disappears more
rapidly for vertical neutrinos than for horizontal ones as
the vertical muons hit the ground with lower energies
(path length ∼ 20 km) than horizontal ones (path length
∼ 500 km). For neutrinos with energy above 30 GeV,
the uncertainties on all three ratios are smaller by about
a factor of two near the horizontal than near the verti-
cal. The competition between interaction and decay of
the mesons causes kaons to become more important at
high energy. This occurs first near the vertical because
the local atmospheric density where the cascade occurs
is greater for vertical showers than horizontal ones. The
large uncertainties in the ratios near the vertical reflect
the relatively large uncertainties in kaon production.
Cancellation of uncertainties also occurs in ratios
of neutrinos from different directions. These are
summarized in figure 9 which presents up/down and
up/horizontal ratios for electron type and muon type
neutrinos (in each case ν + ν). Since these represent
neutrinos with (in principle) identical signatures in a de-
tector but with different distances from the neutrino pro-
duction site, these ratios are particularly useful for neu-
trino oscillation studies. For this study, the directions are
defined as follows: up is neutrinos with cos θz < −0.6,
horizontal is neutrinos with | cos θz| < 0.3 and down is
neutrinos with cos θz > 0.6. The calculation has used
the Kamioka detector site in Japan which is close to the
geomagnetic equator (i.e. the low energy cosmic rays
locally are suppressed compared to other points on the
Earth).
The uncertainty in the up/down ratio cancels exactly
in the region Eν > 4 GeV where the primary cosmic
rays are above about 40 GeV and are too high in energy
to be affected by the Earth’s magnetic field. At these
high energies, there is in principle no difference between
any two locations on the Earth and from a geometrical
argument, the upward neutrinos have the same zenith
angle (but traveling downwards) at the location of their
production as at the detector. When Eν < 4 GeV, the
geomagnetic cutoffs cause the spectrum of primary cos-
mic rays to be different for the up and the down neutri-
Figure 7.1: Uncertainties of Neutrino Fluxes As A Function of Energy.
This plot is copied from [227]. Red line represents the uncertaint n
νe/ν̄e, while the black line represents the uncertainty on νµ/ν̄µ. All
uncertainties increase with neutrino energy. Higher energy neutrinos are
produced from higher energy mesons, which have a higher chance to
interact with a r particles than to decay. Moreover, as energy increases,
kaon decays become more important, and kaon production has large
uncertainties.
According to the study done by Barr et al. [227], uncertainties on νµ/ν̄µ and
νe/ν̄e flux ratios arise from both muon flight path in the atmosphere and a large
uncertainty on kaon production. The black and red lines in Figure 7.1 show the
uncertainties on neutrino flux due to νµ/ν̄µ and νe/ν̄e flux ratios as a function of
energy. Both uncertainti s increase from 3-6% at 5 GeV o above 10% at 60 GeV.
In addition to their energy depend nce, the tw ncertaintie a so vary with zenith
angle, which are shown in Figure 7.2 at two energy slices. For energy above 3
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GeV, ν/ν̄ uncertainties are larger for neutrinos from vertical directions than those
from near the horizon; it is because vertical muons with shorter path lengths have
a higher chance to hit the ground before they decay. For neutrinos with energies
greater than 30 GeV, uncertainties from vertical neutrinos are twice as large as the
ones from horizontal neutrinos due to the growing importance of koan production.
At this high energy, interactions between pions and air particles start to dominate
over pion decays. Thus, neutrinos from koan decays become the main atmospheric
neutrino sources. Due to a large uncertainty on pion to kaon ratio, the uncertainties
































































FIG. 8: (color online) Uncertainties in neutrino-type ratios
as a function of zenith angle for (a) 0.3–3 GeV, (b)3–30 GeV
and (c) above 30 GeV neutrino energy ranges. νµ/νµ is shown
with (black) lines with squares, νe/νe with (red) lines with
circles and (νµ+νµ)/(νe+νe) with (green) lines with triangles.
nos. Hence, different regions of hadron production phase
space are selected and the cancellation in uncertainty is
no longer exact. At low energies, the uncertainty in the
up/down ratio is ∼ 7% in agreement with earlier esti-
mates [1, 11]. The up/down uncertainties are the same



















FIG. 9: (color online) Uncertainties in directional ratios as a
function of neutrino energy.
Technically, in order to avoid statistical errors from
the Monte-Carlo, it has been modified to generate neu-
trinos (in the 1D mode used in this calculation) in the
downward direction and then to consider the neutrino as
both downward and upwards by calculating the proba-
bility that the primary could penetrate the geomagnetic
field and interact in the atmosphere in the appropriate
location and direction for both directions. This means
that Monte-Carlo statistical error on the up/down ratio
comes only from the neutrinos which pass the cutoff cal-
culation in one direction but not the other. The curves
shown agree well with calculations where this modifica-
tion is not implemented except for statistical fluctuations
in the uncertainty estimates when Eν is above 4 GeV.
The up/horizontal uncertainty is also shown on fig-
ure 9. Below Eν = 4 GeV, the features are caused by
the same effect as the up/down ratio shown above. For
Eν > 4 GeV, the errors no longer cancel. This is be-
cause of the different atmospheric density distribution
as a function of slant depth which causes more meson
reinteraction (rather than decay) for vertical cosmic rays
than for horizontal ones. A pion which doesn’t interact
has a chance to produce a high energy neutrino, whereas
one which interacts will produce a neutrino in a lower
energy bin where there are many neutrinos from lower
energy cosmic rays. Therefore the up/horizontal ratio
at high energies is uncertain because meson reinteraction
causes different regions of phase space to be emphasized.
VII. CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE
UNCERTAINTY
The technique allows the contributions from the indi-
vidual uncertainties which have been inserted to be com-
pared. It is interesting to identify which uncertainties
have the largest effect on any given quantity. These are
































































FIG. 8: (color online) Uncer ainties in neutrino-type ratios
as a function of zenith angle for (a) 0.3–3 GeV, (b)3–30 GeV
and (c) above 30 GeV neutrino energy ranges. νµ/νµ is shown
with (black) lines with squares, νe/νe with (red) lines with
circles and (νµ+νµ)/(νe+νe) with (green) lines with triangles.
nos. Hence, different regions of hadron production phase
space are selected and the cancellation in uncertainty is
no longer exact. At low energies, the uncertainty in the
up/down ratio is ∼ 7% in agreement with earlier esti-
mates [1, 11]. The up/down uncertainties are the same



















FIG. 9: (color online) Uncertainties in directional ratios as a
function of neutrino energy.
Technically, in order to avoid statistical errors from
the Monte-Carlo, it has been modified to generate neu-
trinos (in the 1D mode used in this calculation) in the
downward direction and then to consider the neutrino as
both downward and upwards by calculating the proba-
bility that the primary could penetrate the geomagnetic
field and interact in the atmosphere in the appropriate
location and direction for both directions. This means
that Monte-Carlo statistical error on the up/down ratio
comes only from the neutrinos which pass the cutoff cal-
culation in one direction but not the other. The curves
shown agree well with calculations where this modifica-
tion is not implemented except for statistical fluctuations
in the uncertainty estimates when Eν is above 4 GeV.
The up/horizontal uncertainty is also shown on fig-
ure 9. Below Eν = 4 GeV, the features are caused by
the same effect as the up/down ratio shown above. For
Eν > 4 GeV, the errors no longer cancel. This is be-
cause of the different atmospheric density distribution
as a function of slant depth which causes more meson
reinteraction (rather than decay) for vertical cosmic rays
than for horizontal ones. A pion which doesn’t interact
has a chance to produce a high energy neutrino, whereas
one which interacts will produce a neutrino in a lower
energy bin where there are many neutrinos from lower
energy cosmic rays. Therefore the up/horizontal ratio
at high energies is uncertain because meson reinteraction
causes different regions of phase space to be emphasized.
VII. CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE
UNCERTAINTY
The technique allows the contributions from the indi-
vidual uncertainties which have been inserted to be com-
pared. It is interesting to identify which uncertainties
have the largest effect on any given quantity. These are
shown in figures 10 to 13. The lines on all these plots are
Figure 7.2: Uncertainties on neutrino fluxes due to ν/ν̄ As A Function
of Zenith Angle: (left) for neutrino energy betw en 3 a d 30 GeV and
(right) for neutrino energy above 30 GeV. is lot is copied from [227].
In general, neutrinos coming from near horizon have smaller ν/ν̄ uncer-
tainties than those from vertical directions. This asymmetry grows as
neutrino energy increases because, at high energy, kaon decays become
more important.
For this analysis, the black and red curves of Figur s 7.1 and 7.2 ar param-
eterized. For a given νµ or νe event, although its weight can be modified to any
percentage values due to the uncertainty on ν/ν̄ flux ratio, the corresponding black



































































E↵ects of  ⌫/⌫ on expected ⌫µ CC events
Figure 7.3: Effects of σν/ν̄ on νµ CC Histogram Shape: (left) νµ CC
log10 reconstructed energy histogram and (right) νµ CC reconstructed
cos zenith histogram. Histograms are built for a range of σν/ν̄ . All
histograms are normalized to the same total counts to look for effects
on histogram shape. Ratio plots are with respect to the σν/ν̄ = 0. From
from -3σ to 3σ, the shape of histogram is changed by within 1% in both
energy and zenith distributions.
energy and zenith. Furthermore, to simplify its implementation, the uncertainty on
νµ/ν̄µ is assumed to be correlated to that on νe/ν̄e. Thus, one nuisance parameter
on ν/ν̄ flux ratio in a unit of σ is implemented for both flavors. Figure 7.3 shows
the changes in the shapes of energy and zenith histograms for signal νµ CC when
ν/ν̄ [σ] goes from -3 to +3. As ν/ν̄ [σ] increases, there are relatively more events
at higher energy bins than that at lower energy bins. Similarly, the effect of ν/ν̄ [σ]
on the zenith histogram shape follows the shape of Figure 7.2.
7.1.2 Neutrino Vertical to Horizontal Flux Ratio
Similar technique is applied to determine the uncertainty of vertical to horizon-
tal neutrino ratio for atmospheric νµ and νe fluxes. Figure 7.4 from Barr et al. [227]
shows the uncertainty of up / down ratio is insignificant for neutrinos above a few
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GeV. However, the uncertainty of up / horizontal flux ratio increases with neutrino
energy from a few GeV to 1000 GeV for both νµ and νe shown as the green and blue
curves respectively. At higher energy, vertical flux is more uncertain due to shorter
path lengths; a denser atmosphere for mesons increases their chances to interact
than to decay.
Assuming that the uncertainties on neutrino fluxes due to νµ and νe up /
horizontal flux ratios are correlated, a nuisance parameter up/hor in a unit of σ
is introduced such that up/hor = 1 corresponds to the parameterized green and
blue curves in Figure 7.4 for νµ and νe events respectively. Again, the 1σ definition
depends on the energy of a given νµ or νe event. As shown in Figure 7.4, the impacts
due to up/hor [σ] on the shapes of energy and zenith νe CC distributions are less
than 3% for all bins when up/hor [σ] goes from -3 to +3. Since the uncertainty of
up / horizontal νµ flux ratio is smaller than that of νe in Figure 7.4, the expected
impacts on the shapes of energy and zenith νµ CC distributions are even smaller.
7.1.3 νe to νµ Ratio
Unlike the systematics related to ν/ν̄ and up/hor neutrino flux ratios, the
uncertainty related to the ratio of νe to νµ flux ratio is implemented simply by the
ratio of number of atmospheric νe to that of νµ. A nuisance parameter νe/νµ is
introduced such that νe/νµ = 1 is defined as the νe/νµ ratio from the Honda15 flux
tables [86]. Since νe events concentrate in low energy and up going regions, having
more νe relative to νµ increases the number of events in lower energy and up going
bins, as shown in Figure 7.6. The shapes of energy and zenith distributions are
changed by ∼5% given a νe/νµ range from 0 to 4. However, atmospheric νe/νµ ratio
is fairly well measured. An earlier work by Honda et al. found an uncertainty of

































































FIG. 8: (color online) Uncertainties in neutrino-type ratios
as a function of zenith angle for (a) 0.3–3 GeV, (b)3–30 GeV
and (c) above 30 GeV neutrino energy ranges. νµ/νµ is shown
with (black) lines with squares, νe/νe with (red) lines with
circles and (νµ+νµ)/(νe+νe) with (green) lines with triangles.
nos. Hence, different regions of hadron production phase
space are selected and the cancellation in uncertainty is
no longer exact. At low energies, the uncertainty in the
up/down ratio is ∼ 7% in agreement with earlier esti-
mates [1, 11]. The up/down uncertainties are the same



















FIG. 9: (color online) Uncertainties in directional ratios as a
function of neutrino energy.
Technically, in order to avoid statistical errors from
the Monte-Carlo, it has been modified to generate neu-
trinos (in the 1D mode used in this calculation) in the
downward direction and then to consider the neutrino as
both downward and upwards by calculating the proba-
bility that the primary could penetrate the geomagnetic
field and interact in the atmosphere in the appropriate
location and direction for both directions. This means
that Monte-Carlo statistical error on the up/down ratio
comes only from the neutrinos which pass the cutoff cal-
culation in one direction but not the other. The curves
shown agree well with calculations where this modifica-
tion is not implemented except for statistical fluctuations
in the uncertainty estimates when Eν is above 4 GeV.
The up/horizontal uncertainty is also shown on fig-
ure 9. Below Eν = 4 GeV, the features are caused by
the same effect as the up/down ratio shown above. For
Eν > 4 GeV, the errors no longer cancel. This is be-
cause of the different atmospheric density distribution
as a function of slant depth which causes more meson
reinteraction (rather than decay) for vertical cosmic rays
than for horizontal ones. A pion which doesn’t interact
has a chance to produce a high energy neutrino, whereas
one which interacts will produce a neutrino in a lower
energy bin where there are many neutrinos from lower
energy cosmic rays. Therefore the up/horizontal ratio
at high energies is uncertain because meson reinteraction
causes different regions of phase space to be emphasized.
VII. CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE
UNCERTAINTY
The technique allows the contributions from the indi-
vidual uncertainties which have been inserted to be com-
pared. It is interesting to identify which uncertainties
have the largest effect on any given quantity. These are
shown in figures 10 to 13. The lines on all these plots are
Figure 7.4: Uncertainties on neutrino fluxes due to Vertical to Hori-
zontal Flux As A Function of Energy. This plot is copied from [227].
Uncertainties on the ratio of vertical to horizontal fluxes increase with
increasing energy because mesons from vertical directions pass through
a denser atmosphere, increasing the chance of meson interaction. Blue
and green lines are used to define the 1σ range of up/hor [σ] for νµ and
νe fluxes.
heavy dependence on atmospher c density profil , νe/νµ ncertainty over a year
is small. Hence, a strong prior is applied with its 1σ penalty defined as a deviation
of 0.05 from νe/νµ ratio = 1.
7.1.4 Neutrino Energy Spectral Index
The uncertainty due to the shape of the neutrino energy spectrum can be
implemented via a shift in the spectral index ∆γν . Mentioned in Section 5.1.4, the
flux Honda15 table assum s an E−2.66 energy spectrum [86]. As shown in Figure
7.7, shifting t e spectral index from -3.16 to 2.16 causes a substantial change in the
νµ CC energy distribution; some energy bins can change up to 50% when ∆γν goes
from -0.5 to +0.5. However, similar to νe/νµ flux ratio, the energy spectral index for
atmospheric neutrinos is also fairly well studied by other experiments. Therefore,

































































E↵ects of  up/hor on expected ⌫e CC events
Figure 7.5: Effects of σup/hor on νe CC Histogram Shape: (left) νe CC
log10 reconstructed energy histogram and (right) νe CC reconstructed
cos zenith histogram. Histograms are built for a range of σup/hor. All
histograms are normalized to the same total counts to look for effects on
histogram shape. Ratio plots are with respect to the σup/hor = 0. From
from -3σ to 3σ, the shape of histogram is barely changed by less than
3% for all bins.
penalty of 0.1.
7.1.5 Coincident Fraction
The last neutrino flux related uncertainty is introduced when coincident events
are found in data at the final level of event selection. A coincident neutrino event
is an event with one or more background atmospheric muon(s) detected during the
time window of a neutrino interaction. However, this kind of events cannot be
simulated by the GENIE software we currently use. To resolve this problem, a
CORSIKA set is merged with a GENIE set to produce a coincident GENIE set in
which all neutrinos are coincident events; this coincident set is then processed to
final level.
Figure 7.8 shows the energy and zenith distributions from both 0% and 100%




































































E↵ects of N⌫e / N⌫µ on expected ⌫µ CC events
Figure 7.6: Effects of νe/νµ on νµ CC Histogram Shape: (left) νµ CC
log10 reconstructed energy histogram and (right) νµ CC reconstructed
cos zenith. Histograms are built for a range of νe/νµ relative to ∼ 1:2
ratio in Honda et al. [86]. All histograms are normalized to the same
total counts to look for effects on histogram shape. Ratio plots are with
respect to the νe/νµ = 1. Varying νe/νµ changes the shapes of both
distributions by less than 5%.
to 100% (blue curve), the energy distribution is slightly tilted towards the high
energy side due to the presence of the coincident muon. At the same time, these
extra down going muons contaminate down going νµ CC events. Since event selection
is designed to remove down going events, more down going events are rejected in
the case of 100% coincidence than that of 0%.
Given that previous IceCube analyses saw ∼10% coincident events in their
final levels, this analysis using a much smaller detector volume is expected to see
even less coincident events. Hence, a nuisance parameter, named coincident fraction,
is introduced with a mean at 0% and its 1σ penalty defined to be 10%. In addition,



































































Effects of ∆γν on expected νµ CC events
Figure 7.7: Effects of ∆γν on νµ CC Histogram Shape: (left) νµ CC
log10 reconstructed energy histogram and (right) νµ CC reconstructed
cos zenith. Histograms are built for a range of ∆γν . All histograms
are normalized to the same total counts to look for effects on histogram
shape. Ratio plots are with respect to the ∆γν = 0. By varying ∆γν
between -0.5 and +0.5, the shape of energy histogram is changed by
∼50%; however, γν is fairly well measured by other experiments. Thus,
∆γν is not expected to change drastically.
7.1.6 Atmospheric Muon Energy Spectral Index
In this analysis, the only uncertainty related to atmospheric muon flux is its
energy spectral index based on [228]. In that study, a simple power law spectrum
with a floating overall flux normalization and an energy spectral index is fit to
external data from numerous cosmic ray experiments. From the power law fit, a
1σ deviation is derived as a function of primary proton energy. This deviation
from primary flux is then propagated to an uncertainty of atmospheric muon flux
as a function of muon energy using several CORSIKA sets. Because simulated
atmospheric muon events by CORSIKA contain all the information when an air
shower is produced, a 1σ uncertainty on each CORSIKA muon event can then by
assigned from the primary flux uncertainty based on the muon energy. However, as























































Effects of coincident fraction on expected νµ CC events
Figure 7.8: Effects of Coincident Fraction on νµ CC Histogram Shape:
(left) νµ CC log10 reconstructed energy histogram and (right) νµ CC
reconstructed cos zenith. Error bars are plotted in both distributions and
ratio plots. Red lines represent the histograms from GENIE sets with no
coincident events, while blue lines are the histograms from sets where all
events are coincident. All histograms are normalized to the same total
counts to look for effects on histogram shape. Ratio plots compare the
set of 100% coincidence to that of 0%. The set with 100% coincident
events slightly changes the shape of distributions towards higher energy
and more up going.
than CORSIKA. Thus, the muon uncertainties from CORSIKA muon events are
propagated on to the injection surface of MuonGun as discussed in Section 5.2.2.
At the end, every MuonGun event is assigned a 1σ uncertainty based on its energy,
direction, and injected depth.
Based on the above study, a nuisance parameter γµ in a unit of σ is intro-
duced. By varying γµ [σ] from -5 to +5, a greater impact is observed on the shape
of atmospheric muon zenith distribution than that of the energy distribution (see
Figure 7.9). Although veto algorithms during event selection are good at recognizing
vertically down going muon events, events from above the horizon but not vertically
down are less obvious to be identified. According to the zenith distribution in Figure
7.9, while events in the up going bins, where cos θreco < 1, are most likely due to
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mis-reconstruction, less than 5% change in event counts per bin is expected from a






































































Effects of σγµ on expected atmospheric µ events
Figure 7.9: Effects of σγµ on µ Histogram Shape: (left) µ log10 recon-
structed energy histogram and (right) µ cos reconstructed zenith his-
togram. Histograms are built for a range of σγµ . All histograms are
normalized to the same total counts to look for effects on histogram
shape. Ratio plots are with respect to the σγµ = 0. From -5σ to +5σ,
the shape of histogram is changed by at most 5%. Despite its small ef-
fects on the µ histograms, σγµ is still included in this analysis to provide
the only uncertainty related to atmospheric µ flux.
Three important points are noted regarding to the implementation of this
systematic related to atmospheric muon energy spectral index. First, unlike the
case of γν , the parameter related to this uncertainty is in a unit of σ based on the
spectral power law fit; it is not the spectral index itself. Second, since the power law
fit includes the flux normalization term, the γµ [σ] parameter in this analysis can only
affect the shape of the muon histogram but not the overall normalization in order
to avoid degeneracy. Third, although it barely changes the shape of atmospheric
muon histograms as shown in Figure 7.9, this parameter is still included because it



































































E↵ects of sin2✓13 on expected ⌫µ CC events
Figure 7.10: Effects of θ13 on νµ CC Histogram Shape: (left) νµ CC
log10 reconstructed energy histogram and (right) νµ CC reconstructed
cos zenith. Histograms are built for a range of sin2θ13. All histograms
are normalized to the same total counts to look for effects on histogram
shape. Ratio plots are with respect to the νfit global fit sin2θ13 value of
0.0218 [1]. Despite a drastic difference in histogram shape from sin2θ13
= 0 to ∼1, its 1σ range is ±0.001 [1], which is too small to have any
impact on histogram shape.
This analysis assumes three neutrino oscillations, of which the oscillation prob-
abilities calculation includes θ12, θ13, ∆m
2
21, and δCP. As discussed in Chapter 2, θ12
and ∆m221 are related to νe → νµ oscillations, which dominates at the MeV energy
scale. Because of the spacings among optical sensors in IceCube-DeepCore, we are
not sensitive to events below a few GeV. On the other hand, the effects of δCP is
observed via comparing oscillation patterns between neutrinos and anti-neutrinos at
below MeV energy scale, which cannot be detected by IceCube-DeepCore. There-
fore, uncertainties on predicted neutrino rates due to solar neutrino oscillation pa-
rameters and CP violating phase are not taken into account.
Due to its small numerical value, the remaining parameter θ13 is found to have
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no impact on this analysis. Technically, IceCube is sensitive to νe → ντ oscillations.
Figure 7.10 shows the change in the shape of νµ CC energy and zenith distributions
for a range of sin2θ13 from 0 to ∼1. However, according to 2014 νfit global fit [1], the
global best fit value for sin2θ13 is 0.0218 with a small 1σ range of ±0.001. Therefore,
νµ CC histogram is barely impacted within the 1σ range. Moreover, its effect on
the sensitivities of this analysis is studied and found to have insignificant impact;
thus, this parameter is not included for this measurement analysis.
7.3 Cross Sections in the Ice
Recalled from Section 3.2.1, a neutrino interaction can either be charge current
(CC) or neutral current (NC). For neutrino NC interactions, a ν NC / νµ CC
normalization is implemented as a systematic at a prior mean of 1. and a 1σ penalty
width of 20%. On the other hand, the dominant neutrino CC interaction processes
with the ice are quasi-elastic scattering (QE), resonance production (RES), and deep
inelastic scattering (DIS). Uncertainties on neutrino predicted rates due to QE and
RES are implemented using information from the GENIE software, whereas DIS
systematics for both neutrinos and anti-neutrinos are found to have insignificant
impact.
As mentioned in Section 5.1.1, when a QE or a RES neutrino event is gener-
ated, the GENIE software provides a weight for the event assuming a default value
of the corresponding axial mass, which are 0.99 and 1.12 GeV for QE and RES inter-
actions respectively [202]. In addition, the neutrino generator conveniently provides
four extra weights for this event, each of which corresponds to an axial mass devi-
ated by -2, -1, +1, or +2 σ(s) away. For QE axial mass, -1σ and +1σ are defined
as -15% and +25% from the default value; for RES axial mass, ±1σ corresponds
to a ±20% change from the default axial mass [202]. These four weights are then
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log10 E [GeV] = 0.68;
cos ✓ = -0.33















log10 E [GeV] = 0.69;
cos ✓ = 0.05
GENIE weight vs axial mass  
Figure 7.11: Examples of weight parameterizations in terms of axial mass
deviations for one QE and one RES events: (left) re-weighting factors
as a function of QE axial mass deviation for a QE νµ event and (right)
re-weighting factors as a function of RES axial mass deviation for a RES
νµ event. For each QE or RES neutrino simulated event, five weights
due to a range of axial mass deviations are provided. They are divided
by the weight with no axial mass deviation to obtain five re-weighting
factors, which is parameterized as a function of axial mass deviation.
The fitted parabola for each event is then used to scale the event weight
at a given axial mass σ deviation.
converted into re-weighting factors by taking their ratios with respect to the weight
with no axial mass deviation. The re-weighting factors are parameterized using a
parabola function. Figure 7.11 shows the parameterizations of re-weighting factors
as functions of axial mass σs for one of QE νµ events and one of RES events. For a
given value of QE or RES axial mass σ, the weight of an event is therefore multiplied
by the corresponding re-weighting factor obtained from the fitted parabola.
Two nuisance parameters are therefore introduced: axm qe [σ] for QE axial
mass and axm res [σ] for RES axial mass. Both are in units of σ defined by the
GENIE generator [202]. Figures 7.12 and 7.13 show the effects on νµ CC energy


































































E↵ects of axial qe on expected ⌫µ CC events
Figure 7.12: Effects of QE Axial Mass on νµ CC Histogram Shape:
(left) νµ CC log10 reconstructed energy histogram and (right) νµ CC
reconstructed cos zenith. Histograms are built for a range of QE Axial
Mass in unit of σ. All histograms are normalized to the same total counts
to look for effects on histogram shape. Ratio plots are with respect to
the histogram with the default QE axial mass value used in GENIE
software. Both energy and zenith histogram changes shape as the QE
axial masses go from -3σ to 3σ.
respectively. As the axial masses increase, the energy histograms are tilted from
more high energy events to more low energy events. Although both axial masses
have the similar effects on energy and zenith histograms, their orders of magnitudes
are slightly different. Therefore, both QE and RES systematics are included in this
analysis.
On the other hand, uncertainties related to ν and ν̄ DIS are implemented
based on a study [229] where the shape of differential DIS cross section obtained
from GENIE is fitted to that from NuTeV1 data. The published DIS study from
NuTeV [231] presents the differential DIS cross sections in terms of inelasticity y,
defined in Equation 3.41 in Section 3.2.1.3, for several values of Bjorken scaling
variable x. Since the GENIE software also provides the Bjorken scaling variable for
1As a long baseline neutrino experiment located at Fermilab, NuTeV studies collision between


































































E↵ects of axial res on expected ⌫µ CC events
Figure 7.13: Effects of RES Axial Mass on νµ CC Histogram Shape:
(left) νµ CC log10 reconstructed energy histogram and (right) νµ CC
reconstructed cos zenith. Histograms are built for a range of RES Axial
Mass in unit of σ. All histograms are normalized to the same total counts
to look for effects on histogram shape. Ratio plots are with respect to
the histogram with the default RES axial mass value used in GENIE
software. Both energy and zenith histogram changes shape as the RES
axial masses go from -3σ to 3σ.
every DIS neutrino event generated, a study [229] is then performed to match the
shapes of differential DIS cross sections from GENIE events and those from NuTeV
data [231]. This matching is done separately for neutrinos and anti-neutrinos. Once
the shapes match, the 1σ variation on the weight of a given neutrino event due
to its DIS cross section is then defined to be the shape difference between the two
differential cross sections [229].
From the DIS study by NuTeV [231], the uncertainty on the world averaged
differential DIS cross section is ∼2-3% for neutrino energies between 30 to 300
GeV. Hence, their effects on the energy and zenith νµ CC distributions are small
(see Figure 7.14). Since these two parameters, one for neutrinos and one for anti-
neutrinos, give insignificant impact on the sensitivities of this oscillation parameter




































































E↵ects of di↵ DIS ⌫ on expected ⌫µ CC events
Figure 7.14: Effects of DIS on νµ CC Histogram Shape: (left) νµ CC
log10 reconstructed energy histogram and (right) νµ CC reconstructed
cos zenith. Histograms are built for a range of DIS parameters. All
histograms are normalized to the same total counts to look for effects
on histogram shape. Ratio plots are with respect to the histogram with
DIS parameter = 0. Neither energy nor zenith histogram changes its
shape as the DIS parameter changes. The effect due to DIS on ν̄µ events
is similar.
7.4 Detector Related Uncertainties
IceCube-DeepCore is built by deploying optical sensors into a large volume
of ice. As discussed in Section 4.2, the optical efficiencies of DOMs are carefully
studied both in laboratories and in situ. Results from these studies are adapted for
the implementation of systematic uncertainty due to DOM optical efficiency (see
Section 7.4.1). Moreover, as explained in Section 3.2.3, optical properties of the ice
can be classified into global and local properties. Implementations of systematics
related to bulk ice properties, including photon absorption and scattering lengths,
are discussed in Section 7.4.2. Local optical properties due to air bubbles along
deployed strings are also explained in Section 7.4.3.
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7.4.1 DOM Optical Efficiency
As discussed in Section 5.4, variations in predicted rates from uncertainties
due to DOM efficiency are determined via simulating MC sets for a range of DOM
efficiencies. However, variations in event rates also depend on the energies and
zenith angles of the events. Therefore, instead of the total rates, event counts
given three years of data as a function of DOM efficiency are presented in slices
of energy and zenith angle ranges in Figure 7.15. In general, with more efficient
DOMs, more photons in an event are detected. Hence, more information is given
to various reconstruction algorithms to better identify the event type. Therefore, at
final level of the event selection, more signal νµ CC events and less background µ
events are kept in all energy and zenith slices. Moreover, the top left and bottom
left plots in Figure 7.15 shows the changes in νµ CC and background muon event
counts for different energy slices. For both plots, more signal and background events
between 10 and 32 GeV are kept because event selection is trained to keep as much
signal events as possible; these signal events concentrate at an energy of ∼25 GeV at
which the amplitude of atmospheric neutrino oscillations is expected to be maximal.
Similarly, the two right plots show that more events coming from the horizon are
kept comparing to that from vertically up going and down going. It is because
particles traveling across the detector horizontally have more hit DOMs than those
traveling vertically.
A nuisance parameter DOM efficiency is therefore implemented with a prior
mean centered at a measured efficiency from earlier tests using surplus DOMs in
laboratories. The latest study in the North measured a quantum efficiency of 25%
at the center of PMT using a light source at 390 nm [188]. Later, an in situ mea-
surement found that the central value of the DOM efficiency should be 10% higher
than the lab result [188]. This new definition of DOM efficiency baseline value is
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Expected counts as a function of DOM e ciency
Figure 7.15: Expected Counts As a Function of DOM Efficiency: (top
left) expected νµ CC counts in log10 energy slices, (top right) expected νµ
CC counts in cos θ slices, (bottom left) expected atmospheric µ counts in
log10 energy slices, and (bottom right) expected atmospheric µ counts
in cos θ slices. With more efficient DOMs, more information about
an events is known, which helps identify its flavor type. Since event
selection is designed to keep signal events and remove background events,
expected neutrino rate increases and muon rate decreases at final level
as a function of DOM efficiency.
the prior mean for the nuisance parameter DOM efficiency. The corresponding 1σ
penalty is defined as 10% of the prior mean.
7.4.2 Bulk Ice
As explained in Section 3.2.3.2, the current best ice model is obtained by fitting
simulations to flasher data [179]. The resultant best fit scattering and absorption
coefficients as a function of depth layers are stored in tables and used for simulating
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photon propagations. Similar to the case of DOM efficiency, uncertainties in event
counts due to absorption and scattering coefficients are estimated by generating
multiple simulation sets. Each of these sets assumes a scaling factor multiplied to
the coefficient tables.
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Expected counts as a function of scattering
Figure 7.16: Expected Counts As a Function of Scattering in Cos θ
Slices: (left) expected νµ CC counts and (right) expected atmospheric
µ counts. A higher scattering coefficient means more scattering, which
reduces the number of up going particles and increases the number of
down going particles.
The effects on expected event counts in several zenith ranges due to photon
scattering and absorption are shown in Figures 7.16 and 7.17 respectively. With
a higher scattering coefficient, more photons are scattered away from their original
paths along the propagation of the lepton. More photons from an up going lepton are
scattered down, and less light reaches the DOMs because the photomultiplier tubes
(PMTs) inside the DOMs face down. This reduces the expected number of up going
νµ CC events after the event selection. Moreover, with more scattering, down going
events have more photons scattered up; hence, the expected down going event counts
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increase. Similarly, given a higher absorption coefficient, more photons are absorbed
as they propagate from the light sources to the DOMs. Thus, less information is
received to identify the event type, causing a decrease and an increase in expected
νµ CC and atmospheric muon counts respectively at the final level. This effect is
relatively more dramatic for down going events because less back-scattered photons
can be detected with the PMTs facing down.
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Figure 7.17: Expected Counts As a Function of Absorption in Cos θ
Slices: (left) expected νµ CC counts and (right) expected atmospheric
µ counts. A higher absorption coefficient means more absorption. More
photons get absorbed along their propagation, giving less information for
event selection and reconstruction. This reduces the number of signal
events and increases the number of down going particles.
Two nuisance parameters are needed to describe global optical properties:
absorption scaling factor αabs and scattering scaling factor αsca. While these scaling
factors are with respect to the corresponding coefficient tables, each scaling factor
has a total uncertainty of ∼ 10% [179], which is used as the definition of 1σ penalty
for this analysis. In addition, as shown on the right plot in Figure 3.24, photon
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absorption and scattering are anti correlated [179]. This special relation is handled
by an analysis technique explained in Section 8.1.2.
7.4.3 Hole Ice
As discussed in Section 3.2.3.1, the effect of air bubble columns is decoupled
from the general absorption and scattering properties of the ice [179]. Not only
does the bubble column of one string has negligible impact on photon propagations
around a neighboring strings, air bubbles along a string in general only change the
directions of the incoming photons. Hence, the two systematics due to ice properties
and bubble columns are treated independently. The current hole ice model [179]
describes the local scattering effects through a photon angular acceptance curve
by a DOM (see Figure 3.21). Two parameters are used to introduce variations to
the angular acceptance curve. The first parameter is the hole ice parameter p which
adjusts the overall shape of the acceptance curve, while the second one is the hole ice
forward parameter p2 which controls the acceptance of normally incident photons.
Similar to other detector related systematics, simulation sets are generated to
predict the effects due to air bubbles on expected event counts. As shown in Figure
7.18, the effect of hole ice parameter p on expected event counts is very similar to
that of scattering coefficient shown in Figure 7.16 since air bubbles introduce extra
scattering effect around a DOM. On the other hand, Figure 7.19 shows how the
hole ice forward parameter p2 changes the expected event counts. According to the
photon acceptance curves in Figure 3.21, a higher value of p2 means more photons
are distributed directly up facing the PMTs. Thus, up going events are easier to be
identified, increasing the expected number of up going events.
Both the hole ice parameter p and the hole ice forward parameter p2 are
included as nuisance parameters in this analysis. The hole ice model [179] found
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Figure 7.18: Expected Counts As a Function of Hole Ice Parameter
in Cos θ Slices: (left) expected νµ CC counts and (right) expected at-
mospheric µ counts. A larger value of hole ice parameter means more
scattering, which reduces the number of up going particles and increases
the number of down going particles.
that the numerical value of p lies between 15 cm and 35 cm with a best fit of ∼ 25
cm. However, the hole ice study [179] fixes the hole ice forward parameter p2 at 0.
To allow extra freedom for normally incident photons near cos η ∼ 1 (see the left
plot in Figure 3.21), this forward parameter p2 is allowed to float without any prior
applied.
7.5 Normalizations
Finally, two overall normalizations are introduced as nuisance parameters to
freely scale total number of νµ CC and atmospheric muon events. It is because we
do not have an accurate measurement of their absolute fluxes. Moreover, ντ CC
normalization is fixed to be one because a unitary MNS mixing matrix is assumed
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Figure 7.19: Expected Counts As a Function of Forward Parameter in
Cos θ Slices: (left) expected νµ CC counts and (right) expected atmo-
spheric µ counts.
in this analysis. Lastly, because noise contributes less than 1% to the total expected
counts at final level, whether noise normalization is fixed or allowed to float during
minimization gives zero impact on the result. Therefore, normalization of noise is
also fixed to one.
7.6 Summary
In summary, a total of sixteen nuisance parameters are considered in this
analysis. Six parameters are related to atmospheric fluxes; three are related to cross
sections of neutrinos interaction with the ice; two are normalization terms; and five
are related to the uncertainties due to the detector. Table 7.1 summaries the prior
means and their 1σ definitions.
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Table 7.1: A summary of systematics included in this analysis.
Parameters Units Prior Means 1σ Penalty
Flux Related Systematics
γµ σ 0.0 ±1.0
γν ∆ from -2.66 0.0 ±0.1
νe/νµ σ 1.0 ±0.05
ν/ν̄ σ 0.0 ±1.0
up / hor σ 0.0 ±1.0
coincident fraction % 0.0 +0.1
Cross Section Related Systematics
RES σ 0.0 ±1.0
QE σ 0.0 ±1.0
NNC/NCC - 1.0 ±0.2
Normalization Systematics
Nνµ CC w.r.t expected νµ CC counts - -
Nµ w.r.t expected µatm counts - -
Detector Related Systematics
DOM efficiency w.r.t ∼ 35% 1.0 ±0.1
hole ice parameter cm 25 ±10
hole ice forward parameter - - -
absorption scaling factor αabs w.r.t. absorption coefficient table 1.0 ±0.1
scattering scaling factor αsca w.r.t. scattering coefficient table 1.0 ±0.1
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Chapter 8: Analysis Method
The measurement of atmospheric neutrino oscillation parameters performed in
this dissertation is done using a binned χ2 method. Given that the oscillation prob-
ability of a neutrino depends on its energy, propagation length, and flavor, events at
final level are binned by reconstructed energy, direction, and track length. Section
8.1 discusses in details the construction of the Monte Carlos (MC) histograms. Final
templates predicted by MC are then compared to that from data; these templates
assume some injected values of oscillation parameters, which are allowed to float
when fitting to data. As explained in Section 8.2, a modified χ2 is used to quantify,
bin by bin, the statistical differences between observed and predicted counts. The
best fit histogram is then found via minimizing the χ2 while taking sixteen system-
atic uncertainties into account (see Section 8.4). The corresponding p-value is then
determined from many fluctuated trials, as discussed in Section 8.5.
The above describes the procedure to find the best fit oscillation parameters;
yet, the most important aspect of a measurement analysis is the confidence level
of those measured parameters, which is discussed in Section 8.6. Final expected
sensitivity is presented in Section 8.6.1, and the impacts on sensitivity due to sys-
tematics are also studied in Section 8.6.2. Last but not least, further tests on the
fitter’s robustness are shown in Section 8.6.3.
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8.1 Construction of Final Templates
This section covers the construction of final templates. Settings for analysis
histogram binning, including observables and bin sizes, are explained in Section
8.1.1. Then, Section 8.1.2 describes a multi-dimensional technique called Hyper-
plane, which provides a continuous space for all discrete parameters. Final template
used for the analysis are presented in Section 8.1.3.
8.1.1 Binning
Because the oscillation probability of a neutrino depends on its energy, prop-
agation length, and event type, data are binned in energy, zenith, and particle
identification respectively.
For a vertically down going atmospheric νµ, the amplitude of νµ → ντ oscilla-
tions is maximized at 25 GeV. Thus, the energy range for this analysis covers events
from 5.6 to 56 GeV in log10 space: 0.75 ≤ log10 E < 1.75. Based on the energy
resolution from PegLeg reconstruction, eight energy bins are considered. The com-
parison between energy resolutions and bin sizes is shown on the left of Figure 8.1.
Overall, the energy bins are roughly the same size as the energy resolutions. The
contamination from high energy neutrino events sneaking into the energy range is
also found to be negligible.
The second observable is the distance of neutrino propagation, which is re-
lated to cosine of the neutrino zenith angle, cos θ, based on the geometry of the
Earth. Figure 8.2 demonstrates the conversion. By the law of cosines, the neutrino
propagation length, L, can be expressed in terms of the radius of the Earth (6378.2
km), the height of the atmosphere from ground (20 km), and cos φ, which is related














































































































Bin sizes vs PegLeg resolutions
Figure 8.1: Comparison between bin sizes and PegLeg resolutions: (left)
log10 energy and (right) cos zenith angle. Each plot corresponds to
a neutrino flavor. Black error bars are the bin sizes. Shaded bands
represent the 1σ width from the means, which are subtracted off of the
differences between reconstructed and true values. Bin sizes for energy
are roughly the same size as the resolution, but cos zenith angle bin sizes
are slightly smaller than the cos zenith resolution.
of the signal νµ events come from the northern sky, including down going events
can increase statistics of background atmospheric muons, which helps model the
background template. Therefore, the cos θ range for this analysis is between -1 (i.e.
vertically up going) and 1 (i.e. vertically down going) to include events from both
the southern and the northern hemisphere. A total of 10 cos zenith angle bins are
considered. Although the bin sizes are in general slightly smaller than the cos zenith
angle resolutions from PegLeg reconstruction (see the right plot of Figure 8.1), no
bias would be introduced because PegLeg reconstruction treats data and MC events
the same way, and events from all sky are included in the analysis.
The third observable for the measurement of atmospheric neutrino oscillation
parameters is event type. Since IceCube can only identify track-like and cascade-




L = neutrino propagation length 
H = height of the atmosphere from ground = 19 km 
R = radius of the Earth = 6378.2 km
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<latexit sha1_base64="kzqKdWmB2EcjCQ+ZT6LPBRgqBBU=">AAACFXicbZBNSwJBGMdn7c3szerYZUgCQ5RVguoQSF08dDBpM3BNZsdRB2dfmHk2ksVP0aWv0qVDRdegW9+mcd1DaQ/M8OP/fx5mnr8TCK7ANL+N1MLi0vJKejWztr6xuZXd3rlRfigps6gvfHnrEMUE95gFHAS7DSQjriNY0xleTPzmPZOK+941jALWdknf4z1OCWipky1e3lXwGc43CrVDTQXc0HcRVxqxYgN7gIj6amxjOxjwTjZnlsy48DyUE8ihpOqd7Jfd9WnoMg+oIEq1ymYA7YhI4FSwccYOFQsIHZI+a2n0iMtUO4rXGuMDrXRxz5f6eIBj9fdERFylRq6jO10CAzXrTcT/vFYIvZN2xL0gBObR6UO9UGDw8SQj3OWSURAjDYRKrv+K6YBIQkEnmdEhlGdXngerUjotmVdHuep5kkYa7aF9lEdldIyqqIbqyEIUPaJn9IrejCfjxXg3PqatKSOZ2UV/yvj8AcDEmwo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kzqKdWmB2EcjCQ+ZT6LPBRgqBBU=">AAACFXicbZBNSwJBGMdn7c3szerYZUgCQ5RVguoQSF08dDBpM3BNZsdRB2dfmHk2ksVP0aWv0qVDRdegW9+mcd1DaQ/M8OP/fx5mnr8TCK7ANL+N1MLi0vJKejWztr6xuZXd3rlRfigps6gvfHnrEMUE95gFHAS7DSQjriNY0xleTPzmPZOK+941jALWdknf4z1OCWipky1e3lXwGc43CrVDTQXc0HcRVxqxYgN7gIj6amxjOxjwTjZnlsy48DyUE8ihpOqd7Jfd9WnoMg+oIEq1ymYA7YhI4FSwccYOFQsIHZI+a2n0iMtUO4rXGuMDrXRxz5f6eIBj9fdERFylRq6jO10CAzXrTcT/vFYIvZN2xL0gBObR6UO9UGDw8SQj3OWSURAjDYRKrv+K6YBIQkEnmdEhlGdXngerUjotmVdHuep5kkYa7aF9lEdldIyqqIbqyEIUPaJn9IrejCfjxXg3PqatKSOZ2UV/yvj8AcDEmwo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kzqKdWmB2EcjCQ+ZT6LPBRgqBBU=">AAACFXicbZBNSwJBGMdn7c3szerYZUgCQ5RVguoQSF08dDBpM3BNZsdRB2dfmHk2ksVP0aWv0qVDRdegW9+mcd1DaQ/M8OP/fx5mnr8TCK7ANL+N1MLi0vJKejWztr6xuZXd3rlRfigps6gvfHnrEMUE95gFHAS7DSQjriNY0xleTPzmPZOK+941jALWdknf4z1OCWipky1e3lXwGc43CrVDTQXc0HcRVxqxYgN7gIj6amxjOxjwTjZnlsy48DyUE8ihpOqd7Jfd9WnoMg+oIEq1ymYA7YhI4FSwccYOFQsIHZI+a2n0iMtUO4rXGuMDrXRxz5f6eIBj9fdERFylRq6jO10CAzXrTcT/vFYIvZN2xL0gBObR6UO9UGDw8SQj3OWSURAjDYRKrv+K6YBIQkEnmdEhlGdXngerUjotmVdHuep5kkYa7aF9lEdldIyqqIbqyEIUPaJn9IrejCfjxXg3PqatKSOZ2UV/yvj8AcDEmwo=</latexit>
By law of sines, 
By property of a triangle,
By law of cosines, 
R
sin (⇡    ) =
R + H
sin (⇡   ✓)
<latexit sha1_base64="BEX6FQvypNrwkQb18/39VJkFEF8=">AAACM3icbVDLSsNAFJ34tr6qLt0MFsEilsSNuhBEN4IbFWsLTSmT6Y0dnEzCzI1YQj7KjR/iRgQXKm79B6c1Cx89MHA451zu3BMkUhh03WdnbHxicmp6ZrY0N7+wuFReXrkycao51HksY90MmAEpFNRRoIRmooFFgYRGcHM88Bu3oI2I1SX2E2hH7FqJUHCGVuqUT/1QM55d5JmPcIeZESr36aafCLpN/cSIak4PaBHaOhkdwx4gq+adcsWtuUPQ/8QrSIUUOOuUH/1uzNMIFHLJjGl5boLtjGkUXEJe8lMDCeM37BpalioWgWlnw6NzumGVLg1jbZ9COlR/TmQsMqYfBTYZMeyZv95AHOW1Ugz32plQSYqg+PeiMJUUYzpokHaFBo6ybwnjWti/Ut5jtiC0PZdsCd7fk/+T+k5tv+adu5XDo6KNGbJG1skm8cguOSQn5IzUCSf35Im8kjfnwXlx3p2P7+iYU8yskl9wPr8A6ESqiw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BEX6FQvypNrwkQb18/39VJkFEF8=">AAACM3icbVDLSsNAFJ34tr6qLt0MFsEilsSNuhBEN4IbFWsLTSmT6Y0dnEzCzI1YQj7KjR/iRgQXKm79B6c1Cx89MHA451zu3BMkUhh03WdnbHxicmp6ZrY0N7+wuFReXrkycao51HksY90MmAEpFNRRoIRmooFFgYRGcHM88Bu3oI2I1SX2E2hH7FqJUHCGVuqUT/1QM55d5JmPcIeZESr36aafCLpN/cSIak4PaBHaOhkdwx4gq+adcsWtuUPQ/8QrSIUUOOuUH/1uzNMIFHLJjGl5boLtjGkUXEJe8lMDCeM37BpalioWgWlnw6NzumGVLg1jbZ9COlR/TmQsMqYfBTYZMeyZv95AHOW1Ugz32plQSYqg+PeiMJUUYzpokHaFBo6ybwnjWti/Ut5jtiC0PZdsCd7fk/+T+k5tv+adu5XDo6KNGbJG1skm8cguOSQn5IzUCSf35Im8kjfnwXlx3p2P7+iYU8yskl9wPr8A6ESqiw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BEX6FQvypNrwkQb18/39VJkFEF8=">AAACM3icbVDLSsNAFJ34tr6qLt0MFsEilsSNuhBEN4IbFWsLTSmT6Y0dnEzCzI1YQj7KjR/iRgQXKm79B6c1Cx89MHA451zu3BMkUhh03WdnbHxicmp6ZrY0N7+wuFReXrkycao51HksY90MmAEpFNRRoIRmooFFgYRGcHM88Bu3oI2I1SX2E2hH7FqJUHCGVuqUT/1QM55d5JmPcIeZESr36aafCLpN/cSIak4PaBHaOhkdwx4gq+adcsWtuUPQ/8QrSIUUOOuUH/1uzNMIFHLJjGl5boLtjGkUXEJe8lMDCeM37BpalioWgWlnw6NzumGVLg1jbZ9COlR/TmQsMqYfBTYZMeyZv95AHOW1Ugz32plQSYqg+PeiMJUUYzpokHaFBo6ybwnjWti/Ut5jtiC0PZdsCd7fk/+T+k5tv+adu5XDo6KNGbJG1skm8cguOSQn5IzUCSf35Im8kjfnwXlx3p2P7+iYU8yskl9wPr8A6ESqiw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BEX6FQvypNrwkQb18/39VJkFEF8=">AAACM3icbVDLSsNAFJ34tr6qLt0MFsEilsSNuhBEN4IbFWsLTSmT6Y0dnEzCzI1YQj7KjR/iRgQXKm79B6c1Cx89MHA451zu3BMkUhh03WdnbHxicmp6ZrY0N7+wuFReXrkycao51HksY90MmAEpFNRRoIRmooFFgYRGcHM88Bu3oI2I1SX2E2hH7FqJUHCGVuqUT/1QM55d5JmPcIeZESr36aafCLpN/cSIak4PaBHaOhkdwx4gq+adcsWtuUPQ/8QrSIUUOOuUH/1uzNMIFHLJjGl5boLtjGkUXEJe8lMDCeM37BpalioWgWlnw6NzumGVLg1jbZ9COlR/TmQsMqYfBTYZMeyZv95AHOW1Ugz32plQSYqg+PeiMJUUYzpokHaFBo6ybwnjWti/Ut5jtiC0PZdsCd7fk/+T+k5tv+adu5XDo6KNGbJG1skm8cguOSQn5IzUCSf35Im8kjfnwXlx3p2P7+iYU8yskl9wPr8A6ESqiw==</latexit>
Figure 8.2: Conversion between propagation length and cos θ based on
the Earth’s geometry.
0 50 100 150 200









































Figure 8.3: Reconstructed track length as particle identification. Each
line represents the separation power of track-like events from cascade-like
events based on reconstructed track length. An event is considered as
cascade-like if its reconstructed track length is shorted than 50 meters,
whereas a track-like event has a reconstructed track length between 50
and 1000 meters.
195






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































number of events (2.27 years); prefit




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 8.4: MC template before the Hyperplane treatment: (left) cas-
cade bin with track length shorter than 50 meters and (right) track bin
with track length longer than 50 meters. Events at final selection level
are binned by reconstructed energy, cos zenith angle, and track length.
for this analysis. Figure 8.3 shows the separation power of reconstruction track
length. Events with track lengths shorter than 50 meters are considered as cascade-
like, while those with track lengths longer than 50 m are track-like events. More
than 80% of each neutrino backgrounds (νe CC, ντ CC, and ν NC) are classified
as cascade-like, while 34% of νµ CC and 46% of atmospheric µ events have track
length greater than 50 meters.
Based on the above binning, events at final selection level are binned by recon-
structed energy, cos zenith angle, and track length. With a total of 140 non-empty
bins, the total MC template includes contributions from all six event types: νµ CC,
νe CC, ντ CC, ν NC, atmospheric muons, and noise-triggered events. In Figure 8.4,
the left and right plots are the cascade-like and track-like templates respectively.
For each template, the top half of the histogram includes down going bins, whereas
the bottom half contains up going events. Note that 20 bins in the track histogram
are empty due to the cascade plus minimum ionizing track hypothesis in the PegLeg
reconstruction algorithm. Since secondary muons from νµ charge current interac-
196
tions are expected to be minimum ionizing, their track lengths depend on the lepton.
Given that a minimum ionizing muon in ice deposits roughly 1 GeV every 5 meters,
events with a track longer than 50 meters must have a minimum energy above 10
GeV. As a result, no track-like events are reconstructed with energy below 10 GeV.
8.1.2 Hyperplane
The MC template in Figure 8.4 is one realization of the total expected event
count per bin; the simulation sets used for building the MC template assume some
base values for the optical properties of the detector. As discussed in Section 7.4,
the predicted rates depend on detector properties, such as DOM efficiency, hole ice
parameter, hole ice forward parameter, ice absorption, and ice scattering. These
effects need to be taken into account before performing the measurement analysis.
Recall from Section 5.2.3 that rate predictions due to detector effects can be
estimated by simulating different MC sets, each of which assumes a different value
for one (or two) of the detector optical properties. Although only certain values
are picked to produce the corresponding MC sets, the parameters related to these
detector properties are continuous and should be allowed to float in a continuous
space when fitting MC template to data. In an ideal world, one could generate
infinite MC sets to understand the relationship between, say, DOM efficiency and
predicted rate. However, with limited computational resources, only a few sets are
simulated for each detector property and each event type. Each of these systematic
MC sets has a unique set of detector properties that corresponds to one of the rows
in Table 8.1, where the rows in red are the MC sets with base assumptions. Each MC
set is processed to the final selection level, and events that pass all requirements are
binned by the binning discussed in Section 8.1.1. Now, instead of one realization of
MC template in Figure 8.4, there are multiple realizations of expected event counts
197
per bin depending on the optical properties of the detector.
However, since these detector properties are continuous and may be correlated,
a continuous space across all detector-related parameters is required for a minimizer
to fit the MC template to data; this is why the Hyperplane method is applied for each
bin in the MC template. Figure 8.5 shows a simplified example of a hyperplane for
one of bins in the νµ CC template with only DOM efficiency and hole ice parameter
taken into account. The absolute expected counts of this particular bin from the
systematic sets, as well as their ratios to the baseline counts, are shown in the
tables on the left. The fractional counts and their error bars are plotted on the right
plot; blue and red points correspond to the data points from hole ice and DOM
efficiency sets respectively. Given these eleven distinct points, a plane is fitted over
both detector parameters with color bar and the z axis representing the fractional
counts. To verify the goodness of fit of this fitted plane, solid blue and red lines are
drawn at the baseline values of DOM efficiency (1.0) and hole ice parameter (25)
respectively. These two lines are projected to the dashed blue and red lines, from
which a goodness of fit with the data points from the sets can be calculated. Note
that the Hyperplane method does not mean a plane is always fitted to the data
points; the fitted “plane” can be a plane, a mountain, a valley, a saddle, or other
shapes driven by the points from different systematic sets.
For each neutrino flavor, a total of 20 systematic sets are used; thus, 20 ex-
pected counts are available, each of which corresponds to a set of discrete systematic
values (i.e. each row of Table 8.1). These 20 expected counts are then divided by
a reference count, which is the expected number of events in the corresponding bin
calculated from the baseline set labeled in red in Table 8.1. Thus, for each bin, there
are 20 points, each of which is a ratio to the baseline count, in a space across all
six discrete systematics. As shown in the above example, a “plane” is then fitted






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































plane, when one specifies a set of discrete systematic values, the expected count of
that bin is the baseline count multiplied by a factor returned by the hyperplane.
Such process is repeated for each bin and each neutrino flavor in order to obtain the
neutrino templates.
Similar procedure is used to determine the muon template but with two main
differences when comparing it to the treatment of neutrino templates. First, muon
hyperplanes do not include coincident fraction. For neutrinos, a coincident event
is an event in which one or more muon(s) is/are seen during the time window of
a neutrino interaction. Since we do not have any MC sets to predict such a rate,
the coincident fraction is implemented as a systematic to estimate its effect on the
shape of neutrino templates. In the case of muons, a coincident event is an event
with more than one muon; by including CORSIKA events, multi-muon events are
taken into account in the calculation of muon expected rates. Second, no muon
systematic sets with DOM efficiency higher than 1.0 and positive hole ice forward
parameter are available. It is a result of limited computational resources. Discussed
in Section 5.4, neutrino sets are generated at a DOM efficiency of > 1.7 such that
the number of accepted photons can be scaled down to various systematic input
values. Muon sets, on the other hand, are generated with a DOM efficiency of 1.28;
there are not enough total number of photons reaching a DOM to begin with for
systematic sets at a DOM efficiency value greater than 1.0 and at a positive value
for the hole ice forward parameter. In principle, one could regenerate muon events
at a higher DOM efficiency value, which would take months to get enough statistics.
However, the current systematic sets are good enough to predict an overall trend in
how the muon template changes with respect to various detector parameters.
201














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































number of events (2.27 years); prefit









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 8.6: MC template after the Hyperplane treatment: (left) cascade
histogram and (right) track histogram. Color bar represents expected
counts in three years.
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Figure 8.7: The fraction of νµ CC per bin in the final MC template after
the Hyperplane treatment: (left) cascade histogram and (right) track
histogram. Color bar represents the fractional contribution of νµ CC to
total counts, per bin, in percentage.
202
8.1.3 Final Templates
After applying the Hyperplane treatment described above, a MC template is
obtained for each flavor (νµ CC, νe CC, ντ CC, ν NC, µ, and noise
1). Assuming
the world averaged best fit values for the neutrino oscillation parameters and some
base assumptions for the nuisance parameters, the final MC template, which is the
sum of contributions from all flavors, is shown in Figure 8.6. Although the peak of
the histogram is located at the cascade bin, Figure 8.7 shows that our νµ CC signal
events contribute mostly in the up going track bin. It is because the cascade bin
contains most of the neutrino background events, including νe CC, ντ CC, and ν
NC, while the dominant background atmospheric µ concentrates in the down going
region of the track bin (see Figure 8.8). With fewer up going background events
that have long track lengths, the purity of νµ CC signal events is better in the
corresponding regions of the histogram.
8.2 Modified χ2
In this binned analysis, a χ2 value is calculated per bin to determine how
likely an observed count, labelled as µ, is a statistical fluctuation of a predicted
mean count of λ. Recall that a Gaussian probability density function (PDF), f ,











1No systematic sets are generated for noise template since noise events are randomly triggered,
non-physical events due to electronics.
203














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































number of events (2.27 years); prefit









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 8.8: The fraction of atmospheric muon background per bin in the
final MC template after the Hyperplane treatment: (left) cascade his-
togram and (right) track histogram. Color bar represents the fractional
contribution of atmospheric muon background to total counts, per bin,
in percentage.
where σ is the standard deviation of the predicted mean count of λ. Given a his-
togram with M bins, the total PDF is, therefore, a product of all f ; that is,





















We are interested in maximizing the total PDF; thus, it is easier to work with a
summation instead of a product by taking its natural log;






Note that maximizing the probability density function in Equation 8.3 is equivalent
to minimizing its negative value. Because performing a minimization of a function







Here, Nmci is the predicted count in the i
th bin. Ndi is the data count of the same
bin. And, the denominator is the variance of total uncertainty of the ith bin.
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expected number of µatm events in three years of good data
Figure 8.9: Atmospheric µ counts and the standard deviations from MC
uncertainties: (top left) expected cascade counts, (bottom left) standard
deviation per cascade bin, (top right) expected track counts, (bottom
right) standard deviation per track bin. Only roughly a year worth of
muons are available to model three years of data; hence, limited muon
MC statistics cannot be ignored.
205








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































expected number of νµ CC events in three years of good data
Figure 8.10: νµ Counts and the standard deviations from MC uncertain-
ties: (top left) expected cascade counts, (bottom left) standard devia-
tion per cascade bin, (top right) expected track counts, (bottom right)
standard deviation per track bin. With thirty years worth of simulated
events, neutrinos have small contributions to the total MC uncertainty.
The total variance of a given bin consists of a statistical error from the pre-
dicted count,
√






































Figure 8.11: χ2 Scan: Given an injected histogram with µ normalization
of 1, solid red and dashed blue lines represent the χ2 landscape with and
without atmospheric µ MC uncertainty respectively. Shaded areas show
the 1σ bands from 700 fluctuated trials. ∆χ2 from the corresponding
minima is shown to demonstrate that χ2 space is flatter when there is a
large MC uncertainty.
Out of all flavors, muon MC uncertainty contributes the most because only
roughly a year worth of muons are available to model three years of data. To be
specific, we have 2517 simulated muon events in total while expecting 5880 muon
events given three years of exposure. Figure 8.9 shows the expected muon counts in
three years, per bin, and their standard deviations σµ. Compared to that of νµ CC
(see Figure 8.10) which contains more than thirty years worth of simulated events,
muon MC uncertainty is more crucial in this analysis.
According to Equation 8.5, a larger MC uncertainty due to finite statistics
leads to a smaller χ2i . Figure 8.11 shows the effect on the ∆χ
2 landscape when a large
MC uncertainty term is taken into account. A µ normalization of 1 is injected as
pseudo data; and, 700 fluctuated trials are performed at each µ normalization point.
Representing the ∆χ2 from its minimum when MC uncertainty term is included,
the red solid line is flatter than the blue dashed line, which does not have the
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MC uncertainty term. Therefore, when a minimizer lets µ normalization and other
systematic parameters float to best match data, it tends to vary background muon
statistics, without any penalty, as much as possible.
As a side note, Gaussian PDFs and χ2 are used for this analysis; yet, one could






By performing the same calculation from Equation 8.1 to Equation 8.4, one can





µi logλi − λi
)
. (8.8)
Additional treatment is needed to take into account limited MC statistics [232].
Such a method was studied and found to have minimal impact on the measurement
of atmospheric neutrino oscillation parameters.
8.3 Bayesian Priors
As discussed in Chapter 7, we have some degrees of belief in thirteen out
of the sixteen nuisance parameters. These parameters include spectral indices of
atmospheric neutrino (γν) and muon (γµ) fluxes, ratio of atmospheric νe to νµ fluxes
(νe/νµ), ratio of ν to ν fluxes (ν/ν), ratio of vertical to horizontal neutrino fluxes
(up/hor), cross sections of resonance production (RES) and quasi elastic scattering
(QE), ratio of ν NC to νµ CC (NNC), fraction of neutrino coincident events (fcoin),
DOM efficiency, hole ice parameter p, hole ice forward parameter p2, ice absorption
scaling factor αabs, and ice scattering αsca.
By knowing roughly the values of the above parameters and their 1σ error bars,
one can assume, for each parameter, a Gaussian PDF centered at the estimated value
with the corresponding 1σ width. This prior PDF is then multiplied to the PDF in
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Equation 8.2 such that the overall probability is penalized in regions where we know
are less likely. Following the steps from Equation 8.2 to Equation 8.4, one realizes
multiplying a prior probability to the PDF is equivalent to adding the penalty terms
















j sums over contributions from all thirteen nuisance parameters with priors
centered at the prior means with 1σ penalty widths. This modified χ2mod is the χ
2
used when fitting MC to data. The numerical values for all prior means and 1σ
penalties are summarized in Table 8.2.
8.4 Minimization
Minimization is a process to minimize the χ2mod by letting all nuisance and
physics parameters float. Defined by Equations 8.9, χ2mod for this analysis is mini-
mized using a standard python-based iminuit2 package [233]. While the tolerance
and number of iterations are set to 1e-30 and 50000 respectively, all other settings
for the iminuit minimizer are set to their default values.
During minimization, the minimizer adjusts all floating parameters to best
match the MC template to data histogram by finding the smallest χ2mod. The min-
imizer starts the parameters at some seeded values and explores the nearby χ2mod
space using the given initial step sizes (see Table 8.2). The allowed space for each
parameter is defined by the lower and upper limits. When the minimizer reaches the
tolerance or number of iterations set by the user, the minimizer stops and recognizes
the point that returns the smallest χ2mod as a local minimum.
The local minimum may or may not be the global minimum. For most param-
eters, their χ2mod behave parabolically with clear minima as shown in Figure 8.11. It




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































function of sin2 θ23; such a Mexican-hat landscape has two local minima. Therefore,
in order to find the global minimum, two minimizations are performed for each fit:
one only allows minimizer to move in the first octant (0 ≤ sin2 θ23 ≤ 0.5), while
the other scans only the second octant (0.5 < sin2 θ23 ≤ 1). The one that returns a
smaller χ2mod is the global minimum.
8.5 Fluctuations and P-value Calculation
Fluctuations are taken into account by performing pseudo trials. In each trial,
two sources of randomness are considered: MC and statistical fluctuations. For each
bin, the MC fluctuated count of a given event type is obtained by randomly picking
a value from a Gaussian PDF centered at the expected count of that event type in
that bin with a width equal to the corresponding standard deviation due to finite
MC statistics in that bin. The sum of MC fluctuated counts from all event types is,
therefore, the total count of that bin. Then, to mimic poisson fluctuations in data
counts, the final MC-fluctuated total count in the bin is randomly picked based on
a Poissonian PDF with a mean value equal to the total count.
As shown on the left of Figure 8.12, a total of 800 trials is performed, from
which χ2mod distribution is drawn. This distribution is then turned into a PDF, and
an inverted cumulative distribution function (CDF) is determined (see the right plot
of Figure 8.12). To estimate the goodness of fit from fitting to real data, the inverted
CDF is used to determine the p-value. Another way to determine the goodness of fit
uses reduced χ2. Although the MC template has a total of 140 non-empty bins, and
eighteen floating parameters during a fit, the number of degrees of freedom is more
than 122 because thirteen nuisance parameters have priors applied. Therefore, the
number of degrees of freedom is estimated to be the mean value of the χ2 distribution
on the left of Figure 8.12, which is found to be 133.
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Inverse of Cumulative PDF
Fluctuation and P-value Calculation
Figure 8.12: Fluctuations and p-value calculation: (left) χ2 distribu-
tion from 800 trials and (right) inverted cumulative distribution function
(CDF). χ2 distribution from 800 trials of fluctuation is used as a PDF to
determine the p-value from data. Shaded area on the right is the region
where p-value is greater than 5%.
8.6 Sensitivity of Oscillation Parameter Measurements
One of the most important aspects of this measurement is the confidence level
(CL) of the measured best fit oscillation parameters. In a given sin2θ23 and ∆m
2
32
space, a set of grid points are considered, each of which has a test statistic value. To
determine the CL of a grid point, two approaches can be used. While Section 8.6.1
discusses the sensitivity via Wilks’ Theorem, a more careful approach is presented
in Section 9.2.2.
Another important aspect of this analysis is to understand how each of the
sixteen nuisance parameters affects the oscillation parameter measurements. Their
impacts on sensitivity are discussed in Section 8.6.2, which can be explained by
their impacts on the analysis histogram. Last but not least, tests including data
challenges and pseudo trials have been performed to ensure the fitting tool can
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Figure 8.13: A standard χ2 distribution with two degrees of freedom:
(left) standard χ2 distribution with two degrees of freedom and (right)
cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the χ2 distribution. From
the CDF, a 68% (1σ) and 90% confidence levels are defined via the red
and blue dashed dotted lines, which have χ2 values of 2.288 and 4.605
respectively.
indeed find the true minimum, as discussed in Section 8.6.3.
8.6.1 Expected Sensitivity
The confidence level (CL) of the measured best fit oscillation parameters are
determined by scanning the sin2θ23 and ∆m
2
32 space. In this two dimensional space,
45 × 45 grid points are defined within sin2θ23 ∈ (0.25, 0.75) and ∆m232 ∈ (2.0, 3.0)
×10−3 eV2. At each grid point, a MC template assuming oscillation parameters
equal to this grid point is fitted to data by minimizing χ2mod defined in Equation
8.9; only the sixteen nuisance parameters are allowed to float. The test statistic
of this grid point is then defined to be the difference ∆χ2 between the minimized
χ2mod with fixed physics parameters and the χ
2
mod from the global best fit where all
eighteen parameters are allowed to float.
The Wilks’ Theorem states that if the sample size is large enough, the proba-
bility distribution function of a test statistic follows a standard χ2 distribution with
an effective number of degrees of freedom [234]. If this assumption is valid, a CL of
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a given grid point can then be obtained by comparing its test statistic value and the
standard χ2 distribution with two degrees of freedom. The standard χ2 distribution
is shown on the left of Figure 8.13, and its cumulative distribution function (CDF)
is shown on the right. From the CDF, the 68% (1σ) and 90% CLs with two degrees
of freedom are defined at ∆χ2 values of 2.288 and 4.605 respectively. Therefore, the
1σ and 90% contours are drawn around grid points where ∆χ2 values are equal to
2.288 and 4.605.
Figure 8.14 shows the sensitivity of this analysis. Given the 2014 νfit results [1]
as the injected values for ∆m232 and sin
2θ23, the gray solid line represents our ex-
pected 90% CL. The top and the right plots show the ∆χ2 scans in sin2θ23 and
∆m232 spaces respectively. Their 1σ widths are roughly 0.22 for sin
2θ23 and 0.2e-3
eV2 for ∆m223. Compared to measurements done by other major atmospheric oscilla-
tion experiments, our expected 90% contour shows that IceCube and DeepCore can
deliver competitive results to the oscillation community. Compared to the previous
IceCube result [79] represented as the blue contour, this analysis can improve ∆m232
measurement by ∼ 30%. On the other hand, the blue contour has a smaller 90%
CL in sin2θ23 compared to our sensitivity because previous IceCube reports a mix-
ing angle near maximal (0.51) while our sensitivity is injected away from maximal
mixing.
8.6.2 Impacts on Sensitivity Due to Systematics
The impact on sensitivity because of a given systematic can be studied by
measuring the changes in 90% expected contours with the corresponding nuisance
parameter fixed in the minimization. Figure 8.15 shows the percentage changes
in the two 90% expected contours when a given systematic is turned off. ∆m223
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χ2
Sensitivity (90%)
Figure 8.14: 90% Sensitivity: (bottom left) Sensitivity of 90% CL from
this analysis and 90% CL contours from other experiments, (top) ∆χ2
as a function of sin2θ23, and (right) ∆χ
2 as a function of ∆m232. Gray
line represents the sensitivity of 90% confidence level from this analysis,
which is competitive to other experiments.
change in the corresponding 90% range. On the other hand, ν/ν gives the largest
change in sin2θ23 90% CL by a slight 2%. In addition, DOM efficiency is also a
relatively important systematic for both oscillation parameter measurements.
Whether a systematic is relevant to oscillation parameter measurements de-
pends on its effects on the analysis histogram, especially in the region where signal
events are dominant. Figure 8.16 shows the percentage changes in counts by vary-
ing oscillation parameters and DOM efficiency in the track bin where νµ CC events
contribute the most. Since ∆m223 drives the frequency of oscillation, lowering its
value is equivalent to stretching the oscillation, which changes the peak and the dip
215
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Changes in expected 90% contours when fixing a systematic
Figure 8.15: Changes in Expected 90% Contours When Fixing One Sys-
tematic: (left) Percentage change in sin2θ23 90% CL (right) Percentage
change in ∆m223 90% CL Black error bars represent the 90% CL when the
corresponding systematic is turned off, whereas the shaded areas are the
90% ranges when all systematics are allowed to float. Black dots repre-
sent the percentage changes between the black error bars and the width
of shaded areas. For ∆m223, fixing atmospheric µ normalization leads to
the largest change in the 90% range, while the leading systematic for
sin2θ23, ν/ν, only changes its 90% range by 2%.
of the histogram. sin2θ23, on the other hand, relates to the amplitude of oscillation;
given a smaller sin2θ23, less νµ disappear and, therefore, more events are detected,
increasing the event counts in the signal region. DOM efficiency turns out to have
a similar feature in the signal region of track histogram. With a less efficient DOM,
less photons are seen. With less information about the event, down going muons
are less likely to be removed by event selection, increasing the counts in down going
bins. At the same time, having less lights in νµ events also lowers the resolution of
event reconstruction, washing out the oscillation effects. Hence, the up going events
share similar features as if the values of oscillation parameters are changed.
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Systematic e↵ects on event counts; 3 years at dm31 upper and lower 0.001; percent
Percentage Changes in Track Histogram When A Parameter is Changed
 m223 is lowered by 1e-3
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Figure 8.16: Percentage Changes in Track Event Counts When A Pa-
rameter Is Changed: (left) when ∆m223 is lowered by 1e-3, (middle) when
sin2θ23 is lowered by 0.04, and (right) when DOM efficiency is lowered
by 1σ, which is 10%. Color axes are not in the same scale, but values
of percentage changes in counts are stated. Both oscillation parameters
affects event counts in the up going track bins, which can also be affected
by varying DOM efficiency.
Nevertheless, since this analysis also includes down going events, the degree of
pulls on DOM efficiency is modulated by its significant impact on muon template.
While changing DOM efficiency to best match up going track region, the minimizer
cannot overly pull DOM efficiency to an unreasonable value. Instead, together
with muon normalization and other muon background related nuisance parameters,
the minimizer tries to find the best pulls on different parameters to minimize the
χ2mod. Given that eighteen nuisance parameters are considered during a fit, such a
complex dynamical and multi-dimensional relation can be presented via a correlation
matrix shown in Figure 8.17. Positive correlation means parameter X increases
with parameter Y, while negative correlation means parameter X decreases with
parameter Y. Thus, given its effect on the analysis histogram, DOM efficiency has



































































































































correlations between floating parameters
Figure 8.17: Correlation matrix among eighteen floating parameters.
Color axis represents the correlations; positive correlation means Y in-
creases with X, while negative correlation means Y decreases with X.
mildly with sin2θ23.
8.6.3 Fitter Robustness
As a final note, it is important that the fitting tool returns the true minimum;
hence, two robustness tests are performed: data challenge and pseudo trials.
The purpose of a data challenge test is to ensure fitter is able to find the true
minimum when minimizer starts all parameters at values away from their injected
values. In this test, 81 test points are considered in the sin2θ23 and ∆m
2
32 space.
At each test point, an injected histogram is built using the corresponding values
of oscillation parameters; injected values of nuisance parameters are tabulated in
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convergence test; pass1 3years; newpegleg
Figure 8.18: Data Challenge (Oscillation Parameter). 81 grid points are
set for data challenge tests. Their Injected values of oscillation param-
eters are shown as black crosses. For each test, a full fit is performed,
where minimizer starts at the values of blue stars. The best fits from all
tests are shown as red triangles, which overlap with the black crosses.
That is, the fitting tool is able to find the true minimum.
Table 8.3. Given an injected histogram at a test point, two minimizations are
performed; one has minimizer starts at the first octant while the other starts at
the second octant. For nuisance parameters with priors, their start values for both
minimizations are set at 1σ above the injected values. Other floating parameters also
start away from their injected values (see Table 8.3). Figure 8.18 shows the results in
oscillation parameter spaces. 81 best fit oscillation parameters (red triangles) agree
with their injected values (black crosses). The differences between injected and best
fit values of all floating parameters are shown in Figure 8.19. The differences are
at the order of 1e-5, which is finer than the resolution of our ability to measure the
parameters. Therefore, the fitting tool is able to find the true minimum.
The above data challenge test is performed ignoring fluctuation; thus, a test
with pseudo trials is needed. In this test, a distribution of best fit values for each
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Table 8.3: Floating parameter setting for data challenge.
Parameters Units Injected Values Minimizer Start Values
Physics Parameters
∆m231 × 10−3 eV2 at grid point 2.526
θ23 radian at grid point 0.7252 / 0.85
Flux Related Systematics
γµ σ 0.0 1.0
γν - 0.0 0.1
νe/νµ - 1.0 1.05
ν/ν σ 0.0 1.0
up / hor σ 0.0 1.0
coincident fraction - 0.0 0.1
Cross Section Related Systematics
RES σ 0.0 1.0
QE σ 0.0 1.0
NNC - 1.0 1.2
Normalization Systematics
NνµCC - 1.0 1.1
Nµ - 1.0 1.1
Detector Related Systematics
DOM efficiency - 1.0 1.1
hole ice p cm 25 35
hole ice forward p2 - 0.0 1.0
absorption scaling αabs - 1.0 1.1
scattering scaling αsca - 1.0 1.1
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floating parameters is obtained from 800 trials; their median values are then com-
pared to the injected values. The percentage changes and number of σ away from
their priors are stated in Figure 8.20. In particular, the median values for sin22θ23
and ∆m232 are 0.97 and 2.57 respectively, which are both less than 2% away from



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Chapter 9: Results and Discussion
This chapter presents the final results of the measurement of atmospheric
neutrino oscillation parameters. By letting all eighteen parameters float, best fit
values, including the physics parameters ∆m223 and sin
2θ23, are presented in Section
9.1. The uncertainties on the two physics parameters are discussed in Section 9.2.
Fits assuming two mass hierarchy orderings are also shown in Section 9.3. And, in
Section 9.4, this measurements are compared to the recent measurements done by
IceCube via different reconstructions, event selections, and analysis methods.
9.1 Best Fit from Data
Fitting with three years of data returns a χ2mod, defined in Section 8.9, of
129.44. Given 140 non-zero bins and eighteen floating parameters, 800 pseudo trials
are performed, which results in an effective number of degrees of freedom of 133; the
reduced χ2 is ∼ 1. To be more precise, with the probability density function from
the 800 fluctuated trials in Figure 8.12, the χ2mod obtained from data corresponds to
a p-value of 0.578. Therefore, the overall goodness of fit is reasonable. Figure 9.1
shows the χ2mod per bin. In general, most bins have good agreements between best
fit MC and data with χ2mods very close to 0. However, other bins, in particular in
the up going region, have χ2mod’s up to ∼ 9. While disagreements may come from
fluctuations, better understanding of sneaky muons and ice properties in the future
may improve the observed disagreement.
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Table 9.1: Best Fit Values.
Parameters Units Best Fits Pulls from Prior Means (σ)
Physics Parameters





γµ σ 0.113 0.113
γν - 0.045 0.454
νe/νµ - 1.031 0.619
ν/ν σ -0.700 -0.700
up / hor σ -0.207 -0.207
coincident fraction - 0.027 0.273
Cross Section Related Systematics
RES σ -0.374 -0.374
QE σ -0.250 -0.250
NNC/NCC - 1.016 0.079
Normalization Systematics
NνµCC - 0.948 -
Nµ - 0.813 -
Detector Related Systematics
DOM efficiency - 0.980 -0.020
hole ice p cm 30.53 0.553
hole ice forward p2 - -0.839 -
absorption scaling αabs - 1.014 0.139
scattering scaling αsca - 1.033 0.333
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Figure 9.1: χ2 per bin: (left) cascade bins and (right) track bins. Most
bins show good agreement between data and best fit MC, but some bins
have χ2’s above to ∼ 3. The summed χ2 for each cascade/track bin is







































































































Figure 9.2: Pulls of nuisance parameters with priors applied. For each
parameter with a prior applied, its pull is defined as the difference be-
tween its best fit value and the prior mean divided by its 1σ penalty.
None of these parameters have a pull greater than ±1σ.
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10−3 eV2 and 0.576+0.042−0.132 respectively, preferring a non maximal mixing angle away
from 0.5. Best fit values for all parameters are presented in Table 9.1. Nuisance
parameters without priors applied behave fairly well. For those with priors applied,
their behaviors can be described by their pulls. The pull of a given parameter is
defined as the difference between the best fit value and its prior mean divided by its
1σ penalty. These pulls are also presented in units of σ in Table 9.1 and shown in
Figure 9.2. None of the nuisance parameters with priors applied are strongly pulled
away beyond ±1σ.
Since the experimental parameter in the expression of oscillation probability
is L/E, the effect of atmospheric neutrino oscillations can be clearly shown in L/E
distributions. The bottom left plot of Figure 9.3 shows the log10 L/E histograms
from both cascade and track channels. In general, the first peak of the histogram
corresponds to down going events, whereas all up going events are contained in
the second peak of the histogram. The saddle between two peaks is due to the
stretching when taking the logarithm 10 of the propagation length. Each shaded
area represents a contribution from an event type weighted by the best fit parameters
from Table 9.1. These distributions are summed to obtain the total distribution as
shown in the red solid line. Similarly the total distribution assuming no oscillation
(null) hypothesis is shown as the blue solid line, and black points represent the log10
L/E distribution from data. The red solid lines and the data points are compared to
the null hypothesis, as shown in the bottom ratio plot. For each channel, an obvious
deficit is observed from data with respect to null hypothesis. The oscillation effect
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L over E histogram
Figure 9.3: Log10 L/E distributions at best fit: (top left) cascade chan-
nel only, (right) track channel only, and (bottom left) both channels are
included. For each of the three distributions, shaded areas correspond
to a stacked histogram from all flavor contributions weighted by the best
fit values. They are summed to the red solid line, which represents the
best fit total log10 L/E distributions. This red line is comparable to
the black data points. Their ratios to null hypothesis are shown in their
bottom plots. Comparing data and null hypothesis, a deficit is shown
in each plot. In particular, the track log10 L/E histogram show a very
clear dip due to the disappearance of νµ CC signal events.
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9.2 Contours
Based on the procedure described in Section 8.6.1, a contour is drawn to
include values of ∆m223 and sin
2θ23 which are 90% confident. Two independent
approaches are performed to determine the 90% confidence level. Section 9.2.1
discusses the contour assuming Wilk’s Theorem, of which the test statistic follows a
standard χ2 distribution with two degrees of freedom. And, Section 9.2.2 presents
the contour obtained via the full Feldman-Cousins approach.
9.2.1 Wilk’s Theorem Assumed
As explained in Section 8.6.1, a 90% contour shown in Figure 9.4 is drawn
around grid points with ∆χ2 values greater than 4.605. With a width of 0.237
×10−3 eV2, the 1σ range of ∆m223 is between 2.435 ×10−3 and 2.672 ×10−3 eV2. On
the other hand, the 1σ range of sin2θ23 goes from 0.444 to 0.618 with a width of 0.174.
From the ∆χ2 scan in sin2θ23, this analysis slightly prefers the second octant where
sin2θ23 > 0.5. While this observation agrees with the most recent measurements
of atmospheric neutrino oscillation parameters from IceCube [79, 235, 236], none of
these analyses are sensitive enough to rule out the first octant. In addition, although
the most recent published result from IceCube prefers a near-maximal mixing angle
of 0.51 [79], this analysis is consistent within statistical fluctuations compared to the
published result; differences between the two measurements are discussed in Section
9.4. Finally, results from this analysis agree well with the latest results from long
baseline experiments including T2K [70], MINOS [81], and NoνA [83].
In addition to the values of physics parameters, the behaviors of nuisance
parameters are also examined in the two dimensional space of ∆m223 and sin
2θ23.
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90% contours
Figure 9.4: 90% contour of atmospheric neutrino oscillation parameters
assuming the test statistic follows a χ2 distribution with two degrees of
freedom: (top) a scan of ∆χ2 in sin2θ23, (right) a scan of ∆χ
2 in ∆m223,
and (bottom left) the 90% contour from this analysis (solid blue) and
from other oscillation experiments. Results from this analysis are com-
parable to previous IceCube results and other long baseline experiments.




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































points together with the best fit physics parameters and the 90% contour. Each of
the remaining plots shows a map of best fit values for a given nuisance parameter;
the color axes show either σ of pulls, for parameters with priors applied, or the best
fit values, for those with no priors. Parameters with flatter maps, such as Nνe/Nνµ
and γµ, have smaller effects on the measurements of physics parameters. Most
parameters, however, affect the measurements to some degrees. It is the minimizer’s
job to find the right balance among the pulls from all nuisance parameters, and all
parameters behave within expectations.
9.2.2 Feldman-Cousin Approach
An alternative assumption-free approach to determine 90% confidence level is
described by Feldman and Cousin (FC) [237]. For a given ∆m223 and sin
2θ23 grid
point, instead of assuming the test statistic distribution of ∆χ2 follows a standard
χ2 distribution, the FC approach builds a ∆χ2 distribution at a given grid point
from many trials based on the observed p-value of that grid point.
Steps in the FC approach are described as follows. First, a global best fit
is performed while letting all physics and nuisance parameters float; this returns
a χ2global. Second, at a given grid point, a χ
2
local is obtained by running a fit with
only nuisance parameters allowed to float; two physics parameters are fixed at the
given grid point values. From these two χ2s, a difference between the two test
statistics is defined as ∆χ2no-fluct = χ
2
local − χ2global. The third step is to build a PDF
from fluctuations around the local best fit histogram, which is given by the local fit
with the χ2local. This local best fit histogram is therefore fluctuated over at least a
hundred times based on the steps described in Section 8.5. For the ith fluctuated
trial, two fits are performed. The first fit allows all physics and nuisance parameters
to float and returns a χ2i,pseudo-float. The second fit fixes the physics parameters while
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at  m232 = 2.49 ⇥ 10 3 eV2 and sin2 ✓32 = 0.37; 50 trials
Figure 9.6: An example of Feldman-Cousin approach. At ∆m232 = 2.49
× 10−3 eV2 and sin2 θ32 = 0.37, 50 trials are preformed and its ∆χ2i,fluct
distribution is presented. The red line represents the value of ∆χ2no-fluct.
The ratio of number of trials on the left of red line to the total trial is
the p-value for this grid point.
letting nuisance parameters float, resulting in a χ2i,pseudo-fixed. Then, a test statistic
difference for this ith trial is defined by ∆χ2i,fluct = χ
2
i,pseudo-fixed − χ2i,pseudo-float. With
over a hundred trials, a distribution of ∆χ2i,fluct is obtained. Based on where ∆χ
2
no-fluct
is located, a p-value is determined by the fraction of number of trials on the right
of ∆χ2no-fluct to the total number of trials performed.
An example of the FC approach is given in Figure 9.6. At a grid point (∆m223,
sin2θ23) = (2.49 × 10−3 eV2, 0.37), 50 pseudo trials are performed1. With only
the sixteen nuisance parameters allowed to float and the two physics parameters
fixed at the given grid point, a χ2local of 135.37 is obtained. Given that the global
best fit χ2global when all parameters are allowed to float is 129.44, the ∆χ
2
no-fluct is
5.93, which is represented by the red solid line in Figure 9.6. For each of the 50
trials, two fits are performed, one with all parameters float and the other with only
1Only 50 trials are completed, and more trials will be added.
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Figure 9.7: A p-value map in the ∆m232 and sin
2 θ23 space from Feldman
Cousin. Each dot represent a (∆m232, sin
2 θ23) grid point, and the color
represents its p-value from 50 trials. Among all the dots, those with p-
values ∼ 90% are shown as red crosses, which are compared to the solid
red line obtained by assuming Wilk’s Theorem (i.e. the blue contour in
Figure 9.4).
nuisance parameters float; the difference between the two is, thus, ∆χ2i,fluct. From
the 50 trials, a distribution of ∆χ2i,fluct is plotted, and 47 entries are found to have a
∆χ2i,fluct smaller than ∆χ
2
no-fluct. The p-value for this grid point is, therefore, given
by the fraction of the number of trials on the left of the red line to the total number
of trials, which is 94%.
A map of p-values in the ∆m232 and sin
2 θ23 space is presented in Figure 9.7.
Since the total number of fits performed is roughly the number of grid points times
the number of trials, the FC approach is only performed around the 90% confidence
level of the previous contour. At each grid point (a dot in Figure 9.7), its p-value
(the color of the dot) from 50 trials corresponds to the percentage of getting this grid
point value when the measurement is repeated many many times. A rough estimate
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Figure 9.8: Fits with normal and inverted neutrino mass hierarchy order-
ings: (top left) 1σ and 90% contours assuming a normal mass ordering,
(bottom left) contours assuming an inverted ordering, (top right) a ∆χ2
scan with respect to the χ2 from normal hierarchy assumption in sin2θ23,
and (bottom right) a ∆χ2 scan in ∆m223. This analysis prefers a normal
mass ordering.
of the 90% contour is presented as the red crosses in Figure 9.7. More statistics and
more grid points are under way to obtain a more accurate 90% contour from the FC
approach.
9.3 Normal and Inverted Hierarchy Orderings
While all the above discussions assume a normal neutrino mass hierarchy, a
full fit is also performed assuming an inverted mass hierarchy. In Figure 9.8, the 1σ
and 90% confidence levels are shown for both hierarchy assumptions. Comparing the
two fits, this analysis prefers a normal hierarchy with a χ2 difference greater than
1. The ∆χ2 scans, with respect to the χ2mod from normal hierarchy assumption,
in ∆m223 and sin



























Preliminary I PRL 2018 this analysis
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90% contours
Figure 9.9: 90% contours from IceCube analyses: (top) a scan of ∆χ2
in sin2θ23, (right) a scan of ∆χ
2 in ∆m223, and (bottom left) the 90%
contours from this analysis (blue), Preliminary I (magenta), and PRL
2018 (black). Crosses represent the corresponding best fit physics pa-
rameters. With six years of data, Preliminary I has the smallest contour
among the three. This analysis with only three years of data results in
a similar ∆m2 measurement but away from maximal. Nonetheless, both
Preliminary I and this analysis agree with the PRL 2018 result within
statistical fluctuation.
mass hierarchy is limited, a more detailed study presents a 0.65σ exclusion on the
inverted hierarchy hypothesis [224].
9.4 Comparison to Previous IceCube Results
With different reconstructions, event selections, analysis methods, and sys-
tematics, three recent measurements of atmospheric neutrino oscillation parameters
are performed independently by the IceCube collaboration. Table 9.2 presents the
differences among the three analyses. Preliminary I is an extension of an earlier
publication [235], while PRL 2018 is the latest published result [79].
Different approaches are made in selection criteria; Preliminary I looks for high
purity in their sample, and this analysis aims at more statistics. Since Preliminary
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I applies tight cuts to select mostly νµ CC track events, Preliminary I reconstructs
their events with a track only hypothesis, whereas this analysis assumes every event
consists of a cascade and maybe track. Moreover, because of the high statistics at
the final selection level, this analysis requires a more sophisticated selection method
with two different BDTs to efficiently remove background muons and noise triggered
events. The result from PRL 2018 is obtained from a selection with purity and statis-
tics in between the two other analyses. One of the important features in the PRL
result is the data driven background. Without enough statistics from atmospheric
muon simulations, they applied an inverted cut at their near-final selection level.
Data passing the inverted cut are used as their background muon template.
Moreover, the analysis techniques among the three measurements are also dif-
ferent. While this analysis uses reconstructed track length to identify track-like
events from cascade-like events, the other two analyses compare fit results from
cascade-only and track-only reconstruction hypotheses. Nonetheless, all three defi-
nitions of particle identification (PID) have fairly similar separation powers between
cascade and track events. Other than PID, three analyses also have different zenith
and energy binning. To archive a higher purity, Preliminary I only covers the up
going region in which neutrinos pass through the Earth; for the other two analyses
with more statistics, down going events are needed to better model atmospheric
muon background. With less events at final level, Preliminary I uses Poisson LLH
as their test statistics; with more statistics, PRL result and this analysis uses a
simpler χ2 with MC uncertainties taken into account.
Systematics are mostly the same among the three analyses. All measurements
take into account γν , ν/ν̄, νe/νµ, up/hor, RES, ν NC / νµ CC, DOM efficiency, hole
ice p, hole ice forward p2, and overall normalizations for µatm and νµ CC. However,
this analysis also includes coincident events, muon background shape, and QE. Being
the first to include systematic uncertainties due to bulk ice properties, this analysis
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found that the best fit ∆m232 and the contour itself are shifted up by slightly less
than 0.5σ when the effects of ice absorption and scattering are considered.
Despite all the above differences, results from all three analyses are similar. As
shown in Figure 9.9, three contours at 90% confidence level agree fairly well. With
six years of data, Preliminary I has the smallest contour among the three, although
the 90% width of ∆m232 can be achieved by only three years of data. However,
despite the similar 90% width of ∆m223, the best fit ∆m
2
23 from PRL 2018 [79] falls
just right outside of the 90$ contour from this measurement. Other than statistical
fluctuation, the small disagreement between the two analyses might be because
this analysis includes bulk ice properties and a reduced charge-dependence in the
reconstruction algorithm. On the other hand, this analysis prefers a non maximal
mixing angle and has quite a different ∆χ2 landscape along sin2θ23 from the other
two analyses. However, all three 90% widths of sin2θ23 agree within statistical
fluctuations.
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Table 9.2: Comparisons among measurements of atmospheric neutrino oscillations
in IceCube.
Preliminary I PRL 2018 [79] This Analysis
Selections
νµ CC purity 0.673 0.625 (excluded µatm) 0.568
νµ CC events / year 4079 10287 15666
background modeling MC data driven MC
selection method straight cuts straight cuts + 1 BDT straight cuts + 2 BDTs
reconstruction hypothesis track cascade + track cascade + track
Analysis Methods
particle identification ∆χ2cascade vs track ∆LLHcascade vs track track length
zenith range up going only all sky all sky
log10 energy range [0.8, 2.2] [0.75, 1.75] [0.75, 1.75]
test statistics Poisson LLH χ2 with σMC and σµ−shape χ2 with σMC
Differences in Systematics
ν-µatm coincidence 7 7 3
µatm shape 7 3 3
QE 3 7 3
αabs and αsca 7 7 3
Results
years of data 6 3 3








reduced χ2 n/a 117.4/119 129.4/133
p-value to best fit n/a 0.52 0.58
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Chapter 10: Conclusion
Embedded at the heart of IceCube, DeepCore allows measurements of atmo-
spheric neutrino oscillation parameters. Not only does IceCube act as an effective
veto against atmospheric muon backgrounds, DeepCore’s dense configuration of op-
tical sensors pushes the energy sensitivity down to a few GeV. Since the amplitude of
atmospheric neutrino oscillations is expected to be maximal at ∼ 25 GeV, IceCube-
DeepCore provides a unique window to observe atmospheric neutrino oscillations
at this energy scale. With over 30 megatons of exceptionally clean ice, more than
35,000 νµ charge current signal events are found at final level over three years of
exposure. At the same time, large atmospheric muon background contemination is
brought down to less than 8% in the final sample using machine learning algorithms.
With the highest statistic sample available, a binned analysis using a modi-
fied χ2 is performed to measure the mass squared difference ∆m223 and the mixing
angle sin2θ23 of atmospheric neutrino oscillations. A total of sixteen nuisance pa-
rameters are considered, including atmospheric neutrino and muon fluxes, neutrino
cross sections with the ice, normalization terms, and detector related systematics.
Among the sixteen parameters, thirteen have priors applied, and their 1σ penalties
are estimated either from previous studies or from other experiments. Uncertainties
due to limited MC statistics, especially for muons, are taken into account. With
140 bins in the analysis template and 133 effective numbers of degrees of freedom,
a χ2 of 129.4 is obtained. The corresponding p-value of 0.58 and best fit values of





−0.11 × 10−3 eV2 and 0.58+0.04−0.13 respectively; this analysis
slightly prefers normal neutrino mass ordering and non maximal mixing. And, the
90% contour from this analysis is comparable to the latest measurements by other
long baseline neutrino experiments.
Studying atmospheric neutrino oscillations using such a high statistic sample
is challenging. Not only did we find disagreement between data and MC due to
responses by optical sensors upon photon arrivals, this analysis is also affected by
optical properties of the ice. In addition, this analysis excludes events at the very
bottom of the ice near bed rock due to a discrepancy between data and MC, which
is potentially caused by contamination of sneaky atmospheric muons from near the
horizon or GENIE ’s assumption of an icy Earth’s core. Disagreements are also
found when including high energy events beyond 100 GeV. Although we were not
able to solve some of these data/MC disagreements, a huge amount of effort was
made to understand our detector.
Among multiple independent approaches within the IceCube Collaboration to
more precisely measure atmospheric neutrino oscillation parameters, this analysis
has the highest statistics and is the first to predict atmospheric muon template
via simulations despite the computational difficulties. With about one year worth
of muons generated, alternative methods have been studied to carefully take into
account the impacts due to limited MC statistics. In addition, new sources of
systematics are also considered, investigated, and introduced.
Current atmospheric neutrino oscillation measurements by IceCube-DeepCore
are limited both systematically and statistically. Not only would more data reduce
statistical errors, but it would also help better model muon backgrounds, which
can systematically improve sensitivities of oscillation studies. In addition, better
understandings on sources of uncertainties are also important. For example, cur-
rent neutrino flux related systematic implementations are based on an analysis by
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Barr et al. [227] from 2006. Improvements can be made by direct measuring the
impacts from pion to kaon ratio. Understanding our detector is also crucial to more
precise oscillation parameter measurements. Previous studies assume that DOM
efficiency and local ice properties due to air bubbles are independent. Although the
newly introduced hyperplane method correlates different detector systematics, more
simulations are required to explore off-axis points on the hyperplane.
While measurements can be improved by adding more data and better system-
atic controls, further works are needed on simulations, reconstructions, and analysis
methods. More muon simulations are needed not only for baseline rate prediction
but also for all discrete systematic sets, which would be time consuming even with
MuonGun. On the other hand, two new reconstruction algorithms are currently
under way to directly reconstruct events based on photon propagations without any
track or cascade hypotheses. While performances of these reconstructions are im-
portant, great efforts are also made to improve their efficiencies. Finally, multiple
analysis methods are developed. While this analysis re-calculates weights for all MC
events and rebuilds the MC template at every iteration during the minimization,
other analyses generate binned event distributions at a staged approach with various
interpolation methods [238].
In conclusion, although this analysis does not significantly improve previous
measurements of atmospheric neutrino oscillation parameters by IceCube, the 90%
contour from this work supports the recently published IceCube result and rep-
resents an important cross check. Through this analysis, collaborative efforts are
made to add background muon simulations, to reconstruct events with a better min-
imizer and hypothesis, to understand our detector, and to identify potential sources
of systematics. These new modifications are valuable for improvements in future
atmospheric neutrino oscillation studies by IceCube.
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